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CSIRO Medals presentation in Sydney
CSIRO scientists have proved that the 'wetness' and 'dryness'
of politicians can be determined scientifically.
A team from the Centre for
Environmental Mechanics in
Canberra brought their Wets
and Dries Testing Unit to Parliament House in late Novembel' as part of a major display
of research on climate change
and the greenhouse effect.
Results of the test were most
interesting. The wettest of all
who were tested was Senator
Peter Cook, who scored 71 on
the scale from 0 to 100. This
result is perhaps not as surprising as it first appears, as Senator Cook is the Minister responsible for water resources.
The driest was Peter McGauran,
the
Opposition
Spokesman for Science, who
recorded an arid 29. Two of
the damper members of the
Liberal Party, Senators Peter
Baume and Chris Puplick,
scored 42 and 48 respectively,
above the results fur several
ALP parliamentarians.
An unidentified staff member from Treasury, who was
found to be decidedly wet, was
quickly removed from the display in disgrace by three of his
colleagues.
Barry Jones, the Minister
for Science, was most impressed by the technique. 'I think

we've really got something
here,' he declared as he dashed
out of the room in search of
two of his colleagues. 'We've
got to get Peter Walsh and
John Howard in here. Then
you'll see some really spectacular results. They'll be right off
the scale!'
The equipment used to determine political wetness is
normally used to measure the
water content of soil and other
porous materials. It was part
of the CSIRO display on planning for a changing environment as a result of the greenhouse effect.
The comprehensive display,
organised by the Bureau of
Rural Resources and the Institute of Natural Resources and
Environment, described climate change research being
carried out byCSIRO, the
Bureau of Meteorology, the
ANU and the Commission for
the Future.
Scientists will return with
their Wets and Dries Testing
Unit to Parliament House early
this year as part of a display of
research on land degradation.
They hope to test Howard,
Walsh and other prominent
parliamentarians at that time.

Mr John Brooks, project manager for the Australia Telescope, received his CSIRO Medal for
research leadership. It was the first time this criterion had applied to determining a recipient. For a
photo of the other 1988 winners, turn to p.7.
Photo: Maria Basaglia

The 1988 CSIRO Medals were, for the first time, a public affair.
They were presented before an audience of industry, academic
and scientific representatives at a ceremony in Sydney in
November by the Minister for Science, Mr J ones.

The list of 200 Australians who
made Au.stralia great,. announced during the Bicentenary
year, included five former
CSIRO scientists and administrators.
Sir David Rivett,. Sir Ian
Cluuies Ross, Dr A E V Richardson, Dr J oseph Pawsey and
Dr Liouel Bull were honoured
by inclusiou in the list.
For more information about
our famous Australians, turn
to page six.

again, the Medals honexceptional work completed within CSIRO as well as
for one project from outside
the Organisation.
The recipients were:
• Dr Graeme Pearman from
the Division of Atmospheric
Research
• Dr Ken McCracken, Director of COSSA
• Mr John Brooks from the
Division of Radiophysics
• Mr Len Taylor (Ballarat
College of Advanced Education) and Or Bill Charters
(Melbourne University)
Each award was accompan-

ied by a brief video outlining
the outstanding work which
led to the awards. These videos
were produced by Mc Nick
Pitsas of the CSIRO Film and
Video Centre.
Or Pearman has been at the
forefront of Australian research into the greenhouse
effect, and edited a volume on
research to date, the Proceedings of Greenhouse 87. On
receiving his award, Dr Pearman gave special mention to
the former Chief of his Division, Dr Priestly, and the current Chief, Dr Tucker, and to
Cont. on p.7

Film 11Video Centre claims
another Silver Mobie
CSIRO's multi-award winning Film and Video Centre has won
its third Silver Mobie from the International Television Association (Australia).

Dr Will Steffen of the Centre for Environmental Mechanics in Canberra, was on hand at Parliament
House to help objectively measure the wetness or otherwise of our politicians. He's pictured, left,
with Senator Brian Archer (Lib. Tas.) at the climate change research display.
Photo: Greg Heath

This time the award has
honoured the training video
New Systems produced for the
Management Information Systems Branch. The video was
designed to be screened at the
start of training sessions for
administrative staff on the new
computerised systems which
are
being
implemented
throughout the Organisation.
Malcolm Paterson from the
Centre wrote and produced
the imaginative 12 minute
video. From script to screen it
took only six weeks to make.
But then, it is often said the
best creative work is done
against the most pressing deadlines.
The script called for an entire circus act, complete with

jugglers, fire eaters, flying saw
blades and the inevitable master of ceremonies.
New Systems was one of 28
entries in the training category
for the ITVA Awards. Competition was stiff, coming from
some of the most accomplished
production honses in Australia, as well as Film Australia.
Mobie Awards are given to
those programs which combine
creativity with high production
skills, resulting in a program
that clearly and successfully
communicates its message to
the target audience.
Previous Silver Mobies were
awarded to CSIRO in 1985 for
Women in Science and in 1986
for Connections, the staff video
magazine.

Letters to the Editor

From the
Executive
A column by
Dr Keith
Boardman
1988 was certainly an eventfnl year for CSIRO, with the operation of the new institutes nnder the uewly appointed directors,
the reorganisation of divisions with the appointment of several
new chiefs, the large cut in the appropriation bndget and the
unprecedented protests from CSIR 0 and other scientists at the
continuing decline in Government fnnding for science and
technology.
The cuts in Government sup- sideration proposals which can
port for R&D in CSIRO and be implemented in the current
other public institutions over financial year. Top priority for
the past few years are small in CSIRO is the reversal of the
relation to total Government previous decision that our appoutlays of about $80 billion, ropriation be reduced by onc
but they had considerable im- third of additional external
pact for the scientific commun- earnings up to .a target over
ity, and political and national three years of 30 per cent of
consequences at a time when total funds. If a recommendainnovative science and technol- tion of the IDC is accepted, we
ogy of world standard is vital would receive some extra funds
to Australia's international for major items of equipment.
competitiveness.
I understand the Minister will
Australia witn.essed for the be putting forward a strong
first time a massive coalition of case for new resources for priscientists, professional scientif- ority areas, examples of which
ic organisations and scientific were presented in our submisstaff unions protesting the sion to the IDC, with funding
funding Guts and the generally to start in 1988/89, but with a
poor career prospects for re- commitment for at least 1989/
search scientists and engineers. 90 and 1990/91. CSIRO also is
There was wide media support seeking full funding of the
and considerable community North Ryde building developsympathy for the protests, with ment, estimated to cost $20
some strong statments from in- million.
dustry associations on the essUnfortunately for the Orgential role of Government sup- anisation, two Board memport for longer term basic and bers, Mr Graham Spurling and
strategic research.
Mr Bill Mansfield, have tenThere seems little doubt that dered their resignations. Mr
this strong coalition of scien- Spurling will be living in the
tists will now be a permanent United States for the next 12
feature of the Australian scene months and Mr Mansfield has
and it is very likely that it will joined the Telecom Board. Mr
play an important role in the Spurling, who was also on the
formulation of science and former Executive, has made a
technology policy.
major contribution to policy
I believe it can influence formulation, particularly relatcommunity attitudes on sci- ing to our interaction with
ence and technology and be- manufacturing industry, and
come a not insignificant politi- Mr Mansfield's wise counsel,
cal influence.
particularly on Government
The interdepartmental com- policy and staff issues, was
mittee (IDC) set up to review extremely valuable.
Australia's research capacity
On behalf of the Organisareported to Cabinet in Decem- tion, I would like to express
ber, but any substantive deci- appreciation for their outstansions on the report have been ding contributions, and perdeferred until at Icast the cnd sonally thank them for their
of .January. Minister Barry strong support.
.J ones is required to bring back
To all staff, I offer all good
to Cabinet for immediate con- wishes for 1989.

Tile Divisioll of Applied Pllysics marked its 50111 almiversary witll a
range of events for ti,e public, industry and staff. Among the attractions
for the public was a session hosted by sciellce educator Deane Hlltton.
Above, Dcane and his assistant from the audience show how science can
be entertaining as well as enlightening. More photos on p.7
Photo: Maria Basaglia

Dear Editor,
sities and research institutes
Recent quotes attributed to will see a wave of resignations
the Chairman of CSIRO, Mr commencing in the mid-1990s.
Neville Wran, stated that the Unless the best of the current
voices of concern being raised generation of young scientists
within CSIRO come from mal- are available to take up senior
contents wllo 'are not doing positions, we may find our
their jobs' (The Australian, 5 R&D effort in further disarray
December 1988). If this quote in the future. The government
is correct, it shows an appalling must assume responsibility for
lack of perception of what is reversing tile loss of young
happening at the coal face. researchers in the short term
This variation on the 'blame by establishing 'holding posithe victim' approach is a short tions' of, say, five years.
sighted attempt to trivialise the
CSIRO is burning, and with
genuine concerns of scien tists,
it will go the future economic
As one who helped organise welfare of all Australians. This
the recent Rally for Science in is not the time to play the
Canberra, I don't mind the slur fiddle or the politician, it is the
on my professional ability and time for intelligent and
commitment but I could intro- thoughtful
strategies.
Mr
duce Mr Wran to several emi- Wran, what are you doing to
nent scientists who have world provide career structures for
class reputations and who also young non-tenured scientists
were worried enough to stand at CSIRO?
in the rain with me and protest.
Dr Greg Tanner
Scientists are highly motivDivision of Plant Industry
ated and their enthusiasm for
their work often gives the (Editor's Note: Dr Tanner sent
appearance to the casual visitor . a similar letter to Mr Wran)
that all is well. But amongst
Dear Editor,
the scientists I work with there
Further to my letter in the Sepis a growing anger at the lack
tember issue of CoResearch
of commitment being shown
about the corporate centre
by the government to Austrastaff
cuts and associated savlian science and CSIRO in
ings, and Mr Langhorne's resparticular.
I challenge Mr Wran to put ponse in the November issue.
The pamphlet appearing
his money where his mouth is
and visit our Division: not just with the July issue of CoResto speak to chiefs and program earch provided some statistics
leaders, but to meet some of on the 45 per cent cut in corthe young research scientists porate centre numbers and the
claimed $10.6 million saving
and ask them how they feel
about their prospects in Aust- that was to flow from this. In
ralian science; ask them if they actual numbers this represents
enjoy a total lack of career a cut of about 270 positions,
structure; ask them how much from 640 to 360. Below, I will
time in their three year con- try to be more specific about
tracts is spent looking for the my concerns in relation to this
matter since they have not
next job.
Young researchers represent been resolved by the informaa national resource and the tion I have seen so far.
Firstly, with regard to who
cost of training them is about
$500 000 each, and yet these is to be cut, we know that of
people with young families are the 270 positions, 140 are
expected to live their lives in a accounted for by the abolition
succession of three year of the Regional Administrative
appointments with little sec- Office and 30 by the abolition
urity or hope of a permanent of the printery. These alone rejob. Because of the lack of present nearly two thirds ofthe
career prospects these people total. Now surely the functions
are being forced overseas. This of the RAO (to provide certain
was shown in a survey of career basic accounting and adminisprospects
of non-tenured trative services to divisions)
research scientists at the must be totally replaced elseResearch School of Biological where in the Organisation.
Sciences at ANU and pub- Likewise, surely the functions
lished in Natw·e. This showed of the printery will now have
that 60 per cent of respondents to be replaced or contracted
thought they would have to out.
What about the remaining
leave Australian science to
find their next jobs. A group cuts? The film and video unit
of scientists at Plant Industry will be cut by eight. Will their
is repeating this survey among operations have to be contractnon-tenured scientists (i.e. ed out? Other cuts are not as
those on term appointments) easy to categorise and it is not
in CSIRO and preliminary re- as easy to follow the fate of the
sults confirm that this situation functions they represent. Howis not isolated to ANU, It is ever, it does appear that severbad economics to subsidise the al of these functions are to be
American and European R&D 'devolved' to the divisions (according to Mr Lumbers' article
effort to this extent.
But there is another iceberg in the September issue of Colooming. Because of the demo- Research, and to an article
graphic bulge in the population appearing in the September
of Australian scientists (most issue of Business Review Weekscientists are over 40), univer- ly which publicises the head
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office cuts and the resulting
savings).
The point of all this is not to
question the need for the review and reorganisation of corporate centre activities, or
even to question the final decisions taken. What we question
is the inference that this restructuring is an effective pruning of the head office bureaucracy, and particularly that it
will really save money' ... to be
available for what we are all
about, namely research' (as
Mr Langhorne says).
The lingering questions are:
1. Is it true that while the socalled corporate centre is to be
cut by 45 per cent by September 1989, the number of corporate centre positions in the
Canberra headquarters building at that time will exceed the
numbers prior to the PCEK
review?
2. How will the abolition of
the RAO save money when its
functions have to be taken up
in the divisions?
3. How much money will be
saved by abolishing the printery after the costs of contracting out printing have been
taken into account?
4. How many of the remaining
pruned functions have been devolved to the institutes or divisions along with the costs of
supporting these positions?
5, When the dust settles from
all this, will CSIRO be a more
effective research organisation?
M D Hatch
Division of Plant Industry
Dear Editor,
In his reply to Dr Hatch and
myself (CoResearch No. 317,
October 1988), Mr Langhorne
answered only part of one of
my questions. In addition, his
data are somewhat misleading
since he compared pre- with
post-PCEK figures for the
numbers of Senior Executive
Service (SES) staff. Considerable change towards the corporate structure had been effected by his pre-PCEK date of
September 1987. My question
had asked for a comparison
with the headquarters staff
structure.
However, since I asked my
three questions, the corporate
centre has produced the Implementation Handbook Part 4
which details the structure and
classifications of all the positions in the corporate centre.
By comparing this information
with the old CSIRO staff list
'A', it is possible to ask, and
answer, the following revealing
questions:
Q: Did the numbers of SES
positions change when the corporate centre structure evolved
from the old headquarters
structure?
A: Yes. In HQ there was one
SES4, two SES3, two SES2
and eight SES1, making a total
of 13. The corporate centre
Cont. on p.6
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A Matter
01 Opinion

This month's point of view colllllln comes from Jeff Prentice,
who takes lip a new position as Print Advisory Officer in Sydney
this year, based at the Division ofFood Processing. For the past
three years, Jeff has managed the CSIRO Bookshop, adopting
an entreprenellrial approach to achieve sllccessflll sales reslllts.
He is the co-general editor of two books on Comlllllnicatioll
Skills in Practice.
In September 1988 the Implementation Handbook 4 - the Filial
Report on the ImplemClltation ofChange in Ihe CSIRO Corporate Cell Ire, was issued to staff, and, with the inclnsion of the
McKinsey Review Report on restructuring CSIRO's institutes
and divisions, the final chapter was closed on the most turbulent
period in CSIRO's history. CSIRO had to demonstrate its worth
and adopt bnsinesslil'e practices to meet the challenges of the
1990s. Both reviews received constructive criticism from scientists, politicians and from the rank and tile within CSIRO.
Nevertheless, when both reviews were implemented, they
caused much upheaval and soul searching among staff, and we
witnessed the exit of many professional colleagues who chose
redundancy and resignation rather than continue their careers in
the new structure. It may be time to reflect on the changes.
As early as 1970, Charles Reich in his thought-provoking book
The Greening of America warned us about the coming of the
Corporate State and how a technology oriented society increasingly would push aside people productivity. He said 'The Corporate State is an immensely powerful machine, ordered, legalistic, rational, yet utterly out of human control, wholly and
perfectly indifferent to any human values'. DressIer and Seybold
in their book The Entrepreneurial Age (1985) went further and
commented 'tragically people do not appear anywhere on any
corporate balance sheet.. .. Many corporate managers even pride
themselves on their abilities to eliminate people. They think
machines are productive and people a necessary evil. This
mentality permeates much of our business today'. Hopefully,
CSIRO will not follow this path.
CSIRO is adopting a corporate culture which exhorts scientists
to embrace the user pays principle, to accept the relevance of
scientific research for industry and community needs and to take
a more businesslike approach to their work. A culture shock
indeed for some research scientists and support staff. But will
CSIRO staff adjust to this new direction? Will adequate staff
training be offered to learn about business systems? Will we see
staff still exercising initiative, thinking for themselves and
planning ahead, or will they be expected to conform to strategic
planning and let corporate minders think and plan for them?
After all, strategic planning can be defined as a disciplined effort
to produce fundamental decisions and actions that shape and
guide what an organisation is, what it does and why it does it.
It can't be left to managers to put it into practice - the top-down
approach. Scientists working at the 'grass roots' level must be
involved at all stages.
To strike the right balance between corporate planning and
scientific research, CSIRO will have to look to people with vision
to lead the way. I have heard the comment that to consider
people productivity in CSIRO is to prefer the 'soft option'. The
'hard' options have been taken with all their ramifications, so
why not pursue a 'new' option - people productivity. People
productivity is entrepreneurial in nature and revolves around
motivation, knowledge and opportunity. Tom Peters and Robert
Waterman, two of today's management gurus, espouse the
benefits of people productivity in their book In Search of
Excellence, and in his latest book Thriving on Chaos, Tom Peters
reminds us that as individuals and as an organisation we have to
welcome change and innovation as vigorously as we have fought
it in the past. It's people who initiate change and it's change
which can breed opportunity.
Success in CSIRO will, to a large degree, depend on people
productivity, not on further reviews, task forces and endless
working parties. Maybe we should note John Bryson's comment
in his book Strategic Planning for Public and Nonprofit Organisations (1988) when he says 'while few public and nonprofit
organisations have a clear and useful mission statement, fewer
still have a clear, succinct and useful vision of success'.
In the new climate, CSIRO will need to address its information, communication and publishing policies to meet new corporate goals. The new institutes, divisions and the corporate centre
have yet to agree on what are the cost effective ways of achieving
success in these key areas. For instance, can we continue to
justify the costs of producing 35 divisional biennial or research
reports. Who reads them? What purpose do they serve in disseminating scientific research results and scientific research in
progress? There are alternative ways of communication to the
scientific community through the print media.
Cont. on p.6

New Animal Production Chief

Or Mayo looking to ensureJrotection
01 strategic research in Division
A genetics expert is to be the next Chief of the Division of Animal Production.

Dr Oliver Mayo is now
Reader in Charge of Biometry
at the Waite Agricultural Research Institute in South
Australia, but will take over as
Division Chief from Dr Trevor
Scott on 3 April.

Dr Mayo has extensive experience in statistical aspects
of eVOlution, in popUlation and
quantitative genetics and their
applications in animal and
plant breeding, and in human
genetics.

Commodore Bnsiness Machines Pty Lld has offered computers
for use in CSIRO Science Edncation Centres in Sydney and
Melbourne.

Dr Mayo has edited widelyused books on human and biochemical genetics and his book
on the theory of plant breeding
has been translated into Russian. He has published a series
of papers on the analysis and
interpretation of responses to
selection for clean fleece
weight in sheep.
His qualifications in administration include a Diploma in
Business Management and a
stint as Dean of the Faculty of
Agricultural Science at Adelaide University. He also has
served on the Council of Roseworthy Agricultural College
for a number of years.
He said one of his aims for
the Division of Animal Production was to make it 'more flexible and responsive to industry
needs. We will work closely
with both producers and consumers to ensure the community gets what it wants'.
However, he said, 'strategic
research, particularly in high
growth, high risk areas such as
biotechnology, also must remain a major part of the Division's activities. This requires
long term funding.
'The Division already earns
36 per cent of its money from
non-government sources. I
consider it a personal challenge
to attract more industry funds
while at the same time maintaining the level of direct government support.'

Mr Ross Kingsland, Manager of CSIRO,Education Programs, said the programs to be
used with these sponsored
compnters epitomise the role
of our Education Centres. The
two Commodore Amiga 2000
computers will enable students
to experience:
• current CSIRO research;
• the latest technology; and
• their applications in the
community.
The CSIRO programs also
will effectively demonstrate
the capacity of the Amigas to
well over 16 000 visitors to the
Melbourne and Sydney CSIRO Centres each year.
One program produced by
the Division of Oceanography
in Hobart involves data on the
infra-red levels of the oceans
surrounding Australia. The
data are received by CSIRO
from the NOAA polar orbiting
environmental satellite and are
used for commercial fishing
and for ocean yacht racing, as
well as for scientific uses in
oceanography and marine biology.
Another program developed
by the Division of Mathematics
and Statistics allows students
to use the latest remote sensing
technology to zoom in on their
own cities, down to street
level, to learn about the many
uses of this A-Image system. It

Dr John Philip, Chief of the
Centre for Environmental
Mechanics, is serving on a
UNESCO panel investigating
the university education of
hydrologists.
The panel, sponsored also
by the International Association of Scientific Hydrology
(lASH), was formed in response to a growing feeling that
applied hydrology often suffered from the scant attention
given in hydrolic education to
its basis in natural science.
In accepting the invitation to
serve on the panel, Dr Philip
expressed the hope that the
group could 'help hydrology
towards its rightful place as a
serious branch of geophysics'.
'My own view would be that
we should try to bring order to
chaos by identifying and setting
out for all to grasp, the coherent intellectual framework of
hydrology which can be built
up when we actually use what
is known about the physical
processes of the hydrological
cycle,' he said.
Dr Phi lip welcomes input
from CSIRO and other Australian hydrologists.

Dr OliverMayo

CSIRD keepinguPiwith
the Commodore
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is now being marketed by Image Tech International. Using
Landsat data, this system has
many applications in agriculture and forest management,
environmental
monitoring,
mineral exploration and disaster monitoring.
These programs will alert
students to a whole new area
of Australian activity, space
science, and its growing part in
our lives. By manipulating data
provided, students will be able
to understand what information is obtained and how it is
used. These future decision
makers and scientists will at
least know that remote sensing
is more than touching an object
at ann's length with their eyes
closed!
The Division of Human Nutrition in Adelaide has developed a program which will
allow students to study the
nutritional value of their own
diets or any they devise. The
Division already has produced
500 disks with an accompanying booklet to sell to schools
and interested individuals for
approximately $60. Having
experienced the program at
CSIRO Science Education
Centres, schools can buy it for
use in the classroom in either
Commodore 64 or Amiga format.

30 years Oil

CoResearch still surviving

As mentioned in the October issue, CoResearch started life in December 1958 in a [>ilot version,
bnt the first regular issue did not appeal' until ApIiI 1959. However, I thought I would cheat a
little and celebrate the 30th anniversary now, becanse that very first issne was important in
establishing the idea of a newspaper available to all CSIRO staff members.
A survey of readers carried
out in August 1985 showed
conclusively that the respondents (about 10 per cent of
CSIRO staff) endorsed the
idea of a staff newspaper. The
overwhelming majority wanted CoResearch - they did not
want a colour magazine or a
staff video. The survey also
turned up quite a bit of criticism of CoResearch in the form
it was published then.
CoResearch issue No,1 of
April 1959 had a heading
'Lines of Communication' on
page one, In part, the article
said 'Our 4000 staff members
are scattered over Australia ...
and lines of communication
between them are tenuous ... many CSIRO happenings never become known to
staff. The aim of CoResearch
is to let all members of staff
know what is going on in CSIRO'.
I would extend that rather
bland statement of purpose to
say that CoResearch in 1989
definitely does not exist to
relay information from the
centre outwards. It is there for
all staff to use - to communicate not only information but
also opinion, criticism, observation and wit. To those who
think CoResearch is a management tool, I say flip through
some recent issues and think
again, There is much material
which, I'm sure, has been discomforting to the upper echelons, To the credit of the
Board and the office of the
Chief Executive, the gag has
not been applied,
But CoResearch needs to go
further. I would dearly love to
see more staff involvement, in
the form of letters to the
editor, contributions to A Matter of Opinion, suggestions for
articles and phone calls to me
to discuss issues, As the only
person working on CoReseOl'ch, I have difficulty keeping
up with all the newsworthy
activities and issues in all the
divisions. I need some input. I
do try to visit divisions when I
can, but deadline (and other)
pressures limit travel or the
amount of time I can spend at
divisions even if I can get
away, Please ring me and let
me know what is going on - I'd
love to know. My telephone
number is 062-48 4479 and
FAX 062-484641.
While stressing the importance of staff input, I am very
aware of the danger of CoResearch becoming too involved
in controversy, I don't mean
the old chestnut about airing
our dirty linen - I personally
believe that the frustration
caused by a lack of frank discussion about our problems is
more damaging in the long run

than any danger from bringing
issues out into the open, What
does concern me is losing sight
of the reason CSIRO exists the scientific research, In
CoResearch I try to present a
cross section of the research
being done in CSIRO, Some
scientists have asked me 'why
bother - if it's important to me
then I find out about it through
the scientific journals, and if
it's not important to me, then
I'm not interested'. But it's not
just scientists who read
CoResearch. In fact, most
readers are not scientists at all,
but other staff members,
mcdia, politicians, bureaucrats, retired CSIRO people

and even some members of the
general public, They are interested, and what's more they
have a right to know what is
going on in this publicly funded
Organisation.

CoResearch escaped the axe
in the recent turbulent reorganisation of the corporate
centre. When so many HQ
functions were being chopped,
somehow the staff newspaper
came through virtually unscathed, Hopefully it will continue to survive, and I like to
think it will improve with age,
especially now it has left
behind its callow 20s and
entered the more mature 30s.

The one and only respondent to my calls for cOlllments
on CoResearch came from former staff member Mr Guy
Oresford. In this case, it is definitely quality not quantity
that counts.

Dear Editor,
After 30 years, CoResearcll remains my favourite joumaI.
I was glad to see the reference in No. 317 (Oct. 1988) to
No. 00 (December 1958) as it recalls life at Head Office,
314 Albert Street, in that dim, distant past. No corporate
centre then! CoResearch was the brainchild of Frank
Nicholls who first recognised the need for a staff journal
in CSIRO and sought approval fmm the Executive to
launch one. This was not immediately forthcoming, but it
was agreed tllata specimen issue should be I)repared as a
first step. The result was No. 00 and it was so well received
that regular publication was approved and it has never
looked back. Long may it continue!
Guy Gresford (retired)
Hobart

Water Resources second only
10 bealltiful women
Research
Highlights
and
Calendar
1989

CSIRO
D,v,s,on of
W;ncr Resources

The DivisiOlI of Water Resources 1989 calelldar/research
highlights is a stll/lIler. With brilliallt photography by Bill van
Akell, it's already beell hailed publicly i/l Perth. Bob Rummery
elltered it ill ABC radio statioll 6WF's caTendar competitioll
where it was runller up to the calelldar produced by the illterlIatiollal giallt Pirelli. The local radio anlloullcer praised the
CSIRO calelldar - 'fascillating', he said, having pointed out the
magllitude of the competitioll from Pirelli, which, he said, flad
obviously spent 'big bucks', with photographs of beautiful
women alld intematiollal se/liugs. Fired with this Sllccess, Bill
has elltered the caTelldar ill Australia's National Prillt Awards,
a/ld CoReseal'ch will keep a watch 011 the resuTts.
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The Riven Medal

New challenges to face in
determining recipients

Sir David Rivett was Chief Executive and later Chairman of the
Conncil for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) which
preceded CSIRO.
More than any other person,
he was responsible for the distinctive character of CSIR,
which is still evident today in
CSIRO, His colleagues held
him in very high regard,
After his death in 1961, a
memorial fund was established
to finance the David Rivett
Memorial Lecture, which is
delivered every two years by
an eminent research scientist.
In 1962, the Council of the
CSIRO Officers Association
approved of his further commemoration by the award at
the same interval of a medal to
a young officer of CSIRO for
outstanding research carried
out within the Organisation.
The award was to be made alternately for work in the biological and the physical scienceS.

The medal is usually presented by the President of the
OA on the occasion of the
Memorial Lecture,
The design of the medal was
taken, with the permission of
CSIRO, from one prepared
for a memorial plaque, designed by the late Andor Meszaros,
for the entrance hall of the
David Rivett Laboratory at
Clayton,
The medal is a bronze disc,
6.4cm diameter, and was
struck by the London firm,
John Pinches Ltd, medallists
for more than 200 years.
The list of Rivett Medallists
to date contains some familiar
names:
1964 Dr CH Gallagher,
Division of Animal Health
and VI' E 0 P Thompson,
Protein Chemistry
1966 Dr J R Philip,
Plant Industry
1968 Dr J F Bergersen,
Plant Industry
1970 VI' A F Reicl,
Mineral Chemistry
1973 Dr J K Raison,
Plant Physiology Unit,
Macquarie Uni,
1976 Dr B M Chapman,
Textile Physics
1978 Dr F J Ballard,
Human Nutrition
1980 Dr T W Cole,
Radiophysics
1982 Dr T J Higgins,
Plant Industry
1984 Dr J S Frederiksen,
Atmospheric Research
1986 Dr P M Room,
Entomology
1988 Dr R J Hill,
Mineral Products
The 1988 award, for work in
the physical sciences, was
characterised both by the record number of nominations

(16) and the emphasis those
entries placed on the extent of
industrial orientation and involvement in the research.
The fields covered included:
antenna design and coupling,
millimetre wave technology,
ocean current and wave dynamics, metal and alloy catalysis, physics of adhesion, solid
state
chemistry,
psychophysics, physics of thin films,
fluid flow in porous media,
theoretical chemistry, physics
of reinforced compositions,
micrometeorology and ceramic
solid state cells,
Many of the entrants were
able to claim that commercialisation of their work was either
at the negotiation stage or had
been successfully implemented, This was for work conducted before the McKinsey
of
inspired
restructuring
CSIRO along 'business lines',
This increased emphasis on
industrial application and commercialisation is likely to continue, presenting the OA with
some difficulty in establishing
appropriate assessment criteria
for work of this kind which is
likely to be unpublished and
may be confidential.
The contradiction between
the OA's policy regarding
promotion, that 'documentation of performance' is more
appropriate than publications
or publication record for assessing professional staff reclassification and its application to
the Rivett Medal, i.e. that 'the
award shall be judged on the
basis of published work', already has been pointed out by
a member in Adelaide (Ian
Sare of Manufacturing Technology), who advocated a
broadening of the assessment
criteria,
The problem is - how does
one evaluate work which by its
nature is not open to public
scrutiny?
The
promotion
guidelines for research scientists list the quality and number
of contributions to the literature as important criteria, The
guidelines also state that: 'In
research activities, such as
industrially-oriented
work,
computing systems development, or work which is of a
confidential nature, the publication record may not adequately reflect research performance and achievements.
Therefore other relevant measures of a researcll calibre will
be taken into account' (my
emphases).

Cont. on p.5

Sensory Research Cenlre

TicklingJapanese taste buds could
mean lilg business for Australia
Processed foods alone could
achieve a turnaround of tha t
magnitude under the right conditions. The enormous potential for the export of Australian
processed foods has not even
started to be tapped.
A scheme proposed by a
group of three scientists, experts in sensory research at the
Division of Food Processing,
could be the catalyst needed to
boost the export of processed
food from Australia.
The
Sensory
Research
Centre was established by Drs
David Laing, Bob McBride
and Graham Bell last year. Its
initial work has been purely
tactical, designed to raise desperately needed outside income
by testing products for companies.
Now, a new proposal could
open the way for some pioneering science as well as succeed
in raising revenue for the Division and providing vital information for food companies to
expand their businesses. Ini-'
tially, the scientists are looking
to Asia, following a concerted
effort by Division Chief Dr
Des Walker over the past few
years to encourage the industry
to enter this most lucrative
market.
The Asian market is huge.
In Japan alone, the population
of 125 million consumes $300
billion worth of food each
year, and $24 billion of this is
imported. But past experience
has shown that the Japanese
generally find Australian food
unacceptable, and consequently only a small proportion of
the food imported by Japan
comes from Australia. Australian companies have made no
real effort to appeal to
Japanese taste buds.
The reasons the Japanese,
and other Asian people, find
our food unpalatable is not
really known. The only available data is anecdotal and subjective.
The trio from Food Processing want to establish a scientific
basis for food preference in
different countries. Armed
with this knowledge, primary
producers and food companies
would be able to tailor their
products to suit the export
market.
What is not yet known is
whether food preferences are
purely cultural, purely physiological or a combination of
these and other factors. What
is known is that what appeals
to an average Australian probably does not appeal to an
average Japanese. But to break
into the big money the product
has to be just right for the

market. So far attempts to
crack the export market have
been hit and miss, mainly miss,
and few Australian companies
have made the attempt.
However, our domestic food
market, for which Australian
companies provide 93 per cent
of the products, is saturated.
Companies must look overseas
to diversify and increase their
profits.
A seminar held at the Division last month, attended by
some big guns in the food
industry, resulted in tentative
pledges of $25 000 for each of
three years from several major
companies. In all, the 18 food
companies at the seminar (held
in conjunction with the North
Ryde open days), represented
a combined annual turnover of
$3-$4 billion.
To get started, the scientists
will need about $2.5 million a small amount in comparison
with the potential return. In
addition to industry funds, the
scientists are having talks with
both AUSTRADE and the
Department of Industry, Technology and Commerce, both
of whom have responded
favourably.
Hopefully, CSIRO appropriation funding will play a

The scientists have perfected
precise methods for evaluating
sensory perception - methods
which they already have employed commercially in product testing.
Each has a different area of
expertise within the broad sensory area. Dr Bell has been
involved in pinpointing the
actual sensory receptors in the
nose and the brain itself; Dr
McBride is an experimental
psychologist who uses the principles of 'psychophysics' to
measure perceptions of taste,
usually through taste testing
experiments; and Dr Laing is
an expert in olfaction (sense of
smell). Between them, they
are probably Australia's leading authorities on sensory perception of smell and taste.
The sort of sophisticated
market intelligence they could
provide to both primary producers and food companies already is being undertaken in
both Europe and the United
States. There is no question it
is the way food products will
be specifically targeted in the
future. Australia, unfortunately, has often lagged behind
the rest of the world in the
adoption of new techniques,
but the scientists are confident

significant part in setting up or
operating the project - something the scientists say is the
sort of thing that CSIRO funding should support.

that Australian companies will
get behind this proposal when
they realise the potential
benefits.
If they don't, they could
miss out on the huge market

It's envisaged the Asia research will generate more product testing work. As advice is
provided to companies on desirable sensory characteristics
of products for Asian markets,
more tactical product testing is
likely to result. With the generation of more revenue, the
Centre will be able to take on
extra staff, thus extending its
capacity. The income raised
will have 'no strings attached',
and a formula will be devised
for dividing up the profits
within the Division.
Once the project has its
funding, the scientists will at
last be able to return to the
bench, to gather raw data on
sensory preferences at different levels of constituents.
They said they would need at
least 12 months to collect the
initial information for a base
set of data before specific
products could be targeted.

SENSORY
RESEARCH CENTRE

Laing

opportunities in the AsiaPacific region. As the scientists
point out, the prize, or the lost
opportunities, will be measured in the long term in
billions of dollars.

Rivett Medal
Cont. from p.4
The OA, in reviewing its
method of selecting the winner
of the David Rivett Medal, is
seeking to identify those
'other' relevant measures and
determine how they 'will' be
taken into account.
This same dilemma is faced
by institute committees during
the annual review of professional staff classifications, and
it seems they too are yet to
solve it.
Nevertheless, it is an issue
central to the new ethos of CSIRO, and satisfactory solutions
must be found if the Organisation is to succeed in fulfilling
its objectives and for the David
Rivet! Medal to continue its
role in providing recognition
by the Officers Association for
outstanding achievement in
pursuit of those objectives.
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The Rivet! Medal

A Matter of Opinion
Cont. from p.3
Finally, Dr Boardman has commented on the future CSIRO
when he stated recently in the booklet Strategic Plan 1988-92:
'We must continue to attract staff of the highest calibre. This
requires a stable and exciting research environment, the provision of adequate financial human resources and a system of
incentives which rewards excellence and achievement'. I'm sure
CSIRO staff look forward to stable times, new challenges and
no further cuts in research funds. But let Robert Waterman in
his recent book The Renewal Factor (1987) have the last say: 'No
organisation can maintain excellence without renewing. No
organisation can strive for excellence, or even attempt to
improve, without the ability to renew'. CSIRO must be given
the opportunity to renew and thus achieve excellence.'

And furthermore...
...a brief comment on another matter from the editor of
CoResearch, Liz Tynan.
I find it hard to believe there are still those in the bureaucracy
who doubt the real benefit of CSIRO research. Anyone who
cares to go into it will find a return many times greater than the
investment. For those who have difficulty making the effort to
find out for themselves, and for all those interested in the value
of scientific research, essential reading is the cost benefit analysis
report on the Division of Mineral Processing and Engineering.
This independent, external report found that the investment
of $133 million on eight specific research projects is creating a
return, after allowing for costs, of $365 million over five years.
It is worth remembering that while Government departments
are mostly non-productive absorbers of taxpayers' money (often
an unavoidable consequence of the nature of the work they do,
i.e. in the social security area), CSIRO actually generates
revenue as a result of its work. Substantial revenue. Politicians
and those senior bureaucrats who have a say in what is happening
to CSIRO, should perhaps reflect a little more on this. The facts
are there in black and white, in this latest cost benefit report and
an earlier one of the Division of Entomology. A list of CSIRO
activities 1983-1988, also gives a small taste of the incredible
range of research which has come to fruition and is of direct
benefit to Australia and to various industries. This report, of
which I have copies, lists 175 separate items, but it is by no means
complete and after all it only covers five years. CSIRO research
is an investment in Australia. I hope that this fact is appreciated
when the Cabinet deliberates on a long term science policy.

Letters
Cont. from p.2
composition is one SES5, three
SES4, three SES3, six SES2
and 13 SES1, making a total of
26.
Q: How do these figures compare with the Australian Public
Service?
A: In the same time period,
the APS SES suffered a reduction of 10 per cent in line with
the recommendations of the
Block Report into the APS.
Q: How were the new SES
positions filled in CSIRO?
A: Some were new appointments, but the majority were
made from existing HQ staff
competing for the positions.
Some staff received up to a
$13 000 per annum increase as
a result of the corporate structure (the research staff should
get so lucky).
Q: How would these changes
have affected the average cost
per staff member?
A: Since the changcs took
place against an advertised reduction of 46 per cent in HQ
staff, and many of the positions
below SES level were also reclassified as a result of the
structural changes, it is inevitable that this cost must have
risen. However, the exact
amount of the figure does not

warrant the effort necessary to
extract the information. One
estimate has suggested an increase of $4000 per staff
member.
Comment: It is difficult to
see how the senior management of CSIRO has managed
to implement so many upward
classification changes in the
light of CSIRO's financial restrictions during the period.
Mr Langhorne has failed to
address my original question
concerning the justification for
the reclassifications and it is
difficult to see what these
could be when, in many cases,
there are no apparent changes
in job descriptions, only in
classification. While it can be
argued that there are some
apparent savings resulting
from the restructure, these are
clearly less than should have
obtained. It will also be necessary to increase institute and
divisional administrative staff
to compensate for' devolved
RAO functions so that total
staff administration costs in
CSIRO will probably rise. This
result will, of course, be at the
expense of our real objective,
Research Advancing Australia.
David Goodchild
Division of Plant Industry

Dear Editor,
o Lalldsberg! 0 mOll roy!
Involuntary retirement has
informed me that as the slave
departs the man returns. And
I can see now that he who is
anyone's or any department's
slave is free from none and his
vitality remains suppressed.
Landsberg's remarks in CoResearch No. 317 reminded
me of John Russell Lowell's
famous stanza:
'They are slaves who fear to
speak
For the fallen and the weak;
'" They are slaves who dare
not be
In the right with two or
three.'
Freedom, being the obverse
of slavery, numbers among her
children Creativity, Efficiency
and Progress as Mother Russia
herself has belatedly begun to
proclaim. (See particularly I
Roald Z Sagdeev's comments!
in last (northern) summer's i
Issues in Science and Technology. Sagdeev is the Director of
the Soviet Space Research Institute and a Member of the
Soviet Academy of Science.
Some quotes to whet your interest: 'During the past half
century, Soviet science has
suffered deep and still-bleeding wounds from ill-conceived
government policies.' 'Today,
although the Soviet Union has
one of the world's largest scientific workforces, it has only a
modest record of achievements
and is contributing too little to
the world's scientific knowledge.' ' ... bureaucratic dinosaurs.. have bogged down virtually every facet of the scientific community.'- my emphases.)
Speaking with detachment,
perforce, my advice to you is
to start by rejecting the Line
Management Monster. Go on
from there to tell the running
dogs of government that Science and Slavery do not marry.
It is utterly useless being the
slave of a slave, even of one
who purports to be your
champion.

than that which is self-imposed). Surely Shakespeare got it
right when he wrote (in Julius
Caesar):
'So every bondsman in his
own hand bears
The power to cancel his
captivity'
Pray, think of the next generation. Supineness now will
make mudsills of our science
undergraduates,
destining
them to the meanest duties in
a social system gone wildly
awry. If constrained by personal circumstances from speaking
out publicly, whisper to your
sons, daughters, nieces, nephews and those of all your acquaintances that the current
compact is a covenant with
Death and a concord at with
Hell, with both parties in an
atrocious criminality which

should be immediately annulled.
Tell the donzels, the Job's
comforters,
the
knownothings, Le. all non-scientists,
to take their noses out of science. Follow Landsberg, I say.
He has nostrils for nonsense,
perspicacity and some guts.
Crown him, even while knowing that, of itself, a crown
cannot cure a headache. Landsberg! Ay, eve'ry inch (cm) a
king and a kingdom's bulwark!
John J Lenaghan
(Reflections whilst painting a
long picket fence - in heritage
colour, of course)
PS Note also that the one
federal instrnmentaIity especiaUy ordained to ascertain
truth has been the only one to
incnr serious budgetry decline
nnder the llob'awke administ·
ration.

Our great Australians

Australia owes a lot to its scientists, and CSIR/O scientists figure
prominently among those who have contribnted in various ways
to our high standard of living. This has been r'ecognised by the
inclusion of five CSIR/O pioneers in the list of 200 Australians
who made Australia great between 1770 and 1970.
The names were announced physics. After the war, researat Parliament House in Canb- chers turned their attention to
erra on 14 November last year.
the high in tensity radio waves
Sir David Rivett was one of which apparently came from
the triumvirate of men who led the sun, and this led to some
CSIR from its formation and exciting discoveries which
on through the War years (the marked the beginning of the
other two being A E V Rich- new science of radio astronardson and Sir George Julius). omy. Dr Pawsey's leadership
He was Chief Executive Offi- of the radio astronomy project
cer from January 1927 until brought Australia to the foreJune 1946, when he became front of this research. In 1961
Chairman until 1949. Sir he became Director of the US
David, a distinguished res- National Radio Astronomy
earcher in chemistry, is regard- Observatory, however he was
ed by many contemporaries as unable to take up the appointhaving established a strong ment because of ill health and
ethos for CSIRO based on he died in 1962.
scientific excellence.
D,. Lionel Bull was a noted
Sir lall Chillies Ross began expert on animal diseases and
his career with CSIR as a was involved in investigation
parasitologist in 1926, working and introduction of myxomaton major problems such as osis into the Australian rabbit
hydatid tapeworm, liver fluke population. He also researched
and dog tick. Work begun by a number of other ailments,
Sir Ian is still continuing at the such as tuberculosis, flystrike,
Division of Animal Health. He mastitis and copper deficiency.
After only a few months of was the foundation officer in Dr Bull's pioneering work in
exposure, I can assure you charge of the Division's Mc- the study of these and other
that. at least for intelligent and Master Laboratory 1931-1937. diseases led to many of the
informed people such as you, He became the first Chairman control methods in use today.
there is a rewarding life 'out of the newly-constituted CS- He served with distinction as
there'. I have found too that IRO from 1949 until his death Chief of the Division from
the community of primary ind- in 1959.
1935 to 1954.
Dr A E V Riclzardson was
ustry (farmers, fishermen, foresters, miners) retains Faith, an outstanding agricultural sciHope and Charity, the main entist who headed the Victoplanks in the platforms sup- rian Department of Agporting all grand endeavours, riculture for a number of years,
of which scientific research is followed by a stint as Director
one. This community - and no of the Waite Institute in Adeldoubt others such as the inde- aide. He joined CSIR as Execpendent professionals - still utive Member in 1927, and
stands four-square for free- was Chief Executive Officer
dom, is grateful for past scien- from 1946 to 1949. His protific achievements, does not 'found knowledge of agriculSir David Rivett
query the system that produced ture was essential, particularly
as the Council was almost exthem and will sustain calls for
clusively involved with recontinuing scientific freedom.
search of assistance to rural
Do not bother with finance
ministers, planners, political
industries.
Joseph Pawsey was one of
scientists, et al. They are merely pretentious middlemen. the world leaders in the develAssert your own primacy or opment of radio astronomy.
leave. Recall Lucius Annaeus He joined CSIR in 1940, and
Seneca's words of 2000 long throughout World War II playyears ago: Nulla servitus tur- ed a prominent role in the
pior est quam voluntaria (no secret radar research carried Dr Uonel Bull
servitude is more disgraceful out by the Division of RadioPhoto: Bob Campbe//
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CSIRO Medal winners
CS/RO marked another milestone in its long history with the 50th 1II111iversllly ofthe Division of
Applied Physics. Below left, Division ChiefDr Bill Blevin, blowing out the candles on the birthday
cake. Below centre, a visitor poking his finger at a magnet levitated over a high temperature
superconductor. Bottom left, Dick Rattle and Doris Colohan. Bottom right, Dr Paul De(lII, Director of the British National Physical Laboratory, makes 'A Casej(Jr Metrology' at the Symposium
helel in conjunction with the anniversary celebrations.

Cont. from p.1

Below, visitors at the Division's supermagnet display during
the Applied Physics open day

Pictured above at the Medal presentation, teft to right, Mr Len
Taytor, Dr Bill Charters, Science Minister Mr Barry lanes, Dr
Graeme Pearman, Mr lohn Brooks, Dr Kcn McCrackcn and
CS/RO Chairman Mr Ncville Wran.
CSIRO itself, which, he said, Medal ceremony, Mr Brooks
had a 'proud reputation of said he was accepting the
allowing scientists to under- award on behalf of a number
take high quality research'.
of people, including the parDr McCrackell has been in ticipating private firms and
charge of COSSA since its for- Divisional staff, the Institute
mation in 1984. He received Director Dr Bob Fmter and
his award for leadership in Division Chief Dr Dennis
space activities and achieve- Cooper.
ment in geophysics research.
Dr Charters and Mr Taylor
A NASA veteran who worked have had a great deal of success
for that organisation during its with their solar boosted heat
golden years from 1959 to pump. The pump is manufac1970, Dr McCracken went on tured by Siddons Industries
to become foundation Chief of Lld and marketed as the Solar
the Division of Mineral Physics Plus domestic water heater. It
before becoming COSSA Dir- operates on less than 25 per
ector.
cent of the energy normally
Mr Brooks has had the task used to run an off-peak electric
of managing the enormous water heater.
Australia Telescope project.
Previous winners of the
The Telescope, one of Aust- CS/RO Medal have included
ralia's most outstanding engin- Dr David Solomon, Dr Hugh
eering feats, was a complicated Tyndale-Biscoe, Dr David
project, but one Mr Brooks (in .Iupp, Mr .Iohn Coleman, Dr
conjunction with a highly skil- Dieter Plate, Dr Myles Hardled team) brought in on time. ing, Dr Peter Colman, Dr Ray
Technological spinoffs to in- .Iones aud Dr Graeme Ogilvie.
dustry from the AT project The Medals were inaugurated
have been significant. At the in 1985.
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Retirements

'Last 01 the CSIR photographers...' led Radoslovich retires
after diverse career

Ted Lawton from Merbein has seen a great deal of change dnring his long career with the
Organisation.
Ted, a photographer with
the Division of Horticulture,
retired on 2 December after
more than 42 years. He started
with CSIR in March 1946,
three years before the Act
which established CSIRO.
There must be few people still
in CSIRO who can trace their
involvement with the Organisation back that far.
His early work at the Commonwealth Research Station
(CRS) at Merbein was as a
laboratory assistant to E C
Orton, working on dried fruits
processing. At that time A V
Lyon was the Officer in
Charge, and staff numbers
were being built up after the
wartime decline.
It wasn't long before Ted
started using his talents in
basic specimen photography,
using the rather primitive
equipment and materials available at the time. He remembers having to use a 1933
Trona camera, with the old
fashioned bellows, and as he
and others at the lab had little
experience of photography,
the early efforts were rather hit
and miss.
In 1948/49, he spent about
four months at the photographic section of the Division
of Forest Products under Wallace Hastie. This work extended his photographic experience, and on his return to
Merbein the photographic activity increased and became full
time.
Ted remembers that during
this time more money became
available for better equipment
and new techniques were developed for routine specimen
photography using a custom
built lightbox for colour photomacrography of living insects
and for light microscopy.
During the 1960s the CRS
evolved into the Horticultural
Research Station and later the
Division of Horticultural Research, and with these changes
came a substantial expansion
of the research progra ms. They
now included vine virus stud~
ies, grape breeding, new crops
such as apples, avocado and
pistachio. At the same time
came the need to provide some
photographic services to the
staff of the new Adelaide
laboratory.
It was during this time that
Ted did some time lapse cinematography of plant growth on
avocado flowers and vine
roots, using the novel flash synchronised 16mm cinecamera.
The work was becoming diversified in other ways too,
with the greater use of photo-

Ted Lawtoll all 4 October 1951

Ted Lawtoll this year

Photo: Liz Dafe

graphy for static displays and
colour slides for research presentations.
Despite all this new activity,
however, the photographic
section was still housed in an
old wartime hut.
But then came the 1970s and
a new studio and photo lab,
and the start of colour photography for the Division's fruit
variety booklets.
Ted's reputation as a top
rate scientific photographer
was well established. He presented a paper on photographic work for the Division
at the first ANZAAS/AIST
Conference on Science Technology at Flinders University
in 1973 and went on to develop
a photographic system for the
Philip Scanning Electron Microscope 500.
In 1980 Ted became the first
CSIRO photographer and only
the second Australian to receive the certificate of Registered Biological Photographer
from the Biological Photographic Association Inc. in the
United States.
Ted successfully completed

the rigorous examination and
assignment requirements and
received his certificate in Boston at the 50th Annual Meeting
of the Association, during
which he gave an illustrated
paper on techniques and applications of photography in
Australian horticultural research.
In the 1980s Ted has continued his work on the Division's
varietal books, and has consolidated and refined his techniques in scientific photography.
At this time he was made a
Registered Biological Illustrator by the Australian Institute of Medical and Biological
Illustrators, and has helped
organise seminars for photographers at Merbein in 1983,
1985 and 1987.
With his retirement, CSIRO
loses one of the last of the
CSIR photographers and one
of its most experienced practitioners in the field.
For his part, Ted is looking
forward to a retirement full of
travel and, of course, more
photography.
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Dr Ted Radoslovich has retired from the Division of Soils after
nearly 39 years and a diverse career which has ranged from
crystallography to politics.
Ted's major professional
achievements have been in the
study of crystal structures of
micas and other layer silicate
minerals, and he received international recognition for this
work in the 1960s and 70s.
Also, Ted has long been active in the CSIRO Officers
Association, and was Federal
Vice President and President
between 1972 and 1977 and
was made an honorary life
member in 1979.
Ted received a BSc Hons
fmm the University of Adelaide in 1949, and immediately
joined the Division of Soils,
located at the Waite Institute,
to oversee the x-ray powder
diffraction
project
while
research leader Keith Norvish
undertook a CSIRO studentship. Upon Keith's return, Ted
received a studentship himself
and went to Cambridge to
study x-ray crystallography.
His design of a curved crystal
fluorescent x-ray spectrograph
for routine elcmental analysis
gained him his MSc. This design became the basis of the
extraordinary development of
this analytical tool over the
next 30 years by Keith Norvish.
Following his PhD at Cambridge and some post doctoral
work Ted embarked on a decade of crystallographic studies
on layer silicate structures
which led to a DSc in 1968.

Dr Ted Radoslovich
A year at the Geophysical
Laboratory in Washington DC
triggered a sustained interest
in the interactions between
science and politics. By 1970,
Ted had completed a BA in
politics, studying at night, and
in 1983 he was a candidate for
the Australian Senate, polling
well though not successfully.
Ted also served on the
Mitcham City Council for
seven years, eventually as
Deputy Mayor.
For the past three years he
has worked for Soils in Canberra as Divisional Secretary
(Scientific). On his retirement
he was co-opted to the Executive of the Federation of Australian Scientific & Technological Societies (FASTS).

Farewell for Or McGlasson

Above, Dr Doug Graham,
officer in charge of the Food
Research Laboratory ill SydIley, gives the farewell speech
for our 'Tomato man', Dr
Barry McGlasson, seated right.
News of Dr McGlasson's departure was reported in the
November/December issue of
CoResearch.

CoResearch is produced by the
Public Affairs Unit for CSIRO
staff. Readers arc invited to contriw

bute or offer suggestions for articles. -n,e deadline is the last Monday before the issne lIIonth. Editor:
Liz Tynan, PO Box 225, J)icksou

ACT 2602. PH:062-48 4479.
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CSIROgets i!S share NOn~tiin:u.ed scientlsa cite 'poor'
01 equity
career. prospects

CSIRO is making its first forays into the hectic world of the stock
market by obtaining eqnity in commercial ventnres based on
research projects.
Two landmark equity deals estimates is worth up to $100
have been signed in the past million over the next 10 years.
six months, opening new aven- CSIRO will be issued with
ues for closer ties with industry 650 000 shares in MCI in stages
and for earning outside over coming years. This is
revenue.
equal to 10 per cent of MCI's
The shares that CSIRO is issued capital.
acquiring are the kind bought
Last November, the Diviand sold on the Australian sion of Mineral Products and
Stock Exchange. By taking Queensland Metals Corporashares in a company that agrees tion CQMe) announced an
to manufacture and market the agreement ··")llowing on from a
products of research, CSIRO $1.9 millior. two and a half
(through Sirotech) effectively year joint research program.
is investing in its own work. It Under this deal, CSIRO will
is a very real way for CSIRO continue research into applicato share the risks and rewards tions of what is believed to be
of individual proj ects once they the world's largest magnesite
reach the commercial stage.
deposit at Kunwarra near
It also is an effective way of Gladstone.
linking CSIRO and a manufacQMC will issue 650000
turer while the R&D process shares to CSIRO and has agis underway. This is a common reed to. fund continuing recomponent of CSIRO's new search until 2001. At current
share values, this initial QMC
equity deals.
It usually is expressed in an placement to CSIRO is worth
agreement by which the com- at least $1 million. Funding
pany undertakes. to issue a will be in the form of shares
number of shares to CSIRO in and cas4>0r. cash alone. In
the first instance and follow return, QMC will acquire full
this with further issues as the ownership ofal! intellectual
project passes through defined property, patents and the like
resulting from the research
stages.
The two recent equity deals over the life of the agreement.
CSIRO has entered into both
Equity ownership in its own
involve the Institute of Miner- research results is a step beals, Energy and Construction. yond CSIRO's past arrangeThe Division of Coal Tech- ments with industry which
nology has developed an in- involved licensing arrangestrument, AIRSCAN, for ments or one-off payments.
analysing
photochemical Once a company issues CSIRO
smog, forecasting its develop- with its shares, that company
ment by interpolating weather becomes involved with redata. It also can pinpoint the search as much as CSIRO
sources of pollutants in a met- becomes involved with busiropolitan area.
ness.
Under an agreement annIt is another sign that Austounced last September, CS- ralian industry is becoming
IRO and Adelaide-based MCI increasingly aware of the
Lld are developing AIRSCAN necessity to invest in science
into a commercial product for and technology, especially in
release later this year.
CSIRO science and technolAIRSCAN is unique tech- ogy. Through Sirotech, CSInology, almost totally aimed at RO has created the right condthe export market which MCI itions for this development.
The festive season brought an
Marille Laboratories ill Ho
ORV Franklin, the FRV Soe
- were docked at the CS/RO
at·
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The survey, conducted by a
scientist from the Division of
Plant Industry, Dr Greg Tanner, follows an earlier one at
the Australian National University which yielded even
more disturbing results.
Dr Tanner IS a member of
the ne,,:, scienc~ lobby gr~up,
AustralIan SCience ACllOI1,
which was formed in response
to the ANU survey and the
growing concern among researchers about the direction
of Australian science.
The main finding of the
ANU s~udy was that all respondents (I.e. mIddle level ~cI~nlists With an average of five
years' post doctoralexperience) Were dissatisfied with
their • faree~ prospect~.jn
AustralIan SCience and 60 per
cent thought they would have

to leave either Australia or
science to find their next pasition.
The CSIRO survey, sent to
208 scientists around the
Organisation, elicited 145
responses (70 per cent). The
key results are indicated in the
tables below. Although not as
dramatic as trends revealed at
the ANU, the fact that 32 per
cent of non-tenured staff surveyed believed their career
prospects were poor was cause
for concern, said Dr Tanner.
Forty-three per cent said their
prospects were 'fair', while
only 25 percent rated their
prospects as 'good'.
'It's\iwportant to realise,
too,14at these. results cutacrossdisciplines,'he said. 'The
dissatisfaction is not confined
tothose \Vorkingint4ebiolog-

CAREER PROSPECTS IN AUSTRALIAN SCIENCE
1.

2. Responses by discipline

3. Do yon think YOIl will...

%Respondenls

easoll for celebration to the
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·s a rare
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vice. 011
Willd-drivell
:Franldin was
uary to COli duct a
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A ~urve~ of a num~er of non-tenm·ed research scientists in CSIRO has revealed a high level of dissatisfaction abont Job pl"Ospects both within the Organisation and in science generally.

Left to right, FRV SoeIa, RV Franklin and Southern Surveyor at
the Marine Laboratories in Hobart.

ical sciences, which have had a
particularly tough time lately.'
Also, the results showed
that the number of years of
post doctoral experience was
not a significant factor, and
problems concerning lack of
security and difficulty ensuring
reappointment were evident
even among those scientists some at PRS level - who had
20 or more years post doctoral
experience, as well as more
junior scientists.
Those in the chemistry discipline had the worst result,
with 35 per cent indicating they
had no or poor prospects in
Australian science and only six
percent saying prospects were
good or excellent. •Next was
biology, with)3 .per cent believing they had poor prospects
and 17 per cent good/excellent,
while those in the physical scifared rather better,.with
cent indicating no or
prospects and 57 per cent
orexcellent.
A total of 39 per cent of
those surveyed indicated they
would probably have to leave
Australia (28 per cent) or leave
science (11 per cent).
'The lack of career prospects
for middle level scientists is a
symptom of a larger problem
- the neglect of the Australian
research and education industry,' said Dr Tanner. 'The
Government is stressing that
we need a competitive science
based economy yet with its
other hand it's busy gutting
CSIRO and the university
based research system and seriously impairing the means to
create an internationally competitive technological capacity.'
One of the consequences of
poor prospects for Australian
science graduates, he said, was
the lack of incentive for young
people to enter into science
careers. As one CSIRO Chief
puts it, the problem in the
future will not so much be a
brain drain, but a brain
drought.
About one third of respondents approved of the idea of
a system of five year rolling
tenure, and many also noted
that a major problem for non
tenured scientists was the lack
of portability of employment
benefits (e.g. superannuation),
particularly when moving from
CSIRO in universities.
Cont. on p.S

From the
Executive

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor,
I was very sorry to learn from
your September issue of the
death of Sir Leonard Huxley,
as I worked closely with him
for a few years and as a personal friend in years past.
In 1929 I was working at the
UK Radio Research Station
A feature article in the July issue of the journal Science by the under RA Watson Watt when
president of the US high tech company Thermo Electron Corpor- Professor Madsen came there
ation, and two professors of economics from Harvard University looking for recruits for the
and Massachnsetts Institute of Technology, analysed the cause (newly established) Australian
of their country's falliug competitiveness, which has resulted in Radio Research Board under
CSIR. One of the proposed
the large rise in the US trade deficit in recent years.
projects was the study of 'atThe authors concluded that
The low levels of investment mospherics' and their effect on
the US problem was caused in R&D in Australia make it radio broadcasting, and as this
largely by inadequate levels of imperative that the Govern- was a main subject of the
investment, particularly in ment, at the very least, main- Watson Watt team, he agreed
plant and equipment and tains its commitment to R&D to train two men in his techR&D, which they attributed to at a time when the high cost of niques and also supply some
low savings rates and high capital is inhibiting the rise in special equipment for their
costs of capital. In their view, private sector spending. By ex- use.
R&D is an invisible capital ample, the Government must
I was offered and accepted
investment.
provide a strong message to one of the posi tions and Len
The Australian economy is the private sector of the vital Huxley also joined us at RRS.
faced with similar problems importance of R&D for the fuThe main equipment providwith the future being mortgag- ture competitiveness of Aust- ed by Watson Watt was a cathed by ever-increasing overseas ralian industry. Increased sup- ode ray direction finder. This
borrowings, high consumer port for CSIRO is an essential was a very advanced equipspending, inadequate invest- component of that commit- ment using newly developed
ment in the future and high ment.
cathode-ray tubes (which were
cost of capital.
In his submission to Govern- the forerunners of television
This high cost of capital in ment on Australia's research tubes). By using directional
Australia has major implica- capacity, Barry Jones makes a aerials, the atmospherics were
tions for the future of Austra- strong case for enhanced fund- made to manifest themselves
lian scientific and technological ing for CSIRO, and I am opt- as bright lines across the tube
development. Our Minister, imistic that he will receive the face, indicating direction and
Barry J0I1es, has stressed the support from his Cabinet col- intensity and . therefore disneed for patientlUoney ill Aus- leagues that his Case thorough- tance of the disturbance.
tralia to fund longer· term ly deserves.
This had to be shipped to
R&D, but high interest rates
Important issues for CSIRO Australia so we found it possiand the high cost of capital are are the retention of outside ble to set it up on the ship and
major inhibitors of such an earnings without loss of appro- travel with it, taking observainvestment in the future.
priation funds, including the tions all the way.
Higher levels of domestic retention of revenue from asset
As we were soon convinced
savings would foster a more sales, and substantial extra that practically all atmospherfavourable investment climate funds for the replacement of ics came from thunderstorms,
for the application of new tech- obsolete equipment, the provi- we arrived in Australia with a
nology in Australia. In a recent sion of opportunities to employ thunderstorm map for about
letter to the Editor of the Aust- additional younger scientists half the world.
ralian Financial Review, I sup- and for areas of great imporThe immediate reason for
ported the call of the Chief tance to Australia's future.
this research in Australia was
Executive of the National AusI hope to be able to comment that the Post Office had to devtralia Bank, Mr Nobby Clark, favourably on Cabinet's deci- elop a plan for a radio broadfor inflation indexing of tax on sions in my column in the next casting system in Australia and
interest earnings on savings issue of CoResearch.
interference frolU atmospheraccounts, in line with inflation
ics was one of the important
indexing of capital gains.
factors to consider.
In the UK, broadcasting
started on what were called
'long waves' but later moved
more to 'medium' waves (i.e.
higher frequencies). We set up
a comprehensive survey which
showed that interference from
The former Chairman of the i Management and Investment atmospherics in summer was
Companies Licencing Board, Mr Ralph Ward-Ambler, has been much worse in most of Australia than in Europe and that
appointed to the Board of CSIRO.
it was more serious on lower
His appointment follows the has served as Chairman of the frequencies. This helped the
resignation of Mr Graham Victorian Education Founda- decision to set up the initial
Spurling, who recently took up tion and the Business Council network on medium wavean overseas posting with Pac- of the National Gallery of lengths with the possibility of
ific Dunlop.
some extension to shorter
Victoria.
Mr Ward-Ambler will bring
In announcing his appoint- waves now better known as
to the Board a wealth of ex- ment, the Minister for Science, high frequencies.
One interesting sideline of
perience with both industry Customs and Small Business,
and government authorities, Mr Barry Jones, saidMr Ward- our work was that w~ supplied
including a long list of company Ambler's experience in indus- a thunderstorm report on the
directorships and chairman try, particularly in the venture Tasman Sea to Kingsfordpositions.
capital market, would prove a Smith before his initial flight to
Well known for his pioneer- great asset to CSIRO in its New Zealand. There actually
ing work in the venture capital continuing efforts for closer was a thunderstorm area in the
Tasman but it was a little south
field, Mr Ward-Ambler also ties with industry.

A column by
DrKeith
Boardman

Pioneer/in venture .• capital
field joins•CSIRO Board
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of his path. He set us a personal letter of thanks.
Len Huxley left us after a
couple of years and was replaced by Dr Hugh Webster.
George H Munro
DSc, FlnstP
P.S. My personal record with
CSIR and CSIRO appears in
Who's Who in Australia.
Deal' Editor,
Ben Longden's assumption
(CoResearch November/December 1988) that CSIRO represents an acronym for the
'Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation' would appear to be astray.
Like Ben, we 'did time' at
the Travelling Bicentennial
Exhibition both in Rockhampton and Maryborough. Only
one person among the 40 000
odd who passed through these
two sites came close to giving
the correct meaning of 'those
funny little letters'.
A female student from the
Maryborough area unhesitatingly declared that CSIRO
stood for 'Cuddly, Sexy and
Irresistible Research Officers'.
While we both have some
features in common with Mick
Dundee and Harrison Ford,
we are surprised that our
Southern colleagues failed to
evoke any similar response.
Rex Holmes
Ken Bean
Tropical Animal Production
Rockhampton
Dear Editor,
Ben Longden (CoResearch
No. 318) asks if the 'CSIRO
Australia' part of our logo still
represents an acronym for the
'Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation',

The answer is yes - the full
version is how we are described
in our Act and is therefore our
name for strictly legal matters.
However, the full version is
rather a mouthful for the new,
reorganised, leader body that
emerged in 1988. So for general purposes, we have adopted
the crisper name 'CSIRO
Australia', based on the acronym. The previous Executive,
in 1986, had recognised the
importance of identifying us as
belonging to Australia and had
requested this addition to the
bare acronym on corporate
documents.
So:
· Commonwealth
Scientific
and Industrial Research Organisation is our legal name.
· CSIRO Australia is our general 'working' name.
· Research Advancing Australia is our slogan.
Perhaps one of our mathematicians can work out how
many trees we will save by
using two words where six
went before!
Jenifer North
Manager
Corporate Communications

Dear Editor,
Since my letter concerning
'those funny little letters lurking underneath the never-tobe-discussed-again logo' was
published in the November/
December issue of CoResearch, the feedback has
been phenomenal.
The possible derivations and
their contributors have been
too numerous to list. However,
one person residing somewhere in the eastern states
offered this absolute gem:
CSIRO
Chronically
Soporific &
Ineffective
Raison d'etre
Office
Ben Longden
Astronomy Education and
Visitors Centre
Parkes
Dear Editor
Dr Tanner's letter (CoResearch No.319) serves to perpetuate the myth that expensively
trained Australian researchers
are deserting the country in
droves in search of secure
appointments overseas. This is
not the case.
What is happening, as it has
for decades, is the orderly twoway flow of researchers in and
out of Australia, reflecting the
position of science as an international discipline. Figures released last year by DITAC,
based on immigration statistics, show that as a nation we
are experiencing a Iiet inflow
of engineers and scientists to
these shores. Only in mathematics does there appear to be
a slight outflow.
Whether these figures are
100 per cent accurate does not
matter. They illustrate the
magnitude of the two-way
trade in brains - a trade that
benefits the country enormously by attracting the best of
the world to our laboratories
and gives our indigenous researchers an invaluable overseas experience which stands
us in good stead when they
return.
The problems of Australian
science stem not so much from
the inability of the marketplace
to absorb the scientists we
produce, but from the potential shortage of young people
taking on postgraduate research in the technological disciplines and the perennial problem of exploiting the results of
research activity for the maximum benefit of the nation.
The mid-1990s will witness a
demographic trough in the
numbers of 15 to 19 year aIds.
Unless governments can increase the student retention
rate to Year 12 beyond the
present 57 per cent national
average, undergraduate enrolments will drop. Coupled with
disincentives to postgraduate
Cont.
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A Matter
of Opinion
Tile following is tile edited text of a paper presented to tile
Natiollal Agricultural Outlook conferellce last 11Iolltll by CSIRO
Board Member Dr TOIIY Gregsoll.
Australia compares poorly with other countries in its level of in·
vestment iu R&D: while most have goue up, we are oue of the
few couutries to have gone down. Nevertheless, there is a strong
view in some corridors that Australia is doing the right thiug and
that other countries have got it wrong! Admittedly, we compare
better in respect of agriculture but that is hardly surprising, con·
sidering the importance of agriculture to the Australian economy.
Even so, we all recognise that Australia is now very much a
part of the global scene and to survive we must be internationally
competitive in everything we do. This is critical for our export
performance and means in the agricultural sector we must
compete on world markets, however unfair they may b~.
It also is quite clear that Australia's dependence on agncultural
and mineral exports is going to continue for several decades at
least, so the nation's prosperity for the foreseeable future will remain intimately connected with its primary industries. If this is
true, then how are we going to maintain and enhance our international competitive edge? We have little or no control over our
climate and geography but we do have control over the level of
R&D invested in our industries. We must take advantage of this
if we are to remain in business and compete on world markets.
Research carried out in Australia has made a vital contribution
to the superb track record of farmers in improving the efficiency
of production. For example, ABARE survey data show productivity growth of between 1.5 and 2.5 per cent over the past 30
years on Australian sheep farms.
Overall agricultural productivity growth over the past 20 years
has been 2.8 per cent per annum compared with 2.0 percent for
manufacturing and 1 per cent for the economy as a whole. However these productivity gains have to be weighed against the negativ~ impacts of land degradation, including increasing soil acidity and salinity and the general decline in the social fabric of the
smaller country communities.
CSIRO research over 60 years has contributed to greatly improved .agricultural productivity. There are numerous examples
which show that investment in agricultural research pays handsome dividends, such as the role of research in revolutionising
wool marketing and in developing new processing meth.ods and
new wool products -all of which have. enabled theindustry to
withstand the onslaught from synthetics.
.
.•
Other examples include the development of new tropical pasture plants, the overcoming of trace element deficiencies, the development of disease resistant crop varieties, biological control of
weeds and pests and the development of residue-free methods of
grain storage.
The benefit to the nation far outweighs the cost of R&D. In
addition to outstanding historical examples like the productivity
gains following the control of rabbits by myxomatosis, examination of the achievements over the past decade of CSIRO rural
research shows that highly favourable outcomes in cost benefit
terms continue. Australians underestimate the technological
sophistication of our rural industries; the need for this traditional
support is greater than ever.
We have heard much in recent times of Australia's over-dependence on commodities (especially rural based ones) and the need
to establish new high tech industries to rescue the country's terms
of trade. In some strange way agriculture is copping the blame
for the inefficiencies in the rest of the economy. The reality is that
there is a great deal of interdependence between the economic
sectors. For example, 30 per cent of manufacturing involves processing of rural commodities (including forest products). What we
should be doing, of course, is to think of industries as having production, processing and marketing components, instead of seeing
these as separate entities.
.
The Government is quite correct in its strategy of developmg
industries which are internationally competitive, have the capacity to contribute to improving Australia's .trad~ balan~e and require minimum support. In times of rapidly l~creasmg global
competition it's clear that we cannot do everythmg - we m~lst.be
selective. Is it too simple to say we should concentrate on bmldmg
on our strengths? Surely we need to focus on developing industries where we have a comparative advantage. And isn't it obvious
that these are the industries where we have the required resource
base - the primary industries?
On the other hand it also is essential that in the future the
country should expand its export base becaus~ world trade !n
manufactured goods is growing much more rapidly than that m
agricultural and mining commodities. However this should not
be done at the expense of the current export commodities that
will continue to 'bring home the bacon' for the foreseeable future.
Cont. on p.4

Following 'motll hunt' success...

Double Itelix seeking experinlents
for members to help With
CSIRO's Double Helix Science Club wants to get in touch with scientists who cau suggest suitable
national scale experiments for which Club members could provide data.
This follows the successful
conclusion of the 'Great Moth
Hunt' which provided researchers with new information on
the distribution of the Lightbrown Apple moth (Epiphyas
postvittana).
The experiment, conducted
in the first two weeks of October last year, involved Double
Helix members (who are aged
10-18) all around Australia
hanging sticky moth traps with
pheromone lures. Apart from
checking the traps for moths,
members also recorded other
useful data such as daily
weather
conditions
and
habitat.
The moth, a native insect, is
a pest of fruit trees and vines
and is found throughout Australia. It has natural predators,
and so isn't a major economic
problem, however scientists
are concerned about its spread
to countries without this natural protection (it has become a
major pest in New Zealand,
for example). The tendency of
the moth. pupa to .• attach. to
plants milkes it a problem
when exporting produce such
as apples.
Researchers at the Division
of Entomology, Dr Tom BelIas
and Dr ChrisWhittle,have
studied tht mothfoftOyears.
The work istartedjnthe .1l1id
1960swhenit was chosen as a
'model pest' for experiments in
the use of pheromones.
DrBellas said the Double
Helix National Moth Runt was
interesting as 'a snapshot of
the distribution of· the moth
during the first two weeks of
October 1988' - a glimpse
which showed. the moth. had
reached some areas where it
had previously not been reported.
The participating Double
Helix members hung a total of
180 of the triangular cardboard
moth traps. At the end of the
two weeks, the members sent
the traps to the Division of
Entomology where the collected moths were examined.
It was the first time an
experiment of this scale had
been performed by amateurs
in Australia. Among the new
data included evidence that:
• the moth had spread to
outback NSW (Broken Hill),
Kangaroo Island and further
west to Streaky Bay, most likely attached to pot plants or
seedlings said Dr Bellas;
• .the areas with the greatest
number of the moths are the
Southern Tablelands of NSW
extending into Victoria, and
that in southern NSW the
moths had pushed further
west;
• populations of the moths
were thriving in Perth;
• several other moth species
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were attracted by the lures. At
least one of these is in the same
family as the Lightbrown
Apple moth and identification
of the others is continuing.
The first of the two maps
below shows where the moth
previously had been found,
while the second map pinpoints
the Double Helix findings.
Interestingly, while Map I. indicated the moth was widespread
in Tasmania, the experiment
only found it in a few places
though lots of traps were set.
However, during the time of
the experiment, Tasmania had
considerable rain, wind and
storms, preventing the moths
from flying.
As one Double Helix member, David ReiIly, wrote on his
data sheet, 'no moth in its right
mind would have been out in
thepilsttwo weeks!'

According to a Double Helix
co-ordinator, education officer
David Salt, 'while the experiment didn't come up with any
earth shattering conclusions, it
was a success.
'The experiment serves as a
good example of how real science is performed. A lot of
planning and effort, a lot of
number crunching, analysis
and collation and a few hard
pieces of information to show
for it at the end. But the few
pieces of information are
added to a growing pool of
information and slowly a picture begins to appear on which
the scientist can base his or her
future investigations,' he said.
'Possibly the most significant
thing arising from the ... experiment is that an experiment
on a national scale, using the
help of motivated amateurs,
can work well and ... produce
important scientific data.'

We have h~ard much In re
S over-de-pe,n_eoc-e
on commodities (especially rural based ones) and the need to establish
new high tech industries to rescue the country's terms of trade. In some
strange' way agricuHure is co .
c'for'the inefficiencies in the
rest of the economy. Th
here is a great deal of interdependence between the
rs, For example, 30 per cent of
manufacturing involves pro
al commodities (including forest
products), What we should e omg, 0 course, is to think of industries
as haVing production; processing and marketing components, instead of
seeing these as Beparate"entities.
The Government is quite correct in its strategy of developing industries
which are internationally competitive, have the capacity to contribute to
improving AustraHa's'trade bahince and require minimum support. ]0
times of rapidly increasing global competition it's clear that we cannot
do everything - we must be selective. Is it too simple to say we should
concentrate on building on our strengths? Surely we need to focus on
developing industries where,we have "a comparative 'advantage. 'Ana isn't
it obvious that these are the industries where we ha-ve the required
resource base - the pii.maryindUstries'?
On th,e ,other hand 'it' -also' is,'essentia1,that' in the .future the country
should expand its export base because world trade in manufactured goods
is growing much more rapidly than that in agricultural and mining
commodities, However this should not be done at the expense of the
current export,comrnoditi~sthat will c'ontinue' to 'bring home the bacon"
for the foreseeable future.

Rednctions clearly have taken place. For example, in CSIRO funding
for the animal and food sciences has fallen by 10 per cent over the past
five years. That amounts to a net drop of $7 million in real terms despite
a 68 per cent increase in external fnnding during the same period. As
well, money is one thing, '-research capacity, is, another'~ inflation for
scientific equipment, reagents; etc" is well 'above the CPI.
The reduction 'in resources' has shaken the entire ,research ,infrastructure, People have 'been moved ,away from some ,areas, 'nlIo~ing ,u skills
vacuum to develop., For ,'example, there are now severe -shortages of
pasture breeders and pasture agronomists and ecologists in southern
Australia.
Our rural resource base is fragile and easily degraded; unless we
develop land use systems and farnling practices which restore and sustain
the ability to produce, wc will lose our capacity to be an efficient long
tcrm earner of export income. Yet there is now a lack of soil chemists
and scientists with an understanding of the physical characteristics of
soil. These are the very people needed to address some of the main
problems identified by industry in relation to sustainable agriculture and
rural productivity,
To add to their frustrations, scientists in Australian agricultural research are faced with poor facilities and obsolete equipment, makiug
them the disadvantaged cotlsins of the international research ,community..:
In CSIRO alone, a sum of, say, $20 million would go only part way to
making good the deterioration resulting from years of belt tightening

•... it is essential that {CSlBO} be positively encouraged
in developing a strong core of basic knowledge on which to base its
interactions with industry...'
For an organisation like CSIRO, charged wilh the responsibility 'ro
carry out strategic research which can be applied to industry... ', it is
essential that it be positively encouraged in developing a strong core of
basic Knowledge on which to base its interactions with industry.
One of the best ways to achieve this is by having first rate scientists
who are rec.ognised, appreciated and encouraged to be ,at the cutting
edge of their disciplines so they are part of international developments
and breakthroughs. Only by doing this can we in Australia hope to be
able to take part in the rapidly changing technological revolution in all
areas ,of scienc.e; and from our immediate point of view l in agriculture.
An often negleeted feature of shorter term projects also should be
appreciated, Their objectives normally can only be achieved by utilising
at least some background material, methods or principles determined in
the past. If this is not the case then either the project is trivial or it
requires new techniques or principles whieh history shows probably will
need a much more ,sustained effort.
Exceptions may be found but I think t
life. And .-from 'person
ion'
breakthroughs, 'sce
10
some will tak
So if We a
t s
problems, which is the current trend, then we ha
ack this with
solid longer term research, If we don't, the basic research that should
be done now will
available to provide answers to the short term
problems of the 2
ury,
An'increasingl
It p
m for research managers is,ta'decide
on the spread of research
: whcther to continue on a wide front
spreading resources '; ever
r to contract to fewer, better
resourced but more isolate
rk.
We have to take into ace
to retain key disciplinary skills,
by keeping abreast of and exploiting advances elsewhere in the world.
Once lost, such skills are not easily replaced. Recent figures show we
have about 4 per cent of the world's agricultural scientists; they have a
vital role to play in keeping up with advances made by the other 96 per·
cent. Also, it must be recognised that scientific
rch is unpredictable:
often advances 'are made in 'un
aw on a wide-range
of quite unrelated areas or pro
0 do this has been one
of the key strengths of CSIRO, S
am happy to see the
conSOlidation of many of the current CS
projects into better managed
and better resourced p,·ograms to attack particular industry problems,
we must be mindful of the history of scientific achievement. As wide a
research front ,as possible is desirable, concomitant' with priorities,
reSOUl-C~S and judgement.
The debate 'oninvestment in research is intimately connected with, the
question of ho
market or industry should influence the nature
and direction
' It's very fashionable these days to have everything driven by th
et because the market knows best. In economic
matters this may be true but in research I think there are great dangers
in allowing this attitude to
thinking of bureaucrats and
politicians.
Again, ~history sho'ws'that
advances in new products
and processes, or solutions to j
5, were m'ade well before
the market recognised them.
le is to be seen in recent
basic research into grain qua
ed that barley has
considerable cholesterol red
his promises exciting
prospects for barley in the lucrative
real market
However, I do recognise that there has 10 be much greater interaction
between scientists and industry so each has an understanding of what is
involved. This also will lead to a much better and realistic setting of
priorities, In this way the results of both short and long term research
can be applied much more quickly and effectively.
In the past CS1RO has not been good at this but since the recent
restructuring there has been a new emphasis on interacting with industry
and this will increase still further in the future.

ififif
What if we reduce the level of agricultural research? To me it is like
removing money from a high interest account and putting it in a low

and penny pinching.
Australian agricultural research managers now have a serious dilemma.
With existing resource tevels they face the prospect of either making do
with grossly inadequate operating funds or slashing research capacity by
15-20 per cent to free up resources for remaining projects. Reducing
research capacity is clearly the worst thing we eould be doing for the
country.
Further, managers must treat their staff in accordance with proper
industrial practice, so removing staff is a costly and lengthy exercise. The
result so far is that staff cuts have been kept to the minimum needed for
survival, leavingoperaHng funds per professional at a -perilously loW level.
A negative attitude towards science has developed in schools, and
agricultural, science particularly is not in favour with students entering
universities and other training institutions. Consequently the best brains
who should lead tomorrow's research often have turned towards more
rewarding and secure professions, As well, from among the established
.
we have-- 'witnessed an exodus of some, 'top people to
However the real da
the brain drain
drought in agdcuItur
in 10-1
ars
pie are' not
sufficient" humber .
It is not exaggerating to say that funding levels have reached a crisis
point. We have to decide whether to prune R&D capacity and concentrate on a few isolated lines of work or to continue on a relatively wide
front', spreading reSOUrces even more thinly.

The traditional providers of researeh in Australia have been the universities, state departments of agriculture and CSIRO. CSIRO, as a
single multidisciplinary organisation, combines efficiency achieved by
pooling of research management experience and expertise, with ability
to address the whole range of research sectors with flexibility and multidisciplinary co-operation.
The scope of CSIRO's research effort acknowledges the fact that many
technologies are important to several industry sectors. For example,
information technology and biotechnology have applications in rural
industries ,as well as, being important to ,emerging ,manufacturing
industries, As the distinctions between technologies used in different
sectors decreases, CSIRO will continue to be uniquely placed to respond
to scientific and technological opportunities arising internationally and
assist in, their application -in Australia.
The recent changes in CSIRO's structure have reinforced relationships
with users of CSIRO research and enhanced the transfer of research
results, CSIRO is strengthening its management systems to give greater
authority, autonomy and support to research managers at all levels, and
research is being evaluated in terms of scientific and technological merit
and market potential.
The two institutes of major relevance to agriculture, Animal Production and Processing and Plant Production and Processing, both recognise that agriculture does not stop at the farm gate and that processing
and marketing of agricultural products are integral parts of the industry.
In setting priori ties aud developing strategies to meet the goal of
CSIRO's research for rnral industries, close co-operation with industry
groups, relevant state and federal government agencies and particularly
the rural industry research councils and corporations will be essential.
CS1RO complements the work done by state departments of agriculture and universities and will place much more emphasis on the need
for greater integration and co-operation in delivering more effective rural
research for Australia,
To complete this range of consultation mechanisms, a single agrieultural advisory committee will provide Hnks to both rurally based
institutes and will be the joint responsibility of the two directors, The
main role of the committee will be to provide a high level perspective,
from users, on poHcy and priorities for research. The committee will
make it easier for communication between CSIRO and the state and
territory governments and industry and community leaders. It also will
play a part in making the community aware of CS1RO's research.
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ppor
improving internationa competitiveness'in all secta
in
role should be. as it has been in the past, to undertake longer term strategic research
and actively transfer the results for economic and community benefit. We must
also-recogriise:that there exists ·'a pre~coll1petitive phase in the research process;,
and the nation neglects this phase at its. peril.
The private sector is reluctant to perform or fund such research hecause of the
high risks associated with it. CSIRO provides the best practical mechanism to order
priorities. and focus research so -Australia ,,can derive the' greatest competitive
advantage from' its intellecturiL\Yealth.
The 1988 OECD report on science ami tcchnology policy
'th governments that believe their expendirure on research can bc re
couraging
industry to support research in public institutions. The r
CSIRO's
appropriation over the past five years (lg,9 per cent) have reduced its flexibility to
respond to government policy and industry needs and its ability to update research
equipment and employ new young staff. They also are jeopardising its strategic
research base. To the extent that CSIRO is expected to conduct not only research
hut also development, the problems are even greater,

The main industry contributions to research come via the Rural Industry Research
Funds (RIRFS) which comprise levies against producers on a commodity hasis,
matched dollar for dollar by the Federal Government up to a limit of 0.5 per cent
of GVP. A number of small production units united into a cohesive force pursuing
solutions to common problems has guaraateed the success of the system. However,
the current debate on deregulating a greH deal of the rural marketing and research
bodies may have long term implications for the continued viability of the RIRFS.
Although they provide only a small percentage of the total agricultural R&D effort
they do provide a powerful focus for industry consultation and priority setting as
well as flexible money for specific and usually shorter term industry problems.
A major drawback of external funding is that very little is chal}nelled into strategic
research. External funds tend to be margbal, providing no support for infrastructure
costs. Some RIRFS are specifically excluded from doing this, others do not have the
resources, whereas some Df the larger ones do and we applaud this attitude.
Other deficiencies in external funding include the lack of job security for mainly
younger scientists the problem of redeployirtg scientists .from one short teI"m proJect
to another (even if this is allowed by the fnnding agency) and the difficulty of funding
research aCl;Dss several commodity boundaries.
j

The Government has responded to Anmalia's debt with policies to make industries
more internationany competitive. For this ,poJicy to work, one of the -best ,moves
would be to increase R&D across the full range of economic activity. We should be
focusing on how to increase the whole R&D cake within the nation's priorities, not
on -transferring parts of it from one area to another.
The 1987/88 and 88/89 funding for the six institutes is clouded by sevcral factors
- for example, funding the Australia T,lescope, the acquisition of the National
Building Technology C~ntre., royalties from the bank ,note imd -the transfer of the
manufacturing industry collaborative sch"me .
H
e past two years, each institute has suffered an effective
further re u
per cent in, appropriation, funding; this ':process -has- been
go
on for
Some resources have-been' directed towards ne'>\' priorities
su
~ manufacturing and information ,industnes."This ,process carinot continue
wi
arming primary industries and their export earnings:
On the other hand the total level of support for each institute. except one. over
the- same two vears' has been ,maintained or even increased if external funds arc
included. In th~ case of the two rurally based institutes, the increase is about 0.5 per
cent!
Give'n the current funding situation, -are there still ways we can make R.&D more
prodnctive? Of course lhere are, and the most important wil! be for all research
organisations 10 get a lot better at transferring technology. CSIRO and the state
departments, and thc RIRFS that fund them, need to treat the transfer process as
part of the research program, not as a separate activity. The days when the endpoint
of a progt.-am,was usually a paper or two in a scientific journal are over. Not": is it
sufficient merely to sum up the results in an annual report or even in a rural newspaper.
Other areas where a redirection of resources may increase the effectiveness of our
R&D will be in tackling more problems "hich cross commodity boundaries and also
in developing cross institutional teams to tackle problems on a regional basis, Both
areas are being explored within CSIRO flfter extensive consultation with industry.
The current controversy over the predkted climate changes in Australia has to be
explored more thoroughly so impacts (In rnral industries can be identified and
assessed. The problem of producing contaminant free agricultnral products is another
area that has to be addressed quickly. Similarly. the newer biological technologies
have to be exploited as rapidly as possible.
However :if new/extra funding is not forthcoming then many of these new~r initiatives to lift the sustainable productivity ofour rural industries may have to be curtailed.
I

to the West

CSIRO's presence in the West was npgraded with tlte opening
of tlte Laboratory for Rnral Research and extended facilities at
FlOl'eat Pat'k, near Perth.
The Laboratories were officially opened by the Western
Australian Premier, the Hon
Peter Dowding, on 8 December. The complex houses not
only the Rural Research
laboratories but also labOl'atories for minerals and geochemistry research. As well,
there is a new canteen and
library and a general upgrade
of the existing laboratories.
CSIRO research at the W A
laboratories is geared to the
particular problems in that
state, such as:
It The Division of Forestry and
Forest Products WA Regional
Research Group is undertaking
research associated with the recent
upsurge in development of eucalypt plantations. For example,
superior fungi capable of modifying tree roots to increase growth
rates are being developed to inoculate seedlings for plantations. It is
important to conduct this kind of
work in the south west of WA
because the regional and local
differences in soils and climate
may be crucial to the economics of
production in the state.
e The divisions of Plant Industry
and Soils' Dryland Crops and Soils
Research Unit aims to provide
management options for crop production in the mediterranean
climatic regions of Australia, with
emphasis on wheat and lupins

growIng in duplex soils of sand
over clay. Water shortage is one of
the major limitations to crop production in these regions and about
half the resources of the unit are
devoted to improving water use
efficiency. The other half is applied
to improving the efficiency of
nitrogen fertiliser use.
• The Division of Animal Production's work is predicated 011 the
fact that the mediterranean environment provides animals with
low quality roughage for 5-9
months of the year - a fact which
has major implications for animal
production. Much of the research
centres around the relationship
between feed quality and use, mineral nutrition and the reproductive
rate. Also important is the animal's
productivity, and many of the
DAP team's projects look at methods of ensuring the best use is
made of the available feed. improving the quality of the feed, etc.
• The Division of Entomology.
with the W A Department of Agriculture. is working on an integrated pest management package
designed to reduce dependence on
persistent insecticides, which can
pose a threat to our agricultural
exports. Another project is examining the basis of resistance in
annnal legumes to red legged earth
mite. The use of plant resistance
offers substantial benefits to pasture production and persistence,
while reducing the need for chemicals.
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Or Boardman views dung beetle research
Depending on who yon speak to, CSIRO's controversial dung beetle program either has been
genuinely beneficiaB on 'an expensive failure and folly'. In recent times, many have taltel1l the
view that the beetle's performance as a weapon against tlte b"shtly bas been disappoil1lth~g.
Now the W A Government has agreed to back a research project by the Division of Entomology to introduce Spanish dung beetles which are believed to be most suitable to the mediterranean climate in the state. They're known to be active during the dry months, unlike the dung
beetles already found in the state which tend to be active through winter and up until September.
To demonstrate the efficacy of the dung beetle work, Entomology Chief Dr Max Whitten
organised a display last month for the Chief Executive Dr Boardman in Canberra.
Dr Boardman said the success of the dung beetle had been uneven over the years. There
were no doubts, he said, that in distinct areas it had been succ.essful, but it was 'patchy'.
He said if it wasn't for the W A Government money, it was unlikely that CSIRO would have
continued to fund dung beetle research. However, he was pleased that the money was available
from the WA Government to conduct the work on the necessary scale.

Pictured at the demonstration of dWlg beetle research last month, left 10 right, Dr Marina TyndaleBiscoe, Mr John Feehan, Dr Keith Boardman and Dr Max Whitten.
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CSIRO renews commitment
to the West
CSIRO's presence in the West was npgraded with the opening
of the Laboratory for Rural Research and extended facilities at
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Survey
Cont. from p.1
Dr Tanner discussed <his
findings at a staff seminar at
Plant Industry this month, followed by an appearance at the
National Science Forum. He
has formally presented the
findings to the Chairman, Mr
Wran, the Chief Executive, Dr
Boardman, •and the Science
Minister, MrJones.
Following are a selection of
the written comments from
survey respondents:
• (agricultural scientist): '...

the present system involves so
mllch Ilncertainty that it (i)
makes a career ill science in
this COUI/try vel:v Ill/attractive,
~speciall)'.whellcollpled with
the pressllre· to work il/. short
term, applicatiolls oriented
research, and (ii) makes
achievil/ga ten.llred position
appearqsal/eud in itself
rath.er thaI/ the means by which
good sciel/ce is el/collraged.'
• (physical

Photo: W van Aken

Or Boardman views dung beetle research
Depending on who you speak to, CSIRO's controversial dllng beet~e program either has been
genuinely beneficial on 'all expensive failure and f!llly'. In recent times, many have taken the
view that the beetle's performance as a weapon against the bllsldly bas been disappointing.
Now the WA Government has agreed to back a research project by the Division of Ento.mology to introduce Spanish dung beetles which are ?elieve? to be most suitable to ~he mediterranean climate in the state. They're known to be actlYe dunng the dry months, u.nlIke the dung
beetles already found in the state which tend to be active through winter and \,P untJl September.
To demonstrate the efficacy of the dung beetle work, Entomology Chief Dr Max Whltten
organised a display last month for the Chief Executive Dr Boardman in Canberra.
Dr Boardman said the success of the dung beetle had been uneven over the years. There
were no doubts, he said, that in distinct areas it had been succe~sful, but it was 'patchy'.
He said if it wasn't for the WA Government money, it was unlikely that CSIRO would have
continued to fund dung beetle research. However, he was pleased that the money was available
from the WA Government to conduct the work on the necessary scale.

Pictured at the demonstration of dung beetle research last month, left to right, Dr Marina TyndaleBiscae, Mr John Feehan, Dr Keith Baardman and Dr Max Whitten.
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scientist): '...

10l/ger term appointments
WOllld be Ilseful as it takes 6-8
mont/Is at the end of each term
position to obtain anotherjob.
Tliis redllces the amollnt ofresearch yOIl can do dllring this
time as it is very time consnming job hllnting, writing QEII
fellowsliip applications, National Research Fellowsliip
and CSIRO postdoc applications. It is not jllst a matter of
sending off YOllr cv. Rather,
it is a whole "research project"
olltline and pl'Oposal. You
need to do t!lisas yOIl cannot
gnarantee you will be able to
just apply for an advertised
positiou.'
• (agricultural

scientist): '...

tenure problem is related to
problems ofobtaiuing industry
/funding body commitmellt to
long term researcb. A system
offive year rolling tenure call
apply only scientists employed
on [appropriation] funds.'
• (physical scientist): '... more
part time positions (tenured)
are very importalltfor illcreasing the participation ofwomen
with families iu sciellce.'
• (chemist): '... I feel tbat a
five yearly review of tellllre is
the most appropriate, as long

as tbe review is carried Ollt by
qualified impartial decision
makers.'
• (information

scientist): '...

permanent positiolls encourage non-performers to maintain a position beyond tbeir
ability, obstructing the career
path for th(Jse below....salaries for term .positions should
exceed those for tenured positions in order to provide comparable vallle in view of lack
of: security, 10llg service leave,
ability to Ilndertake 10l/g term
commitments (sucb as buying
a hOllse), etc, sllffered on a
term position.'
• (chemist): 'the careerstrrlcfor non-tenured post doctoral/
academic/research staff could
be improved by providing a
limited nllmber of positions
(with adeqllate resollrces)
wbere these scientists can purslle theil' Ol/W research rather
than work Ilnder someone.
This wOllld enable gifted
young scielltists to establish a
reputation for themselves before going into tenured positions.
• (biologist): '... no post-doc
should be entitled to tenlire at
public expellse withollt some
objective mea~'ure of prodllctivity. I t!link the productivity
an.alysis problem lIeeds a sollltion before yOIl talk abollt
Ilpgrading career strrlcture.'
• (biologist): '... my own experience oftwo-three yearpositiolls is that eVell three years
is au unrealistic time scale in
wlrich to complete any worthwhile research....too many scientific grants are "one off"
alld yOIl know whell yon take
lip the appoilltmellt that you
have it only for a finite period
... tbe pressure is on scielltists
to be seekillg fiJrther employmelit while they are still establisliillg themselves in theirpresellt job - this can only be distractive and counter productive. However, a realistic possibility of further extension is
a good motivatioll element
and brings out the best in a
scientist (whilst being a chance
to weed Ollt "dead wood".'

Letters
Cont. from p.2
studies such as the higher education tax and the low Commonwealth Postgraduate Award,
the nation may well experience
an under-supply of scientists.
In the engineering profession, this shortage is already
occurring, with nearly 2000
migraut engineers a year being
required to fill the shortfall.
At the other end of the research spectrum, the Federal
Government is pushing hard to
squeeze the most out of the
taxpayers' dollars and no-one
should blame them for that.
However, the Government
must sit down with research
organisations and industry, as
a matter of urgency, to develop
a mutually acceptable National
Science and Engineering Strategy. Anything less will prolong
the present confrontation between science and its political
masters.
Dr Michael Dack
Institution of Engineers

Dellr Editor,
I would like to submit for
consideratiou a problem which
has been worrying me.
There have recently been a
number of cases of whales
beaching themselves, and the
latest case is a group of dolphins in Western Australia.
It is known that whales and
dolphins have an advanced
form of radar, or rather sonar,
forforward observation. When
approaching a slowly shelving
beach they would not get any
reflection and they would think
it was still open water. This
would confuse them very
much. It seems, therefore, that
where these beaches occur, the
solution would be to provide
some sort of reflecting screen.
Perhaps a few boats anchored
beyond the beach would suffice.
Have you anyone in CSIRO
who might look into this?
George H Muuro
Dear Editor,
I notice from your. columns
that the corporate centre continues to attract quite a bit of
column space from particular
quarters. Although I am sure
there is still considerable general interest throughout CSIRO on the corporate centre
review, I have some reservations about continuing the
debate ad infinitum in CoResearch. However, in the interests of completeness I have responded to the questions raised
by Drs Hal Hatch and David
Goodchild.
As stated in the implementation reports, many of the functions previously undertaken in
the corporate centre are either
being devolved to divisions via
new management information
systems or discontinued. Overall, the new arrangements will
require considerably less staff,
but to cover the additional administrative staffing needs at
division and site level, supplementation amounting to $1.5
million is being provided.

It is true that the functions
of the printery will be contracted out, as will some of the
work of the film and video unit
(the latter was cut by four staff,
not eight). It remains our view
that overall there will be considerable savings in both these
areas through the changes
implemented.
In response to Dr Hatch's
specific questions:
1. Despite bringing some
groups from high rental accommodation onto the Limestone
Avenue site, the number of
positions has decreased.
2. The abolition • of RAOs,
together with changes at the
corporate centre, will save
money through the discontinuation of a number of now unnecessary functions, automation of others, removal of
double checking and duplication and considerable savings
for rental accommodation.
3. Concerning the printery: in
assessing the benefits of the
change, it is necessary to take
into account not only the day
to day running costs, but also
the cost of re-equipping the
printery, estimated at $1.0
million, and the ongoing ability
cost wise of an in-house printery to keep up with most modern technology. Funds to reequip the printery could only
be found by diverting funds
from research. It is very difficult to provide a reasonable
estimate of savings the change
will bring.
4. A list of administrative
functions devolved to the institutes or divisions is shown in
the attached table. $1.5 million
is being provided to support
this, together with new management information systems
including accounts payable,
assets control, accounts receivable, etc.
5. There is absolutely no
doubt in my mind that the devolution of functions to line
managers who are involved in
the day to day decisions making, with retention of organisation wide policy and advising
at the corporate level, will
make CSIRO a more effective
research organisation.
Dr Goodchild also raised a
number of points.
I am not too sure how old
the. 'old staff list' was, but the
datum for the PCEK review as
it involved SES positions was
as quoted in my previous letter
to the editor [CoResearch 318,
Nov/Dec 1988], that is, there
has been an increase of one
SES position as a result of the
reorganisation.

tor, chief or senior person
from outside CSIRO, and me.
Successful candidates were selected not on the basis of how
much additional salary they
would get, but on their merits.
I trust DrGoodchild is not
suggesting that we should
select people who may be at or
one level below the position
being filled but who are not
considered satisfactory, over
more able applicants who are
at a lower salary level in the
Organisation or outside.
I take issue with Dr Goodchild's comments in regard to
upward classification changes.
As previously stated, the average cost per position in the
corporate centre has increased
by about $3600, but the work
has changed. This has been the
result of the combination of
the
clerical!administrative
officers restructure which was
Public Service wide, and the
change in work being carried
out at the corporate centre
which removed the requirement for many staff at the
lower classification levels.
There have been major
changes in the work being performed where classifications
have changed. It is quite incorrect to suggest otherwise.
I note with interest that a re-

duction of $10.6 million in the
operating cost of the corporate
centre, with $1.5 being required to supplement administrative arrangements in divisions
or at sites, is only referred to
as 'some apparent savings'. As
a matter of interest, if classifications had remained the same
as before the corporate centre
review, then on my calculation
we would not have reduced the
cost of the centre by any more
than the $10.6 million.
I would also point out that
as the corporate services
department meets the obj ectives in its operational plan
(which has been distributed to
divisions), it wj]] contribute
considerably to the overall
of
CSIRO
effectiveness
through its facilitating role.
I extend an invitation for
Hal and David to visit the
corporate centre to have a look
at the information and discuss
the matter. I would also make
the point that there is nothing
secretive in what we are doing.
If anyone has any queries, they
wj]] be addressed openly. However, there is the question as
to how long the same debate
should continue.
P H Langhorne
Director
C()rp'or:~te Services

Dear Editor,
At last we have a Corporate
Identity Manual. I would like
to make a few comments before we start implementing it.
1. The letters 'CSIRO' are
visually not spaced properly.
2. An alternative logo has
been developed for use only
when the logo must appear in
reverse as I understand it. The
only proper reversed method
is when you reverse the positive shape (1) into a negative
shape (2), not creating outlines
and confusing the issue as in
(3), illustrated.
3. Business cards: the choice
of light typeface is another
problem. I have seen business
cards printed where you need
a microscope to read telephone
numbers. As we are a scientific
organisaition, this is not a
problem I guess.
These are only a few comments at a glance. Before this
manual was printed, Mr Dunstan should have checked this
very carefully, so we who have
to use it can do so without any
problems.
After all, wasn't that the
idea: to make it simple, effective and cost effective???
Vlad Mosmondor
Graphic Designer
Division of Forestry & Forest
Products

CS I RO
AUSTR,AllA

It is of little value to compare
the situation .• within CSIRO
with that of the APS,where
major departmental. amaLgamations took place, and in particular corporate services departments were merged. However, as little relevance as it
may be, the percentage of SES
in the APS is about 0.01 per
cent. This is the same as in CSIRO. SES positions were fj]]ed
either by internal or external
advertisement, with selections
made by interview committees
comprising at least one direc-

Chemical Committee
The Senale Selecl Comlllillee on
Agricultural alld Velcrinary
Chemicals is inviting inleresled
people or organisaliOlls 10 lodge
submissions now.

The Committee was eslablisl..d
last November to examine a rallKe
of legislafive, economic, social,
environme"tal alld other matters

relaling 10 Ihe use of such chemtcals in Australia.
Anyolle inleresled .honld contacr Ihe Secretary of the Committee, C/N Parliamellt House, Can·
berra ACT 2600. Submissions
must be ill by 31 March.
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Employee training program receives
boost with launch of booklet
Increased management comm·
itment to employee tmining is
demonstrated by the Directory
of Employee Development
Programs 1989, according to
Dr Keith Boardman who
lannched the booklet late last
month.
Dr Boardman said employee
development had caused concern among CSIRO management for some time, as it has
tended to be undertaken in a
piecemeal fashion.
Funds for the activities

covered by the new directory
have increased from about
$250 000 to to almost $1.2
million in one year, he said.
The programs are based on a
three year corporate strategy
for employee development
endorsed by the Executive
Committee last year.
'For the first time in CSIRO's history, I think we now
have strong management commitment to staff development,
a realistic level of resources
and a competent and enthus-

Qld EduC8'lion
Centre

Special OffertoCSI~O.Employees

'on target'

The Queensland CSIRO Sci·
ence Education Centre is on
target for opening in July or
Angust this year.
The centre is located at the
Long Pocket Laboratories in
Brisbane.
Like similar centres in other
states, it aims to relate the
school science curriculum to
interesting aspects of research,
industry and the student's daily
life.

The Queensland centre is
jointly funded by the CSIRO
Public Affairs Unit and the
State Education Department,
with expected sponsorships
from private enterprise.
Students from Year 6 to
Year 12 will attend the centre,
usually for a morning or afternoon session.
An increasing challenge is
being experienced in allocating
sufficient time to acquiring
sponsorship, setting up experiments as equipment arrives,
publicising the centre and
organising Double Helix Science Club events.
Assistance in setting up the
'hands on' experiments will be
welcomed from retired CSIRO
staff or other people with a
broad interest in science and
education.
Also, some of the obsolete
or surplus equipment lying
around laboratories or store
rooms may be useful to the
centre. New ideas for interesting experiments and Double
Helix events also are being
sought.
Please contact David Maynard at Long Pocket, PH: 07377 0860 if you are able to
assist in any way, or if you
would like more information.

Il

The Offer

CoResearch Survey
This issrle of CoResearch COlItains a sllrvey form, inviting
all readers to make tlleir views
known abollt tile CS1RO newspaper. YOllr early response
wOllld be appreciated and the
retllrn address is lwted on page
one of tile form.

]

~.

This offerexpiresonMarch 13th, so you must
take the certificate belowto your nearest store now
to take advantage of this special offer.

A unique opportunity to purchase an Apple
Macintosh computer at the same price as the
Government has negotiated with ComputerLand
Solutions. All C.S.l.R.O. employees are eligible to
purchase this range of Apple Macintosh products
under this special offer.

~ere can I seethe Madntosh

The Macintosh is easy to learn, so you and
your family don't have to be computer experts to
get real benefits as soon as you start using your new
Macintosh.

,
tI.\Authorised Reseller

This special offer covers a full range of choices
from the basic Mac Plus right up to the most
powerful Macintosh n. It also includes a full range
of printer choices and special ComputerLand Solutions deals on software.

ComputerLand Solutions Government Business
Centres.

There is even special Apple Card finance available to approved buyers to make your purchase
easy.

N.S.W.
A.CT.
QLD.
W.A.
VIe.
S.A.

: Computerland Solutions
:Computerland Solutions
: Computerland Solutions
:Computerland Solutions
: Computerland Solutions
: Computerland Solutions

Sydney
Canberra
Brisbane
Perth
Melbourne
Adelaide

(02) 552 1211
(062) 47 4000
(07) 236 2777
(09) 221 3577
(03) 820 llll
(08) 224 0222

--~

Restricted Offer

----"~=~-----------

~ Certificate entitles the person, whose name appears hereon, to purchase anyone of the ite~s appearing
I

in the brochure at the Apple negotiatedcD~d~;~t;~e;tation althe Apple resellers hsted above.

·
l

This certifies that I am a full-time employee of

I
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iastic team of people to make
it happen,' said Dr Boardman.
'We've had some of those elements in the past, but this is
the first time we've been able
to get it all together.'
The booklet, intended to
assist staff and supervisors to
identify their •. dev<;:lopment
needs, has been distributed to
all staff members. It clearly The Employee Development Unit team pictured with the CS/RO
outlines the individual courses, Chief Executive Dr Keith Boardman at the official launch of the
indicating course content, training booklet. Left to right (standing), Helen Pik, Phil Priddy,
recommended
participants, Bob Marshall, Kerry Habel, Dr Boardman, Margaret Atcherley
duration, location and timing. and Martin Smith. Seated, Maureen Grear and Leanne Post.

Company Address.
Phone number
Position.........
Name in full

.
Extension

..
..
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Mari~eaward

DI'··.·••··Jenr.lJy

for

Dr Andrew Hnrley, an internationally recognised th.eOJretiicilm
who retired from full time employment as a CRS at the
of Chemical Physics in 1987, died peacefully in his
October after a long struggle with emphysema.
Dr Hurley was born in Melbourne on 11 July 1926 and educated at Melbourne Grammar
and Melbourne University,
from which he graduated with
honours in mathematics in
1947 and in physics in 1948;
this was followed by an MA in
mathematics under Dr Hans
Schwertfeger.
The main themes of his long
Above, the silver pin awarded to Dr Shirley Jeffrey for excellence
and distinguished research
in marine science
career were established while
Dr Hurley
he was on a CSIRO studelltThe Australian Marine Sciences Association (AMSA) celebrated
ship at Trinity College, Cam- approachable and held him in its Jnbilee year by the inanguration of the Jubilee Award for
bridge. His first paper on point awe. However, he was in fact Excellence in Marine Science. The first recipient was Dr Sltirley
groups and crystal classes in the most approachable and Jeffrey of the Division of Fislteries.
four dimensions arose as an ex- congenial of men and his adA citation and a silver pin, plants, particularly of planktension of his MA thesis and vice was widely sought on an
was completed under the extraordinary range of sub- specially commissioned for tbe tonic micro-algae, which had
award and bearing the AMSA major implications not only for
supervision of P A M Dirac. jects.
He was extremely generous sea horse motif, was presented biochemistry and physiology,
It was only when he joined the
research group led by Sir .I ohn with his time and many of the by the Science Minister Mr but also for classifying and
Lennard-Jones that he turned consultations with him pro- Barry Jones at the opening of defining relationships among
his attention to problems in duced valuable publications. the AMSA conference at Syd- plants.
'Great practical significance
theoretical chemistry and, in When a friend described a ney University in December.
The presentation was fol- also attached to her group's
particular, to improving the scheduling problem which had
corrections for correlation bet- long exercised match comittees lowed by a scientific address by recent work on toxic phytoplankton blooms and her pioween electrons in the same of the Royal and Ancient game Dr Jeffrey.
The citation recognised that neering efforts in the culture of
space orbital.
of golf, Andrew - himself a
On his return to Australia in better than average player - 'Dr Shirley Jeffrey's interna- micro-algae for mariculture.
1953 he joined the Section saw that the problem was non- tional eminence in marine sci- All these give Dr Shirley Jcff(Division after 1958) of Chem- trivial, invoked one of the cen- ence resulted from her detailed rey an outstanding record of
in
marine
ical Physics where he set out to tral theorems of graph theory, and innovative studies of the achievement
of research in Australia.'
calculate molecular properties established the solution now photosynthetic
with
'chemical
accuracy' used throughout the world and
(O.leV) based on improve- illustrated it with an elegant
ments to Moffitt's method of diagram.
atoms in molecules. In the
He enjoyed taking guided
same period (up to about tours around the Division as a
1963), Andrew developed vir- means of keeping himself well
ial and electrostatic methods informed on its experimental
which provide alternative and activities.
computationally simpler paths
Andrew's eminence in scifor calculating molecular ener- ence was recognised by CSIgies.
Ra, where he was rapidly proAndrew's reputation in the moted to CRS. He was elected
field of small molecule calcula- a Fellow of the Australian
tions elicited an invitation to Academy of Science in 1972
write two books which were and was a member of the Adpublished in 1976. More re- visory Editorial Board of the
cently, this strand of Andrew's International Journal of Quanwork has continued with a very tum Chemistry from 1967 to
fruitful collaboration with 1984. He was leader of the
Peter R Taylor, his former theoretical chemistry. section
student.
of Chemical Physics and handClear thinking and a good led his administrative responsmemory were two of Andrew's ibilities with admirable desmany attributes. He had the patch and efficiency.
ability to detect inconsistencies
Andrew was a good companin the scientific literature and ion with a dry wit, widely read
to quickly recognise the essen- and with an extraordinary
tials of problems posed to him, memory from which he would
both within and beyond his quote Shakespeare, Wodechosen fields of research. He house- or Wittgenstein to the Following three successful years since the start of the Double
introduced approximations in- enlightenment of all around. Helix Science Club, CSIRO's education programs unit is about
to his work only when necess- He was compassionate and fair to lU/mc1r a bold new venture. It's an educational magazine
ary and then explorcd their in his infrequent judgement of called The Helix. As well as going to 3000 DOllble Helix
consequences with the help of others.
members, it also will be going into ever secondary school across
well chosen examples; his papHe will be sorely missed by Australia and some 5000 members 0/ the Australian Science
ers are noted for their helpful his friends and colleagues and Teachers Association. TIle Helix will iucorporate Scifile,
examples and valuable in- we extend our deepest symp- CSIRO's research report for teachers and students, and will
sights.
athy and understanding to his illClude contributions from around Australia. It also will have
When Andrew first joined wife Yvonne, and all his fam- all the regular Club features that made its predecessor, Double
Chemical Physics, many of his ily.
Helix News, so poprdar. The cover ofthe first edition is representVW Maslen ed above, although 0/ course the real thing will have full colour.
experimental
colleagues
.T K Mackenzie For more iufonnation contact David Salt on 062-484472.
thought him reserved and un-
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Jack Cummins

retires from
Foundation after
distinguislled
service
Mr Jack Cnmmins retired from
the Board of Governors of the
Ian Clunies Ross Memorial
Fonndation-National Science
Centre at its 26th Annual General Meeting in November.
Mr H C Morgan, Chairman
of the Board, and Sir lan McLennan, the previous Chairman, both praised the long and
valuable contribution made by
Mr Cummins since the origins
of Clunies Ross House.
Sir lan McLennan told Governors that without Jack Cummins there would have been no
concept as developed today
and no money for the purchase
of the land and building.
Following his resignation
from CSIRO in 1962 and until
his appointment as Governor
of the Foundation in 1971, Mr
Cummins was successively Treasurer, Secretary and Chief
Executive Officer.
Since the official opening of
the building by HRH Prince
PhiIip in 1968, the Foundation
has continued to progress and,
by 1988, the number of societies accredited to the Foundation had risen from 2S to 130.
There also are 80 associate
company members who have
joined in the past 10 years.
They contribute financially to
the Foundation in appreciation
of the assistance they receive
through members of their staff
who belong to one or more of
the accredited societies.
In acknowledging the tribute
from the Governors, Mr Cummins said there was much still
to be done, including increased
use of the first class conference
facilities, encouragement of
and provision for interdisciplinary seminars and lectures and
the development of a closer
and more active spirit of cooperation and service to the
community.

Mr Jack Cummins

CoResearch is produced by fhe Public
Affairs Unit for CSIRO staff. Readers
are invited to contribute or offer sugges-

tions for articles. The deadline is the
last Mondny before the issue month.
Editor: Liz Tynan, PO Box 225, Dick~
son ACT 2602. PH: 062-484479.
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Chiels question Minister's data
suggesting RID boost
Is there a crisis in Australian scieuce or isn't there'r Senator John Button says the picture is brigbt
aud improving all the time, but data be uses to back up this claim is being disputed by several
CSIRO chicfs,
Senator Bulton, Minister for
Industry,
Technology and
Commerce, addressed about
l70 CSIRO staff at Clayton on
16 March, at the invitation of
the
CSlRO
Consultative
Couneil.
As a result of this address,
the Chairman of the Chief's
Committee, Dr Brian Embleton, sent a letter to the Minister, and issued a press statement, questioning his claims
that R&D in Australia had increased by 39 per cent since
1981 and that thousands of
new jobs had been created.
In his speech, Senator Button said the climate for R&D
had never been better and
· ... Australia's overall science
capacity has steadily improved
under the present Government'. He said last year alone
the number of people in Australia employed to do R&D
rose by eight per cent, and that
between 1981182-"o\1d'8f'i/87
ovcr 12 SOO R&D jobs were
ereated- 7S00 in private industry and SOOO in government
institutions.
Staff present at the forum
questioned Senator Button.
although several observers
commented that the Senator
had got off lightly.
The questions ranged from
concerns about the imminent
abolishment of the 150 per
cent tax incentive for R&D, to
the possibility of compulsory
R&D levies on companies. to
the expression of doubts that
the 150 per cent ineentive had
really becn wlll'th the money,
to the decline in seience career
prospects, to concerns frOtll
the Technical Officers Association about staff employment
conditions, to Wesley Vale,
and more.
Senator Button fielded the

questions with charm and
humour, but continued to
maintain that there was no real
problem in Australian scienee.
He suggested questions on staff
conditions should be referred
to senior CSlRO management,
which was well represented at
the forum.
Dr Embleton's letter. sent
several days after the forum
and endorsed by Dr Max Whitten, Dr Angus MeEwnn and
Or Oennis Cooper, said it
appeared 'creative accounting'
had been employed by certain
eompanies intent on taking
advantage of the 150 per cent
tax ineentive. Was it possible,
asked the chiefs, that eompanies had simply reclassified
existing jobs to fit into the
ineentive criteria, and that the
Government was foregoing
several million dollars each
year to subsidise many jobs
which were not contributing to
ne\.,r-private_seetor R&D? The
letter asked, among other
things, for information about
where the new jobs were, whether the positions were for
professional seientists, what
the research problems were
being tackled under the
seheme and what identifiable
publie benefits had so far
emerged.
Senator Button has replied
to the chiefs although this was
not available to CoResearch at
presstime.
• Meanwhile, a document has
been issued to divisions outlining measures being ta ken to
make up budget deficits in the
eurrent nnd next financial
years. The addition of a number of un budgeted items. poor
internal communication and
some apparent miscalculations
seem (0 be the major faetors
leading to the deficits.

Staff should have aeeess to
the doeument through their
chiefs.
Divisions will have to hand
back money this year, and will
forego even more next year.
This has resulted from a shortfall in projected revenue of
$8.3 million in 88/89 and $14.2
million in 89/90.

#**

Health & safety
agreement
CSIRO management aud
unions sigued an historic occupational health and safety
agreement at the recent Consultative Council mecting iu
Mclbourne.
The agreement, whicll is
interim pending proposed
OHS legislation eovering Commonwealth employees, was
negotiated uncler the dose
watch of the CSIRO Health &
Safety·Committee.
Mr Gary Knobel, Manager
OHS. said the agreement formalised the existing OHS committee network and made provision for staff associations to
appoint heallh and safety representatives in the workplaee.
These reps would normally be
the Association members of
local OHS committees.

Nominations are invited for the 1989 Sir lan McLennan Award.
Established in 1985, the Award recognises ontstanding contributions by CSIRO scicntists to Anstralian indnstry.
It offers the winning scientist
a grant up to $10 000 to undertake overseas study appropriate to the achievement. As
well as the grant, the suecessful
scientist receives the Sir lan
McLennan Medal, and the
company or organisation involved in development and/or
marketing of the innovation is
presented with the Sir lan
McLennan Plaque.
The Award was instituted by
the former CSIRO Advisory
Council. The Council's role
was, among other things, to
help develop closer interaction
between CSlRO and industry.
Named in honour of Sir lan
McLennan, the Award reeognises his contributions to the
application of scienee and
technology to Australia's industrial development. Sir Ian
was Chairman of BHP for
many years and later Chairman
Of the. ,,?-£,j'Z ~.~n~ir&'<;!'\l?~lIl,
ancl Chmrmanof Elders I)(t:.
He has been associated with
Australian industry for over 50
years and is an enthusiastic
supporter of new teehnology.
Sir lan was a member of the
Advisory Council from 1979 to
1981.
The eriteria for selection will
be based on practical achieve-

ment, such as a Inajor commercial suecess or advanee of commercial value to a finn, industry or publie authority, resulting from CSIRO work.
Nominations may be from
individuals or organisations
outside CSIRO or, inside
CSIRO. from chiefs, direetors
or individual staff members
wishing to nominate someone
for an achievement in their
area of responsibility. Where
teams are involved, the team
leader would gellerally be
nominated for the Award itself, with (he team receiving
reeognition on the accompanying plaque,

Innovation
Eaeh nomination should
contain a one page synopsis
with the following information:
a brief deseription of the innovation; the yearly value of
sales of the commercialised
innovation; the profit in dollars
earned by the commercialised
innovation; the value of royalties and lieensing fees; and the
number and
location
of
patents.
A maximum of five more
pages should include the following:

ConI. on .\'.6
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Problems in POR program
examined in report
The implementation of the
Performance Review and
Development (PRD) program
has been reviewed,
A report has been drafted
which summarises the extent
of implementation, identifies a
number of \)roblems and proposes solutions.
Anyone who might be interested in commenting on the
report and has not atready hacl
the opportunity to do so may

obtain a eopy by phoningSarah
Ryan on 062-48 4223.
Any comments should be returned through your personnel
offiee by Monday 24 April.
The report !Will then be finalised and submitted to the Executive Committee in May.
A summary of the final report and the Exeeutive Committee decisions will be published in a 'later edition of Co-

Research.

Pal Naughtin of the Melbourne Science Education Centre in full flight at the ANZAAS You/It
Science Festival. Pal's assiSlant looks somewhat douhtful. The work ofthe Science Education Centres,
and other aspects of CS/RO's education programs, are examined in this month's special fearure.
Tl.1I'/1 to page 4.

From the
Executive
Ac:olumnby
Or Keith
Boardman
Decisions from the Government's consideration of the submission by Barry Jones on Australia's scieuce and technology capability suggest that science and technology have arrived as part
of the political agenda. It is not before time in view of the crucial
role that science and technology must play in improving the
competitiveness of all Australian industry.
The Government agreed to ary Industries and Energy
the Minister's proposal to portfolio.
develop a major statement on
On behalf of all staff I warmscience and technology policy. Iy congratulate Barry Jones on
The joint press statement by his success in having science
the Prime Minister and Mr and technology placed on the
Jones stated that the 'Govern- political agenda and obtaining
ment fully appreciates the vital extra funds in this financial
role science must play in laying year under difficult economic
the foundation for Australia's circumstanceS. We pledge our
future prosperity'.
support in the future.
Dr Embleton, Chairman of
Staff will be disappointed
that the Government did not the Committee of CSIRO
go further in restoring the Chiefs, wrote to Mr Wran on
substantive cuts made in behalf of the Committee to
CSIRO's appropriation fund- indicate 'the broad and strong
ing over the past few years. It support by Chiefs for the curis unfortunate that the Govern- rent efforts being taken by the
ment's consideration of the Executive Committee, the
Minister's submission coincid- Board and, in particular, youred wi th the worsening of self, to improve the budget
Australia's trade position and position of CSIRO'. I can
the call by several business vouch for the very important
leaders and the media for role the Chairman has played
tougher fiscal policies.
in negotiations over the past
The d~cision on revenue re- .. f~:XITIon~J1~,
tention which will enable ·;;~~;:~1JdftiiJit~~ing
CSIRO and other Government
Or Embleton's letter states
laboratories to retain 100 per that 'the Chiefs are conscious
cent of external earnings (in- of the general need for beltc1uding asset sales) is specifi- tightening as the Government
cally welcome. It will remove reins in public spending. Howa source of resentment among ever, there is now clear eviresearchcrs and also industry, dence that the process has
and provide an incentive for a gone too far in CSIRO's case
greater contribution from and our capacity to generate
sourees external to our direct economie and social wealth for
appropriation funding.
Australia is being seriously
We are all aware of the eroded. Unless additional
urgent need to replace obsolete funds are quickly injected back
equipment for optimum utilisa- into CSIRO's R&D effort
tion of our human resources there will be significant damand for CSIRO to remain age to the Organisation's abilinternationally
competitive. ity to deliver both in the short
The additional $5 million pro- term and the longer term'.
vided for the purchase of new
The letter supports CSIRO's
equipment in the current fin an- submission to the intercial year enables a start to be departmental committee, and
made in overcoming the back- concludes 'The Chiefs are suplog in thereplacement of obso- portive of your personal efforts
lete and unreliable equipment. and those of your Board, the
CSIRO will be making a strong Chief Executive and the Direccase for a similar allocation in tors to present a strong and
the next two finaneial years.
persuasive case to Government
The Government's decision for additional appropriation
to defer many of the Minister's funding. The Chiefs and their
proposals, including extra staff remain as committed as
funds to CSIRO for areas of ever to use research and its
high priority, is disappointing.
application to further the ecoIt will not enable an immediate
nomic and social wellbeing of
boost to employment prospects their fellow Australians. I can
for younger Australian scien- assure you that your efforts are
tists.
appreciated and will be reWe must continue to impress warded by the continued comon Government the necessity mitment of the Organisation's
for a positive decision on extra' researeh and support staff and
funding for these priority the undoubted benefits that
areas, later in the year when this will bring to Australia'.
the Government also considers
reviews on R&D in the tertiary
, //C of, 1/_ _-I ~ __ . _ .
education sector and the Prim- v'T IUJ<fl- ~.......,.~

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
Mr Langhorne has had a lot of
your space on several occasions
to tell us how mueh money has
been saved by the Claytons
restrueturing of head office
(corporate centre).
If this restructuring is so
beneficial and the savings as
large as we are told, how is it
that the workers have not yet
sighted any of them. Surely the
whole point was to squeeze
more money for research, the
'purpose for which we exist.
Instead there are more cuts to
appropriation funds in 1988/89
and some groups look set to go
off the graph backwards in
1989/90. Enough of the talk,
where's the bloody money?
J E Vercoe
Division of Tropical Animal
Production
Rockhampton
(P.S. Three cheers for Tony
Gregson and his article.)
Dear Editor,
I agree with Or Dack's eonclusions in a recent letter to CoResearch (No. 320, February
1989) 'that the nation may well
face an undersupply of scientists' in the future, however I
disagree with his assertion that
the 'brain drain' does not exist
and believe there are several
assumptions in his argument
that need to be clarified.
Firstly: the figures released
by DITAC based on an analysis of immigration statistics
and used by many to dismiss
the 'brain drain' do not convince me. Analysis of this data
shows that in the period 19831987, Australia benefited by
the nett gain of 1087 lecturers
and professors (Pure, 1988,
Search 19, 85). This is enough
to staff three universities the
size of ANU.
These people may have
come to Australia, but were
they really 'lecturers and professors' and if so, where are
they now? Did they actually
work here or spend their time
on the beach? Were these high
quality professionals capable
of transferring scientific knowhow into Australia?
Secondly: he writes ' ... [the
two way trade in brains] benefits the eountry by attracting
the best of the war! d to our
laboratories and gives our indigenous researchers an invaluable overseas experienee which
stands them in good stead
when they return'.
There are several problems
here. The immigration statistics are only concerned with
the quantity of brains, not the
quality. In my experience the
best brains have no trouble
finding acceptable positions,
usually overseas. Once there,
they start to produce technology that we must eventually
import. Do the best brains
then return to enrich Australian research? Rather, they
choose to remain in the lucrative positions to which they
have risen while overseas.
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Other, less exceptional but
competent brains may be
forced into administration in
Australia - the 'hidden brain
drain' identified by OITAC
last year. The movement of
some scientists into administration is useful in raising the
scientific literacy of these
areas, but forcing non-tenured
scientists out of science by restricting career prospects is no
way the solve the problem.
I accept that an interchange
of people with the world scientific community is necessary
and healthy for Australian science. However, I do not accept
that what we are seeing is the
normal ebb and flow of sueh
an interchange. From my personal experience and perspective at the lab bench, it has all
the hallmarks of an exodus of
people who can no longer tolerate an unsatisfactory career
path.
Recent surveys of nontenured seientists at ANU and
CSIRO showed many regard
their career prospects in Australia as poor. This data is confirmed by the observation that
students are avoiding science
courses, and conflicts with the
Government's hypothesis that
the brain drain does not exist.
Solution: repeat the experiment using an independent
measure and apply 'Ockham's
Razor'.
There is one untapped
source of data which ean answer many of these questions the tax files. These contain
reliable information on the
period of residence, the employer and the position. A
survey of this data would settle
the question of the brain drain.
Then we may be able to deal
with the related though more
serious problem of the 'brain
drought', outlined in the remainder of Or Dack's letter,
and the subject of reeent media
attention.
Or Greg Tanner
Division of Plant Industry
Dear Editor,
I noted with interest the article
by Frank Harrigan (CoResearch 319, January 1989) concerning the dilemma the CSIRO Officers Association
(OA) is facing in deciding
upon measures other than scientific publications for assessing nominees for the award of
the Rivett Medal. I have raised
this issue with the OA on three
occasions now, my coneern
being that by continuing to rely
solely on published work the
OA eould be effectively 'disenfranehising' a considerable
number of staff from consideration for the award.
I must admit that I find it
difficult to understand why the
o A seems to find this such an
intractable problem. In describing the history behind the
award, Frank Harrigan notes
that it was designed to recognise 'a young Organisation'.
Nowhere does that statement

seem tQ preclude work of an
industrially oriented or confidentialnature, for which publication is inappropriate or
impossible.
Frank goes on to record that
the same dilemma confronting
the OA in respect of identifying other relevant measures of
achievement is also being
'faced by institute committees
during the annual review of
professional staff classifications, and it seems they too are
yet to solve it'. This is simply
not true! CoResearch No. 317
(October 1988) had a special
feature of promotions which
noted, inter alia, 'the latest
round of senior promotions
reflect the eurrent CSIRO
philosophy of recognising not
only the advancement of scientific knowledge, but also contributions to industry and outstanding research leadership'.
The new SPRS and CRS guidelines note that achievements
for promotion to these levels
may relate to work as an individual (contributing to science
and/or industry andlor the
community) or as a research
manager. These guidelines do
not explicitly mention publieations. Perhaps, however, the
best indication of the Organisation's more enlightened attitude, compared with that of
the OA, is the fact that many
of the CSIRO Medals have
been awarded for highly significant achievements which
have been realised in the market place and which have not
been based upon published
work.
The Organisation has had its
aet in gear for some years now.
It is time that the OA stopped
procrastinating and did the
same, before its members lose
all faith.
lan Sare
Division of Manufacturing
Tcchnology
Dear Editor,
At the risk of commenting
without having all the facts.
may I query first the way the
CSIRO logo has been used on
the letterheads which I have
seen. These have placed the
logo in the centre of the page,
such that there is insufficient
room for Institute andlor Divisional title 10 be printed ill a
large enough font size to be
seen as soon as one looks at
the page. The logo would be
far better at the top left hand
side of the page with Institute
and Divisional information filling the remainder of the top
section.
As I have not seen the 'Corporate Identity Manual', I have
not discovered a reason for
such a poor layout, it it be contained therein. I have becn
told that the manual has been
withdrawn, so I was not able
to find out what the guidelines
were.
Nor could I understand VIad
Cont. on p.S

New Animal Heahh CIIie1

Or Rickard to encourage greater
collaboration with industry
Tlte following Itas been contributed by David Erskil/e from tlte
Griffitlt Laboratory oftlte Division of Water Resources. He said
It was inspired by a talk at tlte lab late last year by al/ ecol/omist,
wlto explail/ed 'how discount rates applied to research effort'.
'Your Majesty, if yOIl build a pyramid to ensure your survival in
the after life, the money you spend now will not be of use until
your Majesty passes on. That will be a long time into the futllre.'
'What are you driving at, Chief Accountant?'
'A piece of gold spent on an asset that is unusable until far in
the future is worth a lot less than a piece of gold spent for immediate consumption.'

'Er, yes.'
'We call it the discount rate, siI'. The future is discounted relative to the present. What happens in the far future, even eternity,
is as nothing compared to consumption now.'
'There is a mad logic to what you are saying, Chief Accountant.
But it is not only the money that bothers me. There is alsD the
uncertainty. There are times when I wDnder about this life after
death lark.'
'The uncertainty, sir?'
'ND one has come back from the after life tD give us some
pointers to improving techniques for ensuring survival after
death. This lack of feedback is worrying. A lot of money is being
poured into the eternal life industy, what with pyramids and
theological research.'
'The uncertainty can be factored in, your Majesty. If you were
to put a money value on eternal life, and if the prohability Df
the embalming techniques and the rituals had, say, a 50 per cent
chance Dfworking, then the money value Df eternal life is halved.'
'The High Priest might regard such views as theDlogically
unsound. He might put on a curse.'
'A curse illustrates my point, sir. A lot of people want curses
to strike far into the future. A curse working far in the future is
worth much less than a curse working nDw.'
'Curses are cheap.'
'True, sir, so long as the, um, benefit to cost ratio .. .'
'Maybe you mean the damage to CDst ration.'
'",sDlong aUhe damage(OcoSt .m,tiD is very high. But then
there are the long hours of study in getting the Curse wDrd perfect.
That is a CDst too.'
'Even if we dD nDt survive death, Chief Accountant, we still
have a form Df immortality in our children.'
'That is true from a philosophical point of view, sir, but from
a financial point of view, ensuring your children have a good
start in life means 10Dking, say, 20 years into the future. Twenty
years is a long time for an accountant.'
'And one can bequealh things to one's children and grandchildren.'
'In my humble opinion, YDur Majesty, that is financially dodgy.
To bequeath something to one's children, or even worse, tD
grandchildren, implies a negative discount rate, in that the future
is highly valued.'
'SDmetimes the work we do lives after us, whether it is in great
deeds or art. Some of the art carved and painted in our
monuments will last for centuries. Some of our artists place a
high value on such long term payoff.'
'If I may say so, YDur Majesty, the views of such artists are
financially unsound. They need professional advice.
'HDw would you sum up your professional advice, Chief
AccDuntant?'
'Eat, drink and be merry, your Majesty.'

The new Chief of the Division of Animal Health, Dr Michael Rickard, while acknowledging the
crisis in Australian research, is positive about the future, particularly of his Division.
Or Rickard said 'Australian continue to be medium to long Laboratory (AAHL). saying it
science is going through diffi- term research directed towards was 'a very positive step'.
cult times. CSIRO has suffered solving specific industry prob'We now have an even greasignificant reductions in fund- lems. We also want to help in- ter wealth of expertise tD offer
ing for some years now. But I dustry make the most of export the Australian livestock indusbelieve the government is at oppDrtunities. '
try,' he said.
last being forced to acknow'AI the same time, though,
'I will be encouraging all
ledge the vital role Df science we certainly won't be ignoring staff to work towards even closand technology and, more im- the importance of fundamental er collaboration with industry
portantly, the need to provide research. We cannot afford to and to take an active role in
adequate financial support.'
sacrifice Australia's long term getting our research results
Or Rickard has a distinguish- future. '
into practice. Aftcr all, without
ed record worldwide in the
He said he was enthusiastic effective communication even
field of parasites of livestDck. abDut the Division's amalga- the best research in the world
His particular area of expertise mation with the controversial is 1I0t going to help solve Ausis in the immunology, biology, Australian Animal Health tralia's problems.'
epidemiology and control of
tapeworm infections and of
tapeworms being transmitted
from animals tD humans.
He was elected to the Executive Board ofthe WDrld Federation of Parasitologists in
August 1986 and is now chairing the World Health Organisation Working Group on
Immunology of Echinococcosis (hydatid disease). He has
received many awards, including the University of Queensland Medal.in 1963 and the
Bancroft-Mackerras Medal of
the Australian Society
ParasitolDgy in 1983.
Until assuming his new position on 1 April, Or Rickard
was Reader in .Veterin~,ry
Parasitology and Associate
Dean Df Research and GradDr Michael Rickard
uate Studies in the School of
Veterinary Science at the University of Melbourne.
He has had considerable
contact with CSIRO, having It is oftcnhard for scientists· to make the public aware of the
been one of two university rep- work being done at CSIRO. With this in mind, Dr Gustaaf
resentatives on the Division's Hallegraeff of the Division of Fisheries has produced a book to
advisory cDmmittee since its bridge the communication gap and publicise his work.
Plankton - A Microscopic mania and sevcral shellfish
inception in March 1986.
'The Division of Animal World is a scientific coffee farms were forced tD close
Health plays a crucial role in table book containing 100 out- down for up to six months.
Or Hallegraeff's book will
solving major disease problems standingly beautiful pholoof our animal industries. The graphs of the tiny life forms be of interest to both scientists
backbone of our work must that populate the world's and the general public. It reoceans.
tails for $29.95, but CS1RO
Despite their beauty, some staff may buy it for $22.50. A
plankton are deadly. The toxic $7.00 postage and packing fee
dinoflagellate,
Gymnodium applies for orders outside TascatenafUm is a good example. mania.
Scnd your cheque or mOlley
This is consumed by shellfish
which concentrate its pDison. order to:
It has no adverse effect on the
Dr Gustaaf Hallegraeff
shellfish, but makcs thcm
CSIRO Marine Laboratories
An exhibition celebrating the poisonDus to humans. In 1986
Castray Esplanade
achievements of women in sci- there was a population exploHobart
ence and technology is now 8ioll of this plankton in TasTASMANIA 70nO
open at the Australian Museum in Sydney.
Called A History fDr the
Future, the theme is 'wDmen
are doing science and technology evetywhere you 10Dk - as
they always have dDne'.
The WDmen in Science Enquiry Network has put together
the display which shows both
historical and present-day
women in Australian science
and technDlogy.
After a successful run at the
Museum of Victoria, the exhib- Above, the toxic dinoflagellate, Gymnodinium catenatum, which
ition will be on view at the was responsible for the closure of several Tasmanian shellfish
Australian Museum until 14 farms during 1986. This and other fascinating plankton are
examined i/1 Dr Hallegraeffs book.
May.

BeaUIYiaddmenace in science

Women in
Science
Exhibition
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Sydney
Manager: Janette Griffin (NSW Dept of TAFE)

Tasmania
Manager: Darrel Harington (Education Dept of Tasmania)

CSIROSEC Tasmania is located in Hobart in a former college
canteen which has been extensively refurbished and is maintained
by the State Education Department. The centre is much larger
than other CSIROSECs and allows more flexibility in operation.
Our CSIRO-related admin- coming a focus for science actistration is handled by the ivities in the state. The centre
Marinc Laboratories, to whom is headquarters for the Science
wc arc most grateful.
Teachers Association of TasThe Tasmanian centre att- mania, and numerous and diempts to cater for all Tasma- verse meetings arc held at the
nian students, not just those in centre each year. The Tasmathe Hobart area. To this end it nian activities for Australian
takes its activities to other Science in Schools Week are
areas of the state on a regular organised, promoted and conbasis, and these visits have ducted through CSIROSEC,
heen an overwhelming success, and therc is continuing involvewith all sessions fully booked.
ment with the annual Primary
This state-wide approach is Science Fair.
also applied to the Double
The centre caters also for
Helix Science Club where, in groups outside school hours,
addition to Hobart, local sup- such as scouts and associations
port groups have been estab- for the gifted and talented. As
lished in Launceston and' on well as monthly Double Helix
the north west coast. These events in each of the three
groups conduct science events areas of Tasmania, both formal
in their areas, hut such events activity sessions and memberare open to members from directed project sessions are
held each week at CSlROSEC
anywhere in Tasmania.
In Its first full year of opera- for Double Helix members.
tion, 1986, the centre catcrcd Club holiday activities arc a
for nearly 7500 visitors, not in- rcgular feature of the centre.
eluding thosc involved in Double Helix activities in other
areas of the state.
The three main themes for
school groups are science and
technology, data collection and
treatment and science and
computer control. The breadth
of these themes lends itself to
the inclusion of a wide range
of scicnce related activities,
such as a satellite remote sensing simulation from the Division of Oceanography. Activities like this introduce students to new technologies and
allow them to examine a cur- Above, the Education Progrent, ancl still developing, rams team in Canberra. Standing, left, Ross Kingsland (manCSIRO research project.
In a multitude of ways, ager) alld right, David Salt.
CSIROSEC Tasmania is be- Seated, Lynn Putford.

The Sydney CSIRO Science Education Centre, based at the
Division of Applied Physics in West Lindfield, was opened in
February 1988 by Mr Wran and the then State Minister for
Education Mr Cavalier.
Its first year of operation
Several large public events
was highly succcssful, with were held in the Sydney centre
over 9000 people passing last year. A day of experiments
through, including 7500 stu- on the theme 'Chemistry in thc
dents from 113 schools.
Home' was held during ChemLike the other centres, the istry Week in July and over 260
emphasis is on hands-on exper- people tried out experiments
iments using cquipment not in two hour sessions. The
normally available in school. centre was also open during
Many of the experiments in the the Division of Applied Physics
Sydney centre arc based on Open Days and [lad over 1200
work done or techniqucs used visitors.
by CSIRO scientists. Through
Because many schools like
these experiences we are in- to take two classes (a bus load)
creasing students' enthusiasm out for the day, an Environfor and understanding of sci- mental Investigations Kit has
ence, and particularly of been put together for one class
CSIRO science.
to use in nearby Lane Cove
Fourteen themes are offer- Park, while the other class is
ed, from which teachers choose in the centrc.
the one most relevant to the
The Sydney centre is placing
topic being studied, and about emphasis on teacher in-service
20 appropriate experiments are and pre-service. A library of
put out for the class. A Tcach- books, games, videos and softers Pack is sent out before ware is building up for teachers
visits to help teachers preparc.
to use during their visits and
Experiments cover a broad during monthly Teacher Rerange of sciences, with a bias source Days. In addition,
towards the work done at teachers and trainee teachers
Applied Physics. For example, are welcome to use the equipstudents may: calibrate electri- ment in the centre any day
cal meters in a similar way to after school. A number of instandards scientists; measure service and pre-service courses
thc comparative strength of and talks have been held.
rare earth magnets; watch the
The Manager is employed
effect of tempcrature drop on by TAFE, while Andrca Irwin,
a piece of superconductor; and who teaches there two days a
carry out a number of experi- week, is paid from the booking
ments on sound and acoustics.
fees provided by visiting clasExperiments from other div- ses. The centre is also very forisions include Sirof]oc and tunate to have several volunSiroset, measuring the diame- teers who help with clerical
ter of wool fibres, electro- work and maintenance of
phoresis, and fluidised beds.
equipment.

Above, the Sydney CSIRO TA FE Celltre in action. Janelte Griffin
with two visiting students. Below, Dane! Harington from
Tasmania resplendent in Double Helix tee shirt at the Hobart
Cenfrc.(I'/Joto:

71/01' Cafier)
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Northern Territory

Y

JSW Dept of TAFE)

Manager: Terry McClafferty (NT Dept of Education)

The Northern Territory's Science Education Centre will be locat·
ed ou the CSIRO Tropical Ecosystems Research Ceutre (TERC)
site iu the old German Club building now being renovated.

cation Centre, based at the
est Lindfield, was opened in
the then State Minister for

The TERC site covers about
35ha on a site 15 kilometres
east of Darwin, in a position
central to the schools of the
Darwin region. Four CSIRO
divisions are represented at
TERC: Wildlife & Ecology,
Tropical Crops & Pastures,
Entomology and Horticulture.
In addition, Siromath operates
a computer node for CSIRONET at the Centre.

Several large public events
'ere held in the Sydney centre
1St year. A day of experiments
n the theme 'Chemistry in the
lome' was held during Chemtry Week in July and over 260
cople tried out experiments
I two hour sessions. The
~ntre was also open during
te Division of Applied Physics
'pen Days and had over 1200
Isitors.
Because many schools like
) take two classes (a busload)
ut for the day, an EnvironIcntal Investigations Kit has
een put together for one class
) use in nearby Lane Cove
ark, while the other class is
I the centre.
The Sydney centre is placing
nphasis on teacher in-service
1d pre-service. A library of
Doks, games, videos and softare is building up for teachers
) use during their visits and
uring monthly Teacher ReJurce Days. In addition,
'achers and trainee teachers
'e welcome to use the equiplent in the centre any day
'ter school. A number of in:rvice and pre-service courses
1d talks have been held.
The Manager is employed
y T AFE, while Andrea lrwin,
ho tcaches there two days a
eck, is paid from the booking
,es provided by visiting clas·s. The centre is also very formate to have several volun'el'S wilD help with clerical
ark and maintenance of
juipment.

A number of wildlife displays have been planned for
the new Centre, including an
ant nest designed by Dr Alan
Andersen.
Other activities replicating
the research activitiesofTERC
scientists will be developed for
high school students. These include population studies using
aerial photographs and the use
of remote sensing with computer imaging.

The largest industry in the
Northern Territory is mining,
and the Chamber of Mines is
represented on thc centre's
Advisory Committce by Mr
Tony Hosking. A number of
activities involving metals and
mining arc planned under
sponsorship of Territory mining companies.
A range of initiatives has
been organised to publicise the
activities of the Scicnce Education Centre before it opens in
the new building. The Darwin
Show last year had a major exhibit of the centre, with a display of many hands-on activities. This was well receiVed by
the public and resulted in coverage by ABC Radio Darwin.
It is hoped that in the futurc
the centrc will be able to service all major centres in the
Northern Territory, including
aboriginal communities.
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Photo above lefl, Dllvid Maynard of the Brisbanc CS/ROSEC.
Abolie right, Vicky lies (Education Officer) and Robcrt Namestnik
(Manager), CS/ROSEC Perth.

Brisbane
Manager: David Maynard (Old Dept of Education)

Brisbane CSIROSEC is hosted by the Oivision of Tropical Animal Production at the Long Pocl<et Laboratories, Indooroopilly.
The
newly
constructed
CSIROSEC building is comfortably placed near a 0.6ha
rainforest area establish cd by
the Division and looks out
over dry sclerophyll scrub paddocks. The centre is on schedule to accept the first school
visit on 3 July. It is planned
that the official opening will
coincide on 15 August with a
function at Long Pocket held
by the Divisional Advisory
Committee,
Much appreciated assistance
in setting up has been provided
by the host division, Without
it, the centre would not have
many of the experiments now
under development. Of these
experiments, SOme highlight
the work of the Divisions of
Tropical Animal Production,
Entomology and Geomechanics. Imagine the fascination for
students seeing a live cattle
tick on the video microscope
monitor, biological control in
action, or remote sensing data

entre in action. Janelte Griffin
w, Darrel Harington from
'1e1ix tec shirt at the Hobart
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from Landsat. Thc rainforest
area will also be used for environmental science topics.
Other experiments such as
Sirofloc, Siroset, Greenlcsf
Farmlab and the Microwave
Moisture Monitor represent
some of the work from othcr
diviSIOns around Australia.
General aspccts of science and
tcchnology are also represented, with weather satellite reception, aerodynamics, la,crs,
mineral processing and computer modelling as examples.
Sponsors and othcr visitors
have commcnted cnthusiasticallyon the CSIROSEC concept and the need for such a
facility in the school system.
Increasing intercst and cxcitement from students, teachers
and parents are evidcnt as the
centre is more widely publicised. Brisbane CSIROSEC is
poised and (almost!) ready to
enjoy the same success and
popularity as other centres
around Australia.
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Northern Territory

Western Australia

Manager: Terry McClafferty (NT Dept of Education)

Manager: Robert Namestnik (Scitech Discovery Centre)

The Northern Territory's Science Education Ceutre will be located on the CSIRO TrolJical Ecosystems Research Centre (TERC)
site in the old German Clnb building now being renovated.
The TERC site covers about
The largest industry in the
35ha on a site 15 kilometres Northern Territory is mining,
east of Darwin, in a position ancl the Chamber of Mines is
central to the ScllOOls of the represented on the centre's
Darwin region. Four CSIRO Advisory Committee by Mr
divisions are reprcsented at Tony Hosking. A number of
TERC: Wildlife & Ecology, activities involving metals and
Tropical Crops & Pastures, mining are planned undcr
Entomology and Horticulture. sponsorship of Territory minIn addition, Siromath operates ing companies.
A range of initiatives has
a computer node for CSIRONET at the Centre.
been organised to publicise the
activities of the Science EducaA number of wildlife distion Centre before it opens in
plays have been planned for
the new building. The Darwin
the new Centre, including an
Show last year had a major exant nest designed by Dr Alan
hibit of the centre, with a dispAndersen.
lay of many hands-on activitOther activities replicating ies. This was well receiVed by
the research activities ofTERC the public and resulted in covscientists will be developed for erage by ABC Radio Darwin.
high school students. These inIt is hoped that in the future
clude population studies using the centre will be able to seraerial photographs and the use vice all major centres in the
of remote sensing with compu- Northcrn Territory, including
ter imaging.
aboriginal communities.

At last, Perth is to experience a new concept in science education.
The new CSIROSEC is about to be launched within Scitech
Discovery Centre.
Scitech Discovery Centre is there is only a basic skeleton,
an innovative, hands-on sci- and now the real work must
ence and technology centre in begin.
The Manager was appointed
the City West complex, West
Perth. It features more than recently to initiate the program
120 interactive exhibits aimed by liaising with CSIRO staff,
at increasing awareness and teachers, local industry and
interest in science throughout managers of other CSlROthe community.
SECs. Many ideas will be inSince opening four months corporated from other centres,
ago, 26000 school students and it is planned that where
have visited Scitech as part of possible they will emphasise
school excursions; 9000 (30 per Western Australian related
cent) of these have been secon- issues.
Vicky Hes, Scitech Discovdary students. It is expected
that this figure will increase ery Centre's Primary Educawith the opening of the new tion Officer, will be involved
CSIROSEC.
in planning activities for primTo enable effective use of ary school students and memScitech, about 600 teachers bel'S of CSIRO's Double Helix
have attended full day courses Science Club.
which include information
This centre will be unique in
about the proposed CSIRO- that many of the planned aclivSEC. Tremendous interest al- itics relate to exhibits already
ready has been expressed by found in the main Scitech
the teachers who have seen the Centre. Exhibits such as sate 1physical layout of the CSIRO lite tracking, remote sensing,
centre.
lasers and fibre optics will proThe centre has capacity for vide applications for the lab50 students and incorporates a oratory activities.
modern layout with practical
It is expectcd that the centre
laboratory features. Presently will open late this year.

Melbourne
Manager: Pat Naughtin (Victorian Ministry of Education)

Photo above left, Davld Maynard of the Brisbane CSIl?OSEC.
Above right, Vicky lies (Educallon Officer) and Robert Namesrnlk
(Manager), CSlROSEC Perth.

Brisbane
Manager: David Maynard (Old Dept of Education)
Brisbane CSIROSEC is hosted by the Division of Tropical Ani·
mall'roduction at the Long Poc\{et Laboratories, ludooroopilly.
The
newly
constructed from Landsat. The rainforest
CSIROSEC building is com- area will also be used for enfortably placed near a 0.6ha vironmental science topics.
Other experiments such as
rainforest area established by
the Division and looks out Sirofloc, Siroset, Greenleaf
over dry sclerophyll scrub pad- Farmlab and the Microwave
docks. The centre is on sched- Moisture Monitor represent
ule to accept the first school some of the work from other
visit on 3 July. It is planned division. around Australia.
that the official opening will General aspects of science and
coincide on ]5 August with a technology are also representfunction at Long Pocket held ed, with weather satellite reby the Divisional Advisory ception, aerodynamics, lasers,
Committee.
mineral processing and compuMuch appreciated assistance ter modelling as examples.
in setting up has been provided
Sponsors and other visitors
by the host division. Without have commented enthusiastiit, the centre would not have cally on the CSIROSEC conmany of the experiments now cept and the need for such a
under development. Of these facility in the schGol system.
experiments, some highlight Increasing interest and excitethe work of the Divisions of ment from students, teachers
Tropical Animal Production, and parents are evident as the
Entomology and Geomechan- centre is more widely publiics. Imagine the fascination for cised. Brisbane CSIROSEC is
students seeing a live cattle poised and (almost!) ready to
tick on the video microscope enjoy the same success and
monitor, biological control in popularity as other centres
action, or remote sensing data around Australia.
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Melbourne CSIROSEC was opened ill 1981- the !irst of its killd
in Australia.
Reflecting the major '-inter- • Hot Colours - students con·
ests of its host, the Division of vert light energy to heat enEnergy Technology, the centre ergy.
began a full program related to
The CSIROSEC theme at
energy, especially solar ener- the Melbourne Music Show
gy. The centre is now develop- was 'Science of Sound'. Each
ing themes reflecting the re- of the 20 000 children averaged
search directions of its new 15 minutes at the exhibit, using
host, the Division of Building, 'hands-on' activities.
Construction and Engineering,
In Bendigo last year CSIROtogether with research from
SEC had 500 visitors in four
other divisions.
Among the 1988 highlights days, including primary and
were: contact with over 46 000 secondary teachers, the genervisitors; demonstrations for al public, the local Rotary
6500 students; over 4000 at Club and students from 10
hands-on sessions; 40 000 vis- schools. The Division of Builditors to CSIROSEC at the Mel- ing, Construction and Enginbourne Music Show; the Bend- eering, Bendigo CAE and Or
igo country tour; international Doug Campbell all helped.
visitors; and the ANZAAS Many CoResearch readers will
remember Doug from the DiviYouth Science Festival.
Classes offer three themes- sion of Materials Science and
energy,
measurement
or Technology. Doug now helps
waves. The centre is not large at CSIROSEC.
At the ANZAAS Youth
enough to have themes running
concurrently, so they are Science Festival last year,
CSIROSEC made presentachanged each term.
One teacher remarked, 'I tions to over 3000 students and
learned more today than I did teachers.
in all my High School science
In 1988 international visitors
CSIROSEC
was came from Argentina, China,
classes'.
booked out for second term in New Zealand, the USA and
under three hours and only a Venuzuela to see Melbourne
fraction of schools seeking CSlROSEC in action. The secplaces can be accommodated.
retary of the US Science
Some typical experiments Teachers Association describinclude:
ed a visit as 'the absolute
• Light Pnmps - students use highlight of my tour of science
light as the energy sonrce to education facilities' and there
operate a Stirling ellgiue.
has been feedback from across
• Check It Out - stndents read the Tasman suggesting that
all 91 bits in a supermarket bar after investigating many diffecode.
rent models, the Kiwis propose
• Decibel Range - stndents to us" the CSIROSECs as
use a sound level indicator.
models,'n New Zealand.

Adelaide
Manager: Phil Ailan (SA Dept of Education)

A student's perception of a visit to CSIROSEC, Adelaide:
'Miss Rogers is usually a bit grumpy early in the morning. I
mean, who wouldn't be with a class like ours? There are 30 of
us and we can be quite a handful at times.
'We really are quite smart of a laser, but words like solar
(except Mark) and we all want cells, streamlining, pneumatic
to learn. It's just that we are a and mineral recognition sent
little bit loud when we are lear- waves of panic through everyning. In fact, we are a little bit one (except Mark who had
loud even when we are not found the word bomb written
learning.
in one experiment and was
'One morning Miss Rogcrs reading that one again). Miss
had an announcement: we Rogers did her hest to calm us
were going on an excursion. down as she explained some of
Here was our chance to in- the words. Gradually we undcrease the noise pollution in a erstood a little bit of what each
different environment. It was experiment involved and the
to be a science excursion for a feeling of excitement took over
whole morning next week. My again.
class likes science (particularly
'The day of the excursion
Mark, who once tried to con- was a Tuesday (we are fairly
struct a nuclear bomb at home) quiet on Tuesday) and we got
because there is lots to do and to CSIRO in parents' cars (1
most of it is pretty interesting. can see why Mark was interesThe excursion was to CSIRO, ted in bombs ... his mother
Miss Rogers announced.
drove one). The CSIROSEC
, "You will be able to find was in the Division of Manout some more about CSIRO ufacturing Technology. We
and do some experiments when were very impressed when we
we visit their Science Educa- arrived. The teacher in charge
tion Centre," she said. The of the centre introduced some
buzz started ... this was good of the experiments to us and
news ... we are a very "hands got some people up as volunon" sort of group and the teers to help him. We worked
chance to experiment excited in groups of three when we did
everyone (especially Mark).
the experiments ... you will
Later in the week we got our never guess who I got in my
experimcnt sheets and some group!
activities to try before our
'The experiments were
visit. As we read through the great. We found out about
sheets our excitement was a lasers and actually got to use
little overshadowed by fear. one; wc used a small robot; we
No one had heard of some of investigated liquid crystals
the words used in Ihe experi- used to measure temperature;
ments. Most people had heard and we found out how the

Parkes Visitors Centre
Manager: Rick Twardy
Australia's 'Gralld Old Lady' of radio astronomy, the 64 metre
radio telescope operated at Parkes by the Division of
Radiophysics, is a popular attractioll.
The telescope has a visitors letters a year are answered.
centre staffed by Rick Twardy
Furthermore, in 1988 thc
(Manager), Ben Longden and centre had 110 school visits
Julia Hockings. The centre from as far as Cobar, Adelaide,
features contemporary dis- Townsville and Hobart. Each
plays and information, some school group receives close
interactive exhibits, educa- attention: through prior liaison
with the teacher, lessons on a
tional material lor sale, and thanks to the Film and Vid"o range of topics can be created.
Centre and the Division of There are worksheets concernRadiophysics - a world class, ing resources in the centre, and
superbly crafted audiovisual,
information on careers, experThe Invisible Universe.
iments and contemporary issThe centre's main role is. to ues, in addition to discussion
convey to the community a during the visit. Many schools
greater understanding and attend
night observations
appreciation of the work 01 the which include the use of the
telescupe, and of astronomy,
centre's 10" reflecting telescope.
science and CSIRO.
Dealing with the public can
As well as 'selling' astronhe incredibly time-consuming,
omy, science and CSIRO, the
making significant demands on
centre also sells astronomy
the resilience and initiative of products in a (currently sucthe staff, bnt this is (after all)
cessful) attempt to be selfwhat we are about. CSIRO is
funding. Public interest in
often eommended for provid- astronomy is high, and signs
ing staff at the centre, not just are that it is increasing. The
a static display.
centre is open for all but four
The centre should not be redays a year, sometimes at night
garded as just a tourist amuseuntil the wee hours, and may
deal with 500-600 visitors a day
ment. Students and parents,
in the school holidays. In 1988,
teachers and curriculum consultants, and many other
nearly 85 000 visitors called in,
people from Australia and generating just over $170 000.
overseas write for information Since there are no mandatory
or advice. Information recharges, perhaps the money requests range from routine 10 covered can be taken as one
highly specific; the imaginative quantitative measure of public
to the bizarre. Hundreds of satisfaction with their visit.

Longden Twardy Hockings
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shape of boats affected their
speed through water. There
were lots of other experiments
we couldn't try because they
were for older students. My
big sister had been before and
tricd some experiments based
on the work of CSIRO scientists. These included one where
students could make a sand
mould, create Moire patterns
and investigate the efficiency
of a factory floor layout.
'We also found out about
CSIRO and some of the research done tbere. We saw
some holograms and also some
electron microscope photographs of metals and flies and
leaves. They were unreal! The
time really went quickly because we were so busy and it
was disappointing when we
were told to pack up. It was
the best day I have ever had.
Now I enjoy science even
more than before and I am
thinking about being a scientist
when 1 finish school.'

McLennan Award
Cont. from p.l
• the extent to which the
achievement has received
acceptance -

'" ill the market place (list
history, tangible benefits to
industry ill dollars, arul,
where appropriate, the extent of market pelletratioll
and geographical coverage);
'" ill govemmellt areas (li.~t
Federal alld/or State Government acceptance,

use,

special grants al/d awards
received);

* in overseas application.
• comments 011 originality of
the invention and/or degree of
innovation of the development;
• whether the achievement is
seen to have further application in Australia and/or overseas aud an estimate of future
sales, cost savings or economic
benefits in dollars;
• a brief snmmary of working
experiellce of the nomillee
over the past 10 years;
• details of any Iiuks with
industry;
• snmmary of patellts, pateut
applications, technology transfer to iudustry and publications
ill relatioll to the achievement
itself aud generally;
• any other details considered
relevant to tbe Award;
• names of three referees 10
include one from the firm or
beneficiary of the achievement
and one froll1 CSIRO.
Nominees should provide
one original nomination and
six copies by the closing date.
Also, they should ask their
referees to forward their
reports direct to Ms Galinos by
the deadline.
Nominations for the 1989
Award close on Friday 16 June
1989. The recipient of the
Award is expected to be
announced in September.
For more details, contact:
Ms Kay Galinos
CSIRO
PO Box 225
Dicksou ACT 2602
PH: 062 48 4484
Fax: 062 48 4641

Mr Bill Snowdon's no nonsense, down to earth nature must have been a great advantage in dealing with a job anda half: foundation
Chief of the Australian Animal Health Laboratory (AAHL).
Mr Snowdon - Bill as he
would rather be called - retires
at the end of April after 30
years with CSIRO and nearly
20 years' involvement with the
planning and implementation
of AAHL.
AAHL has had its share of
crisis and criticism, and even
during this interview Bill was
in demand by the media to
comment on the latest controversy. Weathering some of the
storms can't have been easy,
but Bill is philosophical about
it. 'One of the most important
things is to be open. It's absolutely imperative that whatever
this place does, it is completely
open, because there are always
people criticising us.'
He does get a bit heated,
however, when recalling one
of the headlines during the
furore surrounding the staff
member who got some of the
Newcastle disease virus in her
eye, and was allowed to go
home.
'One of them was something
like "The Greatest Debacle
Since the Second World War",
he said, shaking his head with
disbelief.

He is satisfied that the investigation of the matter was full
and open - 'even though there
may have been things we didn't
agree with. But that is part and
parcel of this process.
'We not only have to do
things that are safe, we must
also be seen to be safe. They
are not necessarily the same
thing,' he said.
'As a result of this incident,
we now have a quarantine facility on site where people who
may have been exposed to
potential infection can be kept
until we are sure they have not
been,' he said.
Soon after our interview,
this facility was put to the test
for the first time, when an employee pricked himself with a
needle used in some experiments. The resulting puhlicity
appeared, overall, to he more
favourable to AAHL.
Bill's involvement with
AAHL (or the Australian
National
Animal
Health
Laboratory as it wos first
known) stems from a feasibility
study started by CSIRO in
1970. Bill became part of the
project evaluation committee.
His earlier work with the
Division of Animal Health at
Parlwille led to hi~ invo.!ve.ment. 'Early on I was in the
virology section under Eric
French, a wonderful scientist I
was lucky to work with,' he
said.
At that time he researched
a range of infectious animal
viruses such as swine fever,
mucosal disease, ephemeral
fever and infectious bovine
rhinotracheitis.
In 1964 he went to the UK
and spent 18 months at the
Animal Virus Research Institute at Purbright -laboratories
well known for their research
into foot and mouth disease.
'It was my particular role to
test the susceptibility of some
Australian fauna to infection
of the F&M disease virus,' said
Bill.
Many years later, F&M disease caused a controversy
when AAHL applied to import
the virus for study here. The
disease had not been known to
occur in Australia since the
late 1800s, and there was an
outcry from farmers' groups
who feared that this really
devastating disease would
somehow get loose if imported
by AAHL.
'The Government decided it
would not permit importation
of the virus. For us to develop
our diagnostic capabilities, we
sent our people to the UK to
develop techniques to produce
reagents which do not contain
live virus,' he said.
This process will continue,
but Bill said to ensure the
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capability is completely developed, AAHL is collaborating
with ACIAR to support another project in Thailand in
which, among other things, the
UK reagents are being field
tested.
Another fear-provoking disease with which AAHL is
associated is rabies.
AAHL does all rabies diagnostic work for Australia. This
might involve, for instance, a
fairly routine check on dogs
and cats which have died in
quarantine, or of specimens
from animals with suspicious
symptoms.
Unfortunately, in 1987 there
was a case in Queensland of a
child with rabies, which was
thought to be the first case of
its kind in this country. The
child (who subsequently died
of the disease) had been to
India and other south east
Asian countries, and it's
thought he was bitten by a
monkey. AAHL diagnosed the
disease.
'Incidences like these cause
concern because it's necessary
to trace the activities of the
person. We need to establish a
link between that person and
a possible rabies country. If

having a go at the establishment,' said Bill.
'Through all this. the people
I have felt most sorry for have
been the producers themselves. One can well understand their dilemma, when we
had the scientific community
divided. One couldn't really
expect them [the producers] to
be in a position where they
could easily make any judgement about the controversy.
From our point of view, one of
our

greatest

concerns

was

about the conflicting information bombarding the industry
people.'
And do you think you have
won them over? 'The stand we
adopted over the years has
been vindicated to a large
extent,' said Bill.
A review was held in early
1987 of the exotic pathogens
that are needed by the laboratory to earry out its functions.
The review committee ma ~e
recommendations for t l '
introduetion of numerOl,s
strains of 15 different exotic
organisms.

That committee had a member who, Bill said, could have
been called 'our great"sl
antagonist' - Professor Bede
thll!. P"<rson l111Q".cleYeloP"<,L Morris .. who at the time was
rabies and had not been out of head of immunology at the
Australia, there would have Australian National University
been a lot of concern to trace (he died tragically in a car
where it might have come erash in Europe last year), and
from,' he said.
represented the National Farmers' Federation on the comRabies
mittee.
Rabies is a horrifying disease
That report then wen! to the
with a mortality of rate of close
to 100 per cent if treatment is NFF for comment, and then to
not administered immediately. the Standing Committee on
Anyone bitten by a rabid ani- Agriculture for approval. Submal will almost certainly con- sequently, it went to Primary
tract the disease without treat- Industries and Energy Minister
John Kerin, Science Ministe~
ment.
Barry Jones and Trade MinisAAHL's work with rabies, ter Michael Duffy who have
however, has been nowhere now approved it. Permits have
near as controversial as its bcen granted for importation
work on Hvian viruses - contro- of the first of the exotic
versy which reached its peak at organisms.
the time of the virus-in-the-eye
This report was very imporincident.
tant, said Bill, because it had
An earlier problem had been prepared by an eminent
come about during the fowl committee, among them onc of
plague scare in Victoria in
AAHL's sternes! critics. ' This
1985. Critics such as the outhas probably assisted us very
spoken Dr Graeme Laver,
much in getting the authority
then with the Australian Natwe need to completely develop
ional University, attacked
our capability to diagnose exoAAHL over its handling of the tic diseases. It has probably
affair.
also reduced the time required
'If you go baek through the for consultation if it had to go
hi~tOlY of AAHL, a lot of the
through the normal mechearly controversy and criticism anisms of approval,' he said.
came from people who believed too much money was being
Bill is now looking forward
spent and this took resources to a quiet and peaceful retireaway from other areas, The ment - and who can blame
arguments did not make much him? lie said he has no intenimpact on politicians or anyone tion of haunting the Laboratelse, and they switched their ory after his official departure.
criticisms to the risks of intro- A bit of golf - and no more
ducing some of these exotic media interviews - seem to be
diseases, as another l'ay of on tlH!~genda.

Industry award for coal
process

June Olley retires
CSIRO's distinguished biochemist and !ish technologist, Dr June
Olley, has retired from tlte Organisation.
After completing her PhD in that have kept up the momen1950 and working with the tum.
Medical Research Council, Dr
This highlights a most imporalley spent 18 years at Torry tant part of Or alley's scientific
Research Station at Aberdeen, approach in that she is always
the UK laboratory devoted to willing to listcn and to share:
seafood technology.
'why compete when you can
Hcr work at Torry mainly
havc more minds working on
involved fish lipid biochemistry the problems, since there are
and her applied work conmore than enough [problems]
cerncd the processing and nutto go round'.
ritional propertics of fishmeal.
Many students have beneShe decided to make the
move to Tasmania, and in 1968 fited from her wisdom, advice
she joined the CSIRO Division and help, given unstintingly.
of Food Prescrvation at the Similarly, many young scicnTasmanian Regional Laborat- tists (and some not so young)
have much to thank her for in
ory.
helping their careers.
In Hobart, she quickly estab'Fairy godmother'
lished hersclf as an authority
on the canning, drying and
This is evident in her Fellowgeneral processing of abalone,
an industry then in its infancy ship of Christ Collcgc of the
University of Tasmania, whcre
and in nced of scientific help.
This was followed by investiga- she is regarded as something of
a 'fairy godmother'. In more
tions into heavy metal pollution in the Derwent Estuary recent times, she has taken an
and its effects on thc fledgling interest in the development of
oyster growing industry and research cen tres in SOLI th East
Asia, particularly Indonesia,
the inshore fisheries.
Thailand, Malaysia and the
Many other general fish Philippines.
technology problems were
Among her many achievetackled under her guidance
including mechanical separa: ments and awards are: a DSc
lion of fish flesh, electrophore- from the University of London
tic identification of specics, in 1968; Membership of the
lobstcr processing and sensory Order of Australia in 1987;
Fellow of the Jnstitute of Food
evaluation,
Science and Technology (UK);
Dr alley has always maintained a high level of industry Foundation Fellow of the Acliaison, believing it essential ademy of Technological Scicnccs; Mcmber of the Faculty
for the effectiveness of a fish
of Agricultural Sciencc at the
technology group. She has
workcd on problems of practi- University of Tasmania; Senior
Vice President of the Tasmacal significance in the belief
that underlying patterns will nian Royal Socicty; and Mememcrge and that a broad brush ber of the National Research
Fellowships Advisory Commitapproach is the best way of seeing the patterns in the data. tee. In addition, she wiJI reFurthermore, she has inspired ceive an honorary doctorate
from the University of Tasothers to follow the same path.
mania next month.
This is. particularly evident
in her most important work temperature function integration, bacterial growth ratcs
and ratcs of deteriorative
changc in stored foods.
Much of this work has bcen
done in collaboration with the
University of Tasmania, but it
has bcen Dr alley's enthusiasm, drive and good spirits Bill Balodis of the Division of
Foresty lInd Forest Products
has been admitted to the
degree of Doctor of Forest
Science by the University of
Melbourne.

RUIPWDOd

stlldieBlead
to DSc

Hc has received the DSc for
his
thesis
Comprehel1siye

assessment of forest resources
for pulpwood quality and
studies 011 wood. pu.lp and
paper.

Dr June Olley

Since joining CSIRO from
the Queensland Forest Scrvice
in 1962, he has been working
on pulp and paper physics and
on the assessment of forest
resources for pulpwood quality
in Australia, Sarawak and
Papua New Guinea.

Researchers at the Division of
Allimal Health ill Armidale
have beell alarmed to discover
lhallheir painstakillg work 011
a vaccille agaillst mastitis ill
dairy cows has beell ill vaill.
The allswer has been starillg
them ill the face all alollg.
Atthe recent Al'midaleShow
a woman fronted the Di!'ision's ex1libit and calmly dismissed all the work they were
prolldly displaying 01. the mastitis vaccine research as a
waste of time.
Geoffrey Major (described
in the Division's Armidale
lIewslettel' as Major ill the
Maslitis Co"p, retd) , ..."ile
SIlpervisillg the exhibit, wa<
approached by t"e woman who
illformed him that whell she
(persollally! herse!f!) had
mastitis, she had fixed the
problem by coverillg "er
breasts with two cabbage
leaves.
By the way, the Divisioll
also 11'011 the C"ampion Theme
Exhibit.
~~----

-----

I

Development of an on-stream coal ash analyser based on natural
radioactivity has resulted in a major industry award for Dr Bill
Mathew from the Division of Mineral and Process Engineering.
Dr Mathew has receivcd thc search involves development
AuslMM .Mll1er~i Industry of measuring, detecting and
Operatmg rechmque Award controlling devices to assist
for 1988: The. award honours automation and quality control
out~tancll?g, lI1~ovatll1g, cost
in the mineral industry.
savmg mmerai Il1dustry techHis study of natural radioacniques developed in Australia tivity and its distribution in
or Pacific Rim countries.
coals and minerals has led to
A~h content is an important
the developmcnt of a nlllllbel
quality paramder of .coal and of quantitative techniques of
analysers which rapidly and considerable value to the
accurately monitor ash contcnt industry.
of moving coal streams are of
considerable technical and
economic importance to the
coal mining industry.
Consistent lIuality
The use of such analysers
can significantly improvc the
rccovery and performance of
coal washeries as well as assist
in the automation and control

of coal sorting and blending
operations to produce a contract specification product. A
consistent coal quality greatly
assists efficiency in coalutilisations plants and reduces waste.
As a leading nuclear geophysicist, Dr Mathew's re-

Or Bill Mathew

'Golden era' wool

scientist retires

***

Letters
Cont. from p.2

Mosmondor's reference to business cards in CoResearch No.
320. Does the manual issne
directives?
When business cards were
being ordercd in our Division
last year, scveral possible layouts werc circulated. Not liking
any particularly, I skctcllCcI
out another variation. This has
sincc bccn used as the Divisional standard layout. Onc
would hardly call the print sizc
of any of [our cards] microscopic.
There is one universal rule
for business cards, which I
hope the manual does not
contradict - that the person's
name should be in the largest
of any type size on the card.
There is anotber strange

usage secn in newspapers of
late. that of lower case letters
for a divisional name, such as
'CSIRO division of coal technology' instead of 'CSlRO
Division of Coal. Technology'.
I felt these comments were
worth Illaking.

Panl R C F Goard
Division of Coal Technology
North Ryde
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Dr lan Watt has retired from
the Syduey laboratory of the
Division of Wool Technology
after 40 years' association with
CSIRO and its predccessor
CSIR.
lan worked with the Division
of Tribophysies in 1.949 while
a graduate student with the
Melbourne University Chemistry Departmcnt. After graduating he became a member of
staff of the Division before
going to llirmingham tJniversity where he gaincd his PhD,
and on to post-doctoral work
at Comell University.
In 1956 he joined the Wool
Research
Laboratories ill
Rycle, which later became the
Division of Textile Physics. In
1980 he WaS awarded the RACI
Archibald D Olle prize for his
contributions to chemistry.
Among the 75 guests who
gathered to farewell lan at a
dinner on 17 February were
many eminent former members of the Division of Textile
Physics. lan's department
brings to a close an era in wool
rcsearch initiated by a team of
scientists who became leaders
in their fields. They were recruited by Victor Burgmann,
foundation Chief of the Division and later Chairman of
CSIRO. It was a golden era
spanning the ] 960s, during
which the crown for basic wool
research was wrested from

Leeds and brought to Australia.
A close collaborator and coauthor of a dozen rescarch
papers, Dr John Lecder, [ormerly with the Division of Textile Industry in Geelong, amused and confused the guests
with a farewell address full of
anecdotes.
lan will spend part of his
retirement in the US as a visiting scientist wilh some Icading
keratin research laboratories.

Or/an Wall

CoRewarcl, i~ produced hy lhl' Public
Affllirs Unit for CSJRO sf;ltf. Rc:ull'rs
arc imilcd tu contribute or utler suggcs
lions for articles. The deadline is the
w

Illst Mondu)' h~forc the issue month.
F.ditor: Lb; TyllUIl, PO Ho:r.: 225, Dick-

son ACT 26H2. Ph: 062-484479.
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Budget row
A chllptcr of CSIRO's history cndcd in a vcry IllIhlic wlly with
thc contrm'crs)' snrronnding evidencc of' rlldiollctivity llt the
Fishermcns Bcnd site.
On 12 April. less than a suon i:l~ the results became
month after a 'wake' held hy known.
starr to mark the cnd of CSThe issue has provoked a
I RO's plcsence at the site. it storm of mcdia interest. with
was announced that a report most major newspapers rUIlw<\\ being prepared tn deterning items about the problem.
mine the extent of radioactive Some delved into the questions
L'OnUlmlll,:ltio!1 there,
surrounding the denth of Dr
ThiS was prompted by results Rinaldo (Ron) Bergamaseo in
ll)iB.
01 a survey comiLleted by the
On 17 March former Bend
Australian Radiarion Laboratories for the Department 01 staff were probably unaware of
DC!'"L:'llcC which is proposing to the controversy that WHS ahollt
to blow up. when they held
take over the S\tl'
their wake.
A report of lhe wake can he
The rev. remaining, starf al
the Bend were evacuated as found on pp. 4&5 in this issue,

Above, fim Aylmer delivers the oration at the 'End of the Bend'
wake on St Patrick's Day

Kiwi Minister visits CSIRO
The New Zealllud Minister of Scieuce and Technology, the Ut
Hon Robert Tizllrd, recently visited the Division of Animal
Production's Sydney laboratory.
He was llccompanied by Mr Michael Collins, Assistant Director General of DSIR, and Mr Owen Coup, DSIR's Manager of
Strategic Policy and Research. Their main interests were developments in biotechnology, such as genetic engineering and immunobiology, and they were given an account of the Division's
research in these fields, in which it is a world leader. While in
Australia, they also visited a number of other CSIRO divisions
and met Senator John Button and Mr Barry Jones.

Photo right, Dr Kevin Ward, seated, of the Division of Animal
Production, demonstrates the appara/LIs used fo inject gene
preparations ill to all animal ovum, to Mr Dwen Coup, left, Mr
Michael COWIlS, celltre, alld the Rt Hon Rober! Tizard, right.
Photo: Philip Potter

~~~~~
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Crisis or restr

ring?

The Executive Committee has reacted angrily to an information circular issued on 13 April by the
Officers Association which questions whether II budget crisis really exists.
A statement issued by the o A 's opinion of the purple structural and administrative
Committee said that the OA's budget document issued last review of the organisation
circular 'seriously misrepre- year as more of a political than rather than predicted budgetsents CSIRO's budgetary plan- an financial statement is re- ary shortfaJIs'.
ning and makes unacceptable inforced,' said Mr Stephens.
It went on: 'Senator Button
remarks about the corporate
'The Executive Committee's tolel Parliament the staff cuts
centre. The Executive Comstatement in response to our were a result of "strategic demittee deplores the offensive
circular does nothing to add- cisions" by CSIRO manageand unjustified reflections on
ress our concerns. It does not menf.
corporate centre staff'.
respond to our criticisms of the
However OA presidentJohn Committee's evaluation of
Vet a statement issued to
Stephens denied the union's CSIRO's budget position nor staff on 7 April following a
statement was a wholesale does it address its responsibil- meeting of senior management
attack on the competence and ities to divisional staff,' he said 'CSIRO will need to reloyalty of corporate centre staff said. He said the OA did ac- duce its expenditure of appropand said this was never its in- cept that some restructuring riation funds ... mainly because
tention. It was issued, he said, was desirable, but this should of shortfalls in items such as
because of real concerns about be achieved in 'an orderly land and assets sail'S. This will
the loss of 500 appropriation way', taking advantage ofnatu- mean that some research will
funded positions over three ral attrition.
have to be stopped. The numyears and the impact of this on
ber of appropriation funded
Appropriation positions
staff will need to be reduced
the Organisation's long term
strategic research.
Mr Stephens said that during by 500 over the next three
years to achieve a proper
He also pointed out thllt the discussions with the acting
balance in the budget'.
Executive Committee takes Chief Executive, Dr Col in
full responsibility for the Adam and other senior offiThe OA claimed in its inforbudget errors, "'One presumes cials on 31 March, no mention mation circular that there has
that this includes the direction was made of abolishing 500 in faet been an improvement
and mllnagement of the budget appropriation positions. Nor in the budget-, if greater than
was it mentioned at the Consulprocess'.
expected external resources
tative Council meeting on 15
Mr Stephens said it looked Mareh, chaired by the Chief are taken into account. 'These
resources have been obtained
liS though senior management
Executive Dr Boardman, deWllS using currcnt budget dif- spite lengthy discussions on almost wholly by the efforts of
ficulties as an opportunity to the budget. He said there had divisional staff or because of
restructure the salaries/operat- been nothing volunteered by the services they can deliver,'
ing ratio and create a large management about any effect said Mr Step hens.
pool of uncommitted funds, on employment arising from
#*#
but was not being frank about the budget issue.
it.
Views are welcome from all
A story in the The Australian
staff Oil allY aspect of the
He said at the time of the on 12 April quoting the Minisbudget isslle. A spedal letters
Federal Budget last August ter for Industry, Technology
sectioll Oil the sllbject is plallthere had been an obvious att- and Commerce, Senator John
lied for the Jlllle editioll of
empt to 'sell' the budget to Button, seemed to thc OA to
CoUesearch. Please write to
staff by putting the best face better reflect the situation.
the address .rhowII 011 the
on it, but now management That story said 'The shedding
back page.
was crying poor. 'Indeed, thc of 500 staff, .. was ,because of a

From the acting
Chief Executive
Some t:omments from
Or Colin
Adam
'We simply cannot run top-rate scientific R&D programs witll
budgels of the sorl we've been receiviug for IlIe lasl several yea~s.
'It places the management ters charged With managmg
of the organisation in a very the economy have to make
hard position.
some tough decisions:
'Our response has been to
But IS cuttIng back OI~ R&D
go to the outside community expenditure an exercI~e. 111
and simply earn our way out of sharing the burden? O~ lS.I1.a
this by generating more export false economy which Will hmlt
income for Australia, hoping our chances of turmng the
tllat Australian companies will deficit around?
be able to pick up the benefits
'There's an enormou~ danof our labours over past years.
ger that we 111 Austraha are
'I think we've been outstand- going to miss some very important sckntific brea~throughs.
ingly successful in that area.
'Dut we are still far short of There IS no questIOn about
the total budget we need to run that,' Dr Adam said.
Discussing
management
the Organisation.'
Making these points in a issues in CSIRO, Or Adam
radio interview with Wendy affirmed that recent press
Wicks on Canberra's ABC reports in onc newspaper
Radio 2CN, Acting Chief claiming poor management
Executivc Or Colin Adam and disharmony between levels
highlighted CSIRO's budget- of management was a fantasy
ary strictures by comparing its on the Journahst's behalt. He
funding to an internationally indicated there was no r~al
accepted yardstick.
argument bet~een the ChmrFor every employee - re- man and Illslltute directors,
search and ~upport staff, main- and between divi~i'.'n chiefs
tenance and administration and government mllllsters.
After it had been put to him
scientific research organisations worldwide use $100000 that professional adminisper employee as a benchmark. trators should be in charge of
Anything less means the poten- scientific research programs,
tial of the organisation is not Dr Adam m~de a strong ~ase
fully available lO the coml11un- t'?r the appollltment of screnity it serves - it is an under- tlsts as managers.
'The rise of Japanese eomutilised resource.
Or Ae!am pointed out that panics and their success in
measured against tbis scale technology has come prcdowith over 7000 staff - CSIRO minantly from a management
should be working with a structure led by scientists and
budget of at least $700 million. engineers.
'If on~ [Doh at the Top 100
This is a guide to perhaps how
under-utilised CSIRO is: con- corporations lL1 the Umted
sicler how much more we could States - who] must say have
do and how much faster we not been extraordinarily succouid do it with twice tbc cessfui ill competition with the
money now availab.le.
.
Japanese - lVe fil~d th(ls~ manWith about $320 million ll1 agement ranks fIlled WIth the
appropriation funding and sort of people y(JU are suggestabout $100 million from out- ing should run CSIHO: namely
side sources, CS] RO is poorly accountants, people with Masnourished Dn any international ters of Business Administracomparison. Dr Adam was tion,. ~1t1d sOl11e with no formal
able to put this into a national qualificatIOns at all.
'So if you want to compare
context in rclatinn to Australia'> overseas debt Df over $100 the two greatcst technological
billion.
countries in this century, the
'The Organisation is resp- Japanese companies are CCfonding to a range of economic tainly run by the sorts. of
pressures that Australia as a people we have runmng
nation is facing ....Those minis- CSIHO:

N.B. Dr Boardmall is Ol'erseas.

Joint venture deal with
Websters
A $5 mill/on Ibree year joint vent"re re"earcb project 10 develop
allimal vaccitles IIsillg recombillalll DNA tecll1liq"es was siglled
tllis' 11/01llb.
The agreellle1lt with Arlhllr Webster Ply Ltd illvolves scientists
frolll the Divis/oll of All/mal Health's Parkville laboratory and
AAHL.
A fealllre on Ihe work is pla//IIed for tbe Ile:l·t isslle of
CoResearclt.

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
Recently we experienced for
the first time a burglar at
home. Rcgardless of how much
loss people suffer, the violation
of privacy is a most unplcasant
thing.
Last year some young people
broke into severullaboratories
in our Division and destroyed
expensive equipment worth
$100 000. Car theft, violence
in trains and on railway stations
and the hijacking and bombing
of commercial aeroplanes are
very serious problems. Stealing
and damage of computer software and data are other problems in our modern society.
The security industry is
rapidly growing, but effective
ways to prevent these crimes
have still to be developed. 1a m
wondering if CSIRO should
set up the Division of Security
Research to tackle these problems and alleviate the general
public's apprehensions. The
Divison could investigate a
wide range of issues and problems, from the development of
new devices and systems, to
watchdog training and leasing
systems to computer technology.
The Division could expect to
obtain research funds from
governments, car manufacturers, public transport authorities, airlines, computer companies and narcotic control
authorities. Newly developed

techniques would be highly
exportable.
M Shibaoka
Division of Coal Technology
Dear EditOl',
So I' H Langhornc wants to
have the last wore! 011 CS 11«)',
restructure (Co!lesmrch J21l.
February 1989). No fault of
his. bu\ if he were u scientist,
as anyone in his position should
be - small wonder 0\11' science
faculties arc waning- he would

know that there is no topic
undcr heaven upon which scienlists have ever closed de-

bale. Hurrah! Hurrah!
Let him know, 11Owever,
that while we old mules of science, now under the iron heel
of Reconstruction, arc resigned to concede him his desire
for the next decade or so,
nevertheless, by shcer and vindictive patience we'll win in
thc end.
Six horse loads of graveyard
clay on top of anyone who
seeks to stifle open, objective
inquiry; and may the Lamb '0
God stick his hoof through the
floor of heaven to kick the ass
down to hell of him who would
strangle the scientific spirit!
The sadness for all is that
there is scant joy or productivity in patience.
John J Lenaghan
Manager of Myself
Dear Edilor,
1 recently received a memorandum advertising an Executive

Management
for
Women
course to be run for CSIRO
female employees aspiring to
executive management and
leadership in their organisation. 1 was not only perplexed
as to why a separate course
should be run for women, but
I was appalled to find that tI,e
cost for the four week course
was $8250 (that is eight
IhoL/sand. not eight hundred,
dollars). If that is wherc our
appropriation money is being
spent then it is no wonder we
have so little money for research. 1 say put a stop to these
expensive management training courses and let us get on
with the job of doing useful
research.

Il is when such large amounts of money gct wasted on
courses like this that I feel
ashamed to call myself a public
servant.
Margaret Mackinnon
Division of Tropical Animal
Production.
Ilellr Editor,
i wish to correct an error in my
leller that appeared in tb~'
February issue of CoRl'.'ie(ft'ch.

The percentage of SES positions in the Anstralian Public
Service was stated as 0.01 per
cent. In fact Ihis should have
read about 1 per cent. CSIRO
is about 0.6 per ceut.
PH Langhorne
Director, Corporate Services

Time to get out your running shoes
No, it isu'l quite time for tlte
Sirocredit U1aek MODIIIlIiu
Clip, CSIRO's infamous Canberra 'fun' rUIl, but it is time
to start training if yOIl waDI to
participate ill the 1989 ruulling
of IlIis prestigious eveul.
Race organisers are expecting a big field to compete on
21 July for the coveted trophy.
In addition to the Cup itself.
which goes to the divisional
team of four with thc fastest
aggregate time, many individulll prizes are awarded.
Although a nDn-Canberra
division has never won the
Cup, a team trom the Division
of Fuel Technology in Sydney
has already beguan a comprehensive training program to
wrest the Cup from Plant [ndustry, last year's winners.
Organisers Hre encouraging
more interstate teams to compete this year.
Potential entrants are reminded that the BM Cup is run
over a moderately demanding
5.6km course on the slopes of
Black Mountain, so hill running should be included in any
training schedule.
For more information conlact Greg Heath (062-46 5692)
or Will Stcffcn (062-46 5648)
at the Centre for Environmental Mechanics, GPO Box 821,
Canberra ACT 260 L.
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COSSA chiel to retire early
CSIRO's most vocal advocate of space-related research and development in Anstralia, Or Ken
McCracken, will leave the Organisation at the end of May for health reasons.
Or McCracken was made eloped in 1959 are still used
foundation Director of the today to predict the radiation
CSIRO Office of Space Sci- hazards encountered by high
ence and Applications in 1984. flying aircraft and spacecraft.
He has made the job a high
In 1971 Or McCracken beprofile one, and has been inter- came officer in charge of the
viewed countless times about CSIRO Mineral Physics Secthe benefits to Australia of tion, then in October 1972,
space R&D, in such areas as foundation Chief of the Diviremote sensing.
sion of Mineral Physics, a position he held until his appointment as COSSA Director. He
Space science
is a Fellow of the Australian
His association with space Academy of Technological Sciscience goes back many years. ences, a Fellow of the AustraHe was one of the scientists lian Academy of Science and a
involved in the heady early Member of the Australian
years of the United States Space Board.
space program, working with
Or McCracken has been
NASA between 1959 and 1970. transferred to other duties until
During this time, he ran a he starts leave on 31 May, begroup which built nine instru- fore retirement. New organisaments for various spacecraft. tional arrangements for COSThe computer codes he dev- SA will be made.

NASA provides upgrade
money to AT for Voyager National Print A
'1Iy past
CSIRO publi

The Australiau Space Office, on behall'ol'NASA, last month presented the Australia Telescope National Facility with $1.2milliou
for nse of the Parkes radio telescope during the Voyager 2 fly
past of Nelltune in August this year.
The telescope will augment phere. Tidbinbilla and Parkes
NASA's own Deep Space will bc able to track Voyager
Tracking Station at TidbinbilIa for 12.5 hours a day, whereas
near Canberra.
NASA's northern hemisphere
Voyager will gather data on facilities will only 'see' it for
Neptune's atmosphere, mag- eight hours a day.
netoshpere, partial ring syste~
This is not the first time
and two known satellites, Tn- NASA h
d th P k
ton and Nercid.
as us~
e ar cs
). ..
..
., .
telcscope. Outing Voyager's
Ilct,:res .oj Neptune aI~ dl- fly past of Uranus in 1986,
reddy comll1g 111, b~t con~II111Parkes provided crucial help in
..
tl
b '
ous observations wJll begm 111
mid-June and run until early recelvll1g le spa.ce pro e s
Octobcr, with NASA having extremely weak slpnals. The
tl'
f tl P k
telescope was also Involved In
lC. prune use 0
~e ar es
three of the Apollo moon
radiO telescope for SIX months
.'
from March.
mIssions.
During the period of closest
The NASA funds have bcen
cncounter on 25 August, Voy- earmarked for new equipment
ager's signals will be best re- for both Parkes and the new
eeived in the southern hem is- AT array near Narrabri.

for

use van Aken
photos in
promotion

Bm

Dr Bob Frater, left, and leff Prentice with the National Print
Award.
CS/RO, ill COlljllllctioll with Tire Craftsmall Press and lolrn
Reberchilli Advertisillg, scored a will at tire 6tlr Natiollal Prillt
Awards recently. The Allstratia Telescope /988 Calendar was
awarded a certificate alld brollze medal for third prize ill a
calelldar category.
Tbe cafel,dar was a collaborative effort betweet! Dr Bob
Frater, Ibm Chief of the Divisioll of Radiopbysics, alld leff
Prelltice of tbe /lIformation Services Vllil. The st./lIlling
photographs were takell by lohll Mastersoll of the Division.
The Natiollal Prillt A wards are presellted by tbe Advertisillg
Prim Prodllctioll Association, tf,e Prillting alld Allied Trades
Employers Federatioll of Austratia alld Ifle Graphic Arts
Services Associatioll of Allstratia.
This is thefirst time CS/RO has received all awardfordesigll
alld prilltillg at the Natiollal Prillt Awards.

Remote sensing training course

The Parkes Radio Telescope

Kodak to

An international training course on remote sensing in hydrological, agricultural and nleteorological applications will be held in
Canberra in May.
It is being organised by CSIRO in collaboration with Australian remotc sensing experts from other organisations, with
sponsorship from organisations such as the United Nations, the
World Meteorological Organisation and the Food and Agriculture Organisation, as well as the Australian Government.
For further information contact Ms Lyndal Thorburn at
COSSA on 062-70 1808.
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van Akeu's eyecatching
photographs have made the
Division of Water Resources'
1989 calendar a big success.
As reported in CoResearch
319, January 1989, the calendar was runner-up in an ABC
competition in Perth.
Kodak has also recognised
the quality of Bill's photography and has selected four of
the plates to be used in a
promotion.
The company has taken the
theme 'Kodak - lmaging the
Future', and posters carrying
the photographs will be displayed in all its major offices
and dealer locations throughout Australia and New Zealand. The posters will also be
used at trade shows and exhibitions. Kodak has indicated it
would like to llsemorc of Bill's
work in 1990.
The photographer, the Division and CSIRO are strongly
identified on the posters.
Meanwhile, the New South
Wales Department of Water
Resources recently obtained
30" x 40" enlargements of all
seven plates to hang in its
boardroom. Commenting on
the calendar, Director Peter
Millington said it 'reflects
highly on those associated with
its production; in particular,
the photodesign and photography are outstanding'.
Also, the Australian Water
and Wastewater Association
expressed admiration for the
calendar and asked to be able
to use one plate on the front
cover of its Association Handbook.

'Brutally simplistic economic Ihinking has had a fie/([ day In
Australia of lale, and CSIRO has' been al Ihe recel~ing end of
more Ihan its fall' share of it.' Or John Thomas, Division of
Water Resources ncwsletter, 3-14 April.

'I am confidenl Ihe CSIRO will nol again be consull~d In Ihe
search 011 Ihe pari of Induslry, Ihe ACTU and polilician.~ for
suitable guidelines for new pulp mill de~elopmenls.' Mr Chris
Northover, Chairman of the Forest and Forest Products Industry
Council, The Australian, 7 April, in a story concerning Wesley
Vale.

'The criticisms of CSIRO are Ihal it does nol give enough
allentlon 10 manufaclllring. Those criticisms come from a
minisler inleresled solely inmanufacluring, Senator Bu((on, and
Ihe CSIRO /Instilule DireclorJ concerned with manufacluring,
Dr Adam.' Professor Frank Larkins, President of the Federation
of Australian Scientific and Technological Societies, The
Canberra Times, 7 April.
'...an angry CSIRO chairman, Mr Neville Wran, hadjuslifiably
applied "size 12 shoe leather to se~eral CSIRO .~Iaff
backsides".' A 'ministerial office spokesman' quoted in a story
about CSIRO not tendering for Sydney's beach protection
program, The Auslralian, 5 April.

'There is I/O polnl in expecting CSIRO sdellllsts - and divisional
chiefs in parlicular - 10 acl like company clones. They were all
educaled In lire pre-Dawkins era when Ihings like academic
freedom alld Ihe pursuit of lruth and excel/ence were ideals in
which Ihey were sleeped.' Verona Burgess, science journalist,
The Canberra Times, 5 April.
'1/ Is vitallhal CSIRO become more outward looking and truly
the scienliflc and research organisation it was sel up 10 be,'
Joll1l Button, Minislerfor Induslry, Tecll1lology and Commerce,
ill slory reporting his reply 10 a let/er on Ihe 150 per cent lax
deduclionfrom the Committee ofChieJ~, The Australian, 3 April.
'The Hawke Go~emment may be strongly committed to
promoting research and development in Australia but thal has
not been e~ide1lt in its funding support, If it Is serious aboul
economic growth, Ihe Go~e1'1lment lIlnst put /lIore money Into
science. We simply ClIllllot afford 10 wall.' Editorial in the
Melbourne Herald, 30 March.

CSIRO staR flock to
Woolexpo
Sixteen staff from four divisions and the bookshop represented
CSIRO at the 1989 New England Woolexpo held in Armidale
from 13 to 16 April.
They were joined by over
40000 visitors, IO 000 more
than last year's record altendance.
Woolexpo has been an annual event in Armidale since
1982 and is a major showcase
for the Australian wool industry. Displays cover every aspect of the industry, from
breeding. sheep health and
management, shearing, fleece
preparation and processing to
wool fabrics, wool crafts and
high fashion garments.
A special exhibition was provided this year by Elders Pastoral to mark its 150th anniversary. Billed as the 'Elders
Technorama', this featured
CSIRO displays on management strategies for control of
worm parasites, gcnetie control of blowllies and the sale of
raw wool by dcscription. Staff
from the divisions of Animal
Health, Entomology and Wool
Technology also participated
in the associated series of scminars.
CSIRO was represented in
the main exhibition area by a

display on the new mastitis
vaccine developed by staff
from the local Pastoral Research Laboratory, a video
showing the exploits of Animal
Production and the CSIRO
Bookshop display supervised
by Alexa Cloud-Guest.
Alexa is responsible for the
advertising and marketing of
CSIRO publications. She was
more than happy with public
response to the bookshop display, which featured a wide
range of CSIRO specialist and
general interest titles. Over
$2700 of books was sold and
many visitors also were directed to divisions for further
information.
WooJexpo social highlights
included Or Keith Dash's address to the assembled multitudes at the Friday evening
launch of Elders Pastoral Technical Services, followed by the
Woolexpo Ball and fashion
parade and a morning after
breakfast of Pancakes in the
Park with music from the
Armidale City Band.
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It was a nostalgic timc for
We signed the visitors' book,
about 350 of us, Of 187 profes- labeled ourselves and recog"
sional staff working there be- nised old colleagues, but sud"
fore 1950, 16 returned to recall denly we were called to order
those exciting wartime projects to follow the Augmented Sirowhich the best of lan Wark's cats Jazz Band (founded 1944)
men - our section leaders - up the famous Burma Rd to
trusted to our abilities. In beat the bounds, expunge
Wark's words, 'No other nat- CSIRO's ghosts before ARL's
ional chemical research lab- forthcoming takeover, and
oratory of the day had so much gather on the front lawn for the
encouragement and freedom, only ceremony,
or such a talented and dediOr Oavid Solomon welcom"
cated staff',

Below, Sirocats leading the End of the Bend wake, 'bealing the bounds',

ed us and recalled that it was
mooted in the 1950s that we
would move to Clayton. Some
of us moved house, have recently retired and, in the case
of Mineral Products at Port
Melbourne, we are still waiting! Bryan Loft then read
greetings from 12 colleagues
celebrating their wake at exactly the same time in Perth
(see below). Jim Aylmer, standing on a coffin-like box, gave
a St Patrick's Day oration and
introduced the guest of honour, Miss Jean McKenzie who,
in February 1942, entered the
laboratory as Or lan Wark's
private secretary.
Jean unveiled a memorial
plaque and reminded us that as
we were standing outside 'C2'
(Wark's office), 'it all started

here'. The band, resplendant
in blue caps and white lab coats
trimmed with black, played
the Funeral March; Band Master Restarick blew his whistle
and led off the 13 ex- and
present CSIRO bandsmen. We
followed back to the canteen
lawn, peering into deserled
dusty laboratories - some converted 1946 army huts-talked,
imbibed, remembered and listened to more music.
When we reluctantly drove
out the gate, the Yarraville
chemical plants across the
Yarra Were still silhouetted
against the pink autumn sunset
and a famous era came to a
close for many Australian
chemists,
John Moresby

Below, the Spirit of the Bend memorial plaljue unveiled by Miss
Jean McKenzie.

In Perth, memories 01 the BendAliveion
The closing of the Fishermans Bend site was remembered on tlte other side of the continent in
an event timed to coincide with the on-site activities, thanks to daylight saving. With a three hour
time difference, 11 former staff of the Chemical Research Lahoratories sat down to lunch at Ipm
WAST to hold a wake for The Bend.
The wake was organised by John Perdrix, who, with Don Swift, found 16 ex-Bendites now
resident in WA. With no equivalent to Jimmy Watsons there, they settled for The Shents (Shenton
Park Hotel), a local watering house, to enjoy lunch and a lot of talk.
The toast to The Bend was drunk with a 1963 dry red from the Ruthcrglen Viticultural Station
brought along by John who had bottled it in 1966. Appropriately, the luncheon special for the
day was Irish Stew,
Two of the mourners had started at The Bend in 1946 and thc last had left in 1972.
Many forgottcn names and faces were revived when John produccd the old staff register book.
'Do you remember. .. ?' 'Yes, he was the one who used to .. .' Libel laws prevent the documentation
of all these conversations and the recalling of events which took place 30-40 years ago.
Whether we hated it or loved it, our time at The Bend will live long in our memories.
John Perdrix

Graham Powell Johnson Vigers Barker Harrowfield Swift Perdrix Davis Ewers
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Report prepared on conditions 01
remote area CSIRO stan
Staff in all CSIRO's northern locations were visited recently by Ms Shirley Pipitone, [or discussions
on employment conditions -; particnlarly those conditions specific to staff in remote areas.
Shirley, who is Assistant
Manager Employment Conditions, made the trip last month.
Overall, Shirley found staff
were happy with theil" work
and conditions. In many locations, the initial reaction was
'but wc are not really remote!'
Interestingly, Shirley said they
would then usually proceed to
describe at least 10 reasons
why they were remote - for
remoteness (in conditions terminology) is determined not
only by distance from major
centres, but also cost of living
and climate.
Shirley's visit started on 7
February with an early morning flight to Alice Springs.
After discussions, she and Ken
Parker had a quick lunch at the
old Telegraph Station - onc of
Alice's tourist attractions.
Shirley spoke with as many
staff as possible including
Grant AlIan, Margaret Friedel
and others emerging from the
pool to face the heat of the
afternoon.
Arriving in Katherine that
evening, Shirley enjoyed some
local culture - dinner at
Aussie's Bistro with Jackie
Chardon, Anna Palmer, Geoff
Routley, John Sellwood and
Mike Spillman. The next day
saw a lively discussion of conditions issues, thanks to Cliff
Thompson who made sure
most staff could be present.
Shirley was pleased to find
that staff in Katherine were
fairly relaxed about their
future despite the imminent
closure of the station.
In Darwin on 9 February,
the discussions were even more
lively, with Dick Braithwaite,
Terry McClafferty and Jeff
Corfield being among the participants. Dick provided an exeellent overview of what remoteness is all about. Shirley
also said she had an interesting
session with Elias Chacko talking about his research on mangoes, cashews and other tropical crops.

Only a few days into her
trip, Shirley started to experience deja vu as the same issues
kept popping up - some of the
main ones being leave fares
(dependency criteria, package
tours, 'nearest capital city'),
cost of living, availability of
training and mobility.
Barry Richards, Jill Colefax
and Shirley then drove to Kapalga where Shirley met Darryl
Murphy and his wife Trish.
With Manager Peter Pan Quee
away, they are indeed isolated
- the only company is the
sound of thc generator and the
birds. On 10 February, Shirley
joined the party accompanying
the Minister for Science Barry
Jones around Kapalga - a
wonderful opportunity to gain
an appreciation of the research
being done by TERC staff.
The following week, Shirley
visited the Atherton Laboratory - a very pleasant tmpical
clime, though marred by 'scrub
itch' and the preventive measures staff have to take against
it. As well as OiC Graham
Harrington, Shirley spoke with
Bernie Hyland, Bob Hewitt,
Ian Webb, Les Moore and
many others - including Nev
Starkey keeping the weeds at
bay in the Lab's garden.
Shirley spent half a day at
Lansdown on 15 February,
where Ron Dixon had assembled most of the staff for
discussions over morning tea;
then a day at the Davies Laboratory to renew acquaintance
with John McIvor and meet
some of the staff. Mike Whiting was one person Shirley was
pleased to mect because she
has spoken with him on the
phone several times over the
past cight years. In fact, Shirley
said there were many instances
during her visit when she
appreciated being able to put
a face to familiar names.
In Narayen on 17 February,
Keith Gould provided a comprehensive tour so ShirIey,
Darby Butterick and Ann

Smith could meet all the staff
in situ, including Terry Smith
on horseback and Frank Hochmuth on dozer. Ann was busy
with preparations for the Narayen Open Day. Lys Gould
gave Shirley some useful comments including a woman's
view of life at Narayen.
Shirley returned to Canberra
on 18 February with a great
deal of background information useful for reviewing remote locality conditions. She
felt her visit had been most
valuable in increasing her
nnderstanding
of
CSIRO
people and places in the Northern Territory and north
Queensland. Shirley also said
many staff had expressed their
appreciation of her visit, commenting that she had 'put a
face to tile Human Resources
Branch'.
Shirley has prepared a full
report on her visit with recommendations for action on the
major issues raised. A number
of issues already are scheduled
for review, starting with dependency criteria, the air conditioning subsidy, Northern Territory rent 'lIs and leave fares.
Staff in the Employment Conditions Unit arc also following
up a wide range of individual
issues and requests for advice.

April has seen the puhlication of a revamped Industrial Research

News.
Full colour front and back
pages and a full colour centre
are the most obvious changes.
Added to this, changes in typeface, headline style and page
design have given the magazine
a completely new look. Editor
Brian Harding has also reduced the average length of
the news items.

'These changes are intended
to give the magazine greater
industry appeal,' said Brian.
'The next step is to increase
our distribntion drastically there's no reason why a wide
ranging publication like IRN
shouldn't have a circnlation of
20000,' he added.

CSIHO child care centres
Work based child care is being introduced at three major CSIRO
sites, following allocation o[ funding.
The proposed child care centre at North Ryde will receive a
total of $250000 over two years to get started, after which it will
become self funding.
At Bradfield Park a community based centre in co-operation
with the Kuringai Council is expected to open in June, while at
Black Mountain a survey has been conducted to detcrmine the
demancl there, as a lead up to establishing a centre next year.
The EEO sub-committee has pressed for child carc centrcs
since its inception, and the concept has been supported by the
CSIRO Board.
The North Ryde centre has been held up somewhat because
of problems finding a suitahle location, howcver it is likely to be
operating some time next year. More details about the centres
will appear in a future issue of CoResearc:h.

Results soon from CoRes88Pch survey
About 420 stafl members have responded to the 1989
CoResearch survey, and collation is well underway.
By far the greatest ,I/Imber ofresponses have cllmefrom scientists, followed by tecllllicialls, administrative staff and others.
Early reSlllts show strong support for the continuation of
CoResearch across all classiflcatilJ1ls: i.e. 011 a coullt of over
200 scielltists so far, 94 per cellt wallt CoResearch to colltinue
(although that is 1I0t to say tlwt they are all completely happy
with it). Of more thall 50 replies from administrative staff
coullted so far, all but two .my they wallt CoResearch to CIJ1ltinlle,
wllile of the 60 techllicim,s cormteel so far, 50 would like to see
it cOlltillue.
The survey has ShOlVfl up several miscollceptions about
CoResearch, such as the apparefll belief that it is put together
by a tealll of people, whell ill fact ollly one persoll works on it,

or that the editor doesn't actively seek cOlltriblltiolls. The report
011 the survey will include some iflformatioll about how CoResearch is produced, for those who are illterested.
Thanks to all who hm'e taken part in the sllrvey,

lNowfrom 'he editor: lhis is Hol a pm't/ ad,'erti.\·l'lIleuf, blllll11.'l beell placed ill CoRcscurch.for tire ;1~/(J1'l1ll1tioll

alld bell~rit of.-ta!f. AllY othereoll/plm;e, ",a,!' COlltocll/le ablllll pllblicis;lIg oj/er.l· to CSTUO stl{[{. Uz 1'YlIlIIl)
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WA Wheatbelt

Native birdlile research strengthened
with community involvement
Earlier this month, ABC's Four Corners program predicted that 1989 would be 'the year of the
environment', with environmental issnes attracting the concerned attention not only of the
'greenies', but of all Australians.
Community interest in the
environment does seem to
have increased, and the impact

of man made environmental
changes on our unique wildlife
is one subject of particular
concern.
A CSlRO ecologist in Western Australia has involved the
local community directly in his
environmental research, to
good effect. Dr Denis Saunders, OIC of the Division of
Wildlife and Ecology's W A
lab, is in the midst of a major
survey of birdlife in the WA
wheatbelt with the help of a
number of enthusiastic volunteers.
The aim of his project is to
identify the changes in the bird
fauna associated with clearing
and agriculture, and to devise
a management plan to halt the
decline of those species facing
extinction in the wheatbelt.
Native vegetation has been
reduced substantially in recent
times, and not surprisingly this
has led to changes in bird
populations and distributions.
The wheatbelt covers some
140 000 sq km, and only seven
per cent uncleared land now
remains in the region.
The number of birds almost
exclusively dependent on native vegetation for food and
shelter has now reduced dramatically and in fact ahont 14
have disappeared from some
areas of the wheatbelt. Other
spedcs have benefited from
the new conditions, especially
from the increased food supplies in the agricultural areas
and from greater access to
water. For instance, while Carnaby's cockatoo has disappeared from a large part of its
former range, the galah has
colonised the wheatbelt from
the adjacent pastoral area.
The data gathering part of
the project, which started in
May 1987, will run until the
end of this year. Volunteers
assist by providing details of
bird distribution in their areas.
They use a check list of 177
birds known to have been in
the area in the past, noting
when and where particular
species are sighted.
Dr Saunders is very pleased
with the results so far. The
data are getting better and
more comprehensive each
year, and now the average
number of identifications of
species per person is about 57
eompared with 46 in the first
year. Newsletters are produced
to keep volunteers informed
about the progress of the research, and this feedback has
further stimulated interest in
the project. The newsletters
also give tips about accurate
identification of birds, from
Perry de Rebeira, a Senior

Technical Officer in the Division.
Data are being entered continuously back at the laboratory at Helena Valley and a
useful pieture is emerging of
the changing patterns.
About 250 people have been
involved in collecting data over
the whole area of the wheatbelt. Dr Saunders has eneouraged interest in the project by
visiting small towns in the
region and talking to local
groups or attending country
shows with a display.
The youngest partieipant is
11 and the oldest 78. Apart
from the data collected and
reeorded in the ehecklist, Dr
Saunders has also recorded a
lot of anecdotal history, particularly from the older volunteers who remember the presence of various bird species at
various times. The project is
helping to foster eonservation
in the agricultural areas. Dr
Saunders believes that without
community involvement, conservation policies would be
unworkable in the area.
Two Earthwatch expeditions
during 1988 also assisted the
project.
Earthwatch is a US-based
organisation concerned with
international scientific research, and expedition participants are volunteers who pay
their own way and contribute
to tile cost of the research in
which they are involved.
The WA expeditions, each
of 14 people from several countries, examined the movements
of birds around areas of fragmented native vegetation and

the small group of CSIRO staff
involved in the bird project.
Bird banding was one of the
principal activities. Two CSIRO bird banders worked with
three volunteers each at a series of banding sites. Mist nets
were used to trap the birds and
these were checked at regular
intervals. The volunteers each
rotated this activity with other
projects suell as the kangaroo
census.
The kangaroo project is also
examining the changes to the
kangaroo population with the
advent of agriculture.
Dr Saunders said a lot of
analyses were needed of the
results gathered from both the
birdwatching exercise and the
more concentrated Earthwatch
eKpeditions, but what is
already emerging is a detailed
picture of the changes wrought
by man to our native fauna.

.... without community involvement,
fOnSerJlation policies would be unworkable
in the area.•. '

also assisted in a census of

kangaroos in remnant vegetation and along road verges as
part of a project eonducted by
Dr Graham Arnold of Wildlife
and Ecology. Dr Saunders said
the two week expeditions each
provided the equivalent of
about seven weeks of work by

Senior technical officer Perry de Rebeira dissects a road-kill for an impromptu lesson in avian
physiology, during one of the Eanhwatch expeditions. Left to right, Roger Davis, Sieve Freiberg,
Perry, Dick Rahe, Linda Vail1omae-l-Ioffmllll, Mandy Rashleigh, Kurt Wo/{enberg and Donna
Lefevbre.

Joal1 gets silver
teapot for years
of service
Malcohn Robertsoll at Hcadquarters marked the retirement of tca lady Joan Watts
with a charming mcmcnto on
bcbalf of staff.
The Silver Teapot Award
inscription said staff had appreeiated her 'dedication and
skill in maintaining morale
over many years through the
delivery of a timely and refreshing tea and coffee service'.
Left, Malcolm Robertson of
the corporate planning section
presents the unique memento to
loan.
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While it's no doubl widely recognised Ihal CSIRO trains apprentices 10 become skilled membcrs
of Ihe workforce, the valuable conlribution made by CSIRO apprentices 10 research projects and
maintenance programs may not always he appreciated.
Two new CSIRO apprenlices, shown above, have already proved their worlh. Vanessa Honan,
left, and Aaron Holborrow started t"eir apprenticeships at North Ryde with Ihe Site Engineering
Services group (serving the divisions of Coal Technology, Exploration Geoscience and Mineral
and Processing Engineering) on 30 January Ihis year, after completing one year TAFE preapprenticeship courses.
In the fcw weeks since her arrival, Vanessa - a carpentry apprentice working under the guidance
of Kevin Malone - has had substantial involvemenl in the construction of an impact testing rig
for coal briquettes.
Aaron, who is a tilting and turning apprentice working nnder the guidance of Nigel Imre, has
manufactnred perspex cradles for use in ultrasonic baths.
Vanessa, Aaron and five olher North Ryde apprentices will nol only be greal assels 10 Ihe site
during their Iraining, but should look forward 10 rewarding careers when they lake their places
in induslry.

Obituary

Jack Cotterill: jack of trades
'My first meeting with Jack was in the pits of a car racing circuit at Lougford in Tasmania, when
I was 18. Jack drove with the louch and ability, not only of someone with lalent, but also as Ihe
person who had built the engine aud prepared Ihe car; he always finished wilh himself and
machinery intact.
This was true of his 50 years Stoking is something few eng- rcsearch siles all around Aust~
of experience in aviation be- ineers today would contem- ralia. One scicntist with fond
fore, during and after the war. plate, even with the help of memories of Jack was Max
He taught hundreds of people computer controlled lathes. 11 Day, an entomologist who
to fly, and in many thousands involves Icngthening the travel later served as a member of the
of flying hours never bent or of the pistons in the cylinders CSIRO Executive. Jack flcw
damaged a machine. He did, I by machining a full new crank- while Max collected insects at
know, have to land in the shaft, starting from unshapen altitude.
grounds of Government House steel.
Jack's long time friend and
once with a mechanical probThe resulting engine in a associate, Ken Prowse, dcslem, but he never had an Cooper car was so powerful cribes Jack as a tower of
accident.
that it broke an axle in the strength in CSIRO. Any probAs a mechanical engineer, warm up lap at Longford. The lems - 'we got Jack'.
Jack was uncanny. He sat a start was delayed 20 minutes
Next to his family and
certificate exam with GMH in while Jack fitted a new axle friends, flying was Jack's lifeMelbourne while with CSIRO and then, as he remarked, time love. He Icarnt to fly at
and no-one evcr exceeded his 'they didn't really see which Kingsford Smith aerodrome in
mark. He could diagnose a way we went'. It took till the 1932 and aviation was part of
problem in an cngine by just next season for anyone to his life until the day he died. I
listening.
catch up. With Alex Mildren flew with him on his 80th birthand a Cotterill-tuned Cooper- day and he had the (rue touch
Jack's ability with machinery
and his gcnius for 'making do'
Maserati, they won the Austra- of someone who was as one
doubtlessly came from his rural
lian Grand Prix in Queensland with the machine.
roots at Bomba!a in the southin 1960.
He flew ovcr 10 thousand
ern tablelands of New South
Jack left thc RAAF after the hours in Avros. Ansons, DH
Wales, where he was born.
war as Flight Lieutenant and Dragons, Moths, Oxfords,
In the late 1950s, Jack took 'acting Wing Commander, and Piper Wirraways, Hudsons,
an engine from a fire pump joined CSIRO. There, his mul- Catalinas, Canberras, Cessnas
the Coventry Climax - and
tiple talents, including flying, and many others, including a
first enlarged it from 1500 to
were used for the next30 years.
"Flying Ant" which he built
2000 cc by boring the cylinders.
Jack flew with many of the himself. Several years ago,
He then 'stoked' it to 2.5 litres.
leading scientists of the day to Jack gave me his leather flying
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David Brett, training officer in CSIRO's Centre for Inlernational
Research Co·operation (eIRe), died suddenly in Adelaide on
8 April 1989.
David was born in Isleworth
UK and as a young man migrated to Australia to take up
jackerooing in northern New
South Wales. In 1959 hejoined
CSIRO's Pastoral Research
Laboratory in Armidale where
he worked briefly as a technical
assistant before transferring to
the University of New England, working part time as a
technician and studying part
time for his BSc.
I
On his return to CSIRO in
David Brett
1965, David was promoted to
Hc Indonesian scientists, techniexperimental
officer.
moved to Queensland in 1968
cian~ and administrators attwhere he worked initially at ached to the projed.
tile Beef Researcn Unit at
In 1981 he returned to AustSamford and later at the Cun- ralia and assumed the position
ningham Laboratory at St of CIRC training officer. DurLucia.
ing these last cight years of his
David's experience and skills life, David became known and
in animal husbandry and assoc- recognised throughout CSIRO
iated experimentation using and many other Australian
advanced analytical techniques institutions and organisations,
led him to accept the position particularly for the enthusiasm
of laboratory manager at the and vigour with which he purCSIRO Project for Animal Re- sued his job of placing and
search and Development at looking after trainee scientists
Ciawi, Indonesia, in 1975. He and technicians from developlived and worked in Indonesia ing countrics. David did much
for six years, the last two as to raise the international proco-ordinator for training of all file of CS1RO overseas and
helmet, still with the voice
tubes. I couldn't have a better
memento of him.
Jack packed a lot into 80
years. He was in his early ycars
a member of the "Light
Horse". He and his wife Teen
built a house on the then outskirts of Canberra, at Ainslie!,
and lived simply and unpretentiously raising a family in the
Depression years.
During the Depression, Jack
planted Irees in the hills around
Canberra, supplied firewood
by contract to the Canberra
bakery, and later ran a fish
shop for which he flew his own
fresh fish up to Canberra from
the coast. Jack was also a keen
amateur fisherman. He built
one of the first domcstic solar
heaters (CSIRO design) in
Canberra.
He did all these things and
more in apparent unhurried,
thorough and timeless style.
Jack's era in CSIRO was one
in which we were close to tl1e
rural industry. It was the era
when myxo, rust-free wheat
and improved pasture were introduced and CSIRO helped
build the foundations of the
wool industry. Jack was a jack
of trades and his innovation
and multiple talents were the
hallmark of CSIRO at that
time. Few could forget his
kindly smile and ready help to
any, in any situation. I doubt
any knew him in anger.
For all who brushed with
him, may I express to the joy
of having known him and at
the same time join his family
in saying Vale Jack Collerill.'

was greatly respected by those
with whom he interacted, in
United Nations agenc,es, othcr
national and international aid
agencies and foreign governments.
David is sadly missed. not
only by his immediate friends
and colleagucs hcre in Australia, but also by the hundreds
of young scientists and technicians overseas, his extended
family, to whom he was adviser, confidante and guardian,
during
their
periods
in
Australia.
Friends and colleagues from
CSIRO wish to extend their
deepest sympathy to David's
wife May and children Timothy, Megan, Richard and
Nicola.
Barry Filshie

***

Alick Lascelles
retires
Former Chief of the I}jvision
of Animal Health, IInd IlIllerly
CRS at the McMasler LaboratDry, Or AIick LasceUes, has
retired.
He bccame Chief in 1974 following a career as researcher
and teacher in several universities.
Or Lascellcs is nn international authority on vetcrinary
immunology and has publishcd
over LOO papers.
CoResearcl, is produced by the Public
Arralrs Unit for CSIRO slafT. Readers
arc invited to contribute or offer sllg~es~
lions for articles. The deadline is the
Illst Monday before the issue mon'h.

Editor: Liz Tynnn, PO Box 225, Dick·
son ACT 2602. PII: 062-48 4479,
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Australia's National Museum
needs 'Iriends
The history and achievements ofCSIRO will be among the many
features of the National Museum of Australia in Canberra when the project gets back on its feet.
Funding for the Museum has stalled and a new group called
Friends of the NMA has been formed to gather community
support to urge the Government to fulfil its obligation to create
an Australian cultural museum.
Jack Thompson, Australian actor and member of the NMA
Council, was in Canberra recently to attend a major promotion
by the Friends of the NMA. He said that it would be impossible
to have a national museum without a CSIRO section.
The history of Australia over the past 100 years has been the
history of a technological society. Australia has made significant
contributions to world technology, much of it through CSIRO,'
he said.
'As in music, film, publishing and so on, it seems we have
made a disproportionately large and vital contribution to sclen"
tific research and innovation, considering our population.'
CSIRO is one of a number of organisations targeted by the
Friends of the NMA as appropriate for support of the concept
of the Museum - a concept which Mr Thompson equates with
America's Smithsonian Institute.
For details on how CSIRO staff can join Friends of tile National Mnselllll, and a little abollt tile projecl itself, tllm 10 p.8.

The capacity for CSIRO divisions to deliver results has been
damaged by the cutback in appropriation, according to Dr Max
Even after reducing staff in
Dr Whitten said the 87/88
1987/88 and 1988/89, his Divi- budget figures provided by the
sion is facing a shortfall of at Government failed to include
least $800000 as it enters the adjustments to convert the 871
next financial year, and earlier 88 budget to 88/89 dollars and
this month he was faced with also the impact of the second
the painful task of identifying tier wage increase and the effic12 positions which would have iency dividend, even though
to go in 89/90. This was '.iust these represented real costs to
the tip ofthe iceberg', he said.
divisions. For a proper com-

severely - maybe irreparably _
Whitten.
parison between 1987/88, the
current financial year and the
next two, it was essential, he
said, to convert the running
costs to 88/89 dollars and to
take into account the wage increase and efficiency dividend
(see table below).
COllt.

011

p.6

~---

Russell Clements

CSIRO Approprtalton Budget Summary 87/88-91/92
(Using tigures prOVided by Government on 9 May 1989. With 87/B8 Irgures adjusted to
88/89 dollars)
1987/88

1988/89

1989/90

1990/91

1991/92

336.6
9.0'
3.7'

324.9

327.5

3275

3275

29.9

23.1

16.1

161

161

14.0

19.0

19.0

379.2

348.0(-31.2)

3576(-21.6) 362.6(·16.6) 362.6(·16.6)

35.5

37.3(+1.8)

23.0(-12.5)

4147

402.0

21.7(-13.8)

299(·5.6)

385.3(-29.4) 380.6(·34.1)

3843(-30.4)

392.5(·22.2)

385.3(·16.7) 380.6(-21.4)

3843(-17.7)

392.5(-9.5)

From the Chief
Executive
A column by
Dr Keith
Boardman
The role of science and technology in improving the economic
performance and social and cultural wellbeing of Australia has
at last been IlUblicly acknowledged by the Federal Govel'llment
with the release of the Science and Technology Statement by the
Prime Minister.
mate the proal ems facing CSThe appointment of Barry
IRa in the coming financial
Jones as Minister Assisting the
Prime Minister [or Science and year. Declining appropriation
funding over the past few ycars
Technology will allow the Minister for Science, Customs and and the decision of GovernSmall Business to have an im- ment not to fund the four per
portant influence beyond the cent second tier wage incrcase
DITAC portfolio. The forma- have meant substantial staff
tion of a high level Science reductions, but still we havc
Council chaired by the Prime not reduced staffing levels sufficienlly. We have been able to
Minister and the appointment
of an cmincnt scientists, Pro- minimise staff reductions by
fessor Slatyer, as Science
Advisor should raise the profile of scie'lce.
The Prime Minister's Science Council will provide a
much needed forum for Ministers whose portfolios have significant science and technology
components to discuss important issues with senior representatives from the science
and technology community.
An important component of
the Science Statement is the
exte!lsion of the 150 per cent
tax concession for business
enterprise R&D.
The measures are very welcome, but they can only represent a start to greatly improving Australia's R&D effort.
Much will depend on the response of the private sector,
and CSIRO has a central role
in providing a strong strategic
research base, which will be of
increasing importance as industry's R&D effort expands.
The extra funding for CSIRa of $90 million over five
years was welcome, but disappointing in that it feU well short
of the $300 million over five
years needed to restore CSIRO
appropriation to the real level
of 1982/83. CSfRO will benefit, however. from the extension of the 150 cent tax concession and the earlier Governmcnt decision to allow CSIRO
to receive external funds without penalty to its appropriation
fnnds.
For the first time, CSIRO
has guaranteed appropriation
funding for three years, which
will enable us to plan with
certainty.
At the time of the Primc
Minister's statcment, Mr Kerin
announced the establishment
of a Primary Industries and
Energy Research Council. The
new Council is sure to have
ramifications for CSIRO as
well as the Rural Rescareh
Funds, particularly our interaction with the Department of
Primary
Industries
and
Energy.
I do not wish to underesti-

using one-off revenue earn-

ings, e.g. sale of property and
bank not royalties. This situation cannot continue and we
must achieve a more appropriate salary/operating ratio.
One of the aims of the Science and Technology Statement was thc promotion of
careers in science and technology. But much more is needed
to convince graduates to
undertake research careers.
Many young researchers in the
universities and CSIRO are
now employed on short term
appointments with little career
security. The attractiveness of
careers in CSIRO is being furthcr eroded by the numbers of
early retiremcnts and retiremcnts.
It is understandable that
morale in CSIRO was adversely affected by the false press
reports of early staff retrencllments of 500 in order to overcome a budget shortfall and
improve the salary/operating'
ratio. The recent message to
staff from the CSIRO Board
makes it clear that the emphasis on achieving changes in
total staff numbers will be on
redeployment, retraining and
natural attrition.
The need to remove the distinction in employment conditions between appropriation
funded and industry funded
staff has been recognised for
some time. Institutes and divisions will be required to movc
to staffing structures which
remove the distinction, but
retain sufficient flexibility by
having an appropriate percentage of staff on fixed-term
appointments. We will also be
discussing with the unions the
introduction of some 'rolllJver'
appointments as suggested by
Mr Jones in a letter to the
Chairman. Under the rolling
appointments scheme, scientists would be employed on
four year contracts,. then told
every two years whether the
contracts would be extended
for two more years.

/~~

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
The award for Understated
Euphemism (the oppDsite to
Football Commentators Tautology) has gone to the CSIRO
Executive Committee. They
achieved this by using the
phrase 'the need for budgetary
adjustment' to describe the
impending loss of 500 staff in
response to a $21 million
shortfall in revenue (Executive
Committee circular 19/4/89). It
was a split decision though, as
many of thc judges preferred
the phrase 'a re-arrangement
of bricks' in reference to the
bombing of Beirut.
Our [acting] Chief Executive
Dr Colin Adam made a strong
showing when interviewed by
the Sydney Morning Herald 21
April 1989, but was excluded
on a technicality. He described
the revenue shortfall as representing only a few days spending for CSIRO, and indeed a
rough calculation revealed
we do spend $1.2 million per
day (including weekends) and
thus he was not totally wrong.
The clear message for all aspirants to the corporate hierarchy is, never deal with any
issue in human terms but keep
sharply focused on the rearrangement and re-arrangement and re-arrangement. .. of
positions, dollars and bricks.
Robert Dobson
Division of Animal Health
Sydney

Dear Editor,
I would like to draw attention
to an inconsistency in Dr
Boardman's column in the
CoResearch.
Dr
March
Boardman states that 'the addi"
tional $5 million provided for
the purchase of new equipment
in the current financial year
enables a start to be made in
overcoming the backlog in the
replacement of obsolete and
unreliable equipment'. In prac"
tice, $1.2 million of this money,
as I understand, was used to
purchase an additional NMR
machine to be housed at North
Ryde, alongside existing NMR
machines which are neither
obsolete nor unreliable.
Alister K Sharp
Food Research Laboratory
Dear Editor,
'Chief Accountant, it has come
to my attention that you have
been leading me up the Nile.'
'Really, Your Majesty?'
'Yes, Chief Accountant. I
had a visit today from a member of a rival Guild to yours.
He says you accountants have
got it all wrong.'
'How can that be, Sir?'
'He says you can only discount money. You can't discount eternity, nor do bequests
to my grandchildren imply a
negative discount rate!'
'He lies, My Lord'
'I don't think so, Chief
Accountant. He madc the matter quite dear. If the value of
something increases faster than

the discount rate, it makes
sense investing in it now. Thc
value of eternity seems to me
to get bigger and bigger as the
years go by.'
'I see that now, Your Majesty. But what about bequests
to your children and grandchildren? Surely the value of the
bequest gets less as they get
older?'
'You have a point, Chicf
Accountant, but it all depends
on the nature of the bequest.
For example, the value to me
of elephants in 20 years' time
(so that my grandchildren call
see them) is much greater than
thcir value now (because [
have already seen them).
There is also a lag effect: my
greatgrandchildren will only
be able to sce elephants if my
grandchildren can. Wc must
have
continuity,
Chief
Accountant.'
'Tell me, Your Majesty,
what is the name of the Guild
of which you speak?'
'They call themselves "cconomists". I think they really are
the guardians of the future.'
'Vh.. .'
'Yes, Chief Accountant.
You're fired!'
Peter Cox
Cotton Research Vnit
Narrabri

(Editor's note: this letter is
ill respollse to David Erskille's
article, Discounting Eternity,
in tile March issue of CoResearch,)

Million dollar deal between Ento and lel

The MinIster for Industry, Technology and Commerce Senator Button officiated at the signing of
a research agreement tbis mouth between the Dhision uf Entomology and ICI.
The signing established a million dollar agreement to research a genetically engineered viral
insecticide.
ICI will provide $560 000 over three years, to add to the Division's contribntion and funds from
three rural research conncils, ICI Anstralia's Research Group is fnnding the project in collnboration
with ICI Agrochemicals ill the UK, which will access the illternational market.
The interest of ICI was attracted by the world class track record the Division has establish.ed
in biulogical control and molecular biology, The new agreement will concentrate on a ma.jor pest
- Heliotllis armigera - and the use of a natnrally occnrring, environmentally safe virus known to
be deadly to it.
Heliotllis is a major pest in Australia and worldwide cnnsing damage worth hundreds of millions
of dollars, mainly to cotton crops, though maize, sorghum, snnflower and vegetable crops are also
vulnerable, The bug is showing signs of resistance to pyretltroid insecticides now being used.
Senator Button had not visited the Division before, and the Chief Dr Max Whitten and depnty
ChiefDr David Evans took the opportunity to set him along the path to 'becoming an entomologist'.
The Senator has nlways been most closely identified with high tech and mnnllfactnring industry
rather than agricultural or biological research.
At the ceremouy, Senator Bntton was presented with the book Butterflies ofAustralia as part
of his education in entomology. Senator Button also pleaded with the entomologists tu Ilnderstand
something of the ways of politicinlls.
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A Matter
of Opinion

World IIrst

Do ityourself gluten test

Pe~ple.unable to eat foods containing.gluten soon won't bave to rely on trial and error to manage
tbe.1' (hets. Tbe Wheat Research UUlt has come up with tbe world's lirst home test kit for the
detection of gluten in foods.
Scientists Dr John Skerritt technique after only one or ment of the gluten test kit was
and Ms Amanda Hill have two tries.
part of the group's overall
been the prime movers in devQlone provided some sup- strategy to examine a range of
Ralph Young ofthe Corporate Planning Office replies to David eloping the kit, in collabora- port for test development, and improved methods and tests
Erskine'.· article in the February issue of CoResearch, Discount- tion with Queensland biotech- will pay royalties to CSIRO on for plant breeders, manufacing Eternity. Another response to Mr Erskine's article appears nology company Qlone. Sev- sale of both the home and lab- turers, regulatory bodies etc,
eral months ago the company oratory test kits. The test has who deal with foods, especially
in the Letters to the Editor section on p.2.
also released a labora tory test been trialled by several Euro- those based on wheat and
DlIvid Erskine's amnsing parable on the effect of applying dis- kit designed by the scientists pean countries and the USA, starch. Work on the gluten test
connt rates to evalnate different forms of expenditure serves the and based on the same princi- and considerable interest has kit has provided considerable
canse of humour well bnt abstracts from reality so mnch that I ples.
been reported. The laboratory experience to Dr Skerritt and
feal' the cause of research evaluation may be ill served.
The breakthrough is in the test has been on sale overseas his group in seeing research
I would like to add some qualifications to David's note because tests being equally effective on for several months.
through from the experimental
it seems clear that only part of the message got through in my raw and processed/cooked
The kits are the result of 10 the manufacturing stage.
talk at Griffith.
food, using monoclonal anti- work started in 1983, when Dr
One of the major projects
A piece of gold today has the same value as another identical bodies which bind to the gluten Skerritt's group was formed now underway is developing
piece of gold today regardless of what it is spent on. The Chief proteins in wheat, rye and with the aim of using iml11uno- improved testing methods for
Accountant of the parable does not seem to subscribe to this barley (though not to maize logical methods in the study of determining the presence of
truism because he states: 'A piece of gold spent on an asset that and rice which are non-toxic to the proteins of wheat. This pesticides in wheat-ofincreasis unusable until far into the future is worth a lot less that a piece gluten sensitive people). These evolved from basic work on ing importance for exports.
of gold spent for immediate consumption'.
antibodies react with the heat- using antibodies to study cereal Industry has provided funding
But a dollar (currency) today is generally viewed by most stable portion of gluten, allow- protein structure and function.
for three experimental scienpeople as being worth more than the same dollar in 20 years, or ing reliable results from cookOr Skerritt said the develop- tists for this project.
indeed any time in the future, regardless of inflation rates. This ed and uncooked food.
is because each of us has the opportunity to invest the dollar
The kit is designed for home
today and reap the expected returns so that a dollar now may use by people suffering from
be worth $2.65 in 20 years' time assuming an annual return of coeliac disease which is an
five per cent.
intolerance to gluten, and
Correspondingly, one dollar in 20 years' time is worth only 38 those who are allergic to the
cents today (it's present value). Alternatively, we could spend substance. Also, dietitians,
the dollar today on consumption ('eat, drink and be merry') and gastroenterologists and food
most individuals would choose this over the same dollar's worth manufacturers will benefit.
of consumption in 20 years" time, even assuming a zero inflation
Coeliac disease, which was
rate.
first described in ancient Greek
What this means is that if the king decides to spend his gold
times, damages the small inteson a pyramid today rather than consumption today, he has at
tine and has been known to
least implicity evaluated these alternatives and decided that investment in a pyramid has greater value for him than eating, cause death by malnutrition. It
was only after World War II
drinking and being merry, even though the benefits may not
that doctors first noted that
accrue until His Majesty passes on.
gluten was the culprit. Bread
We make similar decisions every day when we decide what we
had been scarce in Europe and
are going to spend our limited funds on, whether it be on conmany people who had this myssumption or investment. It does not mean that 'what happens in
terious disease got better.
the far future, even eternity, is as nothing compared to consumpAllergic responses to flour
tion now'. Not if you decide otherwise. We, as taxpayers, may
of course ask the king, at the lisk of being attacked in the local usually involve respiratory and
press or worse, about the value of his investment. We may even skin reactions.
The gluten test kits have resuggest to His Majesty that it would have been better to invest
cently undergone field testing
in scientific research.
among about 60 gluten sensitive people, dietitians and food
Future benefits
Above, Dr Alan Castleman, Chief Executive of the VFT Joint
To demonstrate this view, it would help if we had an evaluation companies in . several states.
Venture, is on secondment from BHP, and he described the new
framework enabling us to compare the value of these alternatives. The kits are the size of a small
awards at the launch.
To make past and present costs comparable to future benefits, lunch box and contain tubes,
samples
and
instructions
for
a
The
tree-planted
courtyards
01' the Centre for Environmental
we need to value them at a single point in time, and usually this
means discounting future values back to the present and com- five stage test taking about five Mechanics' I'ye Laboratory provided the setting fol' the ACT
minutes and no more compli- launch of the BHP Science Awnrds.
pounding past values forward to the present.
This point was vividly illustrated during the heated debate on cated than a home pregnancy
Both BHP and CSIRO seiz- the talented PhD student,' said
Mr .Tones.
alternative sites for the third London airport being considered test. A simple colour system ed the occasion to stress their
indicates
whether
the
food
is
by the Roskill Commission, one of which required flattening the
commitment to fostering the
Mr .Tones stressed the imporsafe
for
a
gluten
sensitive
peridentification and developpriceless Norman church ofSt Michael at Stewkley. A correspontance of raising the low level
son.
The
laboratory
test
gives
dent to the London Times commented 'the £100 spent on building
ment of the scientifically of scientific literacy in the
a church in 1182, when discounted at 10 per cent to 1982, repres- a more detailed estimation of talented.
community, saying that one of
the
gluten
present.
ented roughly £l 30D 000 000 000 000 000 000 aDO 000 000 OOO'!
Hosted by BHP, the functhe best ways of doing this was
At
about
$3.90
per
test,
the
tion brought together BHP through the participation of
(Thanks to Don MacRae for drawing my attention to this
around
ID-test
kit
will
retail
at
staff, CSIRO chiefs and educa- young people.
example).
Also officiating at the launch
Although the Chief Accountant may only be concerned with $39 and will be available in a tion program staff, and Canan economic criterion for comparing benefits and costs, the king couple of months. A smaller berra science teachers, to was CSIRO Chief Executive
kit,
about
the
size
of
a
cigarette
launch the expanded awards Dr Keith Boardman, who said
(or research manager) should ideally take account of other criterunless the scientific literacy of
ia when evaluating alternative opportunities for spending limited packet, could be developed for scheme.
Keynote speakcr was Mr the entire community was
funds. These may include relevance to royal priorities, feasibility, people to use in, say, restaurants, where the composition of Barry Jones, Minister for Sci- raised 'we will be unable to
and, in the case of scientific research, scientific mcrit.
ence, Customs and Small Bus- convince it of the necessity of
When it comes to very long lived projects, a question of equity the food is unknown.
Field testing has indicated iness, who emphasised the a strong science base and will
between generations arises. 1t may be that the economic criterion
will have to give way to equity if the king decides the equity the need for some slight refine- need to arrest declining enrol- encounter growing resistancc
to the introduction of ncw
ments, such as the inclusion of ments in science based courses
criterion is more important.
The key is to compare the value of different opportunities a card board stand for the test and to ensure a next generation technologies.
'We will also risk becoming
using the different evaluation criteria. To address that issue, tubes. Dr Skerritt said some of of scientists.
'Both government and busian incrcasingly divided, unperhaps David Erskine's Chief Accountant will offer us another the older people who tested
parable. Alternatively, if you are a research manager, you could the kit were a bit daunted at ness could do more to avoid happy, undemocratic society,
opt to participate in one of the research evaluation workshops first by the instructions and all the "begging bowl" status of because the majority of the
being offered by the Corporate Planning Office via the Employee the tubes, but they became some of our greatest conconfident in mastering the tributors to the community ConI. on p.6
Development Unit and most Institutes.

***
pye labllosls BHP Awards launch
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I have always found CoReseal'ch
to be useful and enjoyable, no
matter what the format.
It is at its best when provocative,
but the most interesting things are
often lost because of the page
layout,
Looks too much like a newspaper
and is hard to read ...
After many years of being associated with CSIRO, I find CoResearch vcry useful in keeping
me interested.
Content good, format fair,
Should be either A4 or more like
a newspaper in size.
There is no need for change. Let's
retain some tradition.
It has improved enormously over
the last two years.
Better but not good enough.

It's the only publication which
provides a broad perspective.
Often much better than our own
internal communication system.

Good for divisional information
not usually available on the grapevine. Often duplicatory and out of
date 011 major events, corporate
centre edicts, etc.
The recent increase in editorial
indt!pendence/initiative has increased its usefulness as a complex
of opinion.
Tt presents a very unidirectional
flow of information, pushing the
corporate image,
H's OK if you're a l'hD.
Articles a;e clearly written and
concise.
Full of executive types blowing
their own hunts.
It does not succeed in conveying
the environment of this division at
least.
It serves HQ propagun<la.

Opinions and lelters lhe most
interesting parts,
Reads more like an onicial promotional brochure.
Yes, but oniy because it interests
onc to see how our leaders really
do believe their own propaganda.
Curate's egg.
From the Chief Executive and
letters to the editor have a boring
salneness to them, You could swap
any or these with other issues and
nobody would notice.
The writing is dull and stodgy and
the subjeels unreal and boring,
Very rarely a dead loss.
The level of illterest aud apllfoval
for CoResearch will he reOected in
the respollse level to this questlonuaire - I'd bet abnut 25 per ceut.

Yes, hut you have to look for it.
Yes, when the writing is by the
editor or by members of divisions
(as distinct from HQ admiuistratnrs).
I believe it probably does, but I
don't havc access to other sources
to know for certain.
Yes, and I Ihink il has won
respeel for duiug this.

Yes, except where certain statements from management do not
reflect reality.
There are too many corporate
view articles.
Yes, but reports are very short.
CoResearc/I's part is houest but
some official submissions misconstrue what is happening in tile
Organisation.
I believe only 'nice' things are
written. Staff don't need wishy
washy nice articles about CSIRO.
Honest bul inadequale. The huge
ronge of activities needs to be
stressed. It is too little apprecialed
both within and, more eSl)ecially,
outside the Organisation.
In recent times it has had to come
clean on various issues.
No. Views expressed are not ba)..
am:ed or comprehensive enough.
It tries to do so but can't succeed.
Too f~w people are prepared to
sign their names to teaspoon grievallces.
Empire building Rnd self aggran..
discment reign.
Generally yes, but subslantial
portions of the contributions by
Boardman, Wran and other HQinvolved people on budget matters
lmve been more misleading and
incorrect.
Yes. Tlte posl hudget Iissue]
confirms this.
Up to a point. ( think the Chief
Executive would be upset if we
were more honest.
A qualified yes, as yon basically
publish what is submitted so tluless
it causes a riot it goes unexamined.
Mixed.
Official
censorship.
Editor doing a difficult job well.
11 serves to perpetrate tlte myth
that CSIRO is well governed. It is
not!

One of the best features.
They teud to be predictable and
repetitive-.
Scientists 11ave to be aware of
politics these days.
I'm not interested in reading lies.
Yes, but inclined to platitudes.
Whenever I can find them th.ey're never in CoResearcll.
CSIRO must keep its corporate
eyes trained on the political
sphere.
Always good material for Ihe
sludy of megalomania.
The stories don't correspond to
the facts. Big announcements don't
mean anything in hard cash la liS.
Are Ihey for real'l

Good for arouud Ihe afternoon
ten laltle.
Discussion rarely of interest to
average scientist.
Follow-ups would be useful to sce
if promises are kepI.
Yes, although I don't believe
they're necessarily factual.
One of the few ways of knowing
the polilical views of sciellce.
Yes, despite the fact that the
message is always the same: pol~
iticos paying lip service.
Yes, although often they are
derivi.tive of what has already
appeared ill the uational prcss.
Any vaguely political articles in
CoResearch are 'nice', not pithy.
Yes, bul very often highly biased
and nol revealing of the Irue
situation in relation to science

Very useful aud informative. One
of the important contents of CoResearch.
Less avuncular, more scientific
approach tleeded,
Often full of waffle and motherhood statements.
The Chief Executive rarely has
anything intelligent or meaningful
to say.
A wosle of space.
I have started to read the column
on several occasions but have
never finished the job,
It generally lacks the enthusiasm
and leadership lhat is essential in
these times. It is simply not good
enougl,. If he writes it himself he
should be given some compelent
assistance.
One always reads with 1I,e hope
of information, inspiration or
enlighlenment.
Viewed with a certain level of
scepticism.
A most welcome item iu plaitl
talk.

Irritating and frustrating.
I geuerally fiud this eolnmn patronisitlg aud platitndinons.
They look as though they arc
written by a ghost writer from lhe
Department of Finance.
If I read any more management
clid'es, e.g. 'euUlng edge', I'll rip
Ihem up, lustead of making us
more management aware, I'd IiIle
to read what things he has done on
behalf of the Orgnnisation.
Variable. Usually old hat, middle
of the road. I would like to think
he would tackle more controversial
issues.
It is reveating in that we can see
what he believes is important and
also in whal he sees to be desirnble
for stall' to know. He is clearly
unable to represent scientists'
views accurately or effectively to
the Board.
You read one and you've read
them all. Somelhing other than a
rehash of bis speeches/media
releases would be good.
Tolally divorced from my percepliotl of the Organisnliou.
Too much empl1rlsis on economics
and not enough on science.
Yes, in as {ar as it documents the
brain death of CSIRO.

Probably the most vital part of
CoResearch,
A great forum for niring staff
views. Keep it np.
Trivia.
The apparently nnbiased representation is refreshing.
The development of tbis .ection
is one of the higgest pluses for
CoResearch.
These are really the most interest..
ing, becatlse they oltetl voice tbe
real concems of scieutists. They
give a stronger feeling of
camaraderie.
A good idea to bave, though
regrettably too many correspondents are pretty negative - the
malaise of the developed world.
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The only vehicle for communication among stall',
Some issues seem to go on
unnecessarily long. Some editing is
required.
This tends 10 be one section that
shuws some s(Jirit.
Too long winded.
Needs more aud belter lelters.

A thoughtful new area.
Always interestiug.
I have used this column in discussions with people outside CSIRO.
Good wheu written by a scienlist
...Usually old bal when wriUen by
a politician or pnblic figure.
11 rates with the letters as a key
part of Collesearch.
Tbese vary more than most other
parts of the pnblicatiou- inevitable
I guess. Rllt I would not miss this
if it were left onto
This column does display the odd
spark.
It's n matter of opinion whether
it senes any useful purpose.
Extremely well written and to the
point.
The best regular feature.
They arc badly written.
Very repetitive stuff nowndays.
Does uobody have original opiuions'?

These, to me, arc the most
important parts. They are generally very well done.
Aside from news dippings, it
seems to be .the only avenue for
discovering othcrs~·adivities.
Some divisions are more of
interest to me than others.
Because I am with the corporate
centre, this is oue way of keeping
up with whal is happening in
divisions.
They are generally very good.
Ouly wny to find onl what some
'sleepy hollows' do,
Sometimes embarrassing.
It •

If the reader is interested in the
work he has uStlally alreudy made
contact nr informed himself.
Unfortunately the limitations of
space result in very sketchy presentation.
Enable you 10 find ont wbat is
happening in another divisiou in a
simplistic way.
More relaxed styie needed for
slaff readership.
Yes, if kept brier and cotlcentrallug on achievement.
Too much hype, usually as though
written by PR persons.

There is a particular need now for
morale boosters and these provide
a lift in esteem.
If \\"e can't sell ourselves, who
can?
Useful when friends, teachers
and students ask Hbout current
activities within CSIRO.
Useful us u morale boost in these
days of decreasing fuudillg.
How often they sink without
further trace.
Not euough of tltese in CoResearch.
Generally these are weB done.
Could he done belter, Take a lenr
out of Robytl Williams, ABC.

Usually self congratulaling aud
exaggerated.
Wltut achievemenls? Someone
sleals them auyway.

Always, if for no other reason
than to foam al the mouth about
Ihe wasle of money.
It's interesting to know what the
officinl line is supposed to he.
Administration is the enemy.
In this area the magazine lets
admin starc down a little. Corporate centre "iews predominate.
CoRe.seafch lacks currency to be
useful in this area.
I'm sick to death of changes itl
HQ - Ihey mean nolhing 10 a
beueh scientist.
Carpm'ale centre disinformation!
Bad for blood pressure and invariably rubbish.
Usually totally incomprehensible
and irrelevant to the workers.
Generally hot air, Administrators
have n credibility problem.
The stories are biased towards
the views, genemlly minority
views, of senior management.

The issues covered nre generally
irrelevant to individual research
programs.
How about acknowledgement of
those who iabour rather than only
those who are seen to succeed.
Yes, .although corporate . issues
mny need more attention.
Need information on matlcrs that
affect us, e.g. how significant is the
30 per cent funding target? Where
do we get the money from? Does
it affect our promotion? Is CSIRO
policy likely to change? Who is
influencing govt ·on CSIRO policy?
Do we have any interest in pursu~
ing the frontiers of knowledge?
Domiuated by high tech, product
oriented issues; very little on
environmental/ecological issues.
Biological sciences under represented.
CoResearch is not seeking information from all divisions. It seems
slanted
fownrds
agrlculture/
astrophysics.
An article on 'How Devolution is
Progressing' wuuld be good.
CoResearc1r must not become a
technical journal.
Would be interested in more
about instrument development.
11 would be utllikely that any oue
publication could adequately cover
alllypes of work in CSIRO,
CoResearch is dumped on my
desk with no mention of input
from tceh staff or how we can
independently go about conlribuling.

It i~ essential in an organisation
as large and as geographically wide
as CSIRO.
It is the most forceful and effective communication tool in an
organisation which has very serious
internal communication problems.
Yes. Peol.le who suggest olherwise sllQuld be sltot. It is often the
only vehicle for meaningful staff
conllllent.
Please do not let them kill it also.
A company mag is esselltial.

Good work, It demonstrates attitudes which exist io CSIRO and
exposillg Ihese frailties may make
for the "ltimate good of the
Organisation.

It's vital- it should be bigger and
better. ..
It is about tbe only unifying
feature in the whole Organisation.
One of CSlRO's undersung successes.
It has my strongest support.
No. One more bandwagon for the
hierarchy to jump on.
No, because it's largely froth and
bubble, its demise would be no
great loss.
Yes. We need all the tying together, esprit de corps, we can get.
We are so far flung.
No, in its present form. Yes, if it
was aimed at staff and not executive types.
Only in npdated form. Currently
anachronistic.
Every organisation needs a news~
letter, however bad.
It's essentially harmless.
Most definitely, It cuts across
divisions.

A more structured news format currently a bit hit and miss.
Monthly column from staff development group with tips for self
improvement, motivation, value
of training, comparison of opportunities with other organisations
etc. Updates on group activities.
CoResearch is read by the media
and people outside CSIRO. I believe there should be much less
long winded bickering and internal
politicking contained in it.
Try to get it to us earlier - it
usually. .comes .the _next month
whcn the news is stale.
Address difficult issnes. More
frankness from management.
I realise that most of the articles
in CoResearcJl have to be topical
and brief. I think this needs to be
balanced with one or two longer
articles on general themes such as
forests, snlination, rabbits, ete, but
in a ditTerent style to that of Eco.'.
Humour!
CoResearc1, needs little or no
improvement - if however staff
numbers were to increase to help
with its production, we could then
look at improvements.
.. ,there <I re still improvements
that could be made to make CoResearch a more open, vigorous
forum for discussion on matters
relevant to CSIRO. Clearly, restraints remain. However, it is difficult to see how they can be overcome in the current climate, with
poor morale, uncertainties, etc.
We don't want CoResearch to be~
come a mouthpiece for whingers,
but for honest, reasoned discussion
about issues affecting CSIRO and
its staff. Pnradoxically, the current
climate makes tbis role ... all the
more important.
CoResearch is better than it was
a few years ago, but it still cOlltaills
too much officiol propaganda. If
the reader is unhappy with the
present management then reading
CoResearcll just arouses anger.
Further attempts should be made
to remove the impression that CoResearch is a mouthpiece for the
officiol party line. For example,
why not ask other interested parties, e.g. CSIROOA or CSIROTA
reps to respond to some of the
bilge dished up from the Cbairman's and Chief Executive's
offices.
Perhaps soliciting external con~
triblltions wonld be helpful. The

Matter of Opinion column would
provide the sllitable vehicle.
Less politics. more information
on work carried out by various
divisions to keep us in touch with
CSIRO as a whole.
Il's a hit too mnch like The Sun
- a bit too general. Needs to be
more like The Age - a bit more
detailed.
I often feel that it looks like the
production is much more expensive than necessary.
Keep articles short and to the
point. Keep them lively and relevant. Keep CoResearch coming out
011 time.
More could be made of CoResearch as u vehicle to transfer information (corporate and policy)
from tile top to the workers - at
least this way information would
get through.
11 sbould be more newsy on an
individual level. Emphasise what
individual scientists are doing.
IlIterviews at random on tbe telephone would do wonders. Less
emphasis on corporate/admin
policies.
More objective analysis of issues.
Less showpiece self advertising.
Larger format, hold headings,
freqllent isslle, bold paragraphs,
adverts, headings, photos, topical;
frank reporting, book reviews,
CSIRO pnblicalions,
More comprehensive.
Increased editorial independence. Try to get the truth. Keep
CSIRO honest".Root ont corruption and fat cats. Support the
science!
You can't blame .CoResean.:h for
Ihe situ.lion CSIRO is ill.
More indepth discussion of
research.
CoResellrch strives to be non-controversial and self-congratulatory.
My own impression is that CSIRO
does not represent an organisation
of contented scientists working in
a contented community. I believe
that if CoReseareh wants a useful
role it must address itself to the
concerns of scientists working in a
bureaucratic organisation, and in
a Inrgely scientifically illite,"te society. Does the editor ever get out
of the corporate centre?
Go colour•
More progressive, investigative
journalism. More people articles
and less obituaries, Le. life not
death.
Generally it does a good job. It
will always be difficult to please
sllch a diverse readership. But the
people who need it most are those
in remote places. Try to put yonrself in their shoes when writing
material. And keep it light hearted
above all else, but avoid mppancy.
Keep up tbe good work. Pay the
editor more.
CoResearch is jnst 0 piece of HQ
propaganda. It highlights the void
hetweeo them/us.
I suspect that you wait for articles
to be submitted rather tban soliciting articles. This means that groups
and divisions with active information officers with an interest in CoResearch are better covered than
those with no such officers. [nformation is tberefore rather patchy.

Presently it is akin to a pre-Gorbachev Russian newspaper. Investigate CS[RO's federal power
structure, particularly with regard
to women.
As myoid Irish aocestor Rumply
said, 'if you try to please every~
body, somehody is not going to
like it' . The mix of topics you cover
is adequate and in my experience
the reportiug is halanced.
1 consider the Organisation has a
morale problem and is losing its
sense of identity. CoReseareh
stands out as the strongest cohesive
force we have. It has made a quantum jump in its impact in the past
few years and every effort should
be made to continue this momentum.
Head office propaganda of little
use to the main goals of the
Organisation.
A high quality publication which
is surprisingly open and frank and
providcs a good forum for staff to
express their views.
[Print] less about what is happelling at HQ. Who the hell is interested?
Overall it is rather boring.
Use cheaper paper and no colonr.
This might enable more pages to
be printed at the some cost. This
could then solve the readability
problems sucl. as the too small
type foce.
In the past year or so CoResearch
has become the sort of paper CSIRO bas needed for some time.

I find CoResearch to be vital as
the lack of communication hetween divisions and the corporate
centre is incredible.
CoResearch does the best job it
can. There is no way you can publish the real opinions of the troops,
re. chiefs whose incompetence is
rewarded with golden handshakes
or reclassification to higher duties,
or corporate centre financial incompetence that will just about
scupper us, etc. etc.
I think it cOllld do with a name
change.
As a true staff newspaper it
should have more coverage on or~
dinary personal events such as
weddings, births. sporting achievements, etc, to which every staff
member can relate.
Does CoResearch really know
what things are like at the laboratory/bench level in CSIRO? Apart
from individual submissions..• Co~
Re.feare" editors give little or no
voice or opinion as to what they
see in CSIRO. Is this because they
are too remote froOl the labora~
tories? COllld CoResearch staff
visit our laboratories alld staff alld
find Ollt for themselves what the
real research environment is like?
It is an excellent effort.
CoResearch is obviollsly of some
use to those people al HQ bllt of
little use to those of liS wllO work
at the coal face. It's 0 waste of
time, eft'ort and money.
In my opinion CoResearch is one
of the most poorly designed publicHtions I have seen. It fails to invite
the viewer to read. We are confronted with vast blocks of text,
witb vcry little direction of what to
read when. The viewer tends to
give up in frustration.

Keep up the trend toward hodepelldence from the dictators at lhe
top. Good on ya!
During difficult times CoResearch
has been very successful in achiev~
ing good balance and spread over
a variety of issues, topics and
opinions.
Delighted with the factual bllt
critical reports of what is happening ill CSIRO. Congratula1ions to
the editor on preserving freedom
of expression and promoting lively
discussions via letters to the editor.
Items for inclusion must be approved by the Chief. This inhibits
contributions ...
I filld it surprising that some
matters affecting many stan go unreported in the newspaper, e.g.
laboratory craftsmen translation.
The publication seems... Canberra oriented anti generally the
viewpoints expressed follow this
pattern. Many of the articles by
senior managers are excessively
pompous.
CoRe,fearch is lIot a publication
anyone wOllld buy, It is dull, predictable and fawning - about on a
scale with other throwaway news~
papers. If scientists are to advance
they need 11 forum for discussion
and tactical survival - not a predigested pap sheet.
Let is die peacefully, the same as
CSIRO is.
CoResearch seems to be caught
between being a people paper and
an organisational paper. Remell1~
ber tbat CSIRO has beell cut to
the bone in staff and our world has
become much busier. We have less
time to read.
It is appreciated and I would
personally like to see it continued.

Following are some of the key results in Ihe survey, expressed as numbers of responses and percentages. Space does not permit showing the results for all the questions, but anyone who is
interested may obtain a copy of the survey report from the CoResearch editor (see address on
back page). Please note the table does not show results from the 30 respondElnts who did not
fit into the three listed categories, although their responses are taken into account in the 'total'
column. In all, 413 people responded to the survey.
Scientists:
Technical staff:
Admin staff:
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TechnIcal slaff
No.

%

No.

%

No.

182
4
49
2

76.8
1.7
20.7
0.8

39
10
16
1

59.1
15.1
24.2
1.5

58
3
18
1

72.5
3.7
22.5
1.2

73.1
4.5
21.1
1.2

46
167
20
0
4

19.4
75.5
8.4
0
1.7

9
38
17
1
1

13.6
57.6
25.7
1.5
1.5

22
51
7
0
0

27.5
63.7
8.7
0
0

20.8
65.8
11.1
0.2
1.9

178
7
48
4

75.1
2.9
20.2
1.7

39
16
10
1

59.1
24.2
15.1
1.5

63
6
8
3

78.7
7.5
10.0
3.7

73.6
7.9
16.2
2.1

149
44
44

62.9
18.6
18.6

38
15
13

57.6
22.7
19.7

59
8
13

73.7
10.0
16.2

64.9
16.2
18.9

45
190
2

19.0
80.2
0.8

2
62
2

3.0
93.9
30

20
59
1

25.0
73.7
1.2

16.9
81.6
1.4

91
106
40

38.4
44.7
16.9

16
41
9

24.2
62.1
13.6

26
40
14

32.5
50.0
17.5

35.3
46.2
18.4

125
77
29
6

52.7
32.5
12.2
2.3

15
40
10
1

22.7
60.6
15.1
1.5

35
34
5
6

43.7
42.5
6.2
7.5

45.0
37.0
10.6
7.3

222
10
5

93.7
4.2
2.1

55
6
5

83.3
9.1
7.6

78
1
1

97.5
1.2
1.2

92.2
4.3
3.4

community
simply
won't
understand the things and processes that have the greatest
influence over the lives,'
The three sections of the
awards were described by Mr
Alan Castleman, a senior BHP
exccutive on secondment as
Chief Executive of the VFT
Joint Venture.
In the first section-the BHP
Science Student Awards - students may enter research projects. individually or in groups
of up to three, in a broad range
of scientific areas. Up to 40
students will be named as finalists and will receive a certificate
of achievement, $100 and a
visit to a BHP or CSIRO research lab. Four winners will receive the BHP Science Award
plaque. $500 and an interstate
trip including a lab visit.
The second section - BHP
Special Project Competition comprises two special projects
during the year. promoted
through the Double Helix
magazine and Science Education Centres. Books. cash and
lab visits are among the prizes.
Science tcachers demonstrating grcat commitment and
innovation will benefit from

the third section. BHP will
reward up to fivc teachers each
year with funds to develop
their school programs, as well
as personal rewards.
After the ceremony, Drs
John Philip and Will Steffen of
Environmental
Mechanics,
and CSIRO Education Programs Manager Mr Ross Kingsland, conducted tours of some
of the Centre's research projects in which education was an
important component.
The Centre has a strong history of involvement in education, both of its own initiative
and in co-operation with the
corporate centre.
Two of the display projects
- a wind tunnel study of curved
air flow and the hydrodynamics
and thermodynamics of a billabong - involved significant
contributions by university stndents under the Centre's Vacation Scholarship scheme.
The third - design of TDR
surface probes for the measurement of the moisture content of porous materials - was
aided by Ms Louise Rostron,
a Canberra science teacher
who joined the Centre for a
month as part of the ACT
Schools Authority's 'Teacher
in Residcnce' program.

Entomology budget/Cont. from p.1
Perhaps one of the most disturbing things about the figures,
said Dr Whitten, was that by 87/88 we had already been cut by
17 per cent in real terms over five years (as noted in the 87/88
CSIRO Annual Report).
The budget deficits, costs associated with devolution of
administrative responsibilities, costs of promotions and other
costs passed to divisional budgets have combined to add to
divisional hardship and reduce the capacity to perform.
The Division of Entomology has an appropriation budget of
$11 million in 88/89 and has increased its external funds to $6
million from $4 million in 87/88. Its external funds are locked to
specific projects and the reduction in appropriation funds is
making it increasingly difficult for the Division to support this
level of external funding.

Narayen field day

Big crowd goes west to see latest research
'In my 16 years in the Division I can't remember a greater high.' So said the Chief of the Division
of Tropical Crops and Pastures Dr Bob Clements of the Narayen Field Day held on 12 April.
Dr John Russell of the Divi- eloped to cost effectively
The event drew a crowd of
700 and guests ranged from sion demonstrated research improve legume establishment
farmers/graziers to extension being done in to cereal crop- in spear grass country.
The seeder was designed by
officers
and
agribusiness grain legume systems and short
people.
Considering
the term pastures for Queensland's Mr Peter Walsh, an agricultural engineer with the QueensNarayen Research Station is brigalow soils.
Dr Russell has been involved land Department of Primary
64km west of the nearest town
(Mundubbera), this was quite in experiments at Narayen to Industries, to specifications
examine the effects of current devised by Dr Sid Cook of
an achievement.
About 60 Divisional staff, farming systems on the soils, TC&P. It sows legume seed
including 13 from Narayen and and to devise better, more while simultaneously applying
the remainder from other loca- profitable and sustainable sys- herbicide.
tions in south east Queensland, tems.
Unreliable sowing methods
In spear grass country, cattle have been a hindrance to grazhelped prepare exhibits and
handle the large number of production can be increased by ier acceptance of legumes as a
the use of legumes. Mr Cam means for pasture improvevisitors.
The 9000ha sta tion has been McDonald presented a number ment, despite well documented
operated by CSIRO since the of options for land improve- benefits. The band seeder
ment using clearing nnd could help overcome this resis1960s.
Dr Clements pnid special tri- legumes.
tance.
Visitors were also introducbute to Dr Don Cameron and
Research into the use of
Mr Keith Goulc!, 'who inspir- ed to new research focusing on superphosphate on grass/
ed, encouraged, cajoled and the long term stability of pas- legume pastures was also dembullied the troops tirelessly' tures and cattle production on onstrated at the field day.
spear grass conntry. The use of
Dr Peter Kerridge and Mr
into putting on a great show.
It was the first time the Divi- legumes is one method for in- Ron McLean of the Division
have carried out research at
sion had staged a field day at creasing animal production.
Dr John Taylor of the Divi- Narayen showing that super
Narayen since 1976.
The event was opened by sion said the project was being would lift beef production on
well known Queensland graz- conducted on Narayen and at country where little soil phosier Mr Richard Wilson from
'Glenwood', a private property phorus was available. Results
Banana Station. Mr Wilson is near Narayen. It involved com- showed that $12.50/ha spent
a member of the Division's paring the pros and cons of a on super could provide $52/ha
range of development op- worth of extra beef.
advisory committee.
The field day was intended tions on different types of
New legumes llave been selto provide visitors with an spear grass country. The pro- ected for use on speargrass
insight into how researchers ject has received substantial country. Mr Geoff Bunch
are tackling some of the techni- funding from the Australian demonstrated a grazing expercal issues confronting farmers Meat and Livestock R&D Cor- iment designed to evaluate
and graziers on the brigalow poration.
Wynn cassia, a new release
and spear grass areas of
Also on display was an ex- from the CSIRO plant introOueensland.
perimental banc;! seeder dev- duction program.

--

The heaviest element known to science was recently discovered
by physicists at CSIRO.
The element, teutatively named Admlnistratium (Ad), has no
protolls or electrons, which mealls its atomic number is O. However, it does have one neutron, 125 assistants to the neutron, 75
deputy neutrons and I I I assistants to the deputy lIe1ltrons. This
gives It an atomic mass number of 312. The 312 particles are
held together i/l the nucleus by a force that I/lvolves the contittUOIIS exchange of meson-like particles called memoons.
Since it has no electrons, Admlnistratlum Is inert. Howevel,
it can be detected chemically because it seems to impede every
reaction in which it is present. According to VI' I M Fedup, one
ofthe discoverers of the elemellt, a very small amoullt ofAdmillistratlum made one reactioll that 1I0rmally takes less thall a
second, take over four days.
Adminlstratillm has a half-life of approximately three years,
at which time it does not actually decay. Instead, it undergoes
a reorganisation itl wlrich assistants to the neutron, deputy
neutrolls and assistants to the deputy neutrons exchmlge places.
Some studies have indicated that tfte atomic mass n",nberactually Increases after each reorganl.mtion.
Administratium was discovered by accident when VI' Fedup
angrily resigned from the research liaison committee and
dlttllped all his papers illto the Intake hatch of the division's
particle accelerator. 'Apparently, the interaction of all those
reports, grant forms, etc, with ti,e particles in Ihe accelerator,
created the lIew element,' he explained.
Research at other laboratories seems to indicate that Administralium might occur naturally in the atmosphere. According
10 one scientist, Administratium is most likely to be found on
all CSIRO campuses and ill large corporations and govel'llment
centres, In and arOll1ld the best appointed and best maintained
bllildings.
Anon

Above, preparing for the day, left to right, John Dgden (farm overseer), Keith Gould (DIe) and
Ten)' Waters (stock overseer). Below, on the day, Mr Geoff Bunch, left, and Or Peter Kerridge.
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McCracken retires

'I thought 1 didn't get stress - 1 gave it'. Dr Ken McCracken was as surprised as anyone when
modern society's insidious affiiction, stress, forced him out of his job as Director of COSSA.
A visit to his doctor for an
extensive '32000 mile service'
led to a dramatic collapse on
the ECG treadmill machine,
and the first evidence that his
heart was under pressure.
The problem is arrhythmia.
As Ken says, there are levels
at which arrhythmia is okay
and levels where it is certainly
not okay. Ken's problem falls
into the second category.
But he's not despairing. By
getting out now 'I am guaranteeing that McCracken is going
to be around to give people
hell for quite a long time', he
quipped.
After his collapse on the
treadmill, he started taking a
scientific approach to examination of his illness, keeping
records of factors such as pulse
rate on waking in the morning,
compared with pulse rate during times of pressure.
'I measured the parameters
for six months and it was incredible how on certain days
they were very high - days on
which I had an aggro meeting,
for example,' he said.
'Strangely enough, one of
the high ones was the day I had
the CSIRO Medal given to me.
On that occasion I took my
courage into my hands and
gave a little lecture about the
state of science in Australia,
and I had to wind myself up a
fair bit to do that.
'It's a fairly stressful thing
when you take on the Chairman, the Minister and the
Chief Executive all at once,
face to face in public,' he said.
Ken does not believe the
stress in his job could have
been lessened. 'Anyone who is
paid at my level to do the job
I have been doing should expect that degree of stress.
Some people will be able to
handle it and some won't.'
But he said he is distressed
that stress pressures extend so
far throughout society and to
all levels in CSIRO these days.
'It is clear that the amount of
stress for anyone at all levels
of management in CSIRO, or
outside, is increasing.'
'['m not saying I have been
hard done by, I'm just saying
let's recognise in CSIRO that
stress, which is out there in the
community and which all the
medicos say is bad, is well and
truly with us, and CSIRO is
not an island.
'Let's also recognise that
maybe we are generating a lot
of stress within CSIRO,' he
said.
Scientists and other staff
members now have a wider
range of expectations placed
on them.
'Doing research of the highest international standard is
stressful enough. Then meaningful liaison with industry is
extremely stressful and diffi-

cult, and so's management.
We are in an age when all of
uS are trying to do good research, to commercialise and
be good managers as well, and
I think we are expecting too
much of ourselves and our
colleagues,' he said.
'I don't want it ever to be
said that CSIRO shouldn't
have changed - it needed to but everyone didn't have to
change.
'We have to learn how to do
this without having the whole
culture change. The management ethos and some of our
targets needed to change, but
not the total culture,' he said.
CSIRO has in recent times
been on the receiving end of
flak from politicians, the media
and others, often regarding the performance of the
Australian
manufacturing
sphere, while overlooking the
enormous benefits the nation
has gained from CSIRO's support of other parts of the
national economy, said Ken.
But the failure of manufacturing to take off in Australia
cannot be put wholly onto CSIRO or industry, 'we also have
to put it onto government.
'For example, we are being
expected to rectify a situation
which was largely the result of
removal of a number of tariffs
by the Whitlam government.
This in itself wasn't a bad
thing, but why wasn't some
other form of political will
expressed to show that Australia wanted a manufacturing
industry then? The tariffs were
taken away and there was nothing to stop the greater part
of our high technology manufacturing industry disappearing overnight,' he said.
'I think science did the best
it could to stem the tide, and 1
also have a very warm spot for
indnstry. Having been closely
associated with a number of
companies which have gone
bankrupt, I understand the
dangerous world in which they
live and the last thing 1 would
do would be to criticise Australian industry for not performing. They perform as well as
they can given the environment
they live in.' It is up to governments to generate the right
environment.
Ken says wc must be prepared for the consequences of the
sirain placed on people in
modern society - 'for the fact
that people like me have to
make a choice. The choice is
that I listen to the fact that [
have a heart problem or I ignore it. 1 didn't have to tell
CSIRO I had collapsed, but I
made a choice. I was not going
to do as some of my scientific
colleagues have done - ignore
it and drop dead at my desk in
two years.'

So what of life after COSSA? 'I'm going to have a hell
of a time', said Ken, characteristically.
'Before this happened, my
wife and I saw that CSIRO was
developing strategic plans,
operational
plans, tactical
plans. I said to my wife (largely
in jest) "we ought to have a
strategic plan for when I retire". So several years ago we
decided that our strategic plan
was to live in the southern highlands of New South Wales.'
They bought a 100 acre property just outside of Mittagong,
soon to be replaced by a larger
property, where they engage
in commercial vealer production. Ken's wife, Gillian, continues to work as an arts
administrator in the Australia
Council in Sydney and they
therefore maintain a pied-aterre in Kirribilli.
Cattle farming for a physicist? Ken has an enormous advantage in this field, having a
daughter who is a vet. Another
daughter is a doctor, and Ken
said an hilarious time was had
recently when Dr McCracken,
Dr McCracken and Dr McCracken gave the cattle their
annual injections. It's probably
a safe bet that Dr McCracken
the physicist was less use in this
than the two younger McCrackens.

Very active
And of course, Ken will remain very active in scientific
and technological matters.
'The interaction of science,
technology and the community
is still very poorly understood
in Australia and I believe 1 still
have a contriblltion to make,'
he said. 'Above all else, 1 will
have a luxury that I haven't
had for a long time - enough
time to think about issues that
are far from trivial.'
Reflecting on his stewardship of COSSA, CSIRO's experiment in space research
management and co-ordination, Ken is frankly proud.
'I'm conceited enough to say
that if COSSA had not been
given life in 1984, 1 doubt very
much that either of the instruments which have becn transferred to Australian industry
would be now getting ready for
flight on foreign satellites'.
In addition, a number of initiatives in remote sensing may
well have been more difficult
to achieve without the 'marriage broking' rolc of COSSA,
which brought together. CSIRO and industry, and perhaps
just as important, different
CSIRO divisions.
Also, Ken believes COSSA
has given credibility (0 Australian made space based products.
He estimates that the products which have been put out
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Above, Dr Ken McCracken.
in space, based on CSIRO licences in the past three years,
have been worth about $20
million on the market already,
and they are just the beginning
of a range of products on the
verge of commercialisation.
'I am not going to say that
all of those would not have
happened without COSSA,
but by far the great majority
would not have happened,' he
said.
Australia's future in this area
now depends on political will,
said Ken. 'I think we have
made enormous steps forward
in four years. We have gone
from zilch to a nicely defined
niche'.
'If we want to go further, the
government will have to put
more into the space program
than $6 million per annum. If
we want to have a high (ech
industry which has the design
and intellectual spin off that
other countries aspire to, we
have to pay the admission
price.
'We are paying the price that
gets us up onto the hill, and at
least we can sce the game and
enjoy some of it, but if we really want to be in the game we
have to get into the grandstand
by paying a bit more. And if
we can get into the members'
club, then we can influence the
gllme,' he said.

The members of the space
game that Ken aspires to emulate are countries like Sweden,
the Netherlands and Belgium.
The USA and Japan are in a
different league, not (realistically) to be aspired to.
Membership of the club
would cost about $25-30 million per year. Ken will continue
to champion Australia's space
industry through his participation on the Australian Space
Board for the life of lhe current
Board.
He said he won't have loo
much trouble letting go, as he
will have plenty of things to
amuse him.
'All 1 can say is that I am
enormously proud and pleased
with what we have achieved in
CSIRO since 1970. Wc did
some marvellous research that
was relevant and is now used
by the mining industry. Then
the space years have been very
fruitful and rewarding.
'Above all else, I have had
marvellous colleagues, in CSIRO, in academia and in industry. The teamwork and also
the invisible support from
many seemingly uninvolved
people, is what made it possible. I can look back and say we
actually achieved something
that just wasn't there. It is a
great way to feel when you go
Ollt,' he said.

Retirements

Rockhampton farewells
.Tim and Brian .
Abm'", Dr Filii Williann.
Rigl1l, onginal sla.!f al CSlRO
Rockhanlploll, lerl 10 riglll,
Phonsc
Schleger,
Briall
Tholllpson, Liel'erly Marler,
Greig Turner and Jim D([JJies.

Help take the NMA on the back burner
Australia unfortullately, is 1I0t overrulI by millionaires with all eye to immortality alld a degree
of public'11lilldedJless. It would be very cOJlveniellt if we had our OWII Smithson, but instead the
establishment of a cultural museum has to rely 011 changeable political winds.
At presellt those political winds are unfavourable. The NatioJlal Museum ofAustralia was scheduled to open ne.\·t year, but ill last year'sfederal budget the plaJl was deferredforfive years. Jack
Thompsou believes the Govemment is hoping it will die from lack of nourishmeJlt.
The decision to establisll tile NMA was formalised by an Act of Parliament about nine years
ago, alld this makes it difficult for the GovemmCllt to scrap the proposal altogether. However,
viewers of Yes Millister will be familiar with tile ways GovernmeJlt projects call be stalled
indefiJlitely.
Jack ThompsoJl, his colleagues OJl the NMA CouJlcil aJld the Jlew Friends of the NMA, are not
prepared to have that happm.
'I feel we need the NMA because it's ollly recently that Australians at large have had a seJlse
of identity andhaJ'e moved away frolll the cultural cringe,' he said. 'The meltillg pot, the cultural
soup we have become, is a pretty rich brew hy now.'
So as a way of rallyiJlg commnJlity support for tlte project, tlte Friends of the NMA has beetl
formed - not to raise mottey for the project itself, but rather to indicate to the Govermnent the
will of the people.
For the Museum to get going agaill, it would need about $60-$70 millioJl over the next five
years, not all from Govertlment bUI also from bellefactors in Ihe private sector. It is envisaged
that eventually the Museum will hecome self-funding.
The Museum will be far removed from tile 'dead artifacts' cOllcept. Rather tllaJl being a single
buildiJlg, it will spread over 88 lIectares on the shores of Lake Hurley GriffiJl, aJld will cOJlsist
of a series of pavilions. Emblems of our culture and heritage will raJlge from grapllic depictions
of tile landscape andfaulla ofAustralia's pre-hi.~tory, to displays as diverse as Pltar Lap's heart,
Australia II's boxing kallgaroo flag and Ihe Aboriginal tent embassy which stood in frollt of
ParliameJlt House iJl 1972.
'I think if you are going to have a sense of dignity in YOllr culture, and a sense of identificalion,
and ifyou are going to consider that this country is worth caring about, then you lIave to be able
to identify it as a place worthy of cultural consideration,' said Jack Thompsou.
'I think Q/t instittlte of t!lis nature will celebrate our growing sop!listication. I really believe
we can't consider ourselves a lIation with a mature identify until we have such an iJlst/lution.'

Dr Tim Williams and Mr Brian
111ompson are leaving the
Division of Tropical Animal
Production in Rockhaml,toll.
Tim has fulfilled a five year
contract with the Division,
working on the manipulation
of cattle embryos. Brian has
completed 34 years' service
wlth the Organisation.
Brian's career started at BeImont in 1955. He transferred
to Wollongbar in 1962 where
he spent 20 years on the Australian Milking Zebu project.
In 1982 he transferred back to
Rockhampton where he participated in research on
embryos and reproduction.
For the past two years, Tim
and Brian have been key members of the teams that have collected embryos from the Boran
and Tuli breeds in Zambia and

Zimbabwe and successfully
transferred them to recipient
cows on the Cocos Islands.
Tim returns to his home
stale of Illinois where he will
maintain his interest in em-

bryos and expand his involvement

in

practical

fanning,

while Brian will be moving
south and taking his prize
Sahiwal herd with him.
Tim and Brian were farewelled by CSIRO Rockhampton
staff at a dinner on 10 May.
Guests included the original
Division of Animal Health <fnd
Production Rockhampton employees, Mr Greig Turner, Mr
Phonse Schlegcr, Mrs Beverly
Marler and Mr Jim Davies,
who, with Brian Thompson,
can boast a total or 171 years
of service to CSIRO.

***

Good food cook book
A cookbook based on The Good Food Show, an eight part series
produced by the CSIRO Film and Video Centre for ARC TV,
is now available throughout Australia.
The show, featuring chef
Gabriel Gate and Dr David
Topping from the Division of
Human Nutrition, has received
some highly favourable reviews from television critics,
although the ABC has copped
some flak for programming it
on Saturday mornings - a singularly inappropriate time to
air a cooking program.

documentaries you tend to sec
at 4.15am about such things as
The Sex Lives of BulIants. But
the CSIRO isn't all dull docos
and boring men in lab coats
with bad moustaches taking
deadpan into the camera about
bean sprout production in the
Mallee. The Good Food Show
.. .is designed to turn that

The reviews have been extremely laudatory of the production standards and the content of the programs, although
some reviewers haven't resisted the temptation to hurl
around the cliches about scientists. For example, Jim Schembri of The Age said, 'If the
CSIRO has an image problem
it's probably due to those dull

The show has certainly lifted
CSIRO's profile in a very positive way, and as Schembri goes
on to say, 'even David Topping
is informative and occasionally
chuckleworthy'.
The book of the series is
priced at $6.95 and available
from all ABC Bookshops, and
from the CSIRO Bookshop in
Melbourne.

image around'.

***

Madsen Medal for Poulton
and Bird
Dr GeotT Poultou and Dr Trevor Bird of the Division of Radiophysics have been awarded the 1988 .lohn Madseu Medal for
their paper 'Earth Station Anteunas for Mnltiple Satellite
Access', published in the JOllrnal of Electrical alld ElectroJlics
EJlgineeriJlg, Australia.
The award is made annually 1949, and helped to establish
by the Institution of Engineers, both the Radio Research
Australia, fDr the best paper Board (now ATERB) and the
by IE members appearing in CSIR Division of Radiothe journal.
physics.
It perpetua tes the memory
of the outstanding engineer,
Sir John Madsen, who was
Foundation Professor of Electrical Engineering at the University of Sydney from 1920 to
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Eckeraley report
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CSIRO Up Iront in debate on th

environment and society

,(,~~¥

Several CSIRO scientists were
Birthday hononrs list.
CSIRO is taking the lead in community discnssion on the environment and society with the release
The award recipients were:
of a paper which advocates a new approach to our social, economic and environmental problems.
The
paper,
Regreening mon Future discussed the need
He decided to investigate Dr Keith Norrish of the DiviAustralia: the environmental, to integrate environmental and the matter further and con- sion of Soils in Adelaide; Dr
economic and social benefits of economic objectives. Later, tacted a number of CSIRO Ken McCracken, recently reby
Richard Mr Eckersley read a news- scientists, who readily offered tired Director of COSSA; Dr
reforestation,
Eckersley, is destined to be paper article quoting Dr Denis their knowledge and advice. In Bill Blevin, Chief of the Divicontroversial because it makes Saunders, a CSIRO scientist particular, he was assisted by sion of Applied Physics; and
no claim to being purely an with the Division of Wildlife John Ive of the Division of Dr Katie Helms who retired
objective statement of facts.
and Ecology in Western Aust- Wildlife and Ecology and late last year from the Division
'It is a propagandist docuralia and a spokesman for the chairman of the Yass River of Plant Industry. In addition,
ment in some ways, intended Ecological Society of Austra- Valley Revegetation Project, CSIRO Board member Sir
to set out the strongest case lia. Dr Saunders talked of the Graham Harrington in Ather- Gustav Nossal was awarded
possible for large scale refores- need for massive revegetation ton, Barrie Pittock of Atmos- the Order of Australia for his
tation. Having said that, I must to avert the looming ecological pheric Research in Melbourne, medical research.
stress that thc report provides disaster threatened by land Roger Gifford of Plant Indusa lot of objective data to back degradation. Around this time, try in Canberra and Bill Raw- More details, p.6
up its recommendations,' said several journals like Science lins of Forestry and Forest
Mr Eckersley.
and New Scientist ran articles Products.
Mr Eckersley, Principal examining the possibility of
The paper does not merely
Issue Analyst in the Office of reforestation slowing down the
present a summary of their
the Chief Executive, achieved greenhouse effect.
considerable publicity last year
At talks to youth confer- research and opinions. In fact,
with his report for the Commis- ences following the release of several scientists were consion for the Future, Casualties his first paper Mr Eckersley cerned about the thrust of the
of Change: the predicament of introduced the subject of report, perhaps doubting that
youth in Australia, a document national initiatives like massive CSIRO should be seen to go
which exposed the worsening reforestation as a means of beyond the reporting of scienlevel of youth suicide, drug reflecting and reinforcing the tific research and into the
abuse, crime and general des- fundamental changes society realm of advocating change. The hopes ofthe.~attJe indnstry
pondency about the future. Mr needed to make in order to Most, however, responded al'e riding on agronp of little
Eckersley sees his latest paper resolve the worsening environ- positively to the proposal.
creatures now being born on
as an extension of that work.
remote Cocos Island in the
mental and social problems we
Regreening Australia argues face, and got some mixed
Mr Eckersley believes that Indian Ocean.
for a massive program of re- reactions. He said there were CSIRO is uniquely placed to
The creatures are Boran and
forestation and rcvegetation in strong views both ways, with present convincing arguments
Australia, both as a sound some people supporting the for fundamental social change, Toli calves which are the cnlecological and economic move idea but others arguing that certainly backed up by solid mination of a complex and
and also as psychologically they neglected the political scientific data, but still not lengthy project undertaken by
the Division of Tropical Anibeneficial for the community.
roots of our social problems.
afraid to push a particular line.
While Mr Eckersley sees the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . : . . - - : - - - - - mal Prodnction. One of the
process of regreening having
positive effects on our most
pressing environmental problems - land degradation and
the greenhouse effect - his
argument broadens to link the
environment with a range of
economic and social problems.
He contends that 'the conceptual strength of the proposed
program - its capacity to symbolise a new approach to
national affairs, and so encourage among all Australians the
belief that we can overcome
the serious problems we face'
is as important as the resulting
physical achievements.
His youth report argued that
fundamental social, economic
and technological change lay
behind the worsening plight of
youth. 'I believe the solutions
to these problems, like those
of the environmental problems
we face, will have to be as
fundamental as their causes.'
The inspiration for Mr
Eckersley's latest paper came
from a variety of areas. A
report by the World Commission on Environment and De- Above, Dr Miles Cooper, OIC Cocos Island, right, and Dr Trevor Schmidt with the first Boran
and Tuli calves born to surrogate cows on Cocos earlier this month.
velopment called Our Com-

named in

Above, Dr Bill Blevin who
received the AM

***
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tiil1liolcalves

requirements is that the calves
be born at the offshore quarantine station on Cocos, following the implant of frozen embryos from Africa into Australian cows.
The birth of the calves is the
start of a whole new phase in
the bid to introduce some new
genetic vigour into Australian
cattle herds, particularly those
in the north.
The multi-million dollar project (ontlined in CoResearc1l
No. 308, Dec 87/Jan 88) now
moves on to multiplication and
evaluation of the cattle aud
finally commercialisation. A
cousortium of 23 beef producers has been formed to oversee
the import of the calves early
next year, then the multiplication and evaluation of the
herd, and eventually their dissemination to the beef industry.
The project has only been
possible throngh the development of special health protocols by government, and advanced techniques in embryo
collection, freezing, screening
and transfer by scientists at the
Division's Tropical Cattle Research Centre in Rockhampton.
The Boran and Tuli are
known to have high fertility
and docility combined with
tick resistance and other
characteristics which make
them snitable for a wide range
of Anstralian conditions.

From the Chief
Executive
A column by
Dr Keith
Boardman
The environment is well and tl'lJly on the agenda in many
conntries. and Australia is no exception. The Wesle)' Vale pulp
mill. the greenhouse effect and its implication for future patterns
of energ)' use, the management of forests in south eastern
Australia. the heritage list of minforest areas in north Queensland. the treatment of S)'dney sewage. and pesticides in food
ha,'e been well publicised iu tlte media,
The Government is now pretural industries. the expansion
paring a major environment,,1 of our timber industries and
statement with three year fundthe development of an environing for Cl range of activities with mental management industry
significant environmental ill1- with
considerable
export
pact, It is clear that mueh Illore
potential: and to generate
attention will need to be paid many thousands of socially
to ell\ironmental eosts in con- mcful jobs which would parsidering the economic viability tieularlY suit young people,
of new industries or the expan- Richard is a member of my
sinn of existing ones.
staff and wrote last year's
CSI RO has the expertise to Commission for the Future
provide broadly-based and
report on youth problems.
objective advice to GovernThe greenhouse effect will
ment. industry and the combe a main topic of discussion
munity on many envirollmcn- at the first meeting of the
tal issues. and recent requests Prime
Minister's
Scienec
from Government for advicc Council. and Dr Graeme Pearmdicatc that much is expected man. Assistant C11ief of the
of CSIRO,
Division of Atmospheric ReCSIRO scientists Dr Chris search, and Dr Brian Walker,
Fandrv of the Division of Chief of the Division of WildOceanography, Or Peter Nellife and Ecology. will make the
son of the Division of Forestry presentations. I was informed
and Forest Products Qnd Or on my reecnt visit to Europe
Robert Johannes of the Divi- thQt climate modelling and the
si on of Fisheries visited Swe- greenhouse effect arc high on
den, Finland and Canada at
the political agendas, and the
the Government's request to
VK and France are according
obtain up to date information top priority to these areas for
on pulp mill technology and co-operation with Australia
environmental aspects. A pos- under the bilateral science and
ition paper is now being pre- technology agreements,
pared for Senator Button,
Technologies to combat polSenator Richardson and Mr lution of the atmosphere,
Kerin.
water and land are top priority
There is also an excellent
for all the European countries
opportunity for CSIRO to take
I visited. and arc seen to prothe initiative in promoting eon- vide significant opportunities
structive discussion on envir- for industry.
onmental malleI'S and assist in
I gained the strong impresthe resolution of conflicts. I sion from my discussion with
firmlv believe that CSIRO Government ministers and remust'takc a lead role.
search organisations that basic
CSIRO has just released an and strategic research are to be
occasional paper outlining the accorded higher priority in
advantages to Australia of a government research orgunisations with extra funding, while
massive reforestation program
[see story, p,l], The paper,
near market research is seen as
Regreening
Australia:
the the responsibility of industry
e"viral/menlal, eWl/omic and itself. New technologies such
\Drilll benejill of refores/at/on as materials technologies, inby Richard Eekersley, draws c1uding the development of
togcther much information on
new materials, biotechnology,
the potential of such a program software
engineering
and
to counter land degradation, optico-electronie devices, top
the threatencd extinction of the list of priorities, rather
many native plants and anithan direct support for particumals. and the greenhouse Iar segments of industry.
dfect: to contributc to the
.i"~ .J, /:?
/.
sustainability of our agrieul~ ~~

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
After reading in many recent
issues of CoResearch the
banter and controversy over
our new logo, I couldn't resist
sending you the enclosed advertisement [sec below J which
shows how our Clayton colleagues like it to appear during
Victoria's current footy season!
Greg Riehards
Division of Wildlife & Ecology

•
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Dear Editor,

I noted in a piece on the Parkes
Radio Telescope on p.3 of the
April issue that 'the telescope
was also involved in three of
the Apollo moon missions'. In
fact it was involved in all
seven, six from take-off to
earth return - which were scheduled. The other was the ilIfated Apollo 13, A month's
postponement
cancelled
Parkes' involvement as the
moon would have been outside
the northern limits of the telescope's coverage during the
moon walks. However, when
the fuel tanks blew up a day
out from earth, Parkes was
rapidly commissioned for the
emergency resulting from loss
of transmitter power and was
able to cover the shortened
trip straight around the moon
and back to earth,
The Apollo series was not
Parkes' first involvement with
NASA; in the mid-60s data
from one of the Mariner probes
was recorded [or an hour each
day for several months.
John Bolton
Buderim, QLD

BLACK MOUNTAIN CUP
CSIRO's fun rllII, the Black Mountain Cup, is set for 12.30pm
Oil Friday 21 July 1989, at the Centre for Ellvironmelltal
Mechallics, Black Mountain ill Canberra. Will the prestigious
Cup be retained by a Canberra Division or taken by one of the
teams from Sydlley or Melbourne? All entries to Greg Heath,
062-465692, or Will Steffell, 062-465648,
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Dear Editor,
On the perils of neatness
As a former CSIRO officer,
may I criticise one recent
aspect of the CSIRO Board's
policies, viz to rely too frequently on their advisers on
business administration, particularly on matters concerning
the work and location of some
research groups, Such decisions seem to have been made
solely for administrative 'neatness' and not necessarily for
improved scientific research .
There is sufficient evidence
from other countries to show
that changes in the cause of
'neatness' are usually disastrous. An outstanding example
sometime ago was the incorporation of the British Ditton
Post-Harvest Physiology Laboratory into the nearby East
Mailing Horticultural
Research Institute (EMHRI)
despite warnings from leading
food scientists. The EMI-IRI
administration
had
little
interest in, or knowledge of,
post-harvest physiology, and
within 10 years the work of this
distinguished group ceased.
The transfer three years ago
of the Tasmanian Fish Preservation Research Group led by
a distinguished food scientist,
Or June Olley, from the Division of Food Research to the
Division of Fisheries, has resulted in a serious decline in
staff numbers from nine to two
and a consequent decline in its
One cannot
effectiveness.
blame the Division of Fisheries, Indeed. in a time of declining funds, it had an extra group
thrust on it, particularly a
group in which they had little
interest. The group's work
stood firmly in the field of food
research and, for this reason
alone, should never have been
transferred.
Another group having an
international reputation, tile

Post-Harvest
Physiology
Group of the Division of Food
Processing, has recently been
transferred to the Division of
Horticulture, apparently because the administration or
advisers believed that the
group's interests lay in horticulture when in fact they lay
firmly in food research. Their
work was carried out co-operatively with the New South
Wales Department of Agriculture whose horticultural advice
was often sought and used by
the post-harvest physiologists.
One hopes that the result will
not be as disastrous as that of
the Fish Preservation Group,
but present indications arc
doubtful.
.I R Viekery
Strathfield NSW
DcaI' Editor.
I really must question the
purpose and intent behind the
inclusion of the 'Ad nauseum'
article in the May issue of CoResearch. Not only was this
turgid piece of verbiage both
inflammatory and insulting,
but the alleged 'wit' who composed this diatribe did not
have the eouragc or courtesy
to reveal him or herself.
Is CoResearch attempting to
build bridges or barriers between scientists and administrators by the inclusion of this
pompous and unnecessary
piece of prose?
Gary J Biddle
Division of Tropical Animal
Production

Swiss manufacture for Wool
Tech's SIRUClEAR

Above, wool yams contaminated with dark fibre, vegetable matter
and polyethylene. Below, the SIROCLEAR sensing unit.

The Division of Wool Technology has signed an agreement with
CLEAR to the international textile market.
SIROCLEAR is a remarka· It enables the company to probly simple and effective device duce and sell the device in rewhich detects and removes turn for a number of payments
coloured contaminants from as certain sales goals are reachyarn just after the spinning ed. In addition, a royalty will
stage (see details below).
be paid on a sliding scale,
The agreement, signed this starting at 12 per cent and
month with Loepfe Bros Ltd, reducing over time to five per
based near Zurich, will bring cent.
royalties and other payments
Development of the device
to the Division. But more imitself has been greatly helped
portantly, it will add value to
by earlier work on splicing
wool by allowing the productechnology. Reliable joining
tion of yarn and fabric clear of
of wool yarn during the proimpurities.
duction process has always
Loepfe is one of three major
been a problem. A significant
manufacturers of yarn sensors
improvement was made by a
called 'clearers', also known as
scientist formerly with the
thick and thin place detectors.
Division, Dr Russell GarnsThere are no Australian manuworthy. He discovered that
facturers of this equipment.
hot air changed some of the
SIROCLEAR may be incorphysical characteristics of
porated as part of the clearers
wool, giving a much better
or manufactured as stand alone
splice. With the possibility of
units. It will be launched on
nearly invisible splices, scienthe market at the major world
tists started to wonder whether
textile industry machinery exremoval of unwanted coloured
hibition, ITMA, in early 1991.
matter would now be practical.
A Senior Technical Officer
from the Division, Mr Martin
In 1984, Dr Dieter Plate,
Prins, is in Europe participat- now assistant Chief of the Diviing in trials arranged by the sion based at Geelong, started
International Wool Secretariat examining ways of removing
(IWS) at a German and an vegetable matter from the
Italian mill.
yarn. He was assisted in this
The IWS and the Division work by Dr Lindsay Allan and
have been responsible for neg- Martin Prins. Dr Peter Lamb
otiating the deal with Loepfe. refined the concept and pro-

a Swiss company to bring SIROduced a miniaturised device,
with the help of a range of
people, particularly Martin
and another technical officer,
Steven Mihajlovic.
After a yarn is spun, it is
wound onto large packages,
and it is during this operation
that thick and thin places and,
now, coloured contaminants,
are cut out and the yarn rejoined with a splice.
The key to the success of
SIROCLEAR is in the illumination arrangement of its optical sensor which makes the
yarn 'disappear'. When an undyed yarn is wound past the
sensor there is essentially no
change in reflected light,
despite the continuous variations in yarn thickness and
structure. When a contaminant such as burr or seed passes,
there is a drop in signal and the
cutting mechnanism is triggered.
The device is so sensitive it
can pick up a single stained
fibre in a yarn at speeds of up
to 1600 metres per minute,
SIROCLEAR will offer substantial cost savings to producers of white or pastel wool fabrics, where dark fibres can be
disastrous.

***

lor·JohnKowalczewski
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lab toclOll8

The Division of Wildlife and Ecology's Deniliquin laboratory is
to close by next July as part of CSIRO's strategy to reduce
overhead costs in order to maintain vital research programs.
The Division's research at
Deniliquin is concerned with
the maintenance and restoration of semi-arid pastoral lands
and their continued productivity.
The bulk of the work conducted from Deniliquin is
based on a field site at Louth,
near Cobar - seven hours'
drive from Deniliquin - and
hence just as accessible from
Divisonal headquarters in
Gungahlin, Canberra.
Deniliquin-based staff will
transfer to Gungahlin to continue current research progams.
The move had been foreshadowed to staff last year but
the decision at that time was to
delay any move for five years
when the field trials at Louth
were completed.
The budget shortfall has
forced the Division to act
sooner, and it was with some
regret that Division Chief Dr
Brian Walker, announced the
decision to staff in May.
'Deniliquin has been a wonderfully successful base for
CSIRO research over many
years,' he said.

Dr Walker told staff that he
and members of the CSIRO
Board and Executive Committee were aware of the considerable personal inconvenience
the move would cause them
and their families. CSIRO's
latest budget shortfall, however, had made it essential to
consolidate staff at fewer locations.
He said CSIRO's funding
position was such that if research vital to the nation was
to continue, it was imperative
that action be taken to reduce
overhead costs.
The six laboratories of the
Division were reviewed and it
was decided that relocation of
the Deniliquin staff to Gungahlin was the only option
which would enable financial
savings without jeopardising
research in progress.
'The research program currently operating out of the
Deniliquin laboratory is a
major investment in the
nation's future and too important to lose. Our action to
reduce overhead costs will ensure that we don't lose that
investment,' Dr Walker said.

Dr John Kowalczewski, a post retirement research fellow at the Division of Building, Construction
and Engineeriug, has been awarded the James Harrison Medal by the Australian Institute of
Refrigeration, AirconditioninK and Heating (AIRAH).
Dr Kowalczewski, who retired in 1985, worked for CSIRO for 30 years and has made many
contributions to basic research in heat transfer and Onid dynamics, and applications in refrigeration,
airconditioning and a number of other areas.
(Incidentally, he featured in CoResearch in 1979 when he survived an air crash in Greece which
claimed 14 Jives. He was then assistant Chief of the Division of Mechanical Engineering, on his
way to a conference in China.)
He is shown above, left, receiving his James Harrison Medal from AIRAH Federal President.
Doug Elms.
AIRAH Journal Photo
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Teacher swaps classroom lor lab at
Environmental Mechanics
)<'or Lonise Rostron, working in a CSIRO research laboratory was an eye-opening experience in
more ways than one.
Louise is one of three Canberra secondary school science
teachers who participated in
the ACT Schools Authority's
'Teacher in Residence' program. She was seconded from
Caroline
Chisholm
High
School for four weeks in April
to work at the Centre for
Environmental Mechanics.
It was a very busy month. In
addition to taking part in research in the Centre's soil
physics program, Louisc developed a series of experimental projects to take back to her
school. sat in on a meeting of
the Centre's advisory committee and participated in the
Centre's Women in Science
program.
'Great' is how she describes
her reaction to working in a
research lab. ·It certainly has a
different atmosphere to the
classroom. One of the things I
enjoyed most was the quiet the opportunity to work without the noise, hubbub and
frequent interruptions of the
classroom'.
The Centre's Pye Laboratory provided other pleasant
surprises.
'I had imagined that the scientists would be closeted away
in their own little corners, but
instead I found an enormous
amount of interaction. There
were frequent discussions in
the Lab's tearoom and courtyards, a wide variety of laboratory and field experiments to
plan and execute and a number
of seminars to attend. There
was always something going
on.

'One simple experiment will
study the effect of the turbidity
of a water body on evaporation
rate,' she said. 'And this is real
research. It will bc exciting for
the students to do an experiment that is not "cooked", that
really is a venture into the
unknown.
'In another project we'll
look at the thermal stratification of Lake Tuggeranong,
That will give the students a
chance to study a part of their
own local environment.'
The opportunity to sit in on
the Centre's advisory committee meetings dispelled another
myth about CSIRO scientists.
'The presentations were very
informative. Far from being
"airy fairy", the people justified what they were doing in
down-ta-earth, understandable ways.'
During the last week of
Louise's visit, 25 of her female
Year 9 students came to the
Pye Lab as part of the Centre's
Women in Science program.
They were given a brief tour of
the Lab and discussed career
paths and options with scientific and technical staff.

Encouraging girls to pursue
studies in science and maths is
part of Louise's job at Caroline
Chisholm High, 'We have our
own strategies, such as singlesex classes, journal writing and
special events, to get girls to
continue in science. It's a long
term project; we try to monitor
our success by following their
paths through college,
'When I first heard that the
Centre had a Women in Science program, I was sceptical.
In such a male dominated
workplace, I expected to hear
a few derogatory comments
about the idea. But I have
sensed nothing but strong support of and commitment to the
project.
'I really applaud CSIRO's
effort to encourage more
women to pursue careers in
science. The more of it, the
better.'
Refreshed by a month in a
CSIRO lab (' ... it was almost
like being
uni student
again .. .'), Louise is now back
in the classroom trying to
spread some of her enthusiasm, and that of the Environmental Mechanics staff, to her
science students,

'...1 could see real
progress am} solid output in
,just a few weeks... '

April CoResearch carried the story abont CSIRO's involvement
in Woolexpo at Armidale, but the photos took a little longer•••

It may be 8 o'clock on Friday night at Woo/expo, but Dr Keith

Dash, Manager of Rural Industry Relations for the Institute of
Animal Production and Processing, is still hard at work seeking
divine inspiration for words to express the CSIRO pointofview...

.. , while Nancy Mills Reid,' left, the Institute's Communication
Manager, has a more earthly approach with Sally Donovan and
Paul Joseph, principals of Pinnacle Promotions,

'I was also surprised by the
seemingly contradictory time
scales of the research. Many
research projects obviously
have lifetimes of years, yet I
could see real progress and
solid output in just a few
weeks.'
A good example is the work
Louise carried out with Ian
White and Steve Zegelin on
the development of the TOR
systems for measuring the
water content of porous materials, Although the full development of the system will
take several years, Louise's
research - examining aspects
of the TDR surface probe's
geometry on its effectivenessis a significant contribution.
By consulting widely with
the Centre's researeh staff,
Louise developed classroom
experiments based on the
Centre's work, She got a number of interesting suggestions,
from studying wind in the
human environment to determining just how wet the ground
is. But it was Ian Webster's
physical Iimnology program
that provided the most fascinating possibilities,

And after the razzamatazz of Friday night it was back to business
on Saturday and Sunday, Here VI' Geoff Foster, left, of the
Division of Entomology, expounds all the sex life of blowflies,
and...
Above, Louise Rostron and Ian White testing new TDR probes
at the Centre for Environmental Mechanics.

***

British scientist to
head AAHL

The head of one of Britain's major animal research divisions is
abont to leave England for sunnier skies in Anstralia.
Or Keith Murray has accepted the dual position of deputy
Chief of the Division of Animal Health and OIC of the Australian
Animal Health Laboratory at Geelong.
At present, he is in charge of the Division of Immunology and
Pathology in the Pirbright Laboratory of the British Animal and
Food Research Council's Institute for Animal Health. He is
expected to take up his new appointment in October. Or Murray
will replace Or Bill Snowdon, who retired at the end of April.
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... Betty Hall, Elders Pastoral Veteminary Adviser, discusses
another section of the CSIRO display in the Elders Pas/oral
Technorama with Mr Bob Gallagher of 'Abbey Green', Guyra.
Photos courlesy of Armidalc Express.

New EEO pl'Ogpam

First steJs towards better conditions
for disabled staft
For the first time in CSIRO's history, an equal employment opportuuity project is focusing on
the employment conditions of the Organisation's disabled staff.
The project will examine EEO Management Plan to the
issues such as access to employ- Public Service Commission for
ment opportunities and whe- approval and report annually
ther conditions and career on progress. Statistics relating
enhancement for people with to employees in the target
disabilities are fair.
groups must also be submitted
The CSlRO-wide assess- each year to assist in the
ment is being co-ordinated by Commission's evaluation of
CSIRO's Equal Employment CSIRO's program as a whole.
Opportunity Officer, Ms Pat'In the past the main emricia Ouinn-Boas, as part of phasis has been on women, but
the 1989 EEO program.
since we have achieved many
The aim is to achieve two of our goals with that group,
goals by the end of 1989:
other groups can now be tar• the identification of a geted,' Ms Ouinn-Boas said.
number of CSIRO employees
The 1987 EEO census showwho have disabilities, who are ed that 15 per cent of staff
willing to act as consultants employed at that time had
physical disabilities which
within the EEO program; and
• the establishment of a net- people at work knew about.
work of these employees enHowever, Ms Ouinn-Boas
abling them to eommunicate said there may be other diswith each other through regu- abled staff who did not declare
their disabilities for fear that
lar meetings or newsletters.
Ms Ouinn-Boas says the pro- their work performance would
ject, to bc carried out state-by- be judged less favourably,
state, will serve a number of Some also saw their disabilities
purposes.
as being irrelevant to their
'It will identify the number jobs.
of people in CSIRO who have
The issue of social justice is
disabilities; promote contact considered in formulating an
between employees and EEO EEO program but there are
officers; educate employers other considerations also.
within CSIRO about the extent
'Good management practice
and magnitude of the problems demands that an organisation
faced by people with dis- make the most of each member
abilities; and identify state con- of' staff so it ean benefit from
lactlLoutside. the Drganisalion~.•JJwiLjnj,:re.\lS~J!~prQl.l\l£lixity,'
who may be able to offer ad- Ms Ouinn-Boas said,
vice and help on disability
Awareness of the handicaps
issues,' she said.
of disability enables a 'reasonThe assessment has started able adjustment' by employalready with a close look at ers. This is when an employer
conditions in Adelaide.
makes changes to the physical
'What we glean will be app- environment, work procedures
lied throughout the Organisa- or duties of a position, enabling
tion. We are, in effect, estab- an employee with a physical
lishing a framework for investigation,' she said.
Maximum output
A review will be made of
current provisions or those
which need to be made to
enable any CSlRO employee
with a physical disability to
achieve maximum work output
and job satisfaction.
Comments and recommendations are also invited on how
people with disabilities can
make the most of development
and training opportunities, and
career advancement in general.
'Pcople with disabilities' is
onc of the four groups targeted
by legislation, which became
effective in July 1987, as requiring particular attention in
employment. This refers not
only to recruitment practices
but also to the provision of
support services and opportunities for staff development.
The other three targeted
groups are women, Aboriginal!
Torres Strait Islanders, and
migrants with non-English
speaking backgrounds and
their children.
Under the legislation, CSIRO is required to submit its

disability to achieve maximum
productivity with minimum
stress.
The costs of change are considered: whether they entail
the purchase of equipment,
the provision of special facilities or the use from time to
time of other personnel.

THE ADELAIDE STUDY
The EEO Sub Committee of
the Consultative Council decided to start thc disability
survey with a focus on a specific
geographical area.
Adelaide was chosen, partly
because of the enthusiasm of
Adelaide-based EEO Sub
Committee member, Mr Ralph
Gilbert, who has a disability.
Or Mel Hopgood, Adelaide
Safety Officer, was also keen.
Notices were displayed telling of the EEO Officer's
impending visit and inviting
staff members of the various
South Australian CS1RO work
sites to meet her to discuss the
issue of disability in the workplace.
'Surveys will enable us to
people with disabilities and to
gain better insight into what
gain better insight into what
needs to be done,' Ms OuinnBoas said,
'One of the most ~usefnl aspects of the visit has been the
identification of resources at
state level which CSIRO can
use, she said.
'This is the beginning of an
education campaign which will
highlight the need for adaptation throughout CSIRO,' she
I

Bal'i'rJones on the move

Science Minister Barry Jones made his 8 June visit to the Division
ot'Wool Technology a 'hands on' affair. MrJones, right, is shown
handling clumps of stained and contaminated wool automatically
detected and removed from a processing line with technology
being developed by Dr Grahame Abbott, left. As part of a whirl·
wind Geeloug visit, Mr Jones spent two hours at the Division
acquainting himself with a range of Wool Technology programs,
includiug the recently commercialised Sirocler device (see story
p.3).

,

J1I~

Above, Dr Pat Werner, Mr lanes and Mr Warren Sndwdon, NT
Federal Member.
CSIRO staff in the Top End made tbe most of a recent live day
visit by the Science Minister !larry .lones, devising a packed
schedule to ensure he saw as much scientific work as possible.
It was tbe Minister's Iirst visit to Darwin in almost Ii"e )'ears.
The trip included a visit to the Tropical Ecosystems Research
Centre laboratories where Mr Joues held a 'Darwin style' media
couference and met senior staff from each of the fom divisions
represented at TERC, as well as Siromath and Information
Services Unit stalt. TERC Director Or Pa' Werner was on band
to show tbe Minister around.
The Minister then spent a day at Kapalga, tbe Division of
Wildlife and ECOlogy's 750sq km research slation in Kakadu
National Park, 160km from Darwin.
The wet season conditions didn't seem
deter 'he Minister,
who showed great excitement when he held a frill neck lizard
caught by one of thc researchcrs.
It was then on to Katherine via the controversial Coronation
Hill. At Katherine Mr .lones inspected the Tropical Crops and
Pastures Katherine Research Statiou and met staff.
The Minister's visit proved a morale boost for staff, who said
later they hoped it wouldn't be another five years 'before we see
him in this neck of the woods again'.

'0

Above, Mr Ra/ph Gilbert on the ramp access to the Division of
Soils building in Adelaide.
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Double Helix member champions
CSIHO scientists
/0

Scientists in the honours list
Cont. from p.1
CSIRO scientists who were hononred in this year's Queen's
birthday list were:

jIlt

Dr Keith Norrish, who was
made an Officer in the general
division of the Order of Australia (A0), has made impor':jCU c.~-c-u.1.
e-c;,~S
tant contributions to the mining and agricultural industries,
>-~.."t:,d., CAA't: l.V'-~)l VI.by pioneering the use of x-rays
for chemical and mineral analysis. His development of x~L-s c~ C71 /v~
ray fluorescence spectrometry
has added enormously to the
A~H
1. i/
~Y:" e-J'trf:' ~r~ ';
efficiency of the Australian
mining industry.
<-<:-7~"
Dr Ken McCracken, who
was also made an AO for ser~
t-~J re-s-e~k ," "S<..-L-e/~ t-.ve·r(' v.-;<'7-/uA"-if ?"'1 Cl vices to space science and
.
/J
/"
.'. ~ •
1.,_
technology, would be well
Qr~<:!""hcv/~ ~ <:..w'V"">-O-f"- ,'-''1 ....,,,,,j"'l'o,f- i;;0,,,n, ~-e, known to CoResearch readers
-...l~ d
,t~-L a.r-e: c.L-c~ (..-rrvfl.c,~.A!·
(most re~ently, a profile
~<:J-I'<' ~
:y
-7'/
/ /t
..I
/.
appeared In the May Issue).
iA-z::.o-i-It cm (14"
~..t", Chc.-t ,-,-·vd ue~p
/~ Following a career as a physir'
:.
cist with the US space prog........., ~ r"<
vf 1
'-:I~'
t..O"
C-c7r1<..
ram he became foundation
To Mr, Hawke (Prime Minister),
Chi~f of the CSIRO Division
I am writing JO yOlJabout, the conditions some CSIRO
of Mineral Physics in 1972, and
scientists are working in.
0 bl H I' S '
COSSA Director in 1984. He
OU e e IX clence
received the CSIRO Medal
Last year, [on] Melbourne news and on Monday 8 May
1989 ABC TV news, there were stories on these conditions.
Club member Sher
last year.
Ritchie, aged 13,
Dr Bill Blevill has been
The weed research scientists were working in a greenhouse called'unsafa' (an understatement) several years
awarded the Medal of the
ago, In it they were doing important work on pest plants
feels so strongly
Order of Australia (AM), for
about conditions for
services to science, particularly
that will benefit Australia's farmers in years to come.
Last year's story showed some pest animal research labs.
CSIRO'
t
in applied physics. He joined
sClen IS S,
CSIRO in 1953 as a research
Tllis report ,said sewerage regularly leaked in, and electron
microscopes and other machines constantly broke down
she took the Prime
scientist specialising in photofrom,lackoLmalntenance. Several scientists had retired
Minister, Mr Haw!<e,
metry and radiometry. In 1976
earlysoassi
jobs.
he became the Division's Chief
These
t only on pensions.
to task over the
Standards Scientist and in May
If we
iencelo improve, it
matter. Her letter
1988 was appointed Chief. Dr
ns.
appears in full at left.
Blevin is recognised internatake
tionally as an expert in meascie
is.
surement matters, and is a
On8Mayy
help the scientific
member of the board of the
community by.
International
Bureau
of
A. starting a science committee with you at the head;
Weights and Measures in Paris.
B. creating more university scholarships for science and
Dr Katie Helms received
technology subjects;
her AO for services to agriculC. increasing government grants to industry research
D, and having a $1/4 million prize each year for 'Great
Australian Scientific Talent'.
I approve of all these measures except the last one (more
on that later).
These show you and your government have a positive
commitment to science in Australia. I believe B. and C.
should have been done long ago.
Now to the $114 million prize. I think this is somewhat ridiculous. Where is the money coming from???
I believe that money could and should be used to help
the appalling conditions some CSIFlO scientists are working
in. If you arranged for the conditions to be repaired soon,
you could still give out that science prize, only not for a few
years yet.
Here are some suggestions I don't think would cost much
but could helJ: conditions:
1. get several large sheds built, one for each department
with poor conditions. This would mean the scientists would
work in a sturdy building that wouldn't be SUbject to flooding, coming to pieces or springing leaks at inconvenient
times.
2. try and blly spare parts for the scientific machines
cheaply, and keep them for when the machines breakdown.
What chance is there of Australia progressing in science
of today and tomorrow if the conditions our scientists are
working in are not even equal to standards elsewhere?
I know running a large country as Australia requires
money and cutbacks have to
some of your ne
that prizemoney t
If you like, the $
the strugglin
pUblic aware
servic
In the e
businesses and gove
Thank you, from

-t:/.e
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tural research. She is a virologist and pathologist who
continues her research at Plant
Industry despite her recent
retirement.
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Dr Keith Non-ish
COlIgratulations
to
Earle
Smith, Divisional Administrative Officer fOl' the Division of
Tropicai Crops and Pastnres,
fOl' receiving an AM in the
hononrs list.
His award recognised his
lifelollg service to the Smf Life
Saving Association of Austn-alia. Elllrle joined the Association in 1942 at Kina and f!"Om
1948 onwards was associated
with the 11 club Point Danger
Branch in vlll,ious executive
positions.
Alth<mgh 110 longer ill the
'Iirst fiush of youth', Eade
continues to be active on tile
physical as well as the administrative side of surf life saving,
and !I'ains young swimmers
and organises and referees smf
carnivals.

epartment

New agreement
to research oil shale
J:IAA7JU. 'do ~ ~ is gone now, a victim of Coles' Brave New World Super-

ma~k7;the nfotor car. Ifwa;~~I)r;ver a one-roomed weather board extension on the front of

Kirgle's house, jutting out to the hare, compacted earth which served as a footpath in Stanhope
Street. In its windown were a pyramid of faded Winning Post Chocolate boxes, flyblown Milo
tins and a giant but yellowing Aspro box; the very basics of civilisation as we. knew it then.
In his declining years old
Doug Kirgle grew quite bitter
over the desertion of his customers and their new allegiance to the flash downtown
supermarket, which didn't
even home deliver. He would
stand in his soiled white apron,
just behind the tattered plastic
fly strips at the door, muttering
and glaring at the passers-by,
reluctant even to let you in to
the gloom of the interior. Inside, the shelves grew emptier
and dustier as the years went
by; with the sticky fly strips so
old that the mummified flies
would fall like autumn leaves
at the slightest breeze. Even
the famous and seemingly
irrepressible Amot!'s parrot
on the biscuit tin appeared to
lose its feathers. But it was not
always so. Time was when old
Doug could choose his customers.
He was never a particularly
friendly or rational character,
but Kirgle's shop ·wasmighty
handy when you lived on the
edge of town and didn't have
Above, CSfRO's muse, Dr fan White.
a car. Doug was really peculiar.
Once Uncle Bill went in to get dary education. He was also a for Kirgle's grocery. Unfortuhalf a pound of bacon for bit of a practical joker. John nately, Doug knew nothing
Sunday
breakfast.
Doug told Doug that the railways about statistics, let alone the
wouldn't sell it to him. It was had determined that steam differences between railways
all the bacon that was left and, trains ran most efficiently when and corner groceries. He appas he explained to Uncle Bill, the load in the tender was 60 lied these percentages to each
he couldn't possibly sell it to per cent by weight coal and 40 every customer. That caused a
him because someone might per cent water. All trains appa- major upheaval. For starters,
come in who wanted it.
rently had to aim to having a minimum purchase had to be
Doug developed a fascina- these optimal, specified per- about 14 and threepence
tion, really an obsession, with centages at all times.
ha'penny, to meet the minithe railways. He thought the
With some strange twist of mum required ratio of notes to
railways were the epitome of logic, old DOllg reckoned that coins. Since a packet of fags
good order, efficiency and these specified percentages cost two and six, this cut out a
modern civilisation. I doubt should apply equally to human lot more of his loyal, but under
that he'd been on a train since nutrition, 60 per cent solid age, customers. So trade withhe bought his Morris 10 deliv- food, 40 percent fluids. There- ered, but not old Doug's enery van. The carriages on our after you couldn't buy two thusiasm for the railways and
line were dog boxes made in pounds of potatoes without their specified percentages of
1894 and the trains were never buying a pint of milk; it was 70:30 and 60:40. Before he
on time. Doug drew up a very mandatory for every customer. passed on to that great marelaborate timetable for his This caused all sorts of head- shalling yard in the sky, he
family, based on the railways aches. Were, for example, fags infected his son, young
timetable. Every minute of a food? Were oranges solid or Dougie, with this enthusiasm.
their waking lives was speci- part solid/part liquid? CustomOne of my cousins tells me
fied. Sleeping, eating, wash- ers started to drift away as that young Dougie, like Johning, crapping - all to the metro- Doug's obsession with things ny Salt, has done very well for
nome beat of the rail clock he railway intensified.
himself. Apparently he's got a
kept in the hall.
To make matters worse, top level job in some governMajor problems first arose Johnny let slip the 'fact' that ment organisation in Canwhen Doug found out about the breakdown of monies paid berra. Now Canberra's railway
the railways specified percen- into railways ticket offices was station is tucked tidily, well out
tages. Actually Johnny Salt 70 per cent in bank notes and of sight and its population is
told him about them. Johnny 30 per cent in coins. Salty said to be highly educated and
got the intermediate certificate claimed that the railways speci- sophisticated (it would have to
locally then went to tech. in fied therefore that all ticket be, just be able to vote there),
Sydney and finally became offices should have these per- so I don't suppose that young
'something' in the railways centages in the till at the start Dougie has had much opporhead office. He was the town of each day.
tunity to introduce those railsuccess story and a shining
If it was good enough for the ways specified percentages
example of the power of secon- railways, it was good enough there.
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The Division of Fuel Technology and the United States
Department of Energy are looking to the future, with an
agreement to co-operate on oil shale research.
The move rellects the view and studies of mineral reacof scientists that governments tions and their relationship to
should not be complacent the control of air pollution.
about the current ample world
The agreement follows a
supply and relatively low prices Memorandum of Understandof crude oil. In fact, Australia ing on Energy Research and
is facing a serious decline in its Development signed in April
crude oil self sufficiency, and 1988 by the Australian and US
which is predicted to stand at governments.
about 55 per cent of our conAustralia's major oil bearing
shales are in eastern Queenssumption by 1990-91.
In the absence of major new land and co~tain an oil supply
oil discoveries the decline will equal to 20 bllhon barrels of 011
continue thro~ghout the next - n~o:e than 10 tim~s the
decade. This trend will have a rema1l1111g Bass Stratt 011
major impact on our unfavour- reserves....
able balance of payments.
The DIVISion has researched
· . .
Cl . f D P t
the properties of oil shale since
D. \VISIOn
. l1e
r
e er 1982. A report on CSIRO
Alfredson SaId the new agree- research in this area may be
ment was another step towards f
d l' E
58 S
r
' h'
'1 h I ' bl
oun
n <cos
, umme
esta bl IS .1I1g 01 S a e as a VIa e 1988/89.
alternattve to petroleum.
The Fifth Australian WorkThe Division's scientists shop on Oil Shale is being held
h~ve always w?rked closely by the Division at Lucas
WIth colleagues 111 the US. Dr Heights 7-8 December. Full
Alfredson SaId the latest agree- details of the conference progment formalised this relation- ram will be available in Sepship and was expected to. lead tember, and enquiries should
to much closer co-operatIOn.
be directed to the Division of
It covers analysis of mining Fuel Technology, Private Mail
methods, optimisation of oil Bag 7, Menai NSW 2234, opr
production during retorting telephone 02-543 3005.

Above, Division Chief Dr Peter Alfredson, left, and Mr Richard
Williamson, Deputy Assistant Secretary fO"lnternational Affairs.
USDOE, at the signing of the oil shale agreement.

Above, seated, Dr Alfredson and Mr Williamson, and standing
left to right, 01' Alastair Christie from the Department of Primary
Industries and Energy, Mr Gene De La Torre from USDOE, Mr
Thomas Timbario, Vice President of EA-MueJler Inc, Ms Elizabeth Buffum from USDOE and Dr Alfred Ekstrom, assistant
Chief of Fuel Technology.

Obituaries

'i~
MP WADaunt

The recent death of Mike Jermyn at the age of 68 brings to an
The sudden death of William Achilles (Ach) Dannt on 30 April
end a lifetime of scientific achievement and outstanding service
has removed from the scene one ofthe quiet workers who contribnot only to CSIRO but also to the community at large.
nted to CSIRO's effectiveness in the decades after World War 11,
In April 1946 Ach was in the main, research. MaxiMike was a Chief Research
He contributed greatly to
Scientist at the Division of the life and character of the
appointed as a temporary clerk mum use ... implies not only the
to the CSIR Section of Tribo- employment of the best reProtein Chemistry (now Bio- Division. He had an encyctechnology) when [le retired lopaedic memory and an outphysics, headed at the time by search and administrative
Dr Stewart Bastow and revel- stafL.but also ... the producstanding general knowledge,
three years ago.
ling in its new name after some tion of a co-operative and
He served as Editor of the which was always at the disyears as the Section of Lubric- congenial
atmosphere'
CSIRO Officers' Association posal of his colleagues. In
(CSIRO Div. Mat. Sci. Tech
ants and Bearings.
Bulletin for a time and his matters pertaining to biology,
As with many similar Archives, file PH/D AVII).
literary creation, James Pond his knowledge was astonishappointments, the temporary
Just how well Ach lived up
PhD was, for many years, 'an ingly wide and varied. His dry
tag soon became farcical and to this philosophy is shown by
entertaining feature of that wit and philosophical sense of
Ach formally became perma- the nostalgia with which his
humour will be long rememjournal.
bered.
Above, Dr Michael Jermyn. nent, and ultimately Divisional colleagues look back on those
Sadly, he had been in poor
Administrative Officer.
days with gratitude for the way
His wide range of interests Below, Mr W A Daunt.
health since his retirement and
For nearly 20 years he oper- they were able to get on with
was unable to enjoy to the full included politics and he served
ated alone as the administra- their tasks with the minimum
as Councillor on the Northcote
his many interests.
tion for the Chief, Dr Waiter of fuss. In his unobtrusive way,
City Council, where his scienMike Jennyn was a New tific background was invaluBoas (who became Chief in Ach was seen as a vital player
Zealander and he graduated able to the inner city commit1949), and some 50-60 staff, in all the research teams.
BSc and MSc (First Class Hon- tee grappling with environIn the early 1970s, the size
with responsibility for all the
ours in Chemistry) at Canter- mental problems.
activities of estimates, finance, of the Division was dramatibury College (now the Univcrpurchasing, stores accounting, cally increased with a split of
He was a prolific reader, an
sity of Canterbury). He first
travel, correspondence, leave activities onto three sites in
art collector, a proficient
came to Australia in 1941 to
records, etc, even down to the Melbourne and one in Adelpainter and an enthusiastic
work as a munitions chemist at
counting and delivery of the aide. When the administrative
cultivator of native plants.
the Explosives Factory, Destaff also increased dramaticash pay each fortnight.
He met and married Ida
fence Force Laboratories.
In his own words, his philo- cally, Ach moved to Fisherwhen they were both students
sophy was that' ... the administ- mens Bend in 1972 to look
In 1946 he went to Cam- at Canterbury College and they
ration of the Organisation is after the Engineering Ceramics
bridge University to study the were a devoted couple. She
not an end in itself but a means and Refractories Group, a post
cell wall changes which occur and their son and daughter,
of making the maximum use of he held until his retirement in
in ripening fniit and for this survive him.
the funds available to the Or- 1975.
work he was awarded a PhD
ganisation whose function
Ach's quiet mien, shy smile,
Dr J F K Wilshire
in 1948. After studying micgenerosity and gentleness berobiology for a year he joined
lied the fact that during World
the Biochemistry Unit of the
War II he had served as a
Wool Research Laboratories
Dr David Goodchild, formerly of the Division \lf Plant ludustry,
Flying Officer in the RAAF.
(later the Division of Protein
After pilot training hc ferried
died after a loug illness on 16 May 1989. One way or another,
Chemistry) and began his 35
David touched most of liS throngh his varied activities, many of
Beaufighters to the Middle
year association with CSIRO.
East and operated them from
which centred on electron microscol'Y'
His initial project was invesBengal to Burma before capDavid was born in Sydney in ional Committee on Electron
tigating fundamental aspects 1930. He undertook a BSc.Agr Microscopy and in 1968 orgtaining Liberators over Burma
of the action of fungi on textiles at the University of Sydney, anised, with Barry Filshie, the
and Siam (as it was then).
and, in po.rticular, the degrada- graduating with honours in first Australian Conference on
Apart from his official
tion of cellulose, with special 1953. His PhD was done in the Electron Microscopy. Many
duties, Ach participated in
emphasis on the enzymes of Faculty of Agriculture at the others followed.
Divisional social activities, parStachybolrys alra. His research University of Sydney. Towards
In 1974, David was the Secticularly bridge and cricket.
over the next 20 years encom- the end of his PhD work he retary of the organising commHe was a regular member of
passed general organic chemis- went to UCLA and received ittce for the Eighth Internathe bridge set that met for
try, carbohydrate chemistry, an MA. In 1959 he joined the tional Congress on Electron Above, Dr David Goodchild
games in most luch breaks
protein chemistry (particularly Division of Plant Industry as a Microscopy held in Canberra.
private and commercial dona- during the 1950s and 1960s;
glycoproteins),
plant bio- grass
virologist.
Virology
In 1968 hc produced the first tions*, will sponsor The David here his occasionaly unorthochemistry and microbiology. quickly led him to an electron Directory ot Electron Micros- Goodchild Award. This will be dox bidding raised the odd
In recent years his research microscope.
cope Users in Australia, an in- made at each Australian Con- eyebrow but never (well,
had centred on the lectins or
Over the next 30 ycars, valuable directory which has ference on Microscopy, and hardly ever!) drew a cross
phyto-haemoglutinins.
David's research centred on flourished under Colin Beaton will support a young electron word.
structure-function studies of: in recent years.
His pre-war experience in
microscopist working in biolHe discovered and characlegume root nodules; chloroFrom 1980 to 1986 David ogy to attend an international district cricket made him an
terised the beta-Iectins and
plasts; and protein synthesis chaired the National Commit- electron microscopy meeting.
essential part of the Divisional
demonstrated their ubiquitous
and accumulation in develop- tee and oversaw the establishcricket team which regularly
We have lost a dear friend
occurrence in plants, and the
ing plant seeds.
ment of the Australian Society who was a constant source of did battle with a mixed bag of
relationship between plant
Anything involving electron of Electron Microscopy.
comment and blunt, honest chemists, etc, from Fishermens
species and the particular lecmicroscopy held intense attracAs many CSIRO people are opinion. He was quick to criti- Bend.
tins present.
tion and his exceptionally wide aware, David's activities were cise but also quick to be on
His contribution as an openHe investigated the possible reading made him an amazing not confined to microscopy. hand when required. His re- ing bat was always vital and he
He was responsible, in 1968, cent letters in CoResearch on top scored in the last· two
roles played by lectins in self- source of information.
David had three periods of for the establishment of the the corporate centre indicate games of which records still
recognition by plants, particularly in the reproductive pro- extended research overseas ACT branch of the CSIRO how thorough he was in resear- exist. After retirement, Ach
took great enjoyment in both
cess. This research led to during his CSIRO years. First- Benevolent Fund, and was its ching matters which concerned
his bridge and his golf, achievhim.
extensive collaboration with Iy, in tile early 1960s in Califor- chairman for 17 years.
The confidential nature of
To his wife Margaret and ing proficiency in both.
groups at Melbourne and La nia, he 'learnt' electron microscopy. Then in 1969170, his visit this work means few of us will daughters Robyn and Libby,
Ach will always have a speTrobe Universities.
to San Francisco resulted in ever realise how many of his we offer our deepest sym- cial place in the memories of
all of us who had the good
Mike served as acting Chief David establishing in Australia colleagues benefited from the pathies.
of the Division on several the new technique of freeze Fund. He was also active in
Stuart Craig fortune to work with him.
occasions and represented the fracture. In 1980 in York he dealings with CSIRO BenevoJ A Spink
Division of Plant Industry
Division on various commit- was also involved in low temp- lent Funds throughout AustraJ F Nicholas
& Liz Tynan
lia and was considered a motitees. His independence of erature studies.
CoResearch Is produced by the Public
In 1966, David joined coll- vating force in this area.
thought made him particularly
• N. B. The Trust is still accept- Affairs UnU for CSIRO staff. Readers
In recognition of his many ing donations trom individuals orc invited to contribute or offer suggesM
effective in his role as the eagnes John Farrant, D G
for articles. The deadline Is tile
Division's ombudsman, a duty Drummond, George Rogers contributions, The David or organisations. Call Stuart at tions
last Monday before the Issue month.
he performed with tact and and John Sanders on the Acad- Goodchild Trust was set up in lite Division at Plant Industry
Editor: Ltz Tynan, PO Box 225,
emy of Science sponsored Nat- 1987. The Trust, funded from tor details.
understanding.
Dickson ACf 2602. PH: 062-48 4479.
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A survey commissioned by the CSIRO Ollicers Association, which indicated strong commnnity s.;pplli't
for Australian R&O, will be nsed by the OA in its campaign in marginal elect,orates later this year.
OA President John Stephens
'The main aim is to put R&D
the respondents said research in la
said the McNair poll, which found high up on the political agenda so computers and robots should be
over SO per cent of respondents that all political parties have to
the responsibility of industry,
believed Australia should ~'t least respond to it at the forthcoming
Eighty-five per cent said scienequal the IlIghcr
spenchng on federal election' he said
t'IS tS an d
'
~.
engmcers
were b est
R& D l:y other countnes, e~ccedThe opimon poll of 1040 people
suited to determine the direction
was carried on 26-28 May out by
of Australia's R&D effort. Only
cd, hIS Wildest expectations.
~e now ,have a ~lcar stat~ment AGB. MeNair as part?f a ,national
two per cent said politicians were
of COm?'Ul~lty 0plmon that cannot 'oml1lbus' survey whIch meluded
best suited to determine this <hrecquestions about other subjects as
tion.
be demed, he sOld.
Se,enee MmlSter Barry Jones well.
The results have been analysed
,.
.
told CoResearch he was 'gratified', though not surprised by the
. 1he mtervlews were ~ondueted ill various ways, according to
demographic indicators such as
poll. 'I had always thought there face to face WIth a sCientifically
was wider sympathy for R&D in selected ~andom sample at nu~er- age, marital status and education.
Mr Stephens said it was significant
the general community than sup- ~us t r ocatlOl1s
throug lOut
that those groups who could be
posed by politicians, bureaucrats
us ra H . \ . .
..
seen to be suffering most from
and the media,' he said.
The flfst sc~ence questlOl1 lllharder economic times - e.g.
He said the conventional wis- volved expendIture on R&D and
young families - were almost as
dom that Australians were only asked people. to indicate ha.'"
positive on the need for higher
interested in sport was false.
much Austraha should spend m
levels of R& D funding as other
Although the general commun- compansol1 WIth countnes such as
groups.
ity, like politicians, bureaucrats the USA, Japan, West Germany,
and the media, did not have a real France and Sweden. FIfty three
Mr Step hens said a possible
understanding of research, there per cent answered that AustralIa interpretation of this strong supwas far more appreciation of its should spend, p~r head~ the same port for R&D arose from a peraims than found among the policy as these countnes, while 18 per ception of science as a source of
makers, he said.
cent sUld we should spe?d a bIt answers to both environmental
'There seems to be a strong more and 10 per cent saId much problems and economic developview in the bureaucracy that re- more.
ment needs. 'That is, we need Above, Dr Bol, Brown, Chief of the Division of Manufacturing
~earch is a form 'of middle dass
Less than onc in five people research to resolve the problem of TedulOlogy, presses-1he bulton which uetivates--the -m€chani:m'l wl-ltch
welfare - Balmain basket weaving said we should spend less than we being "green" and "progressive" officially opens new laboratory facilities at the Division's Sydney Site.
See over the page 'who' cllt the ribbon.
for boffins - simply using public are now spending.
at the same time.'
Nw/v: Maria Basaglia
money to keep the scientists
Another question asked about
......................m
mm
#*#
amused,'hesaid. This view dearly who should be responsible for
was not reflected in the commun- funding R&D into six different
ity.
areas. Of these l agricultural proMr Stephens said the results of duction, methods for discovering
the poll would be made as widely natural resources and the estabknown as possible, and would lishment of new, technologically
feature prominently in its pre- advanced industries were menelection campaigning. The OA tioned by about half the respon- The long-beld ambition of Sydney-based National Information Network regional manager Or Yvonne
has targeted marginal electorates, dents as being the equal responsi- Esplin, to establish an automatic national CSIRO telel,bone information service, has become a reality.
Sirodial is now operating, sup- duced a Ilew '0055 facility' which those prepared by tbe Australian
mall1ly in Melbourne, to push the bilityofgovernmentandindustry.
Medical Journal, the Australian
message that the Government is
Research
into
bushfires, plying frequently-requested infor- enables a caller to ring from
not doing enough to support
drought and soil erosion was seen mation to the general public and anywhere in Australia at a flat Veterinary Association and the
Dental Health Foundation. IntelAustralian R&D and to rally as being mainly the responsibility school children on a v~riety of rate of 50 cents per minute.
Each CSIRO recorded message eom's fifth digit, as the informafurther community support.
of government, while about half subjects. (see list below), and
more wIll be added next month.
is about three minutes, so that
lion provider, is the last '5', so
Dr Esplin said the idea first works out at about $1.50 a call, of that the prefix for Sirodial is
Expenditure per head of popUlation on scientific R&D
arose from a telephone informa- which CS1RO gets 25 cents.
effectively '00 555'
tion service organised by Mr Bob
Dr Esplin said Inteleom, a
The CS1RO messages have
Couper of the (then) Division of communications bureau owned been prepared by a number of
Building Research some years by Consolidated Press, is handling people, including Dr Esplin her3
15
18
10
53
TOTAL %
ago. However, that service was Sirodial and will promote it as self, plus Mr Si mOll Grose of the
restricted to Melbourne and be- part of its extensive marketing Public Affairs Unit, Ms Beryl
Area
cause of the technology available program. The CSlRO messages Morris of N1N in Adelaide, Mr
14
2
51
13
19
Sydney
then was rather cumbersome.
fit in well with others in the Peter Rutledge from the Division
4
54
19
7
14
Rest of NSW
But -now Telecom has intro- Intelcom catalogue. which include of Food Processing, and others.
2
55
17
12
14
Melbourne
The subjects now available are:
Those items in the pipeline include:
16
4
49
10
18
RestofVlc
52
14
4
22
8
Old
Risillgdamp:
005552124
The ozone layer
8
4
20
57
9
SAINT
"2125
'Dry rot' ill timber
Fleas & cockroaclJes:
4
15
18
52
6
WA
"2126
Low energy IlOlISillg
Roofillslllatioll:
6
7
11
56
19
Tas
.

_

•

_

,

q

_ , .

Sirodialserviue;upand running

11
9

19
16

50
56

15
14

4
3

6
9
13
11

26
16
16
14

47
56
52
56

18
14
14
13

3
2
4
4

FlI,!nel web spiders:
Asbeslosill the home:
Bllshfire-proofllOlIsillg:
Keepillg olltside lIoise olllside:
MOllldinlhellOme:
Thegreenhollseeffect:
Wood borers:
Lichen growth on roofs:

10
7
1"

17
13
33

53
59
42

15
16
9

4
2
2

Further suggestions are welcome, and stalf shonld contact Or
Esplin on 02-416 7441 if they wish
to discnss Sirodial.

Sex
Male
Female

Age
Under25
25-29
40-54
55 and over

Education
Some secondary
Some tertiary
Completed unl

.-:. -

/ ' P)

;;,,7 ,

"2127
"2128
"2129
"2130
"2131
"2132
"2133
"2134

Choleslerol
Vegetariall diel,.
Fibre ill Ihe diet
Is red meat good for YOII?
Spoilage offood
Storage offood
Composlillg
Growing earthworms
Land degradation
Space news

Letter to the Editor

From the Chi
Executive
A column by
Or Keith
Boardman
The release by the Australian Bureau of Statistics of the latest
figures on eX!Jenditure on R&D in Australia received widespread media coverage. Contmry to expectations, the figures
showed a decline in R&D as a percentage of Gross Domestic
Product and highlighted the reluctance of the Australian
manufacturing industry 10 ill\'est in the future.
Australia is falling further
he hind the advanced industrial
nations in its expenditure on
R&D, in spite of a tax incentive
for R&D which is probably the
best in the world. The decline in
R&D as a percentage of GO I' also
reflects the cuts in appropriation
funding for public sector research,
particularly to CSIRO, which
shows a reluctance of the nation
itself to invest in Ihc future.
Senator Button, in a media
interview this month which was
reportcd widely, attackcd manufacturing industry for its attitudes.
and honestly admitted that the
Government's industry policies
had failed to correct the damage
done hy decades of import protection. Australia has built manufactu ring industries which on present
trends will never be able to compete in world markets. Competitiveness of mternational trade is
increasing. f\nQ, nl()rt:'... qep-~ndcnt
011 science-based technologies.
The wide discrepancies between the skills required to create
new products and win new markets and the realities generally
within manufacturing industry
make the task of identifying
national research priorities a difficult one.
The CSIRO Board has been
concerned for some time in identifying national research priorities, as a contribution to the
efforts of the Australian Rescarch
Council and as a basis for the

allocation of rcsources betwceo
the major sectors or technologies
of CSIRO researcb. The Board
formed a sub-committee, now
chaired by Mr Ward-Ambler. to
develop a framework for the
intersectoraJ
allocation
of
resources. This is being done in
close consultation with the me mbers of the Executive Committee.
The Board accepted the principles
in a paper prepared by Dr Gregson that National Research
Priorities and overaH priorities for
CSIRO, including intcrsectoral
priorities, rcquire both 'bottom
up' and 'top down' components.
The 'bottom up' part flows basically from the program/project
priorities of divisionslinstitutes
and takes account of the advice,
priorities and performance of
stakeholders. Thc 'top down' part
involves looking further ahead
and assessing the relative merits
of broad m:~as Qfr~seafghJJ~;ng
criteria such as econoniic benefits,
environmental/social
benefits,
R&D costs ancl transfer capacity.
The question must be asked, to
what extent are industries/companies in Australia able to exploit
successful research for the benefit
of Australia? If the capacity is not
there, could it be in the future and
can the intellectual property be
effectively cxploited by Australia?

N I~
~
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Dear Editor,
I resent the 'administration bashing' which is in vogue at the
moment in CSIRO and which is
evidenced by articles and comments reported in CoResearch.
Statements such as 'administration is the enemy'~ 'administrators
have a credibility problem'; 'a
waste of money', are derogatory
and demeaning to those of us who
work hard to provide a high standard of support for our research
effort.
Since thc McKinsey and Pappas
et al reviews. responsibilities for

many jobs formerly under the control of the RAGs and head office
have fallen on divisional administrative staff. While this has given
these staff the capacity to provide
a more efficient, streamlined service by allowing divisions local
control. it has also meant increased responsibility and a distinct
increase in workload. Indeed.
from" personal perspectivc, administrative staff at this laboratory
demonstrate a dedication and
responsibility to their work that
wouldn't be found easily in the

much admired private industry
workforcc to which we are often
compared.
If such comments and attitudes
as appear in CoRcsearch are typical of the attitudes of the majority
of our non-administrative staff.
then I fear my career and those of
many of my colleagues lie outside
this Organisation.
Denise Redfcrn
Laboratory Secretary
Tropical Cattle Research Centre
Rockhampton

Experiencing the multiplier enect

CSIRO's DOllble Helix Science C1l1b aims to stimlllate all excitement abollt sciellce ill young AllstraliDns,
alld yOIl don't lIecessarily have to he a memhcr of the c1l1b to get switched on, DOllble Helix has beell
running for over three years llod it's now at the stage where some members are actually moving out into
th,!-,cC)nunIlI)jtY.~Il<l sharillg their illterest ill science .with others frum beyolld the clllh. YOII might rail it 3
mllltiplier effect with Double Helix sowillg the first seeds.
A perfect example of Ihis was demollstrated recelltly by ACT Club memher Kylie Catcl.pole. Kylie, 15,
has takell her strong illterest in electronics to a lIearby primary school alld showlI year 3-4 stlldents how
to bllild their own crystal radio sets. Using only a block of wood, a few screws, a bit of wire and a cOllple
of inexpellsive electrouic components the stlldents at Hllghes Primary School qllickly assembled their radio
sets and were tllning into the air waves.
Pictllred above from left to right are Michelle Deady, 9, Jessica Dicl,erson, 8, Penny Hayden, 8, Alice
Kingshmd, 8, and Sam Haider, 10 - direct recipients of the Double Helix multilJlier effect.

I

New use for CSIRO robot technology

The CSIRO Board has adopted tile following selection criteria
for the Cllief Executive:
The Chief Executive must convey a strong 'statesman like' image
within the Organisation and to the broader scientific community - in
fact the Chief Executive ideally should be a distinguished scientist and
scientific leader. He or she must display strong leadership in promoting
support for CSIRO and research within the Australian community and
establishing CSIRO's strong role in Australia's future economic
development - including a commitment to streugthening CSIRO's
relationship with all industry sectors.
The Chief Executive must havc strong human resource management
skills including the capacity as a leader to promote corporate values
and to develop and enthuse staff at all levels.
The Chief Executive must have flexible management skills to oversee
the scale and diversity of CSIRO's charter and range of operations specifically to concentrate on the broad policy and accountability
responsibilities with effective delegation of much of the intcr-related
scientific, commercial. personnel and financial responsibilities.
The Chief Executive must have a capacity to interact constructively
with the Board, Government Ministers and senior officials in the public
and private sectors.
The Board bclieves that personal qualities will be of supreme
importance in the final choice and would in particular be looking for
intellectual honesty and a ~wlf critical approach to the position.

Above, this robot arm was activated by the blit/all pressed by DivisiOll of Mallllfactl/rillg Tee/lll%gy
Cftief Dr Bob Brown (see 1'.1). The Division has expanded its Sydney operation, alldfor more details
about ifs work 'here, tun' 10 p.5.
Photo: Mttr;a
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A Matter
of Opinion

by Dr Wilf Crane
Division of Forestry alld Forest Products
'Tree loss has been at the core of almost every aspect of land degradation in Australia. Tree replacement will he essential if we are to reR
develop the fertility of many of ollr degraded soils and maintain snstaiaable systems of agricnlhll·e.'
My own words, re-quuted from Richard Eckersley's Occasional
Paper No.}, Regreellillg A'/stratia and originally contained in the
summary of Trees: their key role ill rurallalld mallagement, a submission
by the Institute of Foresters of Australia to the House of Representatives Committee of Enquiry into Land Degradation in Australia, March
1989.
Understanding this role of trees, and particularly the relationship between trees and soil, is obviously thc key to the success of a program to
reverse land degradation (and some of our problems of society) based
on regreening Australia. However, Richard has concluded on the basis
of the best data and advicc available to him that thc relationship of
trees and soil \remains clouded in controversy and touched with mysticism Our understanding of the basic process involved in the interaction
between trees and soil and groundwater is still limited'.
Although the controversies are not detailed in Richard's paper, I
am aware by involvement of some of the main issues. One fundamental
question is:" how important arc trees in the formation of soil and sus~
tained fertility? I maintain that deep rooted perennials - trees in particular, are, on many Australia parent 'materials, an essential agency
of soil formation - especially in the duplex profiled soils. This implies
that wc may owe thc thin mantle of fertile loam ~ the basis of our agricultural existcnce in Austrafia - to trees. Trees which produce fulvic
acids and which are characterised by deep rooted cycling are associated
with 'podsolisation'; that process which, by discovery, founded modern
soil science in Russia and which is the fundamental process whereby
a fertile loam can be developed apart from and in association with an
underlying mtertile clay, on what might be described in Australia as
parent materials similar to toxic mine spoils. In the foresters' subHllssion, this relahonshlp of trees and soils is developed as being fundamental to all other roles of trees - including the fixation of atmospheric
carbon and nitrogen into the soil and the relationship of tree management with the major soil degradations of erosion, salting' and acidity.
What a remarkable situation in Australian science. In the face of so
many previous warnings, such as E A Southwell's classical collection
in 1950 of essays on 'Food. Soil and CivmsHtion', we have arived at
his predicted point of crisis, with a scientifically elite society in charge
or the world's most fragile ecosystems, but without the basic data or
scientific consensus on which our future will be based. On fnee value,
the $100 minion regreening progratn and environmental strategy for
the future of our land, to be announced on 20 July by the Prime
Minister, may be bm,ecl more on faith than on hard nnalytical science,
Thus one major contribution of Richard's paper is tbe identification
of this gap. What is the relationship of trees and soils - are trees the
answer?
The technological questions arc just as important. What is the best
stable land use for Australia'? What agroforest combinations of tree,
grass, bea~t and soil process are optimal? Might we be wasting $lOO
million in a vain attempt to replace native trees into the lethal environment which was the demise of the parent trees, i.e. rural dieback'?
Two critkal stl'Utcgic (IUcstioJls arising from the Imper are:
a. can Australia afford to be Just green? The primary justification for
the program of reforestation is ~nviromnental. The strategy does d~ta~1
the fact that it will also have 'slgniticant economic effects', but thiS IS
not a primary or equal-primary aim, The economics are listed more in
terms of sllstnining (OUf present?) agricultural productivity and an
export industry in management skills and tourism.
Should we not be farming as much as greening, like the New Zealanders, with wide-spaced sylviculture.s of commcrcially lIseful tree crops
in agroforest combination with grazing? 1 could not find the commercial
word 'agrot'orestry' in the paper. But agroforestry is the new, inter~
nationally accepted system and word for Hn analogue mimic of nature's
'savannah woodland', In structure, savannah woodland (agroforest) is
the environmentally stable system (usually including a dnplex-profiled
soil) which h<.\s heen tested, by nature, over evolutionary time on much
of arable Australia. 'Agroforestry' is specifically listed as one of the
three major forstry/envlronl11cntal pres.sures the Government recognises, as outlined in the recent 'Research Innovation and Competitiveness' statement by Mssrs Kerin and Cook, And agroforcstry in theory,
equally transcends the two separate corporations which Kerin and Cook
have announced will adminbter forestry rCl)carch in future: the Natural
Resources R&D Corp and the Forest Industries R&D Corp.
But wide spaced sylvicul\ure and agroforesty is also almost untested
ill Australia and the question again arises - might we see money
misspent, not only in single purpose strategy but also due to a dearth
of techn(Jlogy.
ConI. 011 p.ll

The past 12 months has seen the emergence of many issnes in Allstraliall sciellce, alld ot'ten the 'I"estioll
has been asked lis there a crisis in science'!'.
Reduced
science
funding, propose solutions but don't have. ings of scientists with other profesinadequate career paths, the rise the means to implement these
sions. Is there a problem in reof the science lobby and the the solutions, or the necessary recruiting new scientists and it so
role of science in dealing with our sources to do the research.
what should be done about it?
environmental problems are at
ANZAAS ha.• organised a conThb should include the role oJ
the forefront. Perhaps of greatest ference to look at some of these
women in science.
interest to the general public is the issues. The aim is to examine the
2. HumulI resources
question of the environment. position of science and technology
What are the human resource
Politicians are taking more notice in Australian socIety and to assess
needs for scientifically truined
of this issue now that they sec its perceived worth in the Austrapeople in Australia ill the neal
votes in it.
lian community. It's hoped a
future and the next century? How
The degradation of the environ- document will emerge from it
will people be trained and rement will not be averted without which will be presented to all
trained?
enormous input from the scientific major political parties.
3. Crilicalanalysis "fnew governcommunity. The irony of the
The conference is aimed at
ment initiatives
world environment problem is working scientists and technolArc these enough and will they
thut, in large measure, it has been ogists, The program wiJl cover the
encourage new recruitment into
caused by the domination of the following topics:
science'?
world by humans and the results 1. Careers ill science
4. I'nblic perceptions of the role
of their science, and yet call only
Consideration of the career
of science and scientists in Aust..
be solved by further scientific path, pay and working conditions
",Iia
effort.
of scientists in industry, governWhere does this leave scien- ment and universities. Compari5. The changing "ole of science
tists? Often scientists are able to son of the prospects and life earnsociety.

The present and.the 'uture

Canning Tregeagle
Jol/ll Ive, left, of the Divisioll of Wildlife alld Ecology, with !lintudellt
it, t!lis yell/"s CSIRO Studelll Research Research Scheme, Ross
Call1lillg of PhWp College, celltre, ar the lallllch of the 1989 scheme
ill Canberra. A j'ormerparticipallt in tlJcsdleme, Seanl'regellgle right,
1I0W works with Johll as a direct reslllt of his participatioll ill the
scheme ill 1984. 1'he CSIRO Studellt Resellrch Scheme is iljoiJ1l project
with the ACT Schools Authority lIlId rhis year is beillg spollsored by
the ACT Office of Illdustry alld DevelopmeJ1l. It IIIIS offered plilce., to
}'ear 12 students ill Canberra ,ViJ1l·e 1982 and 110 JP ]JrOl'hJe~' 40 positions
ill CSJRO,ANV, ADFA, BMR, tl"ACTAdmillistratioll alld CCAE.
j
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LAWMAN

disposes of
waste problem
While we l1'ot ab"ut wltat disasters
the greenhouse cUed llIay hl'ing,
there's a very real environmental
problem causing havoc l'ight no,"'
- solid waste disposnl.
Sydney alone is generating ovel
2.5 million tonnes of rubbish a
year, an increase of more than a
million tonnes in less than a
decade. And in VictOria, every
man, woman and child gcnerate:-.
over 800 kilograms of rubbish u
year
The q uesl fur ways to dispose
of rubbish efficiently has prompted the Division of Building,
Construction and Engineering's
software experts to come up with
LAWMAN, as reportcd fl\ the
latest issue of the Division's
magazine, FOCHs.
LA WMAN is a microcomputer
package for regional strategic
planning for solid waste disposal.
It was funded by tile Fcdcral
Office of Local Government and
the Queensland Local Government Authority. The latter wa~
interested in promoting a regional
approach to waste disposal and
neerled 10 choose a suitable site
from 12 or so in geveral municipalities, and asked ror a tuot
which would give optimal configurations for up to 15 years intn
the future.
LA WMAN can come up WIth
the most economically efficient
transportation and landflll disposalmethods for municipal and,
if required, industrial, waste.

Forestry involved in major silviculture
project in Victoria
The Division of Forestry and Forest Prodncts is participating in the
Victorian Government's multi-million dollar SiIvicnltnral Systems
Project in the Gippsland region of Victoria.
The rescarch agreement bet- research queslions generated by
ween the Division and the Depart~ the management of this important
ment of Conservation, Forests resource.
and Land (CFL) involves three
Or John Raison and Or Partap
projects for which CFL pays oper- Khanna and their group have
ating costs and the Division pro- made baseline studies of the soil
vides personnel. Or Ken Old, the nutrient levels and f1uxes in the
leader of the Division's Native three soil types in the area. This
Forests Program (NFP) , describ- has led to a study of the effects of
ed it as 'a good example of co- some of the main treatments on
operative research',
soil fertility and tree nutrition.
Several years ago Victoria pro- Identifying and reducing limitaduced a timber industry strategy. tions on tree growth promises H
One of the recommendations was higher yield of limbe from forests
that there should be a scientific - the extent of which is subject to
evaluation of the options for sil- competing land uses.
vicultural management of the
Mr Jamie Hoare is studyll1g
major forest types in the state,
coppicing capacity of silvertop
These options included c1ear- and white stri~gybark after c1earfelling and slash burning, and also felhng and Will study vegetatIon
selection and shelterwQod sys- dynamlcs .to assist man.agcrs to
terns.
secure desired regeneration.
It
. .
.
..
.'
Or Old and Mr Mark Dudzinski
lVeStIgatl~ns are bel~g earlled arc looking at the consequences
out a~ a senes ?f natl~e for,est of stem wounding for the ctevelopexpeflmenta~ Sites,
tncl~dIng ment of defect and decaY of silver~tands of alpme. and mountam ash top and white stringyhark. An
111 the Great D,v,dmg Range al~d
understanding of the factors ina s,lvertop/stn.ngybark forest 111 fluencing decay in trees will help
coastal East Glppsland.
forest managers to maintain morc
: The Canberra group of the NFP trees in the high-value sawing
IS working wIth CFL at the East categories and to reduce waste.
Gippsland site near Orbost at
'Native forest management is a
Cabbage Tree . Cr~ek. A small crucial issue, especially in the
laboratory on Site 18 aVailable to south east of Austmlia.' said Dr
the group.
Old. 'Wc have the opportunity to
Above, vigorously growing 30 year old silvertop ash. Good managemenl of regrowth slallds offers the opparWork on the site, about four provide some of the data on which
fUnil v to obtain sustaillable yields of high quality wood supplies from this extensive resource.
hours' drive from the ACT, offers well-informed management deci_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ a great opportunity to address key sions can be based.'

CD-ROM 'first for Inlol'malion
Services Unit
In an Allstrlllian first, the CSIRO 1III'0l'lnlltion Services Unit (ISU) has
tllken a mighty leap illto the CD-ROM* pnblisbing Held.
What makes the exercise diffcAll the photos on the disc may
rent and new is that this CD-ROM be viewed in both high resolution
contains photographic images, (640x400) or low resolution
while most CD-RaM's to date (320x200) VGA modes - hence
have been llsed in libraries to the name in the title. Access to
disseminate large textual data- the various collections is driven by
bases - e.g. Medline, a medical easy to use menu structures.
database.
Hardware requirements are an
The lSU entered into a eoUab- IBM AT/XT, or compatible, with
orative venture with Footscray VGA card, CD-ROM player with
Institute of Technology (FIT) and Microsoft's CD-ROM extensions
McMaster Sutton Garland Shaw
Royal Melbourne Institute of and colour monitor.
Technology (RMIT) to produce
As part of the collaborative
this disc with the prosaic title of agreement in this project, the lSU
'VGA CD-ROM Sampler'.
has requested 50 copies of the
CSIRO's contribution was lOO CD-ROM disc, so a copy of the
coloured slides chosen largely disc will be supplied to each
from those lIsed in the Biccntcn- division soon.
nial Exhibition, but supplemented
The driving force behind this
bv some others from the Film and product has been Or Neil Shaw
Video Centre, to represent the from
Footseray
Institute's
work of all divisions.
Technology
Based
Training
Some CSI Ra theme music and Group (TBTG), who provided
textual information was added to the expertise, software and frame
enhance the versatility of the disc.
grabbing facilities to make the
It's envisaged that such a pro- project feasible. The disc was
duct woufd be used for hands-on mastered and replicated by Disdisplays/demonstrations in the sci- ctronics.
ence educalion centres and al
F'or the ISU, and in particular
opcn days and other publicity the staff involved in this project
functions. It also is a prototype (Dr Bifl Garland, Joy Sutton and
for exploring the potential for Max McMaster), this has heen an
CD-ROM for a number of appli- experience gathering exerci~c to
cations, such as collections of vast explore applications in CS1RO.
numhers of objects such as slides,
For rurther information or to
maps. remotely sensed images, arrange a detnonstration, call 03electron micrographs, insects or 4tH 745"3.
plant' could become easily man(* ('f)-ROM slands Jar ('omaged and widely accessible,
pact Disc - Read Only ,Wemorv,)
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MonouraPh series starts with
f~~~r~Y:c :.::~te primi Ive ghost moths
La,!JoPaIDPY CI'lI!tsmen

CSIRO's laboratory craftsmen (LCs) work in a variety of roles
supporting research and providing a central service. They are involved
in dnties such as the design and mannfacture of novel eqnipment and
the maintenance of sites und facilities.
The laboratory craftsmen trans- • to better ntilise existing and
lation (LeT) was established in potential skills in order to provide
1986 for a number of reasons:
greater job satisfaction and
• to better reward the eontribu- achieve higher productivity.
tion of LCs
To that end, LCs have had the
• to enhance their skills
opportunity to be involved in a
et to overcome barriers in the
promotion system that are not computer-based training program
related to skills or achievements designed to enhance their skills
and thereby improve the career and enable transfer to technical
designations.
structure available to Les

About 150 LCs are still participating in the COIIJ'Se, of which 50 are
near completioll. COllgratlllatioll!{ to the fiJ'St grollp to jinish:

Bryce Roall

The first in a series of monographs
is due for release next month.
Volume one is entitled Prim i(h'e Ghost Moths and has been
compiled by Or Ebbe Nielsen
from the Oivision of Entomology,
and Scandinavial1 colleague Dr
Niels Kristensen. Or Nielsen IS
Curator of Lepidoptera at the
Australian National Insect Collection.
Publications in the series will
cover a range of subjects concerning Australian moths and butterflies, of interest not only to professionals but also amutenr lepidopterists and in some cases the
general public.

on Anstralian lepidoptera (moths and bulterOies), pnblisl.ed by CSIRO,
There is considerable interest
in Lepidoptera in Australia, said
Or Nielsen, but a dearth of comprehensive published material on
them.
Primitive Ghost Moths will
appeal particularly to scientists
and to knowledgeable amateurs
who are interested in seeing the
results of research. The volume,
while adhering rigorously to scientific accuracy, will not be as
technical and esoteric as a scientific journal. CSIRO's Editorial
Services Manager Mr Paul Reekie, who has handled the publish-

J acques J accoud
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Glm Call1eroll
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Bob Edmonds

HeillZ ReitlellwllII

John Pockllall
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Doug Smith
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NeU Masoll
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Michael Lallg
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Gordoll Hughes
Shane Colless
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Bruce Campbell

Geolfrey. S/I/lgg
Edwill Browllbill
Russell Elbers
David Kingston

Laslo Sabo
Ian Brittle

Alall Easdoll
Cecil Hoyten
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Alan White

.Teffrey Baum
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DMT expansion in Sydney...

ROllald Gardller

Boh Adey

David Darrell

'if'!!''!!'

Trevor Pearce
Robert Vandijk
Robert Unwin

of

Lepidoptera

of

era species and has been years in
preparation, Work is continuing
and it should be available next
year. The first edition will be
simply a checklist, but future
editions will carry descriptions as
well.
The monograph series IS the
first ever devoted to Lepidoptera
fauna in Australia and adjacent
areas. Each hardcover volume
has been refereed by an international editorial board. The volumes will appear at irregular
intervals, but at least one per year
is planned.
The monographs will be marketed worldwide through a variety
of channels, such as major scientific society meetings and specialist suppliers in the US and
Europe .
The print run of the first volume
is 1000 ancl in the first year Mr
Reekie said at least son will be
sold, probably more.
CSlRO staff may obtain Primilive Ghosl Moths (and later volumes) from:

CSIllO Publications,
314 A/bert Slreet,
Me/bOlIrlIC VIC 3002
AboJle, what better way to serve the dritlks at a celebratiotl for the
Division of Manufacwring Technology Ihan using a robot. From left to
right, Dr Bob Brown, Dr Bill Blevitl, Dr HartmU( Kaebemick and
Professor Jim Piper from Macquarie UniJlersity.
Plww:

Brian Murphy

ROllald Jo/msoll

I

Australia.
The latter will be tbe definitive
list of 22 000 Australian lepidopt-

Keith Hodgsoll
Bemard Lam

ing side of the project. describes
it as a top quality publication
which will become the benchmark
for people working 1Il the area.
He said without Or Nielsen's
energy enthusiasm and exceptional international reputation,
the monograph series would not
have been possible.
In the first volume, more than
3000 specimens in 25 species are
described, distribution maps and
flight period maps are clearly
illustrated, the biology, behaviour, distribution and phylogeny
summarised are discussed. and
much more.
The 230 page volume has 220
line drawings and 215 black and
white photographs and will sell
for $60 dollars (some future volumes will have colour as well as
black and white). Titles now in
preparation include Biology of
AUSlralian BUllerflies (designed to
have wider general appeal),
Splendid Ghost MOlhs and a

A discount rate of 25 per cent
applies to all CS] RO staff.
More stories on Dr Nielsen's
work at ANIC are schetIuled for
later this year.

Mariti l1a.wglia

The first slage of the Division's Sydney lab was opened in September
1985, and since then the small group of researchers has been lIclive in
assembly automation and robotics, and industrial lasers.
Headed by leading German industrial researcher, Dr Hartmut
Kaebernick, the gronp has uow expanded to 15 aud larger facilities
were required. 'Die new facilities have been set UI) in the same way as
a manufacturing company's industrial laboratory , with mainly machine
tools and lasers.
The assembly automation and robotics research forms part of the
Division's Integrated Manufacture Program. If involves the devel{)p~
ment of software tools for the manllfacturing environment and the
application of rohotks to manufactl1l'ing processes. The group is led
by Dr Simmy Grewa!.
The industrial 11Isers group is part of the Manufacturing Processes
and Materials Program and is engaged in R&D of al1llliclltions of laser
material processing of signiticant commel'dul interest, including laser
welding lInd laser drilling of metals, Illastic and ceramics. The gronp
is led by Dr Milan Brandt.
A" article 011 the work of the DiJlisioll's Sydlley laboratory is

schedl/led for lilter this year.
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"''''*
Correction
In the Queens Birthday Honours
List story in the June issue of CoResearch, It was announced that
Or Bill Blevin had received the
Medal of the Order of Australia,
wheo in fact he had been made a
Member of the Order of Aust-l
ralia. The error was in the information supplied.
I

Science: aphoto opportunity
By Simon Grose, CS/RO Public A,ffairs Unit

CSIRO's Austrolian Tree Seed Celltre received some great pllblicity earlier this year, Articles ill The Good
Weekend (inserted ill The Age alld Tile Sydney Momh.g Herald on Saturday), Time aud the Pacific Is/ands
Monlhly reported on the Celltre's seed gathering work ill Paplla New Gllillea, Raisillg the articles Ollt of
the ordillary were high 'I"ality photogral,hs,

grapher, nothing morc.

media.
How'! ]n return for travel and
accommodation, Wildlight will
provide a photographer whose
photographs are used to interest
editors in the story. Often a

Publicising science is not the
easiest .job in the world. Jour-

journalist is recruited to write an
article as part of a complete

nalists often avoid it as 'too hard'.

package. Because the photographs arc of the highest quality
they give any story a head start.
Wildlight makes its money by
selling the photos to magazines
and newspapers. The group which
covers the costs gains the publicity, as well as free use of the
photos in its own publications and
advertisements.
Beyond this,
reproduction rights are retained
by Wildlighl.
The value Wildlight offers IS in
the quality of the photography
and a wide network of contacts
throughout the media. Also, because the group only makes
money when it sells photos, there
is a great incentive to actively
market the story.

Q: How did those hushies from
Forestry and Forest Products put
that one together?
A: By paying for the travel and
living expenses of the photo-

When they do tackle it they often
get the facts wrong or drastically
skewed.
Slowly this is changing. Science
journalism is gaining more importance in aH media, from television
to the tabloids. To capitalise on
this trend, those of us involved in
publicising science should be
working harder to widen the
niche.
This new opportunity to push

the message of science is offered
by Wildlight Photo Agency. A
small group of professional photographers based in Sydney, Wildlight provides cost-effective publicity through its contacts in the
national and international print

Stephen Midgely, OIC of the
Australian Tree Seed Centre,
recommends the services of Wildlight. He says Ihe publicity gained
through the one set of photos has
more than repaid the cost. A
Wild light photographer is travelling on the Ccntre's next expedition, along with a Beyond 2000

television crew.
The Public Affairs Unit also has
suggestcd topics to Wild light after
discussions witb the divisions con-

cerned.
Any CSlRO project which has
potential for this kind of treatment
and could benefit from publicity
should contact Wildlight 00 0230 1737. OliveI' Strcwc, Carolyn
Johns and Philip Quirk arc the
principle photographers. They
will assess the potential of the
story and you can take it from
there.
A free in-house pre-feasibility
study for all CSIRO projects may
be obtained by calling Simon
Grose Oil 062-48 4478.

Those who reacledlo lire arlicle 'Discounting Elemily' whiclr appeared
in Ihe Marclr issue of CoResearch, poinlecl onl t/rat it failed 10 distingnish betweell value and cost. To rectify Ihis, David Erskine has
Srlbmittecllhe following:
'What will you do with YOllr sloare of the proceeds, Thor?'
'Retire, I am 22, with more gold alld silver than you can shake a
stick aL Retirement is the only decent thing to do. And you, Hengist?'
'I do not know. I have this magnificent house, a table loaded with
the best to eat and drink, a flock of concubincs. The last two raids on
the English coast have been beyond OUT wildest expectations. I feel
that such great wealth beckons us to great deeds.'

You could mount lavish raids on the north European coast, or do
as some have done, and sail to the Mediterranean. Is that what you
have in mind?'
Not exactly. It would be good to feel that I had clone something of
lasting value. Making better longships, for example. Supporting
craftsmen wh'o had ideas for improvement. That is something I could
leave behind as a legacy.'
(Nobody can easily pass on the means to adventure or glory. If
craftsmen were able to craft a whole world, rather than just ships or
swords, I would like them to fashion a world of warm freshwater seas
where longships could roam at will.'
'These are dreams, not plans, Hengisl.'
'Of course. But our powers have been rising. Rome fell 400 ycars
ago, yet our ability lo move aboLlt the sea is greater than even the
Romans possessed. Given time, plenty of it, who could say what may
be possible.'
'Thousands of years. Maybe tens of thousands of years,'
'Everything has a beginning. 1 would be prepared to support craftsmen in the improvement of their craft if J felt confident thatlhey could
use patronage to good effect. Not crafting thc world, of COUTse, that
is for the far future.'
'You aspire to the powers of the gods, Heng;sL Even if such boldness

was successful the cost would be enormous. The outcome is uncertain
and uncertainty is a form of cost.'
'Th@cost would be enormous, but the value of improving our powers

is almost infinite.'
'Anyway, money spent now for a payoff in the far future is a poor
investment. '
'Wealth and immortality, ThaI'. I have surplns wealth. Wc all have
some form of immortality in the future of our kind. The question is
not whether we spend on long term improvement, but how much.'
'Have some more mead, HCligist. It's cost ancl value arc both modest.'
David Erskillc
Watcr Resources, Griffith Lab

***

Band seeder sparks
grazier interest

Photo Carolyn Johns
Above, nn example af the work of Caralyn ]ohns, one of Ihe principal Wildlighl photographers. This phala
is ji'om 'NHrsing for L~re'. a report on the health care crisis. The theatre sis(er pictured is holding an enlarged
heart which has ('easell to Junction and Ita,\' been replaced in a transplant operation. It is three times the size
of a normal heart.

Above, Dr Sid Cook, right, of the Division of Tropical Crops and Pastures, alld Peter Walsi, of the Queenslalld
Department of Primary Industries, with an expenmental band seeder being dem01Hrrated.
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A commercial partller is now being soughl for productioll of the band
seeder developed by 01' Sid Cook of Tropical Crol" and Pastures and
Mr Peter Walsh of the Queensland Department of Primary Industries.
Grazier interest ill the device control plant competition.
has continued since it was first
Soil disturbance is minimal,
demonstrated at the Narayen field making thc technology ideally
day (sec CoJiesearch 323, May suited for revegetating dcgraded
1989).
arcas where ,,);1 erosion is likelv
A number of farmers [uIve indi- to be a prohlem.
.
eated they would like 10 either
Anothcr feature ,s the use of a
make or buy the machines, and wide row spacing (1.5m) to minisome have already come back .~o mise inputs of seed, fertiliser and
Narayen for a second look. SIC\ herbicidc.
and Peter say they know of at least
The device has been well publitwo mnchillcs which have been
built by farmers since the field cised since the field day, featuring
in the Machinery Annual section
day.
So far, development has con- of QueensJand Cmlllll')' Life and
centratcL! on sod-seeding !CgUlllC1-i the Gra;"lgrOl-ver, It will feature
into native spcargrass pastures. soon III 'Cross Country'. a new
However, the technology also l1a~ rural program to be ~hown on
been sllccessfullv tested 011 c1av commercial television throughout
soils. Future d~velopmcl1ts will rural areas of Australia
aim at getting grasses established
Key features of the machine
include its rugged design, ability
to penetrate hard soils and drill
seed at a consistent, shallow depth
even in rough terrain, as well a.-.;
the ability to spray a band of
herbicide either side of the row In

A manufacturer 1"1 now being
sought to produce and market th~'

seeder, and a number of

COI11-

have confirmed their inlercst following recent puhlicity. It's
hoped some machines will he
available for sale in the coming
P2J1ICS

SUm1l1Cf

CWG

Castanospermine

'Communication is TltE issue' Research on anti-AIDS alkaloid gathers

It's a fact .of Iifc - 'communication' (or the lack of it) lies at the heart
of every slIlgle problem CSIRO faces today.
So one of tbe biggest challeoges for the Communication Working
Group (CWG) is trying to educate people throughout the Organisation
that 'communication' doesn't just mean public relations. It is a process
that has to be an integral part of sllccesshll munagement and can't be
separated from day-to-day staff activities or from planning and policy
developmtnl.
Two further challenges - which are being met successfully - have
been the establishment of more effective co-ordination of CSIRO's
public events and developing communication plans in close collaboration with divisions. The first of these plans l the Promotional Communication Plan, has just been endorsed by the Board and will be distributed
widely within the next few weeks.
The CWG was set up in July 1988, replacing a public relations
cOllllniuee which did not include institute representatives. Peter
Dunstan, then Director of Public Affairs, was CWG Chair until January
this year.
All six institute public alIairs/communication managers belong to the
group. Other CSIRO sectors with one representative each arc the
Office of the Chairman, the Officc of the Chief Executive, the Pubhc
Affairs Unit and the Corporate Servlces Department.
The terms of reference and names of members appear below:

TERMS OF REFERENCE
The role of the Group is to proVide expert advice to the CSIRO
Executive Committee on communication issues and 10 provide a forum
for effective co-ordination of CSIRO's communication activities.
The Group's functions may be dassified into three major categories:
• development of a communication plan for approval by the Chief
Exeeultve and Directors and assistance to them in implementing the
approved plan;
• identification of key communication issues; and
• establishment of effectivc lines of responsibility between institutes
and the corporate centre.
In this context, the Group will also make recommendations to the
CSIRO Executive Committee on communication issues relating to key
goals.
1. Communication plan
• draft a plan for the Organisation, rcflectmg the needs of all institutes
and the corporate centre and effectively addressing the main target
groupslstakeholders for the Organisation;
• incorporate in the plan internal communication mechanisms for the
Organisation, inclutling direction and co~ordination of PR activities,
approval of communication-related policies and effective reporting
mechanisms from thc Group to other areas in CSIRO;
• assist senior management to implement the plan followiag approval
by the Executive Committee.

2. Relationships between institutes aud the corporate centre
• formulate working guidelines for corporate communication activities
and monitor their direction and focus, including the level of financial
and staff resources;
~ advise on communication issues for the CSIRO internal bndget
process.
3. Identification of key communication issues
• issue management - identify public issues where CSIRO should state
its position, both for the public and its own staff, and recommend action;
5 communication processes - ilklltify successful methods and promote
their use to senior management.

international momentum

The world scientific cOll1lnunit}' is becoming excited about the potential theJ'apeutic benefits of
cllslanospermiue - an alkaloid which lII11y IJllIy 11 role ill treating AIDS.
Dr Merv I-Ieg1ll'ty of the DiVIsion of Tropical Crops and Pastures in Brisbane WHS part of the
tcum of researchers which first
isolated cllstanosperminc from the
seeds of the Moreton Bay chestnut, or black bean tree (C((stano.\'pamum australe) , hack in 1980
(see CoResearch No. 308, Dec.
R7IJan. 88).

Dr Hegarty's work on cnstanos~
pennine has now ceased because
of a lack of funds und his main Involvement is as an observer. However, he said caslanospcrminc research was at 'the most exciting
stage it has ever been', with new
analogues and alkaloids from C.
ausTrale being isolated Hnd investigated - overseas.
Cnstanosperminc is Cl glucosidase inhibitor <:Ind has been
shown, in vitro, to change the
surface sugars of the human
immunodeficiency virus (I-IIV),
preventing it from binding to a
host cell, or replicating itself. Not
just AIDS, but a range of viral illnesses, and other diseases like
diabetes, may be treatable with
glucosidase inhibitors, and research is gathering momentum
overseas.
The US drug company Merrill
Dow has shown grent interest in
castanospermine, and its scientists
are now working 011 ways to improve on the properties of the
natural alkHloid. A paper published this year by a team of Merrill
Dow scientists indicates thut a
new analogue of castanospermine, 6-0-butyryl, 'had almost 20
times the activity of castanospermine' (The Lancet, 27 May 1989).

Clinical development
The Merrill Dow researchers
are proposing further clinical
development of the analogue. Dr
Hegarty said he was disappointed
that no Australian company had
shown any similar interest.
His concern was that, once
again, Australia's research advantage would be lost to an overseas
company and we would then have
to buy the resulting drug back at
high prices. Apart from a couple
of small South American countries, Australia is the wDrld's
major source of castallospermine.
Extraction or the alkaloid has
been achieved on a commercial
scale by lhe Austrulian owned
company Phytex Australia. Sydney, which is supplying research
organisations. [( would make
sense la develop and produce the
drugs here, he said.
Castanospermine may not necessarily provide any 'wonder
drugs' - a lot more research still
needs to be done - but some very
interesting results are appearing
in the literature. For example, an
exciting development' is the disthat castnnospermine
covery
apparently reacts synergistically
with AZT to better combat AIDS.
At present, AZT is the only drug
on the market to treat AIDS suff
erers. However. it has some unpleasant side effects and, more
disturbingly, there is increasing
evidence that varieties of the
AIDS virus are appearing which
are resistant to AZT.
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Dr Merv Hegarty

', ..il,ere i~HW
CSlllO to mala! importllllt cmHrifmlions
to rh i.~ B"i.'.\·l',(ll'clI.•. '

The work on the synergy between the two substances was
conducted by a resea rch te~ml in
the United States. The results
showed that 'in acutely affected
.. cells, combinations of (castanospermine] and AZT... inhibited I-IIV-I synergistically', without apparent toxicity (Antimicro-

bial Agents and Chemotherapy,
Jan. 1989).
Meanwhile, a paper published
last year in Tetrahedron Vo!. 44
No. 18 described the isolation and
properties of the first of an entirely new type of alkaloid from C.
australe. Dr Hegarty said that
other new alkaloids have been isolated, and "11 hiological testing is
being done overseas.
And another report, this time
in Antiviral Research, said 'althnugh not yet full determined,
glucosidase inhibitors were well
tolerated
in
animals ... and
man ... and are of interest as potential antiviral agents'. A paper in
the Journal 0/ Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndromes, 19X9, con-

eluded that 'castanospermme is

an active antiviral agent in animals
i'md that prolonged oral administration iB tolerable .. .'. Tile field is
obviously ripe for research.
Dr Hegarty believes that there
is still time for CSIRO to make
importnnt contributions to this
research for tile benefit of Australia if it were to be given a
sufficiently high priority.
In May this year he presented
his argument [or more research
on obtaitling drugs from plants, as
guest speaker at the World Wildlife Fund's launch of a campaign
to preserve biological diversity.
He said in the US about 25 per
cent of prescription drugs contained substances were derived
from plants, while almost 40 per
cent of drugs llsed to treat cunccr
Came from plants,
Despite lhe world's reliance on
plants for medicinal purposes,
only 5000 of the 2S0 000 flowering
plants had been analysed for their
medicinal potential, he said

Conference reminder

The 1989 SSA/IMACS Biellllial Conference 011 Modelling alld Simlllotion is being heltl at the Allstraliall National Ulliver.<ily ill Callberra
25-27 September. The theme is 'Natural systems management:
approach, melhods alld IIpplicatioIlS'. Papers 011 ot1ler aspects of
modellillg alld simlllation will also be pre,<enled. For fllrt1ler ill/ormatioll cOlltacr: Expert COllferences, PO Box 150, Lyllellam ACT
2602, PH: 062-47 7084.

Caption competition

IEAust award for Or Harrison

'What did Or Philip say?'

Dr Alex Harrison of the Division of Applied Physics has been awarded
the inangural Bulk Materials Haudling Award by the Institution of
Engineers Australia.
The award is in recognition of Dr Harrison's contribution to belt
conveying technology.
The aim of the award is to recognise professional excellence in bulk
handling technology and to draw attention to Australia's expertise in
the area. It was introduced on recommendation of the National
Committee on Bulk Materials Handling.
A Matter of Opinion
ConI. from p.3

This photo was taken abollt 15 years ago, of Or Keith Boardman and 01' John Philip. Note also a youthful
01' Oavid Smiles, now Chief of the Oivision of Soils. But what was Dr Philip "aying to our fUlllre Chief
Executive? A FREE mention in CoResearch for the most original and witty suggestion.

Seminar on FrenchlAustralian co-operation
in soil and water science

Tile DivisiOlI oJ Soils frosted a cOlIJerence 011 co-operative soil "lid water science at tile sllggestioll oJ
Professor Mlcltel ROllIs oJ tlte Frellclt Embllssy, Dllrlllg hllle tltree Frelld, scielllists visited alld worked
with SciClltists at Soils and olle visited the Divisioll o/Water Resources. Pictured above are theparticipallts.

*#*

Grants and fellowships
The A W Howard Memorial
Trust is now inviting applications
for trovel grants.
The Trust was established in
1964 by the Australian Institute of
Agricultural Science to perpetuate the mcmory of Amos
Howard who fostcred the use of
subterranean clover as a pasture
plant in Australia.
Recipients of the grants will
receive assistance to attend overseas conferences relating to research in the natural and social
sciences. including economics,
which relate to the development,
management and use of pastures.

Application forms are available
from Dr Peter Gibson. Secretary,
Howard Memnria! Trust, South
Australian Department of Agriculture, Box 1671, Adelaide 5001,
PH: 08-226 0454. Applications
must reach the secretary by 30
August.
The Govenllnent of Japan is
offering a nnmher of fellowships
and travel grants, to promote
international scientific co-operation.
These include: Science and
Technology Agency Fellowships,
offering overseas researchers the
chance to carry out research at

Japan's national non-university
laboratories for six months to two
years; Monbusho Fellowships,
providing an opportunity for research at academic institutes;
Foreign Research Invitation Program for research in the field of
industrial science and technology;
and Japanese Government Research Awards for Foreign
Specialists, for Federal or State
Govcrnment employees who have
worked as researchers for no
more than three years,
Further information is available
from: Japan Policy Section,
DlTAC, GPO Box 9839. Canberra ACT2601. PH: 062-761254.
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b. should a strategy of Regrecning Australia be solely Government
(and direct grant) based, and perhaps Government hacked and led?
An alternative is to place major emphasis on the landholders of Australia. This is much more a question of policy and Cl consequence of the
question of mUltiple or single purpose as above. Nnnetheless, as
Richard makes plain, the problem is onc for every Australian now and
in the future. In thc words of Sir Ninian Stephen when launching the
Australian Sylvaspade (tree planting spade) in the Bicentennial year:
'If we, the custodians of this land in 1988, are to leave it to future
generations as a land worth living in, 'sylviculture' (the growing and
tending of trees) must become a word familiar to us al\'.
What is the essence of CSIRO's Occasional Paper No.3? Certainly
a faith in trees, now endorsed by CSIRO, We have become latter-day
St Barbe Bakers (founder of the 'Men of the Trecs' society) - the concept should appeal to a wide range of faithful. But as Richard Eckersley
says (Conesearch 324), the paper does not pretend to be merely an
objective statement of facts. although there are plenty of facts therein,
rather a propaganda document aimed to set out the strongest possible
case for large scale reforestation.
This is an unusual role for CSIRO. The gravity of the threat to our
future as a society would appear to warrant the action. But we should
not forget that St Barbe Baker misspent money with green visions
which were not sufficiently backed with science or technology. My
mother was onc of his 'men'! And although he contributed enormously
- as no doubt will CSIRO's paper - to the cause of trees, some of his
major schemes such as regreening the Sahara failed.
I believe a major value of the paper - in addition to the political
force it immediately carries, is its value in pointing out the enigma and
dearth of the sciencc of soils and trees.
As we regreen Australia on the basis of faith and principle, let us
back the effort with a major effort to de-mystify both the science and
technology of combining trees. soil and a profitahle, stable agriculture
in Australia. Few scientists could disagree with Richard: 'CSIRO
should be uniqnely placcd to present convincing arguments for change
- backed up with solid scientific data'.

Bill Cohbett died on 1 Jnne after
with CSIRO since 1974.
He left AAHL in January 1987
after seven years as its founding
Laboratory Secretary. He made
major contributions to the development of policy and establishment and operation of AAHL
Bill wrote the part of the Fennel'
Committee Report (1983/84) that
discussed options for the future
operation of the Laboratory. detailing financial and staffing implications. It was the subsequent
acceptance by Cabinet of the Rcport that established the Laboratory's role and staffing levels.
Bill had a detailed understanding of AAHL and a clear vision
of what the Laboratory could
achieve for Australian and world
agriculture. He was a highly respected and committed manager
who led by example in the 'hot
house' environment during the
Laboratory's creation.
Bill was keen to implement
staff policies and structures to

a protracted illness. He had been
ensure the potcntial and working
life of AAHL staff could be maximised. CSIRO is now moving to
adopt these same structures a nu
principles.
For all his achievements ancl
personal attributes. Bill did not
believe his own contribution was
significant. I know, however,
through all the politicking and
controversy, he was pleased with
the successful creation of the
Laboratory.
Bill will be remembered for his
integrity. belief in principles and
enjoyment of life. His interests in
skiing and and wider issues of
CSIRO led him to be liked and rcspected in other parts of the
Organisation. both as a colleague
and a friend.
Our appreciation is extended to
lan Parsonson for his comments
and for reading a eulogy, prepared
by Bill Snowdon, at Bill's funeraL
D Richmond
AAHL
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Federal Budget:
The Australian National Insect Collection contains the most comprehensive record of this country's
unique Insect fauna. The collection has been enriched enormously by the contributions not only of professional entomologists but also of a number of amateurs, many of whom have donated or bequeathed
valuable material. The slides of moths on this page represent a small sample of the exceptional Lepidoptera photography by Mr Bob Jessop of Wollongong, whose superb collection was passed to ANIC
when he died. Turn to page 6 for more about the collection.

The May Statement
re-visited
he Federal Government's budget annonnced on 15 August
contained little news for CSIRO. Decisious on CSIRO's
T
budget for tbe next three years had 1I1ready been announced in
tbe Government's Science Statement last May.

Above, Acropolitis hedista, family Tortricldae. This species is a member of large family ofgreat economic
importance as pest species, including such welf known species as codling moth and light brown apple
moth.

Unlike the recent Environment Statement, the Government's Science Statement was
not touted as the world's
greatest - there was no promise of a billion test tubes.
But it was the Government's
definitive word on science for
the next five years. Years tend
to be but a moment long in
politics, but for what it's
worth, here's a recount of
what was confirmed in the
August budget.
The Government's appropriation for CSIRO in 1989-90
will be $371·66 million including capital items, This figure
will rise to $377·88 million for
the subsequent two years in
constant dollar terms, and
comp~~cswitha budget of
$349/64 million in 1988-89.
0l'heincreases result from
the additional $14 million for
'89-90 and $19 million in subsequent years announced in
the May statement. These
increases do not show up by
simply subtracting one year's
total from the next, because of
variations in capital expenditure and such items as the
efficiency dividend.
The dividend is a l·25%
reduction and is applied irrespective of agreed increases the Government giveth and
the Government taketh away.
This year marks the first
real turn-around for CSIRO
since Government appropriation to the Organisation went
into a tail-spin in 1982-83.
At that time, a philosophy
came into vogue in Canberra
that CSIRO could be "forced"
to get closer to Australian
industry by cutting its Government money and making it
earn this money back from
industry.
Unfortunately, this policy
operated concurrently with a
view in the Department of
Finance that any external
earnings made by the Organisation belongcd to the Commonwealth. so CSIRO lost
these too.

Both these policies were
supposed to be rational
economics. They had little to
do with eithcr rationality or
economics, but that's another
story.
Scientists demonstrating in
the streets allli thc c10surcs of
potentially valuable scientific
programs finally persuaded
the Government that cnough
was enough.
Sadly the relief came as but
a glass of water to a man dying
of thirst, to paraphrase one
Chief, and CSIRO faces considerable hardship and further
research cutbacks before real
growth in its research effort
will agllin be possible
The essence of current Government policy for CSIRO is
guaranteed funding over three
years and the right to retain
external earnings.
Guaranteed funding should
facilitate the long-term planning research needs. The right
to retain external earnings provides incentive to earn money
from industry and other external sources of Governmcnt
funds
such
as
GIRD,
NERDDC, the RIRFs and the
new Australian Research
Council.
These Funds were the big
winners in the May Science
Statement, receiving increases
of up to 40%. This reflected
the Government's preference
for competitive bidding for
research funds rather than
recurrent expenditure to single
organisations like CSlRO.
But the big money remained
in incentives to industry such
as continuation of the 150 per
cent tax incentive, the MIC
scheme and
the offsets
scheme.
Therein lie the Government's main hopes - Senator
Button's recent despair notwithstanding - for industry to
finally lift its gamc in investing
in research.
In that quixotic quest lies
CSIRO's future.

Letters to the Editor

From the Chi
Executive
A column by
Dr Keith
Boardman
The launch at Parliament House of the Gene Shears Company,
a joint venture between CSIRO and Limagrain, a very significant French company, but with provision for the entry of an
Australian entity as a third partner, I)TOvided ,In occasion for a
successful merlia conference.
Enormous interest was shown
by the media representatives in
the nature of the discovcl'y made
a year ag(l hy two scientists from
the Division of Plant Industry, Or
Waync Ucrlach and Dr Jim
l-Iasdoff, {Incl its exploitation.
Gene shears, the elirnilUltion or
the expression of unwanted genes.
lw\ widespread potential applica~
lion in many biological areas in~
eluding plant agriculture, animal
hushc\lldry, human disease therapy and industrial microlliology.
Bany .lone' thought the hour-long
lllcdj(-l C\)J]ft:renrc which followed
the officiallauneh or the company
by Senator Button was the most
~ucccssrul he had attended on Cl
scicnlific topic.
A disappointing featme or the
launch wa;:; the absence 01' an

Australian partner, and the
Australian speakers, Mr Wran,
Mr Joncs and Senator Button,
strongly
attacked
Australiall
industry for its failure lo recognise
the significance or the discovery
and proVide risk capital to exploit
it for lhe maximum benefit of thiS
country. To match the input of
$22.~ million over five YC~lfS by
l imagrain, an Australian company, Inking advantage of the 150
per CCllt tax concession for R&D,
would he required to provide
$9.34 million over five years.
A promising outcome of the
media publicity, which higllhghtcd the poor response from Aust-

rnliall industry, was a number of
enquiries from Australian companies abollt possible participation in a joint venture with Limagrain and CSIRO.
Reccnt trends in the economy.
including the failure of the private
sector tn lift ils R&D game, and
the need to balance environmental protection against economic.:
growth, have raised the image of
CSIRO as a world d,lSS science
and tccllllology organisation.
There IS developing in government and the community et Illllch
greater appreciation of CSIRO as
a Vital national resource which
must be supported and used for
greater benefit to the nation. This
attitude is reflected in the survey
commiSSIoned by the CSlRO
Officers A~socit1tion, reported in
the .July Issue of CoN.esl'arch.
The Executive Committee had
a very sllcccssfull11ceting with the
three Government fvlinislcrs with
the strongest concern [or the
health
and
perlormanee
01
CSIRO; Senator BUllon, Mr
lones and Mr John Kerin.
Scnator Button said the Govcrnment considered CSI RO to be
an independent body whleh. however. should take account of (jov-

ernmcnt policy dircction~ and the
world environment for Australian
industry. He s,lid there was a role
for CSIRO to contribute 10 policy
development in the Cabinet process and for CSIRO to be consulted in the development of policy
and other issues. 1n particular,
CSIRO should h"vc more opportunity to contribute to environmental
policy
development.
Senator Button gave as an example the Weslcy Vale plllp mill as
an area where CSIRO consultation was both proper and profitHble. Mr lones and Mr Kcrlll supported Senator Button's V1CW'-';. Mr
Joncs said it was essential that
CS1RO had a major inplIl into
matters considered by the Prime
Minister's Science Counci1. Mr
Kenn strongly supported the
liaisoll arrangements betwecn
CSIRO and his department in the
Tural, minerals and energy areas,
and appreCiated the periodic indiVidual meetings belween himself
and the Chief Executive and the
relevant Institute Directors,
The Executive Committee also
had a successful meeting with Mr
Michacl Kcating, Secretary of the
Department of Finance. during
which Mr KCllllng suggestcd thut
CSIRO could do Illore to publicise
its achievements. The Executive
Committee extended invitations
to senior officials in the Department of Finance to visit CSIRO
Divisions and learn about th~
work of the Organ;;ation. Mr
Keahng accepted the offer, and
visits will he organised following
the completion of this year's

budget.

/J_. /_.
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scholarships
CSII{O staff wbo bave been
Ilw,mlcd scholarsbips under Ibe
Executive Development Year
(EDV) scbeme 1989/90 have been
anJlounced.
They arc: Or Barry Hoscllke,
Assistant Chief of the Division of
Wool Technology; Or Graham
Price. Program Leader at the
Division of Geomechanics~ Or
Merilyn Sleigh, Acting Chief of
the Division of Biotechnology;
Mr Kevin Howard, Business Man~
ager at the Division of Human
Nutrition; ami Mr Ian Sutherland.
Assistant
Seerelary,
CSIRO
Board.
The EDY is a management
education program run in each
state and tenilory by the Institute
of Chnrtcrcd Sccrctmies and
Accountfll1ts and the Australian
Graduate School ofManagcmcllt.

DCllr Editor,
1 have mu~cLl for SDmc 'Years over
the rcacliom to dClllands for
greater efficiency of both British
and Australian (i.e. CSIRO) research organisations. The reactions
<.Ire fairly consistent und are. at
least partly, encapsulated in my
own vcrsion~ of the Dismal
Theorem and the Utterly Dismal
Theorem.
1. The Dismul Theorem
Efficiency must first be studied,
then managed and finally demonstrated. So, workshops are
held, committees created. individuals appointed. Responsibility
for manflgillg efficiently is pushed [mther'md fmther down the
line, All these activities require
effort which is then not available
for prnductivc science. The Dismal Theorem l!ll~rcfore <;tates
that:
r the reaction of a research
olganisar;on to external dpmands for iml'rOl'ed efficiency
is to become less efficient..

2, The Utterly Dismal Theorem
Individuals within all orgaIllsation react to this state of affairs in
a variety of ways. Two coml11on
reactions arc~ active promotion of
the decrease 111 efticieney, lakll1g
advantage of the new career
opportul1Itics that have been
created; passive acquiescence. 101lowing tile line ot" least resistance.
The Uttcrly Dismal Theorem
stales that:
'(OH

rhe average) the (Iction oJ

individuals within an

org{/lIi.m~

lioll is to promote the decrease
In efficie1lcy..
Thcse two theorems lead to a
Truly Hopeless Conclusiol1. Oh
dear!

rvlat: Kirhv

Division of Soil~

Dear Editor,
The first issue of !lull/un Links
[newsletter of' the Human Resources Branch of the corporate
centre], while interesting, did not
mention one of the most burning

issues confronting many CSIRO
staff - of both genders.
The rack o/child rarefllcilitir....
There has been talk and talk
ancl ... for the pClsl three to four
years about CS1RO setting up a
child care facility at North Ryde.
Many people initially werc filled
with enthusiasm allll worked hard
on the commiltcc to look into
setting liP the centre,
To what purpose?
For CS1RO staD tllcre arc no
compcnsations for working in
Sydney. the most expensive city
in Australia in which (0 live. A
child care fadli\y would be 11 gnod
start.
I am interested 111 human resource is''itlcs. and provision 01
child care is onc of the most
pressing human resource issues in
A lIstralia
today.
Please .. .call
something he done about the
North Rycle child care facility.
before 1 become a grandparent.
Helmut Panhuhcr
Divi;:;ion of Wool Technology

CSIRO/Boeing research agreement

A Memorandum of Understanding was signed recently between CS/RV and aeronautical engineering giant
Boeing, which will lead to joinl research wotlh $11 million over three years. The work wifl main.ly be COllducled
by CSIRO, with appropriate Boeing support. Piclured above at the signing are, lefllo righl, Mr Berl Wdli"er,
Boeing's Vice President Engineering and Technology, Science Minister Mr Bany Jones and CSIRO Chief
Executive ni' Keirh Boardnul1l.

Just briell

pe~reCI

er, 339,
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COMCARE slstem now being
implementeD

AMatter
of Opinion

Far greater emphasis will be placed on retnrning staff to work in a healthy state following injury or illness
rather than so often resorting to invalidity retirement, unde.· the Go\'ernmcnt's new COMCAUE system:

There appears to be a great deal of antipathy hetween the scientists in
divisions and the corporate visionaries in Limestone Avenne. I believe
this is mostly due to tbe fact that Limestone Avenue propounds
doctrines and myths which conflict with the way the science of CSIRO
actnally works. It is partly dne to the failnre of scientists to nnderstand
the uses of a lean, properly responsive corporate fnnclion. With
characteristic modcsty I have taken it npon myself to discnss some of
these myths in a public forum, with the hope that real debate will resnlt.

CSI RO badly needs a good historian because those who espouse this
myth are, quite simply, ignorant of our history. Our whole culture is
one of applying scientific expertise to the needs of the nation. One has
only to look at the names of the divisions to see this.
CSIRO had a policy of reviewing divisions every few years. We have
a history at dissolving and creating divisions to respond to national
needs. We have a history of strong involvement with agriculture, mining
and industry. Even our more 'blue sky' divisions such as Radiopllysics
have achieved stunning technological successes. If we were academic
and irrelevant, how could we be held in such high regard by the ordinary
people of Australia?
As I see it, the problem is the failurc of many of our industries to
take up the innovations which we have pioneered. It seems bizarre to
critieise CSIRO becausc of thc tcchnological timidity of somc sectors
of Australian industry.

When Ken McCracken founded the Division of Mineral Physics, he
rccruitcd the best scientists hc could find. Since very few of them had
had any experience in this area, thcir education involved visiting
exploration and processing operations and talking with a cross section
of industry personnel. McCracken pointed them at general areas and
waited for thcm to come up with projects. He made it clear that his
role was to provide resources and tn fight the administrative battles
necessary to clear the path for the work to be done. He provided seed
funding for each of the scientists. Rather than seek the advice of
corporate planners, he had a simple rule for budget changes. Succcssful
projects, or projects which showed signs of success, were given
increases as needed. Projects which lacked promise had to fight hard
to avoid being cut. Other than within his own project area (the
development of Sirotem), he did not direct research. Instead, he led
byexample.
One of his examples was in raising money from industry. He encouraged his scientists to have direct contact with industry personnel and
to try for somc degree of at least symbolic funding. Smaller amounts
grew into larger amounts until we came quite close to the 30 per cent
now seen us a requirement.
Thcre were two crucial points. Firstly, relevant research was being
done, all without the benefit of corporate planners. Equally important,
it was being done for a mature industry which had the capacity to pay.
In my 18 years of experience with CSIRO, top down planning consisted of the institute director (or in the old days the laboratory director)
visiting cach site and reviewing the scientific work being performed.
Then, in consultation with the chief, the projects were put into a
pigeonhole structure that could be reported as an institute (or
laboratory) research plan. Thc job of our 'planner' was to keep these
reports up to datc. I believe that one of the main reasons for thc success
of the minerals divisions was that research plans were set by the scientists who both knew their science and their industry. The role of our
managers was in providing assistance and upward reporting capability
as well as fighting off bureaucratic interference.
The above case stody will come as no surprise to CSIRO scientists
because much of the Organisation has always worked in this way.
Indeed, whenever the work of a division receives a bad review I it is
almost certainly onc with a very heavy top down management.
What is enormously frustrating is that in all my dealings with
corporate centre (or headquarters, or whatever name Limestone
Avenue chooses to be known by next), there is the assumption that
planning is done top down and that CSIRO will achieve great success
if only we can give corporate planners the tools thcy have read about
in management books. Despite many examples of the practice and
benefits of hottom up planning, corporate centre fails to acquire an
undcrstanding of how CSIRO science actually works.
The crucial point is that I do not see any role for corporate planners
in CSIRO. We already know what thc basic industry groupings are in
Australia. Most of us know what the problems are in the industries
closest to us. We already know where the outside money is and where
Cont. on p.4

COMCARE has advised that it
is nol acccptable to 'usc the CMO
as an agent of management',
according to Edna Salt, Coordinator ofthe system in CSIRO.
Appropriate use of the the CMO
service will be in occupational
health and advice and liaison with
treating doctors.
Edna has been running seminars for CSIRO staff around
Australia, to introducc COMCARE. It is a statutory requirement that CSTRO adopt COMCARE, although details of its
implementation have been left to
CSIRO. (The scheme was outlined in CoResearch 316. Scptember 1988.)
Under the system, a range of
health professionals (including
occupational thcrapists, physiotherapists and psychologists as
well as mcdical practitioners) will
be contractcd to provide ill or
injurcd staff with professional
assessment and cafe to enable
them to comc back to work, even
if it involves temporarily assigning
them to different duties or a different workplace to take account
of their incapacities.
There will also be an emphasis
on preventative occupational
health and safety, so fewer people
rcach thc point of being unable to
work through illness or injury in
the workplace, or through conditions such as work-related stress.

There arc 10 case managers.
with arcas of rcsponsibility
throughout the Organisation (the
names and contact telephonc
numbers are listed on this page).
In thosc divisions which don't
have a case manager, Edna will

carry Ollt the role in liaison with
the staff c1crk.
The Ci:lse managers deal with
staff clerks, known under the
scheme as claims mal1agcr~, at
individual divisions and sites.

Work related
When a staff member stays
away from work, on sick leave,
for a minimum of 20 working
days, it will be up to the staff clerk
at that person's place of work to
notify the appropriate CSTRO
'case manager' (see right). The
case manager will assess whether
the prolonged absence is workrelated, and whether the person
would benefit from rehabilitation
and the services of the health
professionals available.
The aim, apart from providing
a service to CSIRO staff, is to
minimise the cost of workers'
compensation
and
especially
invalidity retirement which are a
drain on any organisation. COMCARE is funded by CSIRO on a
levy system, based on occupational risk and rehabilitation performance.
If a staff member does become
seriously ill, and the problem is
chronically debilitating, invalidity
rctirement will still be available,
but only as a last resort if rehabilitation is unsuccessful.
Edna believes thc new system
'is integral to effective changes to
work practice' and is 'tailor made
to the needs of individuals'.
While the seminars have indicated support in theory for the
new scheme, many people have
expressed concern about the
degree of responsibility being
required of divisional staff, to
intervene in a case of injury or
illness of a particular staff
member.
Edna said three IO-minute videos are available to explain COMCARE to interestcd staff and case
managers have responsibility to
provide education and support to
staff clerks and management.
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...and speaking of health & safety

Gagged at Heaclgarters. New receptionist, lngrid Jarrell, found working
collditions quile dlffiCltlt illlhe foyer of CS/RO Headlfllarters when new
desks were being plll together. A mask was needed for the choking
sawdust and ear ~I!fs helped with the noisy sanders.

A Matter of Opinion
Cool. from p.3

it isn't. We a\ready understand the research problems associated with
our industries. We don't need the MEA style of expertise. What wc
need is the opportunity to continually develop our scientific and
technical expertise to be able to solve these problems. Spending time
doing management courses is a way of avoiding the real work of acquiring technical knowledge and applying it to real world problems.
It is my firm belief that corporate planners at both HQ and institute
level represent a ncl drain on CSIRO's resources. as well as a source
of frustration and irritation to '" orking scientists because they do not
know the industrylresearch problem interface as well as do the scientists. Here is a test for my belief: suppose we were to put all the planners
in a separate division and require that this division earn 30 per cent of
its revenue from imlustry. Here is the solution: suppose we could
replace all nonscicnli£ic planners with people adept at getting into
boardrooms and raising patient money for CSIRO. The important point
is that the future cannot be understood by feeding past statistics into
demonstrably inadequate models.
The future can be understood by spending time in places where much
of it is fashioned: in ti,e boardrooms and budget discussions of industry.

The Division of Forestry and Fores
microscope.
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The biggest problem with McKinsey was that it did not understand
the nature of a scientific organisation and how it differed from industry
and business. An example of this was the recommendation to abolish
discipline-based divisions in favour of industry sector ones. The main
target was the Division of Mathematics and Statistics.
PreMcKinscy, thb; Division played an enormOllS role in the success
of CSIRO. With a mixture of ESs trained in routine statistical analysis
and a gifted group of research statisticians and applied mathematicians,
the Division made major contributions to research programs across
Australia, as well as publishing many research papers of significance.
One of the great 'successes' of implementing the McKinsey report was
the export from Australia of a group of some of our best mathematicians
and statisticians to other countries. We arc thankful that not all of
them went quietly.
It has been claimed that as a result of the report, we are now more
aligned to the needs of industry. I think the opposite has occurred. It
is true wc now do a lot more short term work at the expense of strategic
research, but is this really serving the Australia economy? I think not.

There are many lessons to be learned from management studies.
The problem is that very few MEA graduates seem to be able to
understand and apply them.
Case studies involving Avis and Scandinavian Airlines show the
importance of making management into a service role for those who
actually perform the work in the organisation. Our preoccupation with
top down planning seems to fly in the face of this. These case studies
show the importance of even top management serving at the customer
interface to gain first hand knowledge of their industries. If we were
to apply this, wc would require all corporate centre personnel to serve
a six month apprenticeship in the divisions so they might gain an
understanding of how to align the jobs they do with the main work of
CSIRO.
At any given time there shonld be three or four scientists on six
month secondment to corporate centre to work on specific projects.
These should be chosen from both senior and junior levels with the
understanding that any seconded scientist who a~qnires and habitually
uses management jargon should be returned to the home division
before the maximum six month period. Corporate centre and the
scientists should work as a team, not adversaries who know nothing
of each other.
Case studies are useful- if you study the right cases. Do not compare
CSIRO to a business. If you want to change CSIRO. first study other
institutions which are both scientifically and commercially successful.
Thus, study Lincoln Labs, lPL, MIT Labs, etc. Study NASA as an
excellent counter example.
Consultants are useful if the right ones are hired. For a start,
corporate centre could do no better than to have Ken McCracken give
a week long private seminar, for corporate centre personnel only, on
how to set up conditions for successful research. Let's stop wasting the
enormous amounts wc spend on outside consultants who know next
to nothing about research organisations except what we teach them.

Above, marine plankton: SllIcoflagellates, 50 microns In diameter.
Below, the surface of paper made from Pinus radlata Ihermomechanical pulp.

Above, a jumper anI (Myrmecl,
Below, a close up of the grid in

SUMMARY, E.ffectlve cooperation between corporale centre alld
worklllg se/entlsls requires Ibal they share a commOll vallle system. III
olber words, corporale cell Ire will have to learn how Ihe sclellce of
CSIRO works. Se/enllsls will bave 10 leara to IIse services which a
respollslve corporale cenlre co1l1d prOVide. I illvite pnbllc and private
commelll 011 IMs paper, bllt I find letler bombs most dishearlenlllg,

The micrographs are by J Ward and R McNamee from ti,e Division of Forestry and ForE
and R Stalnes from photography at Bnghton Technical School. Real time colour Imagll
Forest proauets. J Ward and R McNamee. The technology has been used on a vanel
done on a Cambridge 250 Mk3 and a Philips 515 SEM Negotiations are underway w
worldWide marketlllg of thiS lechnology
All micr ra hs (c) CSIRO DFFP
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The Division 01 Forestry and Forest Products has developed a method for colour Imaging using a scanning electron
microscope.
The images, same of which are reproduced on this page, may be viewed in real time on a colour monitor or transferred
to hard copy - either a colour slide or a photograph.
The SEM has became one of the most versatile and powerful tools in modern science. It enables us 10 view objects
far smaller than may be seen under an optical microscope.
A beam of electrons (primary electrons) is focused on to a sample to attain a resolution of better than four nanometers,
together with a large depth of field (some SOD times greater than that of an opllcal microscope). The result IS stunning
images in three dimensions.
There are various sources of inlormation available simultaneously in the SEM - the most commonly hamessed for
Imaglng purposes being the secondary electrons (those excited lrom the object by the primary electron beam) and the
backscaltered electrons (primary beam electrons reflected back from the object without appreciable loss of energy).
The secondary electron signal mainly provides information about the surface structure together with topographic
contrast. The backscattered electron signal proVides atomic number contrast and may be used for enhancement of
topographic contrast.
The Division has applied for patents on its SEM Real Time Colour Imaging. The technique uses information from
secondary, backscattered and any other available sources, which is then fed Into the real time colour processor and
manipulated to proVide topographical contrast, surface structure and elemental contrast in colour. The resulting colours,
although nol real (as elecfrons don't cover a range of wavelengths as light does) can be altered to approximate the
real colour of the abject if desired, or changed to enhance certain features.
With a black and white image, the eye Is capable of distingUishing up 10 16 grey levels at anyone time, whereas
with colour images the eye can distinguish 16 shades of a single colour together with at least 10 different colours
So the use of colour can Increase the information content of Images many times over, enhancing interpretation.
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Above, marine plankton: Silicoflagellales, 50 microns In diameter.
Below, the suriace of paper made from Pinus radiata thermomechanical pulp.
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J Ward R McNamee
The micrographs are by J Ward and R McNamee from the Division 01 Forestry and Forest Products. A Rees from the Division of Fisheries
and R Stalnes from photography at Brighton Technical School. Real time colour imaglng was developed by fhe Division of Forestry and
Forest products, J Ward and R McNamee. The technology has been used on a vanety of Scanning Electron Microscopes, these being
done on a Cambndge 250 Mk3 and a Phillps 515 SEM. Negotiations are underway With a commercial partner for the manufacture and
worldWide marketing of thiS technology.
All micro r hs (c) CSIRO DFFP.
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'Hyural expansion'

Products has developed a method for colour Imaging using a scanning electron
,roduced on this page, may be viewed in real time on a colour monitor or trans1erred

a photograph.
110St versatile and powertul tools in modern science. It enables us to view objects

lr

an optical microscope.

ons) IS focused on to a sample to attain a resolullon of better than four nanometers,
lame 500 times greater Ihan that at an optical microscope). The result Is stunning
matlon available simUltaneously In the SEM - the most commonly harnessed for
Iry electrons (those excited from the object by the primary electron beam) and the
,m electrons rellected back from the oblect withoul appreciabie loss of energy).
'inly provides Information about the surtace structure together with topographic
\ signal prO\tides atomic number contrast and may be used for enhancement of

ltS on Its SEM Real Time Colour Imaging. The technique uses information from
ther available sources, which is then fed into the real time colour processor and
contrast, suriace structure and elemental contrast in colour. The resulting colours,

cover a range of wavelengths as light does) can be altered to approximate the
changed to enhance certain features.

, eye IS capable of dislinguishing up la 16 grey levels at anyone lime, whereas
19UISh 16 shades at a single colour together with at least 10 different colours.
the information content of images many times over, enhancing interpretation.

Research into making light wool clothes
look better
Research at the Division of Wool Technology in Geelong has led to a method for preventing the distortion
by lJIoisture of lightweight pure wool garments.
There is a continuing trend
At present, the Division is
appcarm1cc associated with woven
toward lightweight wool apparel, unable to disclooc just how this
worsted fabrics.
however it is difficult to produce can be achieved, as it is negoliatThe research into the processes
tailored jackets with good appear- ing an agreement on commercialof hygral expanSIon has been
ance from these fabrics.
ising the anti-setting agent. An
carried out at the Division by Dr
Poor appearance is caused by announcement is expected soon.
Peter Cookson and Mr Andrew
the flexibility of the fabrics, as
Wemyss, while the associated
Another approach to reducing
well as their inherent dimensional
research
inlo the anti-setting
instability. The flexibility of a hygral expansion is to lightly mill
agent has been the work of Or
fabric increases with decreasing or felt the fabric. Work is continuRcx Brady, Or Cookson, Mr
ing to optimisc the compromise
fabric weight.
Keith Fincher and Or Oavid
The greatest cause of dimen- between gaining maximum effect
Evans.
sional instability is a phenomenon in reducing hygral expansion
while retaining the smooth surface
called 'hygral expansion'.
H ygral expansion is a unique
property of wool and cotton fab-

rics. These textiles can absorb
relatively large amounts of water,
and this is accompanied by fibre
and yarn swelling which in turn
causes an expansion of fabric
dimensions.
Moisture is readily absorbed
from humid air as well as when
the fabric becomes wct. On dry-

ing, the fabrics revert to their
original dimensions.
I-lygral expansion creates problems in tailored jackets, which are
usually constructed under conditions in which the fabrics contain
2-10 per cent moisture. [n wear,
the moisture con tent may rise to
20 per cent under humid conditions or up to 34 per cent if the
garment becomes wet.
As garments absorb moisture in
excess of that present when they
were made, they want to increase
in size. However, the inextensible
parts of the garments such as
seams and interlinings prevent
this. So puckering develops along
the seams and around areas where
interlinings are fused to fabric
panels. This puckering doesn't
entirely disappear when the fabric
dries out because the wrinkle,
become 'set' in.
Distortion around fused panels 71" consequellCes of spraying 1I pnre wool jacket with 1I fitle mist of
water. Above, before spraying. Below, afier ,praying.
is only seen in the backs of jackets
because it is here that fused areas
are adjacent to free fabric. The
front panels are usually fully-fused
and so do not exhibit distortions
except whcre bubbles form due to
the fabric breaking away from the
interlining because of its continual
attempts at movement.
Obviously, the problems will be
greater witil those fabrics having
the greatest magnitude of hygral
expansion. In practice, fabrics
vary considerably in their hygral
expansion behaviour although it
is especially a problem for fabrics
which are dyed in fabric form (as
opposed to dyeing at tilc yarn
stage).
A significant proportion of wool
fabrics are dyed in fabric form to
take advantage of delayed decisions on colour. Work at the Division has been directed at reducing
the amount of hygral ev.pansion
produced in fabric dyeing. Certain
chemical agents added to tile dyebath restrict the chemical reaction
(known as permanent setting)
which is responsible for the increase in the hygral expansion of
the fabric. As u result, a jacket
made up from fabric dyed in a
modified dye bath containing an
;anti~setting' agent maintains bet·
ter appearance than the jacket
made from fabric dycd in thc
normal manner.
J

st Products. A Rees from the Division of Fisheries
I\J was developed by Ihe Division of Forestry and
y of Scanning Electron Microscopes, these being
th a commercial partner for the manufacture and
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Lepidllptel18 in the wild

Jessop slides bring moths to life

Bob Jessop, who owned a photographic shop in Wollongong, was a keen photographer of Australia's
beautiful and di,erse Lepidoptera. For many years he had considerable contact with the Australiau National
Insect Collection (wbich is held at lhe Dhision of Entomology as a national resource), and his work was
well kuown there.
Following his death, ANIC received the collection last year. Curator of Lepidoptera at ANIC, Dr Ebbe
Nielsen, said il represented a remarkable photographic record of Australian moths and butterflies in their
natural state. Mr Jessop was particularly intercsted in photographing livc insects.
The lessop collection comprises just under 200t) colour slides. Dr Nielsen said Ihcy would be put to good
use, and in fact some have already appeared ill the very popular CSIRO poster 'Australian Moths and
Butterflies'. Another posler featuring 1110lhs is in the pipeline. A stunning booklet called Beal/ti!id Australian
Hutte/jlies, also featuring Bob lessop's work, has recently appeared. Mr lessop's colour slidcs also will be
used in other publications and will prove a valuable aid in increasing understanding and appreciation of
our vast insect fauna,

What's
happening?
Thefollowil/g calel/dar has beel/ prepared by Wendy Parsons ofthe II/stitute ofNatnral Resources
and Environment.
Above, The eggs are laid in the silk and cast larval hairs ofof/he female's
cocoon for protection.

The lU/vae feed on many different plants a/ld are armed wilh many irritant hairs. The toothbrush-like IlIfts are characteristic of lymantriids.

The adult male moth is fully winged, flying extremely rapidly during the
day searching for the female which he locates by the pheromone plume
she releases.

Humoul'sofplJl1l'agefop01'Boal'dman 'gl'eatlyI1xagglJl'ated'
CSIRO ChieJExeclltire Dr Keith Boardman lasl monlh dellied Ihat he had resigned
as chairman oJ National Westminsler, Britain's largesl bank. In Jacl, he said he
didn'l k,lOw he Was chairman lInlil he saw Ihe Financial Review oJ 27 JlIly.
The paper carried a /ille drawing 10 iIlllstrale its story on Ihe resignalion of Ihe
real Lord Boardman in London. U,rjorl,malely for Ihe paper, il got ils pictures
mixed lip, elel'at;ng Ollr OW1I Chief Execlltil1e to the peerage.
Lord BOARDMAN
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The female moth is wingless and emerges from the cocoon to lay a full
complement ofeggs aflerattracting a male. She is unable to feed or drink.

eneration aoultry vaccineresearch
malle possible by Websters
The viral vectors program follows the: successful research to
develop a gcnetically engincered
vaccine for Infectious Bupml Discase Virus (IBDV), an immunosuppressive disease whicll costs
the poultry industry millions each
year
Funding was obtained from the
Gllvernmcnt'~
Industrial
Research and Developmcnt (GIRD)
Board, and the work wa~ carried
out in conjunction with Webster's
and thc Division of Biotechnology. It is now bdng scaled up to
commercial levels and a vaccine
should be on the market in the
early 19l)(Js. Scientists from the
Division of Biotechnology involved in this project were Dr Ahrned
Azau, Dr lun Muercadie, Dr
Colin Ward and Or Paul Vaughan, while the project in the
Division of Animal Health Wi1!'i
led by Or Fa hey.
Although fundamentally different to AIDS in humans, lBDV
has a similar effect in cllickens,
suppres~illg the immune sysLem
and leaving the birds open to
opportunistic infections.
While AIDS affects the T cells
(white cells) created in thc
thymus, !BDV infects the urgall
in chickens known as the bursa of
Fabricius, \V~crc B cells__ i:'re.. 'produced. B cclls complement T cells

in creating a wall of immunity to
viral, bacterial and parasitic infections. Diseases such as AIDS in
humanh or IBDV in chickens
break down this wall.
IBDV affects newly hatched
chicks, and cven those which do
survive respond poorly to subsequent vat.:cines for other avian
diseases because of damage to
Lheir immune systems. Cumulativc losses to the world's poultry
industry as a result of the disease
are estimated ut $50 million each

year.
The problem is at its worst in
the United States, where vaccilles
have been used against the disease, and have led to the emergence of some hypervirulent varieties. US authmities have expressed considerable interest in the
research done in Australia, and
Dr Fahey said the tcam had been
able to obtain a US variant of the
virus which was now being 'sequenced' at the Division of Biotechnology. This process determines
the unique mrangement of genes
within thc DNA Illolecule. It's
likely a version 01 the !BDV
vaccine tailor-made for the US
vanant will result from this
research,
Existing vacrines have been
effective in inducing the chicken
to creaLe protective antibodies,
however they i\re expensive to
produce as they <Ire actually
'made' in the bursae of specially
bred pathogen free chickens,
which are deliberately infected
with the virus.
Genetically engineered vacdnes, howl:ver, are cloned in
laboratory cultures (or hosts) and
provide a purer and more uniform
product. In the case of the !BOY

Chickens are mfensively farmed thronghout the world, and they fall prey to a wide variety of amictions
!"rom which they must bc protected. The poultry industry cunSllmes over 95 per cent of all veterinary vaccines,
A new agrcement between the Division of Animal Health and Australian-owned company Arlhur
Webster's aims to launch a new generatioll 01' chicken vaccines onto the market, through research into
avian viral vectors.
Chickens and Iheir eggs are big business and the demand will probably grow. Protecting the annual
worldwide commercial Iloek of 10 billion chickcns from devastatiug diseases is not only lucrative for tbc
research and the phnrmaceutical organisations, but meaus greater productivity for fhe farmer. The markct
is huge, but fhese new products are still only on the drawing board, This snpport for basic research is where
Webster's stands apart from other Australian companies,
Webster's spends an incredible 12 per cent of its gross earning ou fechnological advancement. In addition
to its OWII R&D it has had many collaborativc projects over the years, and many of fhese have been with
CSIRO divisioas.
However, the latest dcal is probably fhe biggest commitment it has made to CSIRO research, and
signilicantly fhe project is still at the pre-conuncrcial stage,
Program manager Br Kevin Fahey and his team have embarked on an investigation of using recombinallt
gene technology to create new and powerful vaccines cheaply and easily, To do fhis, Webster's will provide
a tlltal of $2.5 million (fo be matched by CSlRO), including $80 000 to refurbish the Division of Animal
Health's rather antiquated I'arkville poultry labs,
A youthful research dnd leclmical team has been recruitell 1'01' the project, with nO-Olle aged over 35,
Most team members are being fllnded by Webster's, inclllding Or Fahey's personal assistant Ms Naan
SOlldack.
vaccine, a fermentation culture
has been found to be the ideal
method, after the abandonment
of initial invcstigation~ into using

E. coli.
Antibodics Httack certaill key
proteins of invading viruses or
bacteria, preventing the cells from
attaching to other hody <..:ells and
doing damage. The genctically
engineered subunit vaccine for
IBDV will be injected into brceding hens to enable them to produce and pass onto their chicks
sufficicnt antibodies to prevent
infections.
Once this vaccine is. released, it
is likely to be only Ibe second
genetically engineered subunit
vaccine ol its type on tbe market.
The first was the recombinant
hepatitis B vaccine released
recently in the United States.
A second generation recombinantlBDV vaccine is already being
planned. The gene for the protective viral protein of lB D Y will be
inscrted into another mild or
vaccine virus in such a way that
infected chickens will nol be damagcd, but will produce antibodies
to thc viral protein produced from
the inserted IBDV gcne. This,
vcry simply, is thc basis of the
vector delivery technology being
developed by Or Fahey's team in
the Division of Animal Health at
Parkville and at AAHL.

CSIRO is already oul froIlt in
research on avian viral vectors.
Or David Boyle at the Australian
Animal
Health
Laboratory
(AAHL) al Geelong, is a world
leader in researching the use uf
fowl pox viruses as vaccine deliv~
ery systems.

Dr Boyle started work on pox
viruses in 1982, at the John Curtin
School of Medical Rescarch at the
Australian National University,
as a CS1RO employce. He was
later joined bv Dr Burbara
Coupar, Or Mat'ion Andrews and
Dr Sharad Kumar.
That early work concentrated
on vaccinia, the virus which forms
the basis of the smallpox vaccine.
For various reasons, a few years
later it was decided to include the
fowl pox virus in this stndy.

Fowl pox is onc of three viruses
being examined ill the avian viral
vectors project for which Arthur
Wcbstcr's is providing $2.5 million, as possible delivery systems
for vaccines. The other two, being
examined at Parkville, are types
of adenovirus and herpes virus.
The whole project is being managed by Or Fahey at Parkville.
Dr Boyle and his colleagues
have been thc first to prove in the
laboratory that fowl pox issuitable
for genetic engineering in order to
create a vaccine, and to publish
their findings. Their basic research in this area is internationally recognised,
Meanwhile, at Parkville six
years of study on thc Virology and
immunology of infectious laryngotracheitis herres virus (ILTV),
primarily by Ms Jennifer York,
Or Fahey and Or Trevor Bagust,
enabled Dr Fahey to convince
Webster's of the utility of the
virus as a vaccine vector. It's development as a vector is now
being llndertaken by Drs Mike
Sheppard, Kritaya Kongsllwan,
Mike
Johnson
and
Chris
Prideallx.

Sirnilarly, because of the lack of
molecular similarity
between
avian and mammalian adenoViruses, thc past two and a half
years' research by Ms Katrina
Erny at P.rkville has placed
CSI RO at the forefront of the
molecular characterisation of fnwl
adenoviruses and has enabled her
and Dr Sheppard to proceed onto
the engineering of Cl fowl adenovirus vector.
Viral vectors could be powerful
tools for delivering the vaccines
safely and effectively to counter a
range of illnesses in animals and
humans - indeed, veteriIHlry
medicine has a long history of
leading to advances 01 direct
benefit to humans.
Or Boyle pointed out that these
possibilities only become apparent through much painstaking
basic research. Vector technology
has been fuelled by continuing
research into the smallpox vaccine, the world's first vaccine. If
scientists had just been content to
conquer smallpox and not look
further into the mechanisms at
work, these wider possibilities
would have been neglected.
The basic concept of vaccines using small quantities of tIle virus
itself to stimulate the body's
immune system - is now being
extended to make vaccines which
contain only the tiny portion of
the viruses' genetic structure
needed for the body to crcnte antibodies or initiate a cell mediated

response - the two weapons 111 the
immune system armoury,
Nonnally, Jllst a few molecule:.
on the surface of the infecting
microorganism trigger an immune response. In \radiliona\ vac~
cines, most olher molecular components are Iherefor~ redundant,
and sometimes cause side effects.
With certain vaccines, those which
use 'Huenuated', ur live (thougb
weakened) virus, there i1'\ a very
slight chance that the disease itscir
Illay takc hold.
Therefore, a genetically engineered vaccine which is comprised
only of protective iml1111nogell~
(those molecules which stimulaLe
an immune response, rather than
cause the actual illness) would
obviously be superior. These 'suhunit' vaccines comprise just a few
differell( molecules from the nnginal microorganism, and genetic
engineering offers fl way of producing thcm cheaply and easily.
Each virus l111.1st be studied in
detail to lOCale genes thaL aren't
needed for the virus to replicate
or infect chickens. It is also
necessary to locate genetic elements that will promote the production of the special foreign gene
products to bc introduced.
The three viruses heing studied
in the project each have diffcrent
properties which make them useful.
Fowl pox virus has the capacity
to carry a large amOllllt of foreign
DNA at nonessential sites 011 its
genetic material. This makes it
suitable for multivalent vaccines,
Le. those which may counter several different discas.es with onc
shot, although it must be injected
into the skin.
The herpes virus (ILTV), replicates in the respiratory tract and
may be administered as an aerosol
or in the drinking water. It can
carry a modcnlte amount ot
forcign DNA.
Fowl adcnoviruses on the other
hand can only carry a limited
amount offoreign DNA, although
different vector viruses may he
mixed before administration.
Adenoviruscs colonise Ihe gastrointestinal tract - in common
with the trachea, an arca often
affected by various poultry diseases - and induce both local and
circulating antibody responses.

Above, Mr A rtll IIr Webster Snr, Dr Kevin Fa!ley and Mr Arthllr Wellster
Jnr, with the creatures causing all the activity.
1'11010. Boil CampfwO
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New program

CSIRO goes Cross Country

Forestry claims BM Cup

'At 9.30 each weekday morning, it seems all hell breaks loose.' With Neil Inall's description of
the trading noor of the Chicago Hoard of Trade, the first instalment of 'Cross Country', a new
series of weekly half hour programs, was off and running.
CS1RO staff in non-metropolitan local ions will benefit from the
program, which covers rural
issues, including research.
Cross Country, which is hosted
by Neil Inall and Niree Creed, is
shown only on regional television
stations across Australia (see
below for details). As well as
international and local market
summaries and weather reports,
the program includes science feature storics.
The program and its associated
newsletter provide the latest news
and information to people involved in Australia's major resource
and export industries - farming,
grazing, mining, forestry and fishing. Viewers (and readers) arc
encouraged to write in for more
information, and over 1400 of
them did just that in the first four
weeks.
Principal underwriters for Cross
Country arc the Australian Meat
and Livestock Corporation, the
Australian Wheat Board and the
Department of Primary Industries
and Energy.
Among the co-underwriters are
divisions in three CSIRO institutes covering agriculture and
related processing industries and
the environment. Their involvement is proof of the way divisions
arc responding to change hy
actively working to increase their
lISC of tclevision and radio.
The aim is to fill the Science
Report segment with some of the
best of CSlRO stories, together
~!ith stories from the Australian
Meat and Livestock Research and
Development Corporation and
the Dairy Research Council.
Croos Country will bring divisional achievements and capabilities (0 the attention of a wide
amlicncc with broadly-based rural
and environmental interests.
Thc program's science and
technology reporter is Lucy
Bro,HL whom many will remember from Country Wide. She will
he working from a basic list of
CSIRO topics compiled by Nancy
Mills Rcid (Institute of Animal
Production and Processing), John
rOns (Plant Production and Processing) and Wendy Parsons
(Natural Resources and Environment).
Stories covered since the program first went to air on Sunday 2
July include the Division of Tropical Animal Production's cattle
tick vaccine and its work to find
a 'drought vaccine'; the Division
of Entomology's biological control of Paterson's Curse and the
SIROFLO process for disinfesting
stored grain; and the Division of
Food Processing's long life mutton
sausages,
Still to come are dietary fibre.
fish oils and many others.
Cross Country is also keen to
hcar of possible CSIRO news
items, especially where 'interesting' film footage already exists.

Staff with ideas for news items
are encouraged to contact their
chiefs or divisional commulllcators, or Naney, John or Wendy.
Nancy is CSIRO's representative
on thc program's Editorial Committee which meets monthly in
Sydney.

N.B. Would-be viewers in Sydney
can take heart. According to a
reliable Cross Country source, a
good quality UHF aerial pointed
towards Wollongong or Newcastlc
and tuned to Channel 58 will
enable reception of Prime Television,

Above, the winning team from the Division of Forestry and Forest
Products. From left, ./ohn Raison, Ralph Curnow, Mick Cmwe and
Randall Faulkner.
The tenm from the Division of Forestry nnd Forest Products' Cnnberra
Inborntory hns won the 1989 Sirocredit Blnck Mountllin Fun Run.
Fighting off a stiff challenge
of20min41sec was one only thrce
from two CSIRO teams from Syd- seconds slowcr than that of Phil
Haeney (ANU), the outright winney - Animal Production and the
Lucas Heights Research Lahoraner.
The first woman home was
tories - and from the Canberra
Divisions of Plant Industry and
Plant Industry's Elaine Cooper.
Entomology, Forestry won the
who, having never previollsly
Cup for the second time in three
trained on the hilly, difficult
years.
course, recordecl a very quick
Paul Quilty of the Black Moun- 24.30 for the 5.6km circuit.
With unusually sunny and mild
tain Library was the first CSIRO
runner across the line, followed
Canberra winter weather on the
by Mick Crowe of Forestry and
racc day, I1 CSIRO teams and a
Forest Products and Ray Clark of hundred individuals took part in
Ahimal Production. Quilty's time
this year's Cup.

After n short time in Concord Replltrilltion General Hospitlll, Bob
HlIly died ellrly on FridllY morning, 14 July 1989.

Above, Cross Counlly presenter Neil buill and reporter Niree Creed.

NSle 'friends' scheme available
Since opening 11Ist November, Questacon/The Nationlll Science lInd
Techuology Centre has become one of Cnnberrll's mlljor educationlll
lInd tonrist lIt1rnctions,
The Centre hns estllblished 1I membership scheme nnd is now seeking
'friends' lIround Austflllill. The scheme lIims to estllblish n group of
people who support the Ceutre's philosophy of promoting 1I grellter
nWllreness lInd understllnding of science lInd technology.
Members will receive free lid mission to the Centre during normlll
opening hours, liS well liS a vllriety of other privileges.
A discount
of 10 per cent "l)plies until 31 Angnst 1989. For fnrther informlltion
contnct: NSTC Membership, The NlItionlll Science & Technology
Centre, PO !lox E28, Queen Victorill Terrnce ACT 2600. PH:
062-70 2800.
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Bob joined the Organisation in
1952 as a Technical Officer after
graduating at the University of
Queensland in Mathematics and
Physics. He became a member of
the team of scientists that established an international reputlltion
in fibre science for the Division of
Textile Physics.
He was seriously wounded on
active service during World War
II and suffered great discomfort
and eonstllnt medical treatment
during his professional career. He
married Eunice, the nurse who
attended him during his post-war
recovery, and they had two daugbters, Susan and Judith.
His term as Chief from 1976 to
1984 was during a difficult timc
because of shortages of wool
funds arising from a decline in
wool prices which started in the
early I970s. He bad the responsibility for deploying scientists to
non-wool arcas, and developed a
number of highly successful initiatives, culminating ill the formation
of the Physical Technology Unit
that eventually separated from
the Division.
Although his interests lay primarily in fibre physics, he also was
a strong supporter of wool measurement and saw some of the
most outstanding triumphs of the

Above, Dr !Job Haly
Raw Wool Group during his time
as Chief.
Bob was a keen contributor to
Divisional social activities and
was the leading light in the DiVIsion's famous Revues. The last
revuc in 19H4 was produced in
honour of his 65th birthday and
his subsequent retirement.
A man of few words, Bob was
extremely lIIodest about his personal and scientific achievements,
but firm and scrupulously objective in his position as Chief.
A tough, kindly, highly intelligent and cultured Australian,
Alan Robert Haly will be missed
by his many friends and colleagues.
Ken Whiteley
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eSIRO's Mayor Stephens

New technical officers

Craftsmen make the translati
The first gronp of joint RMIT/CSIRO certificates for the Assessment and Training Pl'Ogrum
were presented to ex-craftsmen, now teclmical officers, at the Division of Plant Industry on 13
September.
CSIRO Chief Executive Dr study requirements for the ram is likely to satisfy the
Keith Boardman congratu- Certificate.
examinatioIl 'requirements tor
lated all craftsmen who had
The aim of the translation their mature age (over 35
successfully completed the project was to ptOvide the years) entry to membership.
translarion and pointed out opportunity for laboratory
The success of the program
that the program was at the craftsmen to function and is the result of contributions
leading edge of training and develop their careers as techni- from a number of people,
career enhancement schemes cians, while supporting re- from divisions, the Human
being adopted by Australian search
projects,
research Resources Branch and RlVIlT.
industry.
facilities and site engineering
At the time of 'close down' servIces.
* N.B. As yet, not all
of the PLATO computer
The Australian Institute of crafi~w"e" who !Iave completed
based learning program, 200 Engineering Associatcs has tile study program have
craftsmen had completed the indicated that the study prog- become technical officers.

Above, Lany Stephem of the Division of Manufacturing Technology,
was recently elected Mayor jor the City of Heidelberg ilt Melboume.
Tum to 1'.8 for his story

Right, among those who received
certificates from Dr Boardmall
were, left to right, Dolt Wigham,
Martin Tendam alld Michael
Hauptman.

Righr, below, those who attended
the certificate presentation at Plant
Industry, lef) to right, Noel Tarbotton, Nikki Gore/all-Smith, DOrl
Wigham, Miclrael Hauptmal1, Par,-icia Roehe, Garth Chisholm,
Keith Boardmal1, Bruce Billings,
Don Spencer. Murrin Tendam,
Leo Trujillo, Derek Love, Bruce
MeNeil, Ba,-ry Hulse, Basil
Bautovich, Bruce Lindsay, Chris
Hunter, Gary Dinnerville and
Chris Ratlr.

Thomson

COllgratlllatiolls to Dr Norm
1'homsol1 of the Divisioll ofPialit
IlIdllstry's COttOll Research Ullit
at Narral'ri, for willllillg t!lis
year's SirIall McLellJlall Achievemellt for IlIdllstry A wartl. A story
allll photo will appear ill the lIext
isslle of CoRescarch.

Froln the Chi
Executive

Letters to the Editor

A colulnn by
Dr Kei'th

Boal-dman
Scientific and engineering bodies are expressing increasing
concern about the pOOl' cal'eer image of science and engineering
among school students, and the lowering of standards for entry
into many science courses in tertiary edncation institntions.
At the same time, there are
clear indications that Australia
wJil face a serious shortage of welltrained scientists and technologists in many areas of vital importance to Australia's economic performance and community wel1being. Several CSIRO divisions
have expressed eoncern that the
Organisation is likely to experienee increasing difficulty in
attracting qualified scientists and
technicians in several areas.
To assISt in the training of researehers and overcome pereeived
deficiencICs in the skill base requi red , divisions are supporting
or hosting a number of postgraduate and undergraduate students. For example, in 1988
CSIRO jomtly supervised 281
postgraduate students and made
55 postdoetoral and postgraduate
awards.
At the first meeting of the Coordination Committee of Science
and Technology, which was established following the Government's May Science statement,
several members spoke of the
diffieultly of attracting sufficient
well qualified people. The Commiltee agreed to make human re~ources and career structure a
priority item for consideration.
Improving the standard of science teaching in schools and making students aware of the excitement and satisfaction of careers in
science and technology are important factors in attracting students
to careers in science and engineering.
The Double He.lix Club (now
with BHP sponsorship), the Science Education Centres and
IWomen in Science' are among
CSIRO efforts to stimulate greater interest in science and technoJogy and encourage the most able
students to take up careers in
science. CSIRO scientists have an
important role in science education generally, by communicating
their work to a wider audience.
Major impediments to persuading the more able students to
select careers in science and engineering are the poorer job prospects and monetary rewards, compared with many other professions. Unless scientists and engineers receive greater recognition
and status in industry. commerce
and the community, with better
career prospects and monetary
rewards, it will be an uphill task
to persuade the most able students
to select careers in science and
technology. Some positive signals,
such as a substantial increase in
the number of scientists and
engineers on Boards of major
companies and better appreciation by Boards of the vital role of
technological innovation to their

longer term prosperity, would
assist the upgrading of science and
engineering.
I am pleased that CSIRO has
reached substantial agreement
with the CSIRO Officers AssociatilJD to improve job prospects in
thc Organisation. Indefinite employment will be the usual form
of employment in ('SIRO and not
dependent on the source of funds.
The agreement specifies the cooditions for term appointments,
e.g. postdoetoral fellows or where
the job is clearly short term.
From tbe date the agreement is
accepted by the Industrial Relations Commission. existing term
staff with more than six years'
serviee, are to be converted to
indefinite. The agreement will
provide for a new redundancy
award, which is still being negotiated with the OA. T am hopeful
that agreement can soon be
reached with the ot.her unions.
The tenure agreement should
go a long way to removing the dissatisfaction of non-tenured st.aff
with job prospects III CSIRO,
although a necessary trade-off for
a high percentage of tenured staff
will be the need for greater mobility of staff between projects and
programs.

,/~.~

Exhibit

celebrates Aust
flora
Some of Australia's oldest scientific treasures nrc on display in n
joint CSIRO/National Library
exhibition featured in tbe program
for C;loberra's annual spring festi~
vul, Floriade.
Flora - The Art of Botany. described as a 'celcbration of the
beauty and diversity of the Australian flora' is on display in the
library's foyer. It prcsents, from
the vaults of the Australian
National Herbarium (Ioe"ted in
the Division of Plant Industry).
original material from the first
scientific collections of Australian
plants.
These were gathered in 1770 hy
Joseph Banks and Daniel Solander on the Endeavour voyage and
by Robert Brown on the 18021805 Investigator voyagc by
M"llhcw Flinders around the
Australian coastline
Arranged next to the specimens
are rare prints and reproductions,
from the library's collections, of
corrc&ponding botanical sketches
by artists on the two voyages.
These include colour prints of thc
Cont. on p.3

Dear Editor,
On 1 July, withoul announcemcnt
to either its staff or to the general
public. CSIRO began to P"y excise on petrol. This amounts to a
40 per cent price rise. Since no
eompensating inerease in budget
was given, this results in an
additional direct cut in available
CSIRO
appropriation funds.
Some time ago, and also without
announcement, CSIRO became
liable to Import duty, increasing
the cost of imported equipment
and supplies by 25 per cent in
some instances. Most scientific
equipment and supplies are imported, so this too amounted to
an unannounced cut in available
appropriation funds. Lt is CSIRO
management's duty to maximise
our ability to conduct rcseareh,
and this requircs money. Why do
we uot hear them publicly condemning such back-door cuts to
our budget"
AJister K Sharp
Vice President NSW Branch,
CSIROOA
Deal' Editor,
Is the I,dll! advisol'y service
a real service?
That's the question I'm asking
after receiving the latest promotional brochure. They state that a
free design service is available.
but they only want the good quality design. Well, I ask what kind
of scrvice is that'? Obviously they
only want to polish the car rather
than gellmg themselves involved
under the bonnet. As most graphic designers within CSIRO know,
a small percentage of our work is
of this quality, a great deal of our
work requires a fair amount of
mundane eh"rts and graphs. etc.
If the print advisory service is
fair dinkum, they should give
some serious thought to providing
a real service to divisions by
providing art work of gmphs and
eharts, and I gu",antee they will
never have to promote themselves

again.
Vlad Mosmondor
Graphic Designer,
Division of Forestry and Forest
Products

Dem' Editor,
A new CSIRO Jogo
What with more budget cuts and
the announcement in April that
'appropri"tion supported st"ff'
will be reduced by 500, and the
continuing emigration of scientists
in search of better working conditions, perhaps a more appropriate
CSIRO logo would be:

.,
CSIRO
AusnALI"

Melissa Roffey
Division of Materials Science
and Technology

Dear Editor,
I had great pleasure in attending
a barbeque lunch at the Division
of Entomology at Black Mountain
in Canberra on 31 August. The
occasion was the translation of the
laboratory craftsmen from that
Division into the technical grades.
It was truly a proud and rewarding
experienee for the craftsmen, the
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personnel stal'f alld for Geol'f
Fcnwick who is credited with the
project's conception. and for me
as a member of the project team
during 1987/88.
The tmnslation followed completion of the asse",ment and
training program with extemal
accreditation from RMIT, which
tailored course modules and
applied them to work requirements at the level of technical
contributions. It acknowledged
work experience for credit and
I'acilitated the consolidation of
specialist knowledge and skills as
well as the acquisition of new
ones. The aim of the translation
was the recognition and provision
of opportunities for applying trade
specialist skills together with the
integration of engineering research support to Divisional
objectives.
Dr Max Whitten, Chief of the
Division of Entomology, congratulated the craftsmen and wished
them every success in achieving
their own expectations of the new
role and those which the Division
has of them. He acknowledged
the tremendous effort put in by
Geoff Fenwick and his team during the creative and developmental phase, as well as the staff of
Entomology, particularly Lyn
Wojtaszak, for implementing the
progmm on site, John Pocknall's
spontaneous response, 'Sir will
do!' to his Chief who apologetically called the group 'craftsmen'
instead of 'technicians' denotes
that touch of humour which so
often reflects the refreshing rapport that is part of the way this
group operates.
In Future's 'Lifelong Education
Revisited - Australia as a learning
society' (13 July 89, 1'1'.17-24)
acutely reminded me of Professor
Jevon', (ASTEC) remark in June
1987 that the CSIRO translation
team members were pioneers in
facilitatiug adult educ"tion in the
workplaee through using TArE
for subject specialist input to a
program aimed at meeting objectives identified by the employer.
It was about linking reskilling and
job design "nd about collaboration
between the industryl
employer client and the education
consn1t(\nt
In Future's article is a summary
of the discussion paper prepared
by the Lifelong Education Project. 11 opens with the significant
statement that 'We have cntered
a period of change so rapid that
half of a worker's knowledge and
skills may become obsolete in
three years'. It contencls 'that it is
not a matter of offering short term
trClining solutions to immediate
needs; to maximise our human resources we must cultivate in all
citizens such qualities "S confidence, commitment to self improvement, ability to make decisions, willingness to try new
ideas',
It is here that the original objectives of the Laboratory Craftsrnen Translation were aimed and
CSlRO played a vital role as an
organis"tion in the front line of
education. This role is to be
played more and more by Australian organisations if their workforce skill formation needs arc to
be met.
Congratulations to the laboratory craftsmen of CSIRO who

have demonstrated outstandmj?
application and perseverance to
complete this unique program of
study. It is hoped that you are able
to pursue opportunitics for optImal productivity.
In appreciation, Dr Whitten.
for your support of a team charged
with implementing a new and difficult change program which ccI"
tainly is one answer for bridging
the gap between rese"reh "nd
industry
Well done!
Edl1a Salt
Corporate Centre
Dear Editor,
The OA has proudly announced
'Breakthrough on Tenure' and
the Human Resources Branch
'Major Progress on Tenure
Agreement 1'01' CSIRO'.
Unfortunately, the negotiations
that led to these claims did not in·
clude consultation with those line
managers who arc given the responsibility to make the new system work: divisional staff who
attract CSlRO's non-appropri"
tion funds.
We arc now told 'there will be
no link between fund source and
tenure'. This means that the 12 of
my project staff (out of 19 by thc
end of 1989) who are employed
on two to three year industry
contracts or RIRF grants would
be indefinite appointees under
the new scheme. The only signific"nt criteria that could exclude indefinite status are postdoctoraJ
fellows (one out of my 12) and 'on
the balance of probabilities. the
skills bcing sought for. the work
will not be required "!'ter the work
is completed'. We can each decidc
what this means. To me it seems
so vague that it can only result in
" large influx of lawyers to the
Human Resources Branch to dcal
with appeal cases.
But even motc seriously. bow
will I and my fellow proJect leaders cope with the situation'? Wc
have three options:
1. Avoid thc problem by not
seeking non-appropriation funds.
Consequences: disillusioned research managers. less employment, less research.
2. Continue as now. assuming
that we will attract comparable
funds in all future years, Conscquences: constant pressure on me to
raise funds. not time for research
leadership, less research.
3. Continue as now. assuming
that head(luarters will step in to
fund the 'indefinite' staff when I
fail or quit for a more realistic
opportunity outside CSIRO. Consequences: you tell me, Human
Resources Br"nch! You tell me
OA!
Sadly, the 'major progress on
tenure' is ill-conceived. at best
well intentioned. Human Resources Branch and OA, please.
ple"se look to the future and don't
saddle CSIRO with a naive
scheme born out of lack of consultation with research managers.
F John Ballard
Division of Human Nutrition
Adelaide
Dear Editor,
We all know that CSIRO is in a
ferment of change and we all hope
that the new revised CSIRO will
be an outstanding success.
Co lit.
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A Matter
of Opinion

In the Angnst isslle of CoResearch, the Matter of Opinion column
cume from D .. A..l Raiehe, who had some strong words to say about
the 'corporate vi.ionarics' of Limestone Avenue. lie said at IIQ,
docll'ines u...1 myths were propounded which conDicted with Ihe way
the science of csmo uctually worked.
Variations on Dr Ralche's views have been aired both publicly and
privately for some time to (IlY knowledge. Maybe they have become a
little more public lately, rather than just muttered around the tea table
in divisions. Certainly, a num.ber of letters in C.'oReseach in the past
couple 01 years have indicated the level of 'us and them' antipathy.
It is hardly a deslIable state of affair>, but what can be done about
it'! These issues are bemg addressed by people in the Organisation,
but the problem remains.
Without wanting to interfere in a contentious and complex problem,
I do \"we rt s\1gge~tion which may help ease some of the problems, or
at least create a better climate for easing problems.
I don't claim ownershlp of this idea - I have discussed it with some
scientists I know, and they think it might wurk.
It is Slmplv this- every employee of the corporate centre, from the
top down, should spend onc week (per year perhaps) workIng in a
division, doing something useful for the research effort.
Too often, I believe, people in the corporate centre lose sight of the
fact that the reason they are here is to support the research. Administration is not an end 111 ttsell, Also, too often people in divisions forget
that people in the L'orpmate centre are human beings who work hard
and are often dedicated, enthusiastic and have some good ideas.
Why not get them all together for a little mutual educallon. The
corporate workers would see what research is really about and the
divisional people would see that staff from HO don't each have three
heads and no brains. When you meet people face to face it is much
harder to be rude and critical about them than if they are just faceless
sources of irritation.
This principle is used by big companies such as Budget Rent A Car,
to 'keep management close to the customer', The company has had
thi!-> po\iey for more than 10 years llnd a gpokeswomon said it had been
very successful. Once a month, senior managers spend one day behind
a Budget rental car counter. Not only does it help them appreciate the
real world of the car rental business, but it also makes for better staff
relations.
I'm not saying that CSIRO is like a car rental company, but the
principle of involving staff who would normally not have 'hands on'
contact with the real work of the organisation seems sound.

Commellls
CoResearch

this subject wOllld be most welcome, Please write to
tile address showII 011 tbe back page.
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AT wins engineering

award

The Australia Telescope has won
IlD award horn the Inslitution of
Engiucel's, Australia (Newcastle
Division).
In the In~titution's words, 'The
new antennas form a striking

testimon,"1 to the capabilities for
high quality and expertise by Australian industry'.
The .I nstltlltion gives Engineering Excellence awards at both
regional and Ilational levels. The
ATwon in the Newcastle Division
(cngllleering Products) category,
11 will now be entered in the
national competition.

The award was presented at
Newcastle town hall on 7 September by the Lord Mayor ofNewcastic, Mr John M"Nallghton. It was
accepted hy Dr Bob Frater, Director or the Institute of Information
and Communications Technol-

ogies, on behalf of the Division of
RadiophySlcs, Ihe Australia Telescope National Facility and the
engineering firm
Maedonald
Wagner Ply Ud (now ConnellWagner).
Flora
Cout. from p.2
work of Sydney Parkll1son, botanical daughtsman on the E'nd(!a~
\lour and reproductions of drawings by Ferdinl1nd Bauer. botanical artist on the InvestigalOr.
Completing a representation of
Australian botanical art from
three centuries are origimll watercolours, also from the library's

collections, painted early Ihis century by Adam Forster, a Prussian
immigrant who developed a deep
love for the Australian flora.

The exhibition was opened by
CSIRO Chairman Nevillc Wran

in June, and rnns until3l October.

Voyager 'calls home' from Nep'lune

The role of CSIRO's Parkes radio teleseol,e was c..ucial to Ihe I'henomenal snCcess of the Voyager II
encoonter with Neptlllle last month_
NASA's worldwide Deep Splice Network Ilrovlded the main contact with the spacecraft as it appl'Oached
the dist.nt planet. I'arkes .Iso received tlte cmWs siglluls, which were combiued with those from the Tidhi,,·
billa space trucking slatioll near Canlle...a to ""'I'Uly the signal fl'Om deep splice.
The te"h"ical experlise of the CSIRO scielltists, snpl",..led by the excellence of the telescope itself,
helped make history as Man reached further thun eve,' into SIlOCl'.
CSIRO has a long history of slIpport for space missiolls. Tbe receut 20th anniversary of Neil Armst....ng's
walk ou the Moon focllsed atteudo", of I·...kes' simila.. role ill supporl of that achievemellt. The telescope
staff at Parkes and a crew of eugilleers from the Tidbinbilla aud (the now defllnct) Honeysnckle Creel,
trackiug slatiolls shllred the resl,onsibiUty for mission support.
Voyager I,as gathered data ou Neptnlle's atmospbe..e, maguetosphere, purtial ring system and moolls.
Previously, only two moonS were known to orbit the 1,lauet; Voyager already has discovered another fo"...
Piclures of Neptuue have revealed its ,,,crets, iUcludillg its cloud syslems ulld lm'ge sto..ms, ami the sl,acecl'aft's inst....ment!J hav" d"teeted a strong maguetic field aroand the planet. A partial riug system also has
been discovered. Voyager made its closest approach to Neptuue on 24-25 Angllsl,
Parkes has been dedicated to sUI'I,or1 of tlte Voyager mission since March 1989, Tidhinbilla was able 10
track Voyager fu.. 12.05 hours each day aud Pari"" for uiue hours a day, whereas NASA's nOl'lhcru
hemisphere facilities Wel'e ablc to 'see' it for less lhau tllis. NASA has I'aill CSIRO $1 million to sUI'I,o..t
the Voyager mission.

Pro' pits strength against supermagnet
Pmfessor Sergei I' Kal'itza, the
most widely known pOI)ulariser of

science in the USSR, is showu
lesting his 'trength against a mre
earth 'rmpermagnct' during u
recent visit to the Division of
Aplllied I'hysi<'s.
Professor Rap;,za hold, the
Chair of Physics at the Moscow
Physicoteclmical Inslitute and
leads the laboratory of applied
elect..odynamics and accelerator
development at the Vaviluv
Institnle 01' Physics Prohlems,
lJSSn Academy of Sciences.
In additiou to his regular S01'iet
TV program 'Seeing is Believiug',
with Im estimated andience of 40
million viewers, Prof Kapitza
writes and sl,eaks widely on
science and science-related
issues, particulal'ly in relation to
world affairs and disammmeut.
H" is a member of the Pugwash
Movement and the Cluh ot'RolUe.
His major research interest has
been in the development of the
nticrotron acceleratol', operating
up to energies of 40 MeV. These
accelemtors acl as injectors to
synchrotrons and storage rings,
used for such tasks as nondeslructive testing, medical
radiogral,hy and neutron and
isotope production,
During his visit, Prof Kapitza
loured the Division's high
tempe..ature supercouductivity
and rare earth magnet I"ojects
and visited the CSIRO l'AFE
Science Edncalion Ceut..e,
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G as Fellowship for

Tay

CSIRO pasture sdeulist Dr Johu
Taylor has heeu awarded a 1990
Ch'"rchill Fellowship.
Dr Taylor's Fellowship was
sponsored by the estate of the latc
Samuel and Eilcen Gluyas. well
known graziers in the Richmond
area. through their Trustecs Mr
Bcrt Field and Perpctual Trustees
Queensland Lld
Thc sponsorship furthers the
Cilllyas·

life

kmg

int,~rest

in

df''''clopmc11f of the tropical graz-

ing industry
A pasture ecologist with the

Di\;isi(1n of Tropical Crops and
Pastures. Dr Taylor is working on
how cattle grazing behavlolll
Jffccts the pattern of use of large
paddocks. and. in the long term.
the stability of pastures and aoi-

during which he made significant
l'OIHribuhons to its research. he
has chosen to become a pastoral1St.

No doubt his vast knowledge

of chemi-stry and anImal physiol-

ogy Will help him manage his
cattle with care and efficiency.
In Australia, most sheep. cattle
<:lI1d goats are kept in large paddocks at rclatively low stocking
rates Asa result. they arc brought
into the vards onlv very

occasion~

ally for 'hearing. 'drenching. pregnancy testing. etc. More frequent
yardmg usually would be ImpractICal. But for control of some
diseases it is best if the trcatment
is given at least daitv<
When prcsented with this problem, Dr Laby decided to try to
find a way of doing this more

BRAJ)J)ON ACT 2<>01

Completed apphcations forms
and reports from three referees

must bc submitted by 28 Fcbruary
1990.

AboFe. in recognition of the Government's commitment to environmental issues, Dr Graham Alliso!l, Chief
of the Division of "Vater Resources, presented the Premier with a photograph for hiS office. In modern art
form, the Divl.'lion '.'I photographer Bill van Aketl gives a powerful message aboUl the irnporfnnce
Ivater

efficiently.
By applying his training ItJ physical chcmistry, he was ahle to
develop several deVICes with the
desired characteristics. These are
able to control internal paraSItes
or provide trace elements to avoid
deficiencics. prevcnt bloat or
allow scientists to measure feed
intake of gnlLlOg animals. Thanks
to Dr Laby and his collaborators.
these capsules are now COJl1mer~
cially available and some are
heing marketed overseas as well.
During the course of this research. Dr Laby published almost
50 scientific papers and was
granted 10 patents
As a result of thesc accomplishments. Dr Laby bas received a

CSIRO research on dima'c ch...gc and tile greenhonse effect recently received a boosl in fUllding.
A function was held Oil 16 Augnst ill the mai.. entrauce foyer to Ihe CSIRO building at 1"lorcal Park,
during which the Premier of Western Australia, the lion Petcr Dowding, presented Or Graeme J'c3rman
of Ihe Divisioll of Atmospheri«: Research, witb a cbeque to f"ud research 011 climate change ill W A.
The WA Government has approved a bilaterol agreemenl "ith CSIRO. wbich I",ovides $390 000 to
Atmospheric Researeh ovcr four years,
It will make IIOs.sible a "mge of re.•eereh projects focusiug on determining the ualure "nd impact of
climatic c1lallge expected for the Stale over Ihe uext 40 years.
The W A fnndillg is complemenlary to the recenlly anlloullced Federal fundiug for" IIl11l1her of climate
change rese""ch pl'Oj"cts ill CSIRO and the Bure"" of Meteorology.
Mr Dowdiug said 'CSIRO is nne of Ihe very few ""US in tbe world capable of nudert"killg the research
aud analysis ne«ssllry 10 create credible almospherie models IInd predic!!o". of lilture dimates.
'By participatillg ill tlte program, we will be ahle 10 briug CSIRO's extellsive experience alld research to
bear 011 the Stale'., 1II0St crilical climate concerns, including st"dy illto dimate pllth,mR for the sOllth wesl
of tbe State aud Ihe probability aud frequency of "Jclo"e. in the North.'
FoJlowillg the ceremony, gnef.lts were invited to meet Division of Water Resources staff and discuss recent

number of awards, including an

reseurch initiativeN.

MBE. He recently also became
Chicf Research 'Scientist, the
bighest scientist level in CSJRO.
in recognition of his contributions
to Australian science and agricul·.

'fbe occasioll was au excellenl opl,orhmity for Ihe PI'emier's staff and the Greenhouse Effect Committee
to he helter acquainted witb CSIRO's research.

Graham Allison

Letter
COIII. frolll 1'.2
Along the way, howevcr. there
are costs. such as the collapsc of
morale and the loss of status and
relevance (especially among manv
older staff members), which apparently Rre not being taken into
account.
Further, there are ('SIRO divisions which, because of nmalga-

lure

The caption competition iu the
July isslle of CoResearch altracte(1 n number of re,"'ponses 9 some

of them 'Inite libellous. It waR
diffic,,1t 10 choose the most apt
while still .slayillg within the law.
Rllt in the elld. a short aud swecl
entry from Lylln l'ulford of Edllcation Programs won with: 'I,ord
Iloardman I presume'. (see Ang
1989 CoResearch).

mation, restructuring and changes
in demand from the community.
are now considerably overstaffed

Runnerl>; np were: an flllony"

mons entry from Ileniliquin,
wbich load Hr Philip sayiug
'Kcith. wht.~n you're Chief [~xec~
otive, will youfund me 10 go back
10 Deniliqnin to do the field
validatioll of Ihe infiltration
equation, alld for you"g David
here to be my TA?' a"d frOlIl
Richard Merry at the Division of
Soils, '(Phili" 10 Boardma":
"Yo" use the old digit here to
slem Ihetide. Yon know,jnst like
the boy a"d the dyke in Holland" .
(Smiles, thi"killg): "Now Ihat's
a" interesting idea! I could apply
Ih.t to unsteady, unsat"rated
110w iUI"lrons media. Tall, abonl
unsteady and unsaturated, I'd
slarl with a"olher heer but Ihe
,jug's empty".'
Dr Philip fonlld the whole Ihi"g
rather amusing, as you can see
from the photo ahove right with
Professor Ralph Slatyer, ill which
he is revealing what he Ildually
said to Dr Boardmau. The pictured conversation look place

g from WA Govt

mal produchon.
Under the Fellowship. he will
visit Massachusetts, Texas, Colorado and New Mexico to investi~
gate developments in landscape
scale grazing research leading to
better understanding and sustained use of extensive grazing
lands.
• Meanwhile. the Churchill Trust
is calling for applications for 1991
Fellowships for overseas study.
Details are available from:
Tb" Winslon C1mrchill
M",norial 1'11Isl,
218 Northhonrne Avenne,

scienUst becomes farmer
DO' Ralph Lahy, a se"ior scientist
wHb the Division of Auimal ProdudROIl, is ~dercctin~'. He has
decided to retire and take up
fanninR instead.
After '~4 years with CSIRO,

ate research ID

with marginally relevant cxpcrts
When all of this is eombmed
with a desperate requirement to
save

....0 cOmpeUI10h

iNhat did Dr Phillp say?'

..

durl"g a visil by Prof Slatyer, who
was rece"lIy appointed Science
Advisor to Ihe Prime Miuister,lo
the Centre for Environmental
Mechanics. Wbile there he gained
an overview of the Centre's re~
search and discussed lIational
science policy issues.
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expenditure

throughout

l'Iw/r) __

or

u.' wm

,1k('H

ITI.H iority of the funding for the
payout comes from the <;uperan"
nuation entitlement and IS not a
charge on the divi~i(ln. Othcl
portions come from leave entitlt>
~nents- which (UViSIOIlS must find
III any case and from a salary in
advance payment which can he
funded by holding IhX' position
VHcant for a period following the
redundancy

AI: present wc ~ecm to he blocked from any chance of obtalnmg
redundancy settlement, hy the

atlitudc of CS]HO admmisiratlOn
and the CSIRO Officers Ass()"",~

CSIRO, I cannotundcrstand why tlOn, both of which seck 10 limit
we are not having another round all redundanclCs. whether forced
of Voluntary Early Separation (or or mutually agrced.
non-dISputed redundancy).
For many older CSiRO staff.
This is an establishcd practice thc time has come to part wilh the
throughout the Commonwealth Organisation III a dignified way
cmployment scctor and clearly and one that does no! demean
there are a numbcr of older staff their social or professional status
who would readily acccpt such a For people who have given thclf
working lives to the Organisation.
basis for early retirement.
Apart from the hudgetary sav- early separation with a settlement
ings that would result. many other sufficient to allow them to hegin
advantages would flow to the a new life is D reasonable expectaOrganisation: young/ncw staff tion. The CSIRO administration
would be employed to deyelop and unions should appreciate that
fresh areas of work. The gcnerally this is also to the advantage of
ineffective alternative of retrain- CSIRO.
I would be pleased to hear from
ing older staff would not be
anyone interested in this mattcr.
required.
While it is sometimes thought
that redundancy offers would
Tom Stcvens
place great financial strain on
Division of Building,
divisions. this is not true. The
Construction and Engineering

Unions take advantage of training course
to tackle
p issues
Oelegates from aeross Australia attended a CSIRO union Il'Rining rourse al Wodonga in Angnst. It was
tI", !irsl of ils kind for the Organisation.nd provided a usefull'ornm for debate on some important issues.
The five day course, hcld ar the
Clyde Cameron College of tire
Trade Union Training Authority
(TUTA), atlrac·ted delegates from
the CSIRO Laboratory Craftsmen
AssoCIation (CSIRO LCA), the
CSIRO 'Ieehmeal AssoCIation
(CSIROTA) and the Allstralian
Public Sector anti Broadcasting
Umon (APS&BU)
TUTA IS a statutory authority
established hy the ('ornmonwealth (iovern;nent to nain trade
union am} staff association representatives. All slate capltals
have "l'tJ1A lraillll1g centres. with
tlie Clyde Camer(lIl College being
the l:cntrc 01 the Authority's
actIvIties
ThL: JOInI union training course

was held to gIve delegates an
opportunIly to discuss changes
occurnng in ('SIRO and the vari
ety of external and internal issues
facing the Orgamsation. The aims
included increasing awareness
umong members and enhancing
hottom-up and top-down communication within the unions
Apart from the more general
issue ot the state of ul110msm In
Australia, assoctati(JIl delegates
also considered the approaching
ACTlJ Congress Hnd the SCIence
and Technology polrey to be put
before it.
delegates reconfirmed the
need tor constructive industriul
relations in CS1RO and tor the
democratic processes already in
p'lace -in the staff -associations; To
tillS end, current CSIRO mdustrial lssues were discussed and
valuable direction given to l:lssoci£loon representatIves.
A range ot issues, 1I1cluding
award restructuring, human rt.:sources strategy, personnel management and amalgamnt;~)n also
came in for consid~ration

disregard it A point acknowledged by all was that mismanagement of staff by superVIsory scien"
tIsts was the cause of many ot our
personnel problems and that despite considerable management
tnuning beIng provided tu supervisors, there was little evidence of
any effec!. Although documentation on dealing with unsatisfactory
pertormanre was readily :;lVailabit:, personnel mismanagement
appeared to continue largely
unchecked
During the discussions Oil personnel management, delegates
were lomed by Mr Arthur Blewett
and Ms Cannel MacPherson. both
from tht.,; Human Resources
Branch. This was a rare opportunity for such a large meeting of
CSIRO umon delegates to dISCUSS
formally and informally, ISsues of
Importance with senu)r management advisor~
Delegates made dear their dissatisfaction with the management
style of many ~upervisors and
their disappointment that neg·
otlated agreements with CSIRO,
represented by Corporate Services, were regularly disregarded
by hne manager&.

Finally, delegates questioned
the role of Corporate Services in
agreement negotiations and asked
why they should continue to
negotiate at this level Delegates
a,ked Mr Blewett and Ms MacPherson to advise the Chief
Executive:
L we conclud(~ that, in effect,
there is no accountability for
directors, chiefs and line managers; and
2. we believe a regular and sys-:,
Lemalk apph~a tion of the guidelines for managmg unsatisfactory
performance to chieh would be a
start to lesolving this problem
The joint union course was
considered a success hy all who
attended. commg as it did at an
appropnate: ttme in the development of the Organisation, lts
worth was proveJ, not only in the
valued discussions and material
presented, but also as an opportunity for rcprescntatlves of
unions negotiating amalgamatlon
to acknowledge and confirm then
common mteres.ts
Vaughn (~ox
Chairperson, WA CS1ROTA
Division of Animal Production
Floreat Patk

nlC

On 23 August the Division of Radiopl,ysics celehraled its 50lh birthday.
The festivilies, nltlmugh lacking !ireworks, hud a much higher prome
than the Division's secretive beginnings.
In February 1939, the Austra·
lian Government received a 'most
senet' cable from the British
GOVt:rnment, mformmg it of an
Important new (h~velopment in
defence sCIence -- later to be
known as radar (radio detection
and rangmg). Australia was in·
vited to send its best qualified
available physiCISt to learn about
the techlllque
The Cabinet mintsters of the
day almost certainly knew nothing
about radar, bllt they had no heSItation in sending Dr David Martyn
of the Radio Research Board. He
came back full of enthusiasm for
the new science.
On 23 Angust ] 939 thete was a
meeting to consider the establishment of a radar research group.
It was attended by the Prime
Minister, the Minister for Defence, the Minister for CSIR (as
it was then), the Postmaster-General, Sir John Madsen (Chairman
of the Radio Research Board and

Amalgamlltion

rile three staff association~ arc
negotiating tor a future arnalga·
malion, forrruog the largest union
wrthin CSIRO lt was noted that
the highly effective CSI ROTA
intrastHlCturc
would
initially
benefit all CSIRO members of
this proposed large puhlh: scctt)I
unIOn

On the afIMlgamallOn issue, we
were fl.)rtunatc to have Peter
Robson, .IDIOt Federal Secretary
of t.he APS&BU presenlto answer
questiolls and offer his views
Generally. delegates were III
favour uf amalgamation, with
flI\al lldministratlve structures yet
to be determined.
There W(l~ much djscussion 011
per.;;onnel management (i.e. thost
events between appointment and
separation) with detailed comments generated on issues such as
the Performance Review and
Development program, sexual
harassment policy, uJ1satil'Jactory
performance and the tenure
award. It was agreed that negot.iated policy for personnel management was only as effective as the
willingness of supervisors and
administrators to implement it.
lt was apparent to all that many
supervisors in CSIRO were either
ignorant. of policy or chose to

Above, the delegates. From left to right, Glen Cameron, Doug Braybrook, Mark Tunn;ngly, Michael Lang,
Dallas Richmond, Leanne Abberton, DOli Wigham, Gail Russell, Ralph Gilbert, Terry Byrne, Geoff Lane,
Ron Johnson, Bob Johnston, Carole Popham, Phil Hardp, Les Fallick, Ross Rebgetz, Michele Narracott,
Vallghn Cox, Tony McCaffrey, Nicki Gordon-Smith, Garry Hannan, Malcolm Hodgen, Neol McQueenand
Daryl Mummery.
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Professor of Electricai Engincermg at the UniverSIty of Sydney)
Sir David Rlvett (Chief Executive
Othccro!CSIR) and Dr Martyn
They agreed to establish a secret radar research group d.nd to
call it 'radiophysics' for camOllflHge. They also agreed to house
the new laboratory in an extensIOn
ul the NatIOnal Standards Labor"
tory III the grollnds at the UntVel
sity of Sydney - because an extension would attract less interest
than a new buildrng.
At the end of August, Dr Mal
tyn was appointed OfJicer in
Charge ot fhe RadlOphy""
Laboratory and in !vlay 104U
Radiophysics was given the status
01' a Division, Its t.:xisrcncc was
not officially announced until the
cnd of the war
Dunng the war, Radiophyslc,
mainly worked on aircraft warmng
systems. Later it branched Oul
into navigation aids. cloud ph ysics
and radio astronomy, Along thc
way, it built one of the world\.
first cumpurers (CSIRAC, IY~x),
worked on semiconductors iHH1
transistors and devised
[hi.."
Interscan aircraft lanJing ~ystem
Today I 50 years down the nack
and with a proud history of SCience
for A ustraJia, the DiVision wod:"
on gallium arsenide solid State
devices, antennas tor both CiHlh
sttllIOns and satellites, image for
mation and proce~",ing, tdccorn
munications and hardware procL''-;
sing techniques

Murray Nanlohy

Sirocredit
Topics of Interest
SIROCREDIT memb"rs get more than just the finaucial services
provided by Ihe credit union. Through co-operative agreements, a
range of other beuefits also is available.
l. Legal advice
In each slate, SIROCREDIT has arranged for a legal firm 10 provide
a free consultation and will preparation service for members. These
firms can also provide compelitive quotes for other legal requirements,
such as conveyancing or family law matters. To get in touch with the
SIROCREDIT preferred solicitor in your State, contact any of
SrROCREDIT's offices listed below
2. Finnnciol planning
To provide for the ever increasing demand within CSIRO,
SrROCREDIT recently established its own financial planning service.
SIROVEST is staffed by its own paid employees so that they can
provide advice which is not influenced by high yielding commissions
Information and invcstments are placed through SIROCREDIT via its
licence with the SECURrTOR group of companies.
SIROVEST is fully versed in all aspccts of CSIRO superannuation
and bonus plans and is able to tailor a plan for individual investment,
retirement or budgetary needs. Advice is available from the SIROCREDIT offices in Melbourne, Canberra and Sydncy, and can be
arranged tor members in all other states.
3. Tax return pl'cllaralion referral
SIROCREDIT has arranged with the accountancy firm Haines
Norton for advice to members on tax and the preparation of memhers'
tax return,. The fecs charged by Haincs Norton will bc competitive,
bur obviously will dcpend on the nature of thc work involved in each
individlWI return, The fee will be estimated heforehand and agreed to
by the member before any work starts. Tax return preparatIOn is.
availahle in all slates of Australia and the contract particulars may be
oblained from SIROCREDlT
4. Insm'ances
All members' domestic and commercial needs can be arranged by
SIROCREDIT. The credit union promises:
IiII the bcst policy for the best possible price
III complete flexibility, with choice of replacement or indemnity covcr
nn home or contents and agreed market value on vehicles
11II convenience, with monthly payments for no additional cost
SIROCREDIT's insurance also provides for the amalgamation of all
a member's insurance covers under onc policy \ eliminating the time
wasted in varying renewal dates. etc.
5. Travellers chequcs and foreign currenc.y hank drafts
SIROCREDIT provides at no charge American Express Travellers
Cheques to any CSIRO location around the country. It also can produce
foreign currency bank drafts for members at a momcnt's notice. Many
other hanks <lIld financial institutes charge heavily for these services.
To fmd out more about how SIROCREDIT can assist you, ring or
write to any of thcse offices:

Merino steals the show, as French PM
drops in on CSIRO
A desire to expand science nnd technology activity ill Allstralia led the French l'rime Minister to includc
CSIRO ill his brief tril' 10 Australia last lIIonlh,
Monsieur Michel Rocard and many possibilities for using very
Madame Rocard visited CSIRO thin diamond films as wear-resison 18 August, accompanied by tant coatings, in optical compothe Minister Delegate for Foreign nents, in semiconductors etc. The
Affairs and the Minister for Over- Division and French company
seas Departments and Territories, TholTIson-CSF are to carry out
their spouses, three Members of Joint research to develop thc
Parliament and a contingent of laboratory work IOta an economic
diplomatic offieials and Freneh industrial process.
(Unfortupress.
nately, a sudden escalation 1Il thc
They were in Australia for only air pilot's dispute meant nobody
a day and a half at the start of a from the Division could attend)
tour of the South Pacific.
To finish off there was a collage
ClRC was responsible for or- of photographs showing a vanety
ganis1l1g the CSIRO visit, with the of other CSlRO work. This
Public Affairs Umt assisting with worked well as it enabled the
displays and speeches. The French French visitors to ask about items
party Was officially welcomed to that caught their interest. Subjects
CSIRO by Senator Button, Mr on display were the $10 plastic
Harry .Iones, Dr Keith Boardman banknotc,
magnetite
sewage
and Dr Roy Green, and taken to treatment, the Australia Telesee some displays of our work.
scope, satellitc geological imagThe projects chosen all had a ing, QEM*SEM, clean coal,
French connection, and the divi- Scrimbcr, Sirm;pun, climate and
sions concerned put fJ lot of co- greenhouse research and wildlife
operative eftort into providing studies of penguins.
display material and advice. They
also provided scientist" to explrlin
the displays to the VII's - some
even managed some French!

• Animal Productionlg controlled
release capsules for dosing animals. Ooe of the Division's many
licensees (Captec) launched an
anthelmintic for sheep in France
in .Iune. Keith Ellis and Terry
Lcche did the honours for the
DiviSIOn, but their thunder was
stolen by George Merriman who
brought two magnificent Merinos
from the Merryvi\le Stud to ca tch
the eye of the visitors and prcss
I see photo).
• Water Research's joint venture
with the Cassegrain Group, Cassiro Pty Ltd. This company has
been formed to develop and market the DiviSIOn's gypsum slotting
technology for improving poor
soils. Cassegrain is owned by a
French family which migrated
here in the 19508 and several
French companies and individuals
are now pmviding technical help
in the dcvelopment phase. David
Mitehell was partnered by C1aude
Cassegrain to explain the venture.
" Plant Industry's gene shears
technology, fresh from its display
at Parliament House in July when
our joint venture was launched
officially. Gene Shears Pty Lld
has its French link through our
partner Limagrain, which is putting $22.5M into developing the
technology further. lim Peaeock
was assisted by Karen McGhee in
coping with the many questions
raised by this display.
• Entomology's biological control research, particularly the proposed new research lab at Montpelier in southern France. The
Division's presence in Montpelier
has encouraged other countries,
as well as France, to build up the
area as an international centre for
biological control research. Jim
Cullen and Liz Armstrong showed
some live samples of insect pests
and the damage they inflict on
plants.
• Applied Physics' diamond film
technology. This is creating great
interest in industry, which can see
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All the displays, except gene
shears, were designed by Vlad
M08mondor of Forestry and
Forest Products, who did a mar
vellous job for Public Affai" in a
short time with ;] minw.;culc
budget.
The visil lasted 45 Ininutcs and
about half of that time was taken
up with speechcs by M. Rocard,
Senator Button and Mr Barrv
.lones. M. Rocard announced pro
posals for CSIRO-CNRS loint
research on climate and for talks
between Sirotech and a similar
technology braking organisation
in France, ANVAR. Senator Button announced funding for some
prolccts under the bilatcral
Australia-France science agree
mcnt; lhis included a coral reef
project in which CSIRO has an
intercst. BalTv 10nes Icd off valiantly in Fren'ch before reverting
with relief to English.

Above, Dr Keith Ellis of the Division of Animal Production persuading
one of the star attractions to enter the display. Below, Dr Jim Peacock,
Chief of the Division of Plant Industry, explains gene shears to M
Michel Rocard. Behind Jim's ann is Vlad Mosmondorfrom the Divi,ion
of Forestry and Forest Products, designer of the displays.

Above, the plastic $10 note created a lot of interest. Inspecting it are Dr
Keith Boardman, Professor Michel Ronis (Fbst Secretmy, Scientific,
French Embassy), M. !?ocard and Senato,. Johll BuItOIl.

The pain and pleasure of eSIRO'S
premier social event
Hundreds of CSIRO scientists have done it. Technical and c eflCIl st
live on
,an so have
administrators. Visiting scientists from the UK, the USA, New Zellland, Japan and Finlalld have dOlle it,
and even a few chiefs have done it.
over the rugged. undulating cir- hour after the start. We've never
But the Chief Executive Officer
cuil. The course is psychologically lost anyone on a permanent basis.'
and the Chairman have never
tough as well, as just when runners
One runner who was deterdone It, nor has any institute
are recovering from the mitial mincd not to get lost was Plant
director or member of the Execu1.5km burst uphill, they find they Industry's Emile Brunoro. Now
tive Committee.
have lost much of that altitude well known in the ACT as leader
Before the more cynical readers
and face three steep, sharp hills of the Sun Ripened Warm Tomato
take another potshot at CSIRO's
before beginning the sprint home
Party in the recent local election,
top management, the activity in
Such a course would normally Brunoro reportedly hitched a ride
question has nothing to do with
favour stronger male runners,
on an ACT Park ranger's landsex, power or money. It is the
Others that have thrived on the rover in the 1978 race. It didn't
Black Mountain Cup, CSIRO's
challenging
course
are
CSIRO's
help him much, though, as his
annual Canberra fUll run.
older runners. In 1986 Environ- time was only 30.15.
The BM Cup has become a
mental Mechanics' 60 year old
midwinter institution 111 the
Keith Perroux covered the course
CSIRO calendar, havmg been run
Instantaneons
in a quick 25.25, while 51 year old
for the 13th consecutive year in
Brian Austin of Paxus/Comnet
reporting
July
(formerly CSIRONET) recorded
Originated by Colin Hazelton,
A novel feature of the race is
a sizzling 22.37 in the race this
former workshop manager at the
the nearly instantaneous reporting
year.
Centre
for
Environmental
Who is CSIRO's fastest chief? of the results. Within 15 or 20
Mechanics, the race is now Of
Only three present or past chiefs minutes of the run's finish, the
ganised by EM's Greg Heath.
bave run the BM Cup, with Terry complete results, including all of
'There is no other CSIRO event
Specd, formerly Chief of Mathe- the aggregate team times, are
of any kind, social or scientific, matics and Statistics, living up to available
that brings together a more diThe clever system, devised in
his name with a 22.23 in 1985 and
verse group of people within the
22.40 in 1986. Peter Diggle, a 1978 by Environmental MechanOrganisation,' Greg said, comlater Maths and Stats Chief, ran ics' John Bryan, is based on a
menting on the value of t.he BM
23.20 in 1985, while David Smiles, record of timed electronic pulses
CLIp to the morale and social cothen Chief of Environmental sent to a computer as the runners
hesiveness of CS fRO staff.
Mechanics and now of Soils, cross the finish line. The runner's
'Normally we have about 100 posted a 24.15 in 1980.
numbers also are recorded in
runners, and with an additional
For consistency, it's hard to sequence and the two lists are
100 or so spectators, we have a beat Ray Leunmg of Forestry and matched by computer.
very good cross section of CSIRO .Forest Products, who, from 1983
The race's mid-July timing has
staft: Alid often we getatecam or io 1986 recorded four consecutive proved a wise decision as far as
two of runners from CSIRO divitimes within six seconds of each the weather is concerned.
SIons in Sydney or Melbourne.'
'In 13 years we've never had
other. For persistence, the award
The first official race was held
goes to Ross Gilby (now retired) rain for the race,' said Greg. 'The
in 1977, when Hazelton - who
worst
day we had was one of those
ane! Tom van Gerwin of Entomolmade the coveted trophy, the ogy, who have each run in 12 of bleak, foggy winter days - it was
Black Mountain Cup, that goes to
the 13 Cups, and to Keith Per- only l"c at midday, Generally it's
the winning team of four runners
8-l(fC and sunny - ideal condiroux, who has run in 11.
- organised a group of regular
Although the BM Cup has tions for running.'
lunchtime Joggers from EntomolAn interesting trend is the drop
never been won by a division from
ogy, Plant Industry and Environ- outside Canberra, it's not from off in the number of participants
mental Mechanics for a more lack of tryers. Teams from Animal in the BM Cup dllring the late
formal race around the familiar Production, Applied Physics, 1980s. Until the 1989 race, which
lracks on the slopes of Canberra's Food Research, Fossil Fuels, the had 100 runners, the number of
Black Mountain,
Lucas Heights Research Lahs, entries had decreased from a peak
Mineral Physics and Process of 111 in 1981 and UO in 1982 to
Technology from Sydney; Textile 52 in 1988.
Dominated
The trend, to some extent, reIndustry from Melbourne; and
Early BM Cups were domi- Irrigation Research from Griffith
flects the general drop off in
nated hy the teams from Entomol- have all had a go, but without interest in running since the early
ogy, which won the first four races success. With two Sydney teams '80s. But Greg thinks other factors
before Plant Industry hroke their performing well in this year's BM may be operating.
'The trend also could reflect the
hold on the cup in 1981.
Cup, perhaps the Canberra diviIndividually, the early races sions' grip on the trophy will be
sharp decrease in lbe number of
younger staff joining CSIRO since
saw the emergence of the remark- broken in 1990.
able Rosemary Longstaff as Canthe early '80s. Many of the people
Non-CSIRO runners
have
berra's top female distance rU11- dominated the individual titles in
stiB running the race were particneL Ro::.emary, then with Ento- recent years, but the course record
ipants from the BM Cup's incepmology, stiH ranks as the ACT's is still held by Plant Industry's
tion in the late '705.'
And what of the future? With
best ever woman marathoner.
Peter Bemey, who raced around
On Black Mountain she was the circuit in 18.09 in 1985. Berney
the upsurge of interest in 1989 and
SIROsolid
backing from
devastating, winning outright first led Plant Industry to a team time
CREDIT, which began sponsorin the inaugural Cup and again in of 1.25.27, a record which also
ship in 1985, the BM Cup is set to
1980. In all, Rosemary ran the still stands,
continue as CSIRO's premier
BM Cup six times, with three
Considering the very rocky
mid-winter athletic and social
second placings and a third to go trucks that comprise the BM Cup
with her two wins. Her best time course, it is a remarkable record
event.
But, although there has usually
was just under 21 minutes for the that no-one has been seriously
been a large number of runners
5.6km course.
injured. 'We've had only one
from the corporate centre, there
It is extremely unusual for a minor injury over the years,' Greg
is still an embarrassing lack of
woman to win outright a mixed reports, 'and that was in 1977
participation by top management.
race of any distance. But what when a runner from the RAO,
So, Neville Wran and Keith
makes Rosemary's achievement who shall remain nameless, got
Boardman, institute directors and
all the more amazing is the nature lost and ended up stumbling
Executive Committee members:
through the bush on the west side
of the BM Cup course.
how about having a go in 1990.
Although it is euphemistically of Black Mountain, Bleeding and
It's never too early to start traindubbed the 'Little Hill' run, there somewhat embarrassed, he finally
ing!
IS nothing little about the hills appeared at the finish line over an

The agony is just beginning, as runners struggle up the hill m rhe start
of the BM Cup.

w
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The 1978 winmng team from Entomology, From left, Kim Pullen,
/iosemary Longstaff; John Feehan and Roger Farrow,

Well in front of the field, Rosel1lwy Longstaff charges down Ihe hill
towards the finish of an early BM Cup.

Is this really a fun run? Bill DO/llUlgues of the corporare centre (No.
67) and Environmenral Mechanics' Will Steffen (43), stagger across rhe
!ille ill Ihe 1989 race.
Domingues

The eqgjneer they call
'Your Worship'
When Councillor Larry Stel,hens was sworn in as Mayor for the City of Heidelberg on 9 Angust this year,
it was hardly surprising to his colleagues at the Division of Manufacturing Technology.

Nevertheless, It was rather
unusual for an Independent Councillor with three years' Coundl
expenence to have received
strong support from both major
political parties which also were
making their own bids for the
mayoralty.
In addition to hIS propensity for
c.ommunity involvement, which is
quite indefatigable, and his dedication In his family·· wife of 27
years, Beverley, d'lughter Cheryl,
21, and son Dale, 18 - Lawrence
William Stephens always has been
prepared to do that little bit extra
for people, whether from CSJRO
or the general community.
This is demonstrated in a
number of ways, such as in filling
the rote of Santa at the Division's
Chnstmas paliies. or updating his
first aid qualifications to continue
III his Job as Divisional Safety
Officer (he holds the St John
Ambulance Medallion), or performing his tasks as Chairman of
the recently formed Regional
Employee Development Committee Victoriarrasmania (the reconstituted VJCTAT Committee).
After an apprenticeship in fitting and machining at the Maribyrnong Ordnance Factory, and
invaluable industrial experience
during subsequent employment
as both a metrologist in the Footserav Ammunition Faetory Metrology Laboratory and as a technical
officer in the RMIT Production
Engineering Department, Larry
Stephens joined CSIRO in 1972.
Onginally employed as a technical officer with the Division of
Tribophysics (later to become the
Division of Materials Science),
Larrv soon demonstrated his
mte(est in the well being of his
fellow CSIRO officers through his
early membership, and later presidency, of the CSIROTA (CSIRO
Technical Association).
His ease and excellenee of
communication within and outside the Organisation did not go
unreeogniscd, and by 1978 his
professional engineering status
was confirmed when he graduated
from Swinburne College of Technology with a Diploma of Engineering (Produetion), was accepted
as Graduate of the Institution of
Engineers, Australia, and was
reclassified to the scientifie staff
as an ,.>xperimental officer.
By this time, Larry was making
a significant contribu lion to
CSrRO's metal machining research, and he continued to war!c
with the metal maehining group
when it transferred its allegiance
to the then newly-formed Division
of Manufacturing Technology at
Fitzroy. His participation in the
area of staff politics also underwent a slight ehange of direction
wllen he took over as the Division's representative on the
CSIROOA (CSIRO Officers
Association).
In 1985, the Division made
plans to move from its lemporary
Melbourne premises (on three

Above, Mayor Stephens in his other public role, as Santa ClallS at the
Division's Chri:o;tmas party.
sites al Fitzroy) to a new headquarters site at Preston. Throughout the period leading up to, and
during, the move in May 1986,
Larry found himself in the position of relocation organiser/manager, with the Divisional responsibility for the conversion, equipping and provisioning of a former
plastics/resin factory into a fully
functioning CSIRO laboratory.
For Larry, 1986 was a big year.
The smooth and successful transfer of the Division's staff and
resources to its new industrial
premises contributed to his reclassification to the newly created
position of Melbourne Laboratory
Site Engineer. Also, in Angust of
that year after standing as an
independent at the age of 46, he
was elected to represent the
Banyule Ward in the Heidelberg
City Council. All this in addition
to his increased corporate mem-

bership involvement with the
lEA llst, in particular as an active
member of the Vict.orian Manufaet.uring Branch for which he has
now served terms as both secretary and chairman.
Already prominent in the
Banyule area, through his 10 year
association both as secretary and
then president (a position he
relinquished on election to Council) of the Bonyule (Australian
Rules) Football Club, the newly
elected
Councillor
Stephens
immediately took on the important position of Chairman of the
Heidelberg Bicentennial Committee and soon became involved in
a wide range of new community
activities. Now, after serving only
a three year term as Councillor,
his community endeavours have
been recognised by the vast
majority of his fellow councillors
with his elevation t.o Mayor.
Well dOlle, Lany!

NML thesis earns degree

for Or Somlo

David Sangster retires

Mr David Sangster. leader of the Radiation Chemistry und Technology
Section of tlte Divisinn of Chemicals and l'olymers, Itas retired.
Like most committed scientists, Chemleal Society.
though, he intends continuing his
In recognition of his contribu~
work - perhaps not with CSIRO tion to polymer SCIence, III 19R7
but at least at Lucas Heights, he received a Citation from the
where he has been based for t.he RACI Polymer DiVision and "
past 32 years
year later' the 14th Australian
David joined (the then) CSIR Inst.it.ute of Nuclear Science and
as a research officer in the Divi- Engineering Chemistry Confersion of Soils in 1948, soon after encc was convened in his honour
completing his degree at the Uni- The Conference was attended by
versity of Adelaide. Within a few many distinguished
radiation
months he was seconded to the chemists from overseas
Atomie Energy Research EstabIn the preface t.o the lournal of
lishment at Harwell in England.
Radiation Physics and Chemistry
At that time, Australia was which commemorates the occa~
using Harwell as a training ground sion. the Conference President
for Australian scienbsts interested Professor Donald Napper, Profesin this eounlry's nuclear energy sor of Physical Chcmistry at Ihe
industry. l1lCrefore, when David Umversity of Sydncy, referred to
came hack to Australia in 1956 he David as the 'father' of radiation
returned, not as part of CSIRO. chemistry III Australia, noting Ius
but as a Senior Research Officer wide contribution to the promoat Lueas Heights in the Australian tion of both fundamental selence
Atomic
Energy Commission and the industrial applications of
(AAEC) , which had been estab- radiation.
Iished in 1953.
David also has had a eontllluing
Between then and 1981, David involvement with the training of
advaneed through the scientifie fl.lure seientists. Throngh IllS
ranks of the AAEC, establishing work with AINSE he has had an
his international reputation as a impact on research Ht various
leader in the field of radiation Australian
universities
and
ehemistry.
through the Australian School of
As a result of t.he CSIRO- NuelearTechnology (ASNT), and
AAEC reorganisation at Lucas has taught research throughout
Heights, 1982 saw David back Australia and South East Asia.
with CSJRO as scetion leader of With Professor James O'Donnell,
Radiation Chemistry and Teeh- he has co-authored the text Prinnology for the Division of Chem- ciples of Radiation Chemistry,
ical Physics, and officer in charge which also has appeared as a
of its Lueas Heights unit. Two Japanese edition.
CSIRO name changes later and
During his time at Lueas
seemingly unperturbed, David Heights, David has made innumcontinued his work on the indust- erable friends. Many have been
rial applications of radiation, made through his work; he has the
specialising in the use of radiation ability to communicate his enthusin chemistry and biology.
iasm for eomplex radiation chemThroughout his career, David istry and its uses to any listener.
has been a prominent member of But an equal number have been
the Royal Australian Chemical made through his interest in and
Institute (RACI), including a year eoneern for fellow staff. We held
as NSW Branch President and an 'official' farewell for David at
Member of the Executive Coun- fhe end of August, but we hope
cil, and another year as Chairman he will be around the site for many
of the Polymer Division and more years. He is trnly a scholar
member of the Full Council. He and a gentleman.
also IS an affiliate of the American
Chris Thompson

A tltesis on his professional output at the CSIRO National Measurement Laborntoly has earned Dr Peter Somlo tlte llegree of Doctor of
Al'plied Science.
Or Somlo's thesis, granted by
Somlo and Hunter, Microwave
the Faculty of Engineering at the
Impedance
(P.
Measurement
University of Melbourne, took a
Peregrinus, 1985), and four
global look at more than 30 years
patents.
of his research at the Laboratory,
which is now located in Undfield.
Or Somlo is leader of the DiviThe thesis refers to over 50 sion's Microwave Measurements
publieations inelnding the hook:
project.
Liii

Palmer
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ASIEC report

people'. In the future, the report
says. the number of these centres
will need to be increased, 'probahly at the expense of block funding
to institutions.' Universities, it
remarks with neat insight, often
'tackle modest problems, with
modest results.'
The rcporl also calls for a lessening of the 'direct link' between
teaching and research, so that the
new teams of researchers will not
According to the latest report of the Australian Science and Technology Council (ASTEC) Austrnlia's be subject to the restrictions imposition ill world scient'c is in danger, and if wc want to preyent a sCl'ious decline in research standards we poscd by student needs.
had better he prepared to decreuse our number of reseurchers.
Neither should they be hamThat's right. Decrease, not In· available for individual scientists that produced the report, and pered by artificial divisions betcrease.
should be concentrated on a rela- Professor of Medicine at the Uni- ween academic disciplines - 'AtlThe report, titled Profile of tivcly few 'outstanding rcsear- versity of Sydney, 'Resources are vances in basic research often
Australian Science and officially chefS' rather than rationed out, as simply spread too thin. Wc must take place at the boundaries of
released on 27 September, calls now, in tiny morsels to a clamor- give our best researchers the traditional disciplines
[but] ...
for increased funding for research, ing hordc.
equipment and support they need institutional rigiditics
restrict
mainly from the private sector, as
These generalisations are aimed to get results.'
this activity and should be changwell as incentives to IlIre gifted mainly at the universities, not at
'These 'best researchers' are ed to make this resenrch co-opergraduates on to doctorates and organisations like CSIRO. 'High- apparently - and pcrhaps luckily, ation easier.' The high-powered
careers in science. The new PhD er education ... is the sector' from the point of view of the pro- researchers, drawn as they will be
graduates will be needed, it according to the report 'where the posed solution to our problem - from among our 'best internaappears, to fill the gaps left when current numbcr of rescarchers is, also spread pretty thin. The tional performers', will deserve,
the present aging researchers start on average, receiving a low level report's scouts found them 'small and repay> more freedom as well
and thus presuma- in number and ... spread across as more fllnding , the report
retiring, with a vengeance, in the of funding
1990s.
bly the sector that most badly the country ... amongst various argues.
But the report also suggests needs to have a few of its scientists institutions. On Cl number of occa·
'Those who generate the most
that in the long run the only way 'redistributed' oul or basic sions, Australia's international creative ideas, or breakthroughs,
to maintain the quality of research research).
reputation in particular sub-fields ... could be given the opportunity
may be to reduce the number of
'The Commonwealth Govern- was traced to the activities of to assemble research teams to purpeople actnally engaged in it.
ment appears' says the report, talented individuals ... working sue whatever they choose for a
'Inevitably' it says, 'priorities rather coyly, 'to favour a reduc- on their own. If these people were fixed period of time. In effect, this
havc to be established 10 distri- tion in the number of active re- to retire or leave Australia, their is the notion behind the Spcdal
bllte the limited quantity of searchers in higher education as a expertise would be lost.'
Research Centres in higher educaThis ha~ something of a roman- tion.'
resources for·bn$ic re~earch.'
means to concentrate research
ASTEC proposes that funds be effort.
tic, even mythic, ring to it, with
If the ASTEC proposal sounds
redistributed to favour those areas
'This policy would also have the its lonely, faintly heroic intellec- a hit high-flown, cven perhaps
of research that can dcliver the effect of providing the lesser tual frontiersmen saving the just- elitist, it certainly doesn't suffcr
kind of results the world wants. number of researchers with addi- plain-folks from scientific extinc- from that exccss of modesty of
Areas that have been 'worked tional funds, allowing them to tion.
which it accuses the universities.
out' - that 00 longer 'justify the work closer to the leading edge in
And the ring becomes a little And if desperate diseases do call
expenditure of significant re- their disciplines. This is thc strat- louder, perhaps, when the report for desperate remedics, the quessources to extract what is left' in egy which has been followed by goes on to propose the establish- tion is, perhaps, just how bad IS
terms of 'demand for the prodnct' Government laboratories.'
ment of Special Research Ccntres Australia's scientific health?
- should be shut down.
According to Jim McLeod, for the purposc of bringing toAccording to ASTEC, parts of
SimIlarly, the limited funds chairman of the working party gether these 'truly creative it arc excellent.

Less is more?

1

(

-

The working pany that produced Profile oI Australiall Science found that government funding for basic research is in line
with world standards, as is the
overall quality of that research.
But from there on it's less
reassuring:
• In comparison with similar
countries, Australia's private sector is spending very link on
science; it should spend more.
• Scientific equipment in our universities is outmoded and in poor
repair; most of it needs to be
replaced.
• Researchers are getting far less
funding than they need, on an individual basIS, to work effectIvely.
4& Too few science students art:
proceeding to postgraduate work.
It appears that science has become so unattractive as a career
to young people that unless something is done soon we will not
\Jave enough PhD graduates to
man existing 'kccp-thc-boatafloat' positions, let alone enough
to allow us the luxury of choosmg
from among them an elite corps
of scientific commanJos.
According to John Madden.
head of ASTEC's Studies Branch,
'By the turn of the century, up to
half of all research positions in the
public sector will fall vacant. It is
unlikely that the current rate 01
pr6duction of PhDs in Australia
will meet the dcmand:
In other words, if we don't
move smartly we may well find
ourselves with a reduced community of researchers whether we
like It or not, but it is likely to be
a community whose standard has
been not proudly raised, but cm·
barrassingly lowered, in the sight
of all the world.

New cotton llreeds earn McLennan
Award for Or ThoOlson
Dr Norm Tholllsou of tbe Division of l'lanl Industry hus taken out

i Dr Norm Thomson, this year's Sir lan McLennan Achievement for Industry Award winner, with the three
!models who presented fl range of Australian·mllde cotton garments at the A HHlrd ceremony. The event was
',held at Sydney's glamorous Darling Harbour Convention Centre 011 Wednesday 27 September. CSIRO
Chairman, Mr Wral1, was among the many public figures who allended.

this year's Sir lan McLenuan Aehievemenf for Indnsfry AWllrd for
the br~eding of two new and slIccessful varieties of cotton.
Dr Thomson, Ollicer in Chllrge of the Division's Colton Resellrch
Unit at Narrabri, said that in the few years since the new \'luieties
weJ'e released cOllllllerdlllly - Siokra in 1985 lInd Sicllla in 1987 -they
had gained more than 70 I,er cent of the Ausfmlian cotton planting
mUI'ket.
He credited their success to high yield~ ()cst resistance and strcngth
of fihre. (For lIlore scientHic detail see CoResearch No, ;110, MlI"ch
1988, and No, 315, Augnst 1988.)
Ap\JI'ol'riafely, the Arhievement for Industry Award carries more
than mere kndos - Dr Tholllson will he given 1I gmnt of' up 10 $10 000
for overseas study I'elated to the prize..'Winnil1g innovation.
Dr 1'hom8011'5 research tcam members wel'e awnrded a Si.. lan
McLennun Achievement for Industry Award plaque in recognition
of'their contribution to his success.
This year for the firsf time the Award Trustees decided to honour
the three rmlllers-nl) with Certilieates of Commendalion. These were,
in alphllhetical order ( - the three cerlilicufes denoting e'lnalmerit):
Mr Donald Beech of the Division 01' Ti'Opical Crops and Pastnres,
for his development '01' the commercial viability of the chiekpea
industry in Anstralia;\Dr Grahllm Price of the Division of Geomechanics, for his l'csolhtion of' foundation problems of gas platforms
on the North-West Shelf of Austmlia; and 01' Bl'nee MaeA Thomas
of fhe Division of Radiol,hysics, for his design work for earth-station
anfenna development in Anstralia.
A specinll,laqne WllS also IIwllrded to Mr R A Williams, chnirman
of Cottou Seed DistrihntorsLtd, in recognition of the importance of
the compuny's efforf in the, emnmercial developmenf of the two
varieties of coUon.
}i'or another photo from the ceremony, turn 10 p.3.

From the Chi
Execlltive
A column by
Dl· Keith
Boardmall.
I am writing this colullln at the end or a week which saw some biased
and inaccnrate re(lorting in the Anstralian media, (larticularly on ARC
TV and radio news, on the (losition or CSIRO's involvement in the

'gene shears' technology.
The technology relates to the
ability or special RNA molecules,
called ribozymes, to act as enzymes to specifically cleave other
RN A molecules.
This has enormous potential
applicalion in biology, including
agriculture and human medicine,
by switching ofI' unwanted genes.
The novel work on ribozymcs
carried out at the Division of
Plant Industry by Jim Hase1ofl'
and Wayne Gerlach led to worldwide patent applications by
CSIRO and thc formation of a
joint venture with the French
company, Lill1agrain - the fourth
largest seed company in the world
- to exploit the technology eommercially.
The agreemcnt with Limagrain
provides I'or the entry of Australian companies to the partnership
and I am now confident that this
will be achieved.
The claim on the ABC tlUll our
technology was worthless was parlIcularly damaging to CSIRO.
The reports in the Australian
media occurred on the eve of the
publication in Nature of a 'news
and views' report 011 gene shears
by Nature's Australian correspondent, Tania Ewing, and two days
hefore the announcement that
Thomas Cech of the University or
Colorado had shared the 1989
Nobel Prize for chemistry I'or his
discovery in the early 1980s of the
ability of special RNA molecules
to cut RNA at speeil'ie sequences.
The content of the Nature article was passed to the ABC and
the Sydney Morning Herald, hut
CSIRO was refused access to the
material, even though wc were expected to comment on the view
expressed on ABC TV that, from
a commercial point of view, the
CSIRO technology was worthle,".
Following publication or the
issue of Nalllre, Oraeme O'Ncill,
the leading science and technology reporter in the print media,
did a summary of the Ewing
article for Melhourne Age readers
and noted that CSIRO was confident of the strength of its patent
applications.
By week's end, CSIRO heeame
aware of an article bv Thomas
Cech, published recently by the
US Biochemical Corporation, reVIewing the literature on ribozymes and giving due credit to
Haselo[f and Gerlach for their
novel contributions, which demonstrate that ribozymes can be
designed to target any nucleotide
sequence
The treatment given CSI RO in
this incident reflects an unfortunate tendency by the Australian
media to accept views from overseas without adequate investigation. and to rubbish Australian

efforts. It also i, very disappointing that Nature. a respected and
influential science journal of very
high standing, published the report from its Australian correspondent without adequate checking and under the headings 'Australian innovation covered by US
patent' and 'Commercial deal with
French may be empty'.
The award of a Nobel prize for
the original ribozyme discovery
made only in the early 1980s, and
the worldwide recognition already
of the great potential or the
technology derived from the ribozyme concept, is a good illustration of the close relationship between basic research and its application for economic benefit. Also,
it demonstrates that the time
frame for exploitation of discoveries in basic research can be
quite short and the concept of science push and market pull as alternate driving forces for research is
simplistic.
The first meeting of the Prime
Minister's Sdenee Council was
held on 6 October. In his introductory remarks, the Prime Minister
outlined his views on the role of
the Council. Its prime role is as a
forum for exchanging views. hut
the Prime Minister indicated that
proposals before the Council must
be action oriented. Papers prepared for a Council meeting will
be published as soon as possible
after the meeting.
There were two topics on the
agenda for the first meeting;
'Global Climatic Change - Issues
for Australia' was discussed in the
morning session, and 'Resources
for Science and Technology and
their Utilisation' in the afternoon.
The four papers in the morning
session provided an excellent
coverage of the topic, with sensible recommendations for action.
The CSfRO speakers - Dr Pearman of the Division of Atmospheric Research and Dr Walker,
Chief or the Division of Wildlife
aod Ecology - arc to he congratulated on the excellence or their
papers and presentations.
The afternoon session ranged
widely over the topic; from the
relative funding or academically
related research in Australia 10 a
consideration or the factors I'or
successful commercialisation of
research results.
It is indeed a milestone for science and technology in Australia,
with the Prime Miuister showing
so such interest in the papers presented at the !'irst meeting and
being prepared to devote his
personal attention to the Council.

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
Once again the divisions have
been let down by the corporate
centre. After staffing an Employee Development Unit and
releasing the glossy Directory of
Employee DevelofJoment Programs, funds to actually conduct
courses have run out only a quarter of the way through the financial year and we are told that the
remaining courses havc been cancelled.
Other orgallistltion:-; realise the
importance of continuing in-service training. And actually manage to conduct courses. CSIRO's
Performance Review and Development program, with its promise
of training to eliminate bottlenecks, is based on the assumption
that appropriate training j~ available. What now? How do we retain
our enthusiasm for PRD? How do
we develop faith in corporate
centre'? Please, no more promises
that cannot be full'ilIed.
Alister K Sharp
Division of Food Processing

Dear Editor,
What ruture for
science gl'nduatcs'!
Since leaving university I have
come to appreciate the dwindling
value of a science degree. Many
biological and physical science
graduates arc now simply tools for
cheap resc<\rch, to be found annually at those government and industry enforced university student
clearance sales.
How many graduates now fill
non-professional positions
to
avoid unemployment or job insecurity, or have pursued a PhD hecause there seemed nowhere to go
after honours? How many have
left science altogether? Will these
people ever be included in those
trendy surveys 011 career prospects
in Australian science?
For those of you who are degree graduates and feci you've
been led up the garden path by
employing
science
faculties.
organisations and scientists from
another time capsule, be grateful
for what you've got! 11' it wasn't
for credentialism you wouldn't
have a job. Don't question the
predicamcnt you're in. This is the
opportunity of a lifetime to relinquish your all I'or Australia's Research and Development. Don't
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underestimate the job satisfaction
that will surely come from giving
up your dreams of a career in
order to subsidise your Division's
financial problems· and kudo&.
Vaughn Cox

Animal Production Florcnl Park
Dear Editor,
Thcre is no other way of putling
it: we're in shock. We, who'd long
imagined your correspondents

were not only quite incapable of
elementary errors of scientific
method, but also were at least
aware of the work of Alexander
G Bell and its contemporary
fruits. find our bcl~efs at grave

ris~'lI1fronted with the stark evidence of a letter allegedly penned
by one Alister K Sharp (represented as an office bearer of the OA)
in which assertions arc made that
CSIRO has suffered sUITeptitious
budget cuts, there is little wc can
do but follow our scientific ideal,
dear editor.
Accordingly, would you please
investigate that letter and hopefully assure us that it is in fact a
hoax? In that case, would you
arrange for the perpetrator to
apologise to Alister K Sharp for
the mischief done to CSIRO's
reputation for vigorous, informcd
and objective scientific enquiry?
If, however, the letter is genuinc, we will revisit our hypothesis
that your scientific correspondents are both unfailingly scientific and belong to a multi-disciplinarv team in which there arc
non-;cientist professionals. Wc
fear that the observable and verifiable facts will have dealt our
hypothesis a-mortal blow.
You sce, those facts establish
that CSIRO has been supplemented for each of the 'cuts' identified
by your correspondent. The
supplementation was made following represelltations by that
part of the multi-disciplinary tcam
that holds a currently wonky
hypothesis about the other part.
I Lowth
Dear Editor,
R Lockwood
Helmut Panhuber has got to be
joking! In a time when the Organisation is Fighting for its survival he
wants ehildcare centres
CoResearch August 1989]. I don't
know whether he realises it, but
there is a real wilr going on between us and the Treasury (and

r

others) who want to commercial~
ise CSIRO. The last thing CSIRO
needs at this time is UIl increase
in unproductive costs. no matter
how desirahle iI might be to alleviate the financial burden on any
particular individual or perhaps
two income family.
Granted, there is a need to
attract and keep valuable employees. but this is already being done
with the provision of private cars
to some (not yct all) senior stal'f.
Where is the budget provisioo for
these cars and the substantial
costs of redundancies that are 110
doubt in the pipeline? 1 c;upposc
Helmut reckons 'if I doesn't ask
I'll never get'. so 1 shouldn't
blame him for trying.
Perhaps. given the new tenure
agreement whieh is on the books,
he should wait and see whether
the CSIRO and, equally importantly l his .job, survive the nexl
few years first.
M H .loncs
Mineral Products Port Melbourne
I)ear Editor,
On the back page of the Budget
Statement document isslled bv
the corporate centre. pie charts
arc used to illustrate the percentage of funds allocated to institutes, corporate centre, specific
purposes and repairs and maintenance.
Pie charts are inappropriate for
showing minor year to year differences such as those present in
these data. A grouped histogram
(see helow) would have done the
job a lot better. It is much easier
I'or the eye to detect the small year
to year differences in the grouped
histogram than in the pie chart
presentation.
In any case, the diffcrences are
so s111<\1I that it is rather pointless
to poiot them out at all, rathcr a
mean over three years (presented
perhaps as a pie chart) could be
given while saying t1U1t minor
variations will occur each year.
This inappropriate presentation
of data could have been prevented
by assistance being sought within
CSIRO. Expertise in data analysis
and presentation is available
within three Biometrics Units and
the Division of Mathematics and
Statistics.
R I Forrester
INRE, Biometrics Unit
More letters on (l.5.

New mill confirms CSIRO as best wool
research body in the world

A Matter
of Opinion
l'Jli~' mouth's poinr of view columu comes from CSIRO's C011}Orate
Plallller, [)r DOli Macllae, who is replyillg 10 a columll by Dr Art
lIaiche.

I think thDt Art RDiche's opinion in the Angnst Collesearch mDkes n
strong CDse for an improved team el1'ort between CSIRO's scientists
and the managers who SI1I)I)ort them. As Art says, it is an issue which

deserves 'real debate'. Since he 'does not see any role for corporate
plauning in CSIRO', my response focuses on the plauning IlersllCctive.
There are many other facets of management to which Art alludes and
to which others might respond.

Constmet;ou is lIudcrway on nn industry-funded $6 million uddWon to
facililie' in GceJong,
The Australian Wool Corporatory spuce, replacing a sectIOn of
tion's decision to bUild a new wool
existing plant which includes
processlllg mill and labnmtnry
World War II huts.
enhances CSI RO's po'itIon as the
A WC Chairman Mr Hllgh
world's premier wool textile re- Beggs said 'If wool is to continue
'earch body.
tu compete successfully against
The 4800 square metre mill will new generation synthetic fibres)
encompass all production stages our research will need to be
from scouring to finishing fOT both second to none, The new mill will
worsted and woollen processing ensure just that'.
systems.
Wool Technology CIllefDr Kcn
It also will ll1c111tIe Slate of the
art design features for streamlined Whitely 'aid the new mill would
materials handling and production allow for an expansion in research
monitoring now common in the programs, especially in the
mechanical processing of wool.
wool processing industry.
Just under une quarter of the
new building will comprise labora-

'lIt] will give atIded Impetus to
our processing research and con-

the Division of Wool Tedlllology',
Untie the thrust uf our work that
has included the commercial success of Geelollg developments
such as SIROSPUN, SIROSCOUR and SlROCLEAR,' he
said.
Adelaide based building contractor, CSC, together with the
Geelong group Sabeon Pty Ltd,
will oversee all stages of construction.
CSC already has worked With
the A WC on building projects in
Western Australia, South Australia and New South Wales
The mill should be operational
by July next year.

In my view, most of us in CSIRO recognise that if the Board and
staff fail to set CSIRO's directions and priorities, then we face a period
of externaIly inflIcted rather than internaIly managed change. [ agree
with Art that there have been a great number of divisiollal rearrangements in the past. In the 'golden age' thIS was largely due to
growth in available resources. but more recently it has resulted from
external reviews such as Birch and ASTEC inqllirie~ and Minister
Jones' high tech push.
The environment for scientific research has changed radically since
the late 1970s. The Board, Director~ and a great many scientists are
i.IClIlely aware of this anti the introduction of corporate planning is just
one way of dealing with thiS retllity.

The Board of CSI RO IS responsible for setting the Organisation's
broad strategic directions after consultation with all key stakeholdcn;,
principai among whom are the Organisation's scientists. Thus, of all
information channels, the bottom up now of judgements and insights
emanating from scientists is pre-eminent.
However, to quote Dr Tony Gregson, a scicntistlfarrner member of
the Board, 'the bOllom up part is relatively easy...The top down part
is harder. It- is less clear. It involves a much broader picture and it
involves looking further uhead. The Bourd must be in a position to
decide on the allocation and redirection of resources to broad areas of
priority'
Part of the task of setting research pliorities at any level 15 making
H persuasive assessment of the benefits of research. This alone cnn be
influential. Let me give SOfTIe examples.
First, ut the strategic level, the Chief Executive Or Boardrnun has
been at pains to point onl the benefit, of R&O in general und CSIRO's
research effort in particular to the captains of Australian industry in
recent years. Consideration also is being given to communicating this
message to future captains through MBA courses and the like.
Second, the Board Suo-Committee on National Research Priorities
is developing an approach to setting CSIRO's broad directions and
priorities which focuses on the economic, social and environmental
benefits 01' researcb to the Australian community. The design and
i.lpplication of the approach will be a CSIRO learn effort involving a
clo,,-seetion 01 CSIRO's llllernul anel advisory slakeholders. Obvious
benefits will flow from thc nation's prellllcr lesearch body producing
the best available assessment of its own influence on and contribution
to th~ nation's research.
rilird, the Hnard and the Consultative Council also have been at
pains to inform chiefs and research leaders of the need to detcnntne
the benefits of individual research programs as the key to putting
together the Wider picture of research benefits. This wider picture will
fost~r a cultural change III Australian industry and a more persuasive
case to government and the community that investment in CSIRO
should match that of the past. so the Organisation can continue to
deliver
Fourth, there are direct benefits for the individual scientist from
heing Involved in this asscssment actiVity, Among other things, stronger
cases for external and internal funding generally will result.
nil' l:orporatl' planning ollkc actively supports these four areas. In
the third dllLI fourth, its contributions have been through close interaction with '>cicnlists and research managers who have sought our
assistance, Only one institute has not done so.
The approaches being developed are largely from first principles and
tailored to CSIRO's ne"lb, with 'management books' of only murginal
value. So far many scientists over a dozen divisions have taken part in
thi5 'tailoring' process. That is, what applies to one division does not
necessarily apply to another, On the other hand, the process has offered
Illany opportunities to cross-fertilise effective planning practices from
one part of the Organisation to another.
Incidentally, the benefit> asse>sment work by divi,ion' through
support from the corporate planning office is costing a great deal less
than past efforts in this area by external consultants.
Cont. on 1'.4

McLeod Whiteley
Above, the Australian Wool CO/Foration's Nallo/ltl/ Property Manager Mr Jefl Mc!.eod and Chle! of the
Division of Wool Technology Dr Ken Whlteley examine plans for the nel~ mill.

The Mclennan Awards•.. fpom p.t.

A winning spread of CSIRO achievers at this year's ceremony for the Sir lan McLennan Achievemem ji,r
Industry A ward- lejt to right, Dr Bruce MucA 11lOmlls, DivisiOJl of RlldlOphysics; Dr Grahaml'ricl', Division
of Geomeclumics; Dr Norm Thomson, Division of Plamlndllslly; Mr Donald Beech, Division of Tropical
Crops and Pastures; and Dr DO/1 Spencer who, as Acting Chief of the DiJlisioll oI Plant Industry, llccepted
the A ward plaque un hehalf of his clil'isioll's winning research leam.

Thomas Price Thomson Beech Spencer
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R&D tax incentive

Legislation is updated
CSIRO staff would be well aware of the Government's efforts to lift the competitiveness of Australian companics by improving their innovative skills through R&D. The Governmcnt's major program is the 150 per ceut tax concession, which also encourages lIIore effective collahoration bctweeu companies and pnblic sector academic and research institutions.
This seems a good time to
update CSIRO staff on R&D tax
concession developments, the
1110St important being the recent
extension of the incentive past its
planned 1991 closing date.
The incentive will now operate
a further two years until 30 June
1993. after which a reduced concession of up to 125 per cent will
apply lIntil 30 JlIne 1995.
Obstacles have remained to
effective co-operation between
public sector research ol'ganisa\ions and induRtry, including:
• companies' lack of recognition
of expertise within such organisations;
• companies' aversion to risk laking; nnd
• lack of established links between the two sectors.
However, there is clear eVIdence that the tax concession has
helped increase collaboration. A
recent study on the effectiveness
of the tax concession by the
Australian Industrial Research
Group, comprising some 50 of
Australia's biggest companies,
~howed that conlntcted research
in the husinesses surveyed almost
doubled in the three years to 1989.

Public sector research institutions should place a high priority on increasing co-operative
activilies with companies.
The tax concession also has
been effective in stimulating a
significant rise in the amount of
R& 0 pcrformed hy business
enterprises. Since its introduction
in 1985, husiness expenditure on
R&D has increased:
• from 0.34 per eellt of GDP in
1984-85 to 0.4.1 per cent of GDP
in 1987-88: and
• the annual wte of real increase
in private business enterprise
R&D was 19 per ccnt bctween
1984-85 and 1985- 86, and six per
cenl hetween 1986-87 and 1.987·
R8.
Tile increases in private sector
expenditure on 1<&D has generated an increase in private sector
R&D employment. ABS figures
reveal that for private sector
businesses, the main target of the
tax concession:
• the level of research effort in
person years increased from 5389
in 1984-85, bel'ore the introduction of the tax concession, to 7835
in 1.987-8R, H rise of about 45 per

cent:
«lover the same period the equivalent increase for techn.icians
was about 34 per ccnt and for
other staff 42 per eent;
• the l.evel of R&D employment
groWl h dming this period is similar to the increase in private sector
R&D which was around SO per
CCllt in real terms.
In addition to ABS surveys, a
recent study on the impact of the
concession on business, undcrta~
ken by the Centre for Teehnol.ogy
and Social Change, fOllnd that it
has hel.pcd to establish the righl

climate for the development of
innovative export industries.
Significantly, the study found
tilat tbe concession had led to
business R&D s.trtltegies being
rc-evaluated and redirected with
£\ grctltcr and longer term commercial fOCllS.
CSIRO can obtain direct he nefits from the tax concession:
• the special provisions for syndicated R&D mean this clement of
the concession is providing a substanlial new source of funds (or
CSTRO researchers to develop
their innovative ideas;
• the Registered Research Agency (RRA) status under the eoneession encourages small to medium
sized firms ta contract R&D work
to CSlRO;
• partnerships formed to underlake R&D activities now are eligible for the concession and all
RRAs are ahle to participate in
such parlncrsllips.

The syndication arrangements
are attracting commercial investments to CSIRO projects. Syndicated R&D allows groups of eligible organisations (which may
include H research organisation)
to form syndicates to undertake
significant R& 0 projects beyond
the resources of a single entity, or
Ino risky to undertake alone.
Special features of the syndicated
arrangement
offering
advantages
for
participants
include:
• the Tndllstry Research and
Development (IR&D) Board will
provide a letter of comfort to syndicate promoters that the proposed project appears to comply
with the ddinition of R&D. SlIch
letters have proven useful in attracting lnvestor~ to syndicates;
• advance payments may be
claimed up to 12 months before
start of the R&D: and
• the syndicate group may register
jointly for the tax concession.
Syndieatcd R& D is proving a
lucrative source of badly needed
funds to fully develop promising
CSIRO research projects. To
date, Sirotcch and Technology
Investment Management Limited
have agreed to raise over $90
million for CSIRO projects.
The funds will be used over
three years for further development of a range of CSIRO projects, ineluding:
• antiviral chemicals
• laser isotopic analysis
• medical ultrasound
• wirctcss communication systcnl
based on magnetic induction fields
• prostheses incorporating biomaterial coatings
• conveyor helt monitoring ::;ysterns
CSlRO will. be contracted to do
the R&D. with some specialised
research and testing being contracted to outside organisations

The lR&D Board has advised
the CSIRO syndicatc that its projccts meet the definition of R&D
for the purpose of the tax concession. The synuicate is now examining some proposed amendments to UlC R&D concession
legislation whieh will affect syndicated R&D. CSIRO Board approval also is required before the
syndicate can proceed.
The Government announced
these changes 011 7 September
1.989, to overcome concerns that
a number of proposals for syndicated R&D had attempted to remove ..ill or most of the commercial risk to investors. The Government was concerned that under
these arrangements the focus of
any investment decision would
move away from the commercial
viability of the proposcd R&D. to
the mnount of the guaranteed
return.
To rcmove these unintended
benefits, the legislation will be
amcnded to:
• restrict deduclihility for the
I'lIrchase of pre-existing technology to 100 per cent: and
• include" risk provision which
adjusts the 150 per cent premium
deduction proportionally to lOO
per cent as the clement of risk is
reduced.
These new arrangements will
ensure that investors take their
fflir share of the costs and risks
involved in R&D projects, and
will ensure that high quality research projects are undertaken.

Any organisation eligible for
the tax concession (companies
incorporated in AlIstralia, public
trading trusts and partnerships of
eligihle c-ompanics) can contract
its R&D work to a separate organisation and still be eligible for
the concession.
A company which contracts an
RRA to do R&D on its behalf can
claim thc full 150 per eent dedllction for any amount spent on the
R&D. redllcing the after tax cost
of its R&D to only 41.5 cents in
the dollar. Eligibl.e eompanies
doing the work themsdvcs. or
contracting R&D work to a sepaHlte organisation without RRA
status. arc subject to an expcndi¥
lure threshold.
Companies must spend $50 000
or morc in a yenI' of income to
claim the premium deduction.
Expenditure between $20000 and
$50 000 is deductible on a sliding
scale between 100 per cent anc!
150 per cent, and anl1llal expenditnre less than $20 000 is not
eligible.
An added bonus for companies
contracting their R&D work to
RRAs is that paymellls made before the start of work may be
c1Himcd up lo 12 monlhs in advance. This arrangement is equally advantageolls for research organisations which are 1I1lable to
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c..:ommit resources to R&D projects without the security of prepayments.
.
CSIRO has had RRA status
sillee I July 1988.

RRAs may
a
with an eligible eompany to
R&D projects. R&D expenditure
incurrc{] by eligible companies
within a partncrship after 20
November 1987 are eligible for
the lax concession.
The 1R&D Board encouragcs
all CSlRO staff to be aware of the
R&D incentive. particularly tho~e
aspects encouraging collaboratioll
with the business sector, and to
actively promote the incentive to
companies. The potential benefits
for all involved, and importantly.
(he potential for improving AllS~
tralia's economic performance.
could be enormous.
Ii'or further information on any
aspect of the tax concession, or on
how CSIRO cau become more involved, call Ashley Cross at tbe
IR&D Hoard Oil 062-76 1038, or
the toll rree hot!ille 011 008026121.

A Matter of Opillion
Cont. from p.3
The corporate planning office is active in other arcas as well. An
overview of its adivilics will be distributed widely in CSIRO SOOll.
together with the CSI RO PLAN, comprising the existing strategic plan,
a corporate management plan and an operational plan.
T agree with Art that the right types of contacts with industry are
crucial for all I.evels of management in CSIRO. Sinee joining CSIRO,
staff in my office havc made a range of appropriate eontaets with thcir
peers in industry.
Regarding external funding, Ihe corporate planning office is endeavouring to mobilise external funds for extension of existing multisectaral models of the Australian economy. Thi:::; will prOVide an improved eapacity for appraising the impacl of science and technology
on the long term performant:c of the Australian economy,
The projected R&D funds for this are greater than the budget ot
the corporate planning office. Also, it is expected that subsequent
commercial services will generate returns several times this budget. To
put this in perspective. the corporate planning office comprises four
professiomll staff. an office assistant and consultancy funds of a little
over $100 000.
Granted, tllese are not external funds for specific research by
CSIRO, but someone has to demonstrate the effects on the economy
of technological change options in a language which Australia's
economic rationallsts understand. The potentiul benefits for the
nation's research effort and economic performance arc profound. It
also will have value in appraising strategic options and different
scenarios eXlernally - i.e. there will be value to CSIRO too.

Art claims that as a reslllt of McKinsey, CSlRO is now less well
aligned with the needs of industry. The first thing to note about the
McKinsey advice is that. after careful considcration, CSIRO management drew on those aspects perceived (after wide consultation) to be
most relevant to CSIRO's needs. In addition. it would be appropriate
for CSIRO to judge the cffectiveness of its industry al.ignment strategy
after a settling period.
Obviously. such an evaluation would need extensive consultation
with industry. This type of evaluation was done by the National
Research Couneil of Canada recently. Among otller things, the NRC
commissioned a survey of the 50n companies witll which it was most
actively involved. Perhaps Art would care to read the report 011 this
survey and eomment on the appropriatel1ess of CSTRO adopting a
similar approach.

I agree with Art that this myth probably is held by many scientists.
I also agree with his secondment suggestion:::;. Given Art's obvious
communication skills, I would relish his involvement in the design ;lI1d
delivery of a program to accelerate the benefits that scientists might
derive from CSTRO's planning effort.
Wc need an Organisation-wide team ilpproach huilt on mutual
respect for the professionalism of scientist and administrator alike. We
need to build up an acceptilnce among scientists of the obverse of a
corporate centre truism: 'CSIRO's success is dependent on ils brilliant
and highly competent scientists'. Namely: 'CSIRO's success is dependent on a highly competent performance by its Board, top management team (Chief Executive, directors and chiefs} and itH corporate
centre administrators and advisers'. Anything less than a top quality
team effort from both will ensure HUlt our vast potential will remain
largely untapped.
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FROM THE CHIEF
EXECUTIVE

An introduction by
Dr Keith Boardman

CSIRO's adoption of an Industrial Partlcipation plan marks the formal expression of the Organisation's cOtnntitInent to participation of staffln decisions affecting the.n and their work cnvirOfitnent.
The primary focus of IP h stal1 time whcll CSIRO needs to L'reate [lOll of formal committees, Tile
w~)rking tugether tu achieve mumal
Consultative Cuuncil and the divla more secure and satisfying lutuI"C..'
goals. Il is abOl\t discu,'>sing matters for its stair. Employee particip"llion "'iional consultative cLll11miUec..; play
\\Iilh olhers before laking ,lclion, should assist thl~ by tostering a
<l sigllilicam pan in Ihe direct inbetter COl11l11L1lliGIUUl1 and increas- SPirit of cu-opeeJtion alld under
volvement of stall ill disCLI.-;siolb un
ed oppnnllnitie~ to contribute to standing.
kev matter.. . and lheir potential to
decbion making. The policy is nol
(,llL'Ullr~lge greater jXlfllcipation in
Cl.\lHO has a strong tradition LlI
intended to uperate 1Il isolation consultation at ,,11 levels. While uecision making. I beli<~\'l::, hov.
from mher CSJRO policit's. Rather, many other government and pri
ever, that the greml'::.t benefits \\'i11
il .'lhould become an llltegral part
be realtsed ,It lilt: workl~ll'c itself,
vate hodiec> are now estahlishing
of tIll: general management style
i.t'. bCtlL'r COl1lmul1ic,ltiCHl betw('en
cOllsullmive COITlll1inees, it is
I helleve CSlRO is a very approp- noteworthy th", csmo has had stall in pn )l('ClS and programs,
riate envinmment t{)r parlicipative such a I"orl;rn operating at the most gre<uer jl)!l satisfaction, lmp("(l\'ec!
practices. The v~ry nature of the re
lll<H"aJe 'UH.I commitment.
senior levels since the Ime 1970-"
search environment, based lH1 proAchieving hL'ucr Icve!.... of partiCl
The establishment of the Consul"
ject leam,s dedicated tl) l'Ollllllun
patioll m.ust be b;lsed Oil trust and
tative Council has been one wav of
goals lends it.self well tu consultaa willingness to comJl1l.1I1LCtle..\1al1
stimulating greater participattUtl
I ion and co-operation. The work
age mem needs {"o work \\·ltl1 staff
The
Council
discusses
and
debates
usually is interesting and challengmembers and their uniuns tu progenerall'mpluynlent and industrial
ing. It ell(Ollragl'~ staff to he re
1110tl.:' desirable pcactices and tU
issues
facing
c:smo
smlr
csmo
sOllrceful and motivated. Thev h~\Ve
develop .'ikills and attitude,'i neceshas a history or g()ud relations with
an interest in the work and in see
sarv for the successful prol11ot1on
unions. The Council Iws assisted
Ing that it succeeds.
and implementation of greater
The relea::;e of the IP plan comes with the development of many stall
worker parlicipatioll.
ing policies and initiatives,
Accordingly, 1 commend this
at Cl time when productivity, elt1Bm Industrial PartiCipation en
policy to all stall tr1 csmo
clencv and surVival are particularly
important and necessary. h is ~\ compasses more than the operaN KBoardnwll

I

Industrial Participation:
good human resources practice
Arthur Blewitt
The industrial participatlon plan reflects the Organisation's
co.r:nluit1nent to the broad involvetllent of staff in decision
making. The Organisation's - and indeed Australia's - futut'e
capacity to compete depends upon gaining the full co.opemtJon
and partlclpatlon of a highly motlvated workforce.
Employee participaLIon mean~ output is the adoption through C011providing opportunities for incli- sultation and co~opernlion of thL'
vi duals to innuence decisions <.:on- best technology and work practices
cernmg their work Normally this available. This require.s a commitis achieved through consultative ment to development of staff skilLs
groups at various levels within the and devolved decision making.
.structure, By promoting this prac
The concept of industrial panicilice CSIRO is seeking to optimise
ration is conSistent wjth, and coo1the nature and degree of employee plement<1ry to, CSlHO's current
in!1uence at the workplace and
human t'C':;ources direction. The
organisation levels. This of course development of a comprehensive
does not lessen the responsibility
human resources strategy, the proof the delegated officer for m"klng
posed strenWilening of tile PRD
the final deci.sion, but it does enprocess, the refillement of the em
sure that he/she has the benefit of ployee development program and
the best advice available. This will
<lward restruclUring moves all WIll
enhance the effectiveness of manrequire involvement by staff and
agement decisions and their imple- management'.
j

mentation.
In recent years CSIHO has undergone major structural and policy
changes. Now more than ever,
effective communication, information sharing and consultation are vital to developing

a corporate culture and a
spirit of trust between mallagement and stalf. Both
these objectives are needed to achieve .l strong, sustaInable and highly

I
I

The Cbairman, M.. Nevllle Wrm" will officially launclJ the CSIRO IlIdustrial Pa,·tlc/patlOl' Plan
at the COrp01Ylte Centre on 1 NOllellllJel' 1989,
I This clllmlllates three years' work !J.y the Indllst,",al Participation sub-committee. The subcommittee, cbaired by D,' Ken Wbiteley (CbieJofthe Division of Wool Technology), consists 'if
tlUlllagelnellt and union representatives w1Jo reflect a wide cross section DJ tbe productive csmo.
It both
Also important ro
Organisation.
'i
The plan seeks to prOlllote within CS/RO, jJl,(lclices alined at greater elnployee lnflucnce at maintaining quality
both the workpl(/ce and OI'g£",i••(/tion levels. It aims to provide for significant involvement of
: sltlff and their unions in decisioll luaking tbrougb structures aud processes for sbariug l~es~
I ponsibility ami informati,m.
!
CS/RO strongly supports hutustl·'ial pa1"ticipation and recogllises the benefitswbicb ctlll accrue
i from I1lore staIfinvoll1cllIenl jn decision luaking,particularly better illj'orll1ed outc()1Ues,gl"Cater
cotn111itulentlroln sta.ff and a 1IIOre satisfying

and productive work envirUIlnlenl.

Whlie the implementation of lmlustrial Pm'licipation w1l1 be tbe responsibility of all line
managers, all bulus/rial Participation Officer will be available from tbe numan Reso/ll'ces
I
]1'

i.

Bt'anch to undertake activities directet[lIf:

11 el[ucating s/~{ff in tbe principles and pracUces ofpat'ticipaUl1e IllauagelJleU{j
.. encouraging £lutl assisting IVi/1J ilnplel1lentatioll of the pla'''''j aud
• fosterin.g (be estllblishnlel'lt of effective cOl1tmllnication and injlJ1"1na/io1'l sbaring

;~OO
'.
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~ ______
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The secret is out!
Work need no longer be performed In conditions of anger, frustration and alienation. Jobs need no longer be fragmented into
meaningless, boring and repetitive tasks. Employees need no
longer be treated as mere appendages of higb tech machines.
Work need no longer be paced, measm'ed, supervised and
planned to the point where people feel they have lost any sense
of independence or control - and hence dignity.
Conventional wisdom had It that - If possih[e, on the ba51s of a coalienating 'work was the price wc operative relaLionship between
paid for our material prosperity
managemenl and t!lL' workforce. A
Our levels of productivity, we were new industrial culture it; emerging.
told, depended on mechani:->ation

Tbis rcvoJution in the mode of

and division of labour, and increas
ingly on lclbour-displacing 3ulomalion. We may not have recognised
it but even in an enlightened work
environment like CSll{O there are
many examples where a strong
division of labour exist.." where
rnedlHnL'ieu processes eH'C intro
duced ill the name orproductivity
Hierarchies of authority were
hunt into the vcry process of production because, wc were led to
believe, hierarchies are the most
efficient mechanisms fbr achieving
social co-{)rdinatton and contrOl
But a new world of work is
emerging. Competitive pressures
and technological innovatIon are
triggering changes that could have
f~\r reaching implications. l3ehind
closed gales and doors ,m unprecedented level of restructuring Is
undenvav. Fundamental changes
to work c;rganisation and industrial
relations and being contemplated
The old vu'tue, are heing ques,
tloned.
The reason for the change is
simple but complex. We arc told
that mass production is reaching
the limits of its lechnlcal - and
therefore economic ~- efHciencv.
Mar1<eL<; for mass consumer goods
have become saturated; cOl;lpeti.
live pre::;sures induced by newly
inclu.striaJised nations in South East
Asia and South America are becoming acute; and demand is being
expressed in specialised market
niches. Quality rather than quantity
is increasingly the road to success.
These are all issues that are well
known to many people in csmo.
Thifi shift is having imprest>ive
consequellces. It is creating a new
requirenlent for 'value added' managelllcl1t techniques and {-(Jr a flexihle, skilled and responsible work·
force able to exploit the procluctlve
gains available with computer integrated production systems. This in
turn is inducing industry to abandon its obsessions with fragmented
jobs and lowered skill levels.
The drive for gremer management control through cemrallsation and automation is giving way
to <1 drive lor competitive survival

work is not yet established. It is not
even widely known, if you judge by
the standard press report~ which
stili see work as an object of boredom or amu~el11ent. But the truth
is that work is Hbout to undergo its
greatest change since the Industrial
Revolution
Industrial DCfllocracy Industrial Participation Employee Participation
What happens in making deci.'lions and organising "vork is more
Important than labels attached to
the process.lmlustrial Participation
means different thing.'i to different
people, but debate over terminology should not ::;hift the fOClI;; from
discussion abollt the benefits tlowlng from change in participative
workplace praclicc:-i
Industrial Democracy is the idea,
the goal tn work towards, in much
the same way as we arc working
towards a more democratic society
generally. The same principles
apply: maximum participarioll by
all people (in our case, employees),
equal rights and equal opportunities.
{ndllstrial or Employee Panicipation de~cribes the process that
leads to greater employee inflllente mi an essential part of tbe
process for achieving industrial
democracy.
Industrial Parliciration means
employces haVing the opportunity
to have a genuine say and influence
in decision making.
There is no set formula for the
introduction of participative processes, hut there are some key
principles which should be
observed:
• Information sharing in a form
capable of being understood <lnd
used by employees is a baSK
pre-condition.
_ Errlployees and their representatives must be able to exercise their
rights without fearofvklimisation.
• A foundation of reasonable job
security, education and trainlllg
must be provided.
• Rc<.'ognition of employee representativcs and provision of
facilities for them is important

... , YOU M£AN'THIS

HOW

I\IE' CHOOSE

ISN'T

WHOI£

[NtlOLVED;

Enlployee influ!=!f!ce i!nd extent of
partiCipation

lbe extent of employee participation should be considered In the light of shared commitment.
Where employees are involved In the process of making a decision, they generate a greater sense
of involvement In that decision and an Inet'eased commitment to its effective implementation.
The participation and influence
both diverse and complex:
The involvement of employees call
of employees in decisioll~ affecting
• the higher the degree of actively assist managers to achieve
them varies from no influence, employee participation and in- these ends.
where management makes the volvement, the'grcater the need for
decisions unilaterally, to complete mutual trust. Entrenched relation- • it is not possible, however, to
domination, as represented by the
ship.., are dimcult and ,,,low to shift instantaneously from very low
notion of 'worker control'. The
change.
to very high employee involvement
joint commitment of managers and • the precise nature of the prac~ in and influence over decisions at
employees is impossible at either lices at which an employee partici- work. Employee.s cannot be exextremity, where at lea.st one party pation program is aimed within a pected to play an effective role in
is disenfn111chi'sed.
division will depend in part on the decision making ancllo assume the
The !()Ilowlng table identifies a existing culture and practices of accompanying responsibility withnumber of participatlve practices the organisation. Each approach out the confidence and capacity to
flanked by these extremes and
has advantage::; and disadvantages do so. On the other hand, managers
outlines the processes involved
that must be fully considered by all cannot be expected to embrace the
and their likely outcome::;
those directly involved.
practice;;; of sharing decision makThe table ,<;l1ows that a rising • there are of course some areas ing <Illth{)rity and resp()nsiIJility
level of influence should he accom- of respon.sibillty for which mana- without the development of necespanied by a corresponding in- gers cannot delegate its decision sary skills. It therefore is es~entiaI
crease in responsibility taken by
making authority, irrespective of that the employee participation
employees
the degree of employee involve- pn)ces;;; is intl\xluced illcremenIt is up to the parties involved to
ment in the division's decision tally and accompanied by relevant
em-lure thelt this coupling takes
making process. Management re
training and skill development.
place.
tains the ultimate resp{)!1sibility for This training and development can
As .shown in the table, the proces- ensuring that effective decisions be provided by the Human
ses of employee participation are are both made and implemented, HCflOUfCCS Branch

EMPLOYEE INFLUENCE
, Varticipative
Practice

Process

Outcomes

Comlllunication

Management takes
all decisic)J1s and
informs employees (Jf reaSOllS

-Informed
employees

In{-()rmation
Sharing

Management take....
decisilJllS IJ(l.sccI on
exchanged inf{Jrmatio!1
Infonns emp!t)vees of
reasons and
implicatil)llS

-lnv()lvcc!
t'mpl())'ecs
-Opportunity f(K
employee

Prior
Consultati()J1

Ernplll',.'ees involved
througholl!
decision making
prOCl\"s. Emplo)lel..'
views considered
in m,lnagcmCtH
dt'dsioll

-Greater emplllyee
llJlc.lerst;,lnding{)f
issues
-Increased
I JppOrlll 11 ity hJr
shared resp()nsibility

Joint

Enlpl()yee and
management
illvolveJ in taking
agreed deCIsions ()11
specific is.Slll'S

-,Bllth parlies
n:'sp()Jl.\ihle for
and committeu to
effective
il1lplcl1ll'ntati<)ll

Decisi<m
rVlaking
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Industrial Participation
and the CSIRO Officers
Association
Joe Flood
Perhaps tile most important single issue for the OA over the past
few years of rapid change has been the question of management
style in CSIRO: communication between the corporate centre,
divisions and professional staff; consult"tion with staff and
associations before major decisions; and the increasing responsibility and accountablllty required of scientists.
In a time of change, better directions is a prerequisite for IP
communication and greater COI1- but is not itself sufficient to allow
sultaLion and trU.'it between rnan-

agement, SlatY and unions become
a necessity rather than a luxury,
The OA strongly supports the
introduction of participative prac[ices, at the corporate level through
Consultative Council and through
direct meetings with management.
At the divisional level it has playet! a primary role in establishing
divisional consultative committees
in Soils, BuikHng, Construction
and Engineering, Pon Melbourne
and Exploration Geoscience, and
has been strongly involved in all
other committees established on
the Consuhative Council l11udel.
The OA is unusual in that its
membership includes tht majority
of the scientific managers of the
Organisation and also the majority
of those who suffer through bad
management praclice. The A,,;socia-

tion has advocated better management practice and training at all
levels and has encouraged me mbel'S to be more panicipative and
democratic in their approach to
management, in the interests of a
more harmonious and effective
workplace.
It seeks to make all managers
aware that communication is a
major part of their jobs and that the
all-too-common 'mushroom' approach isn't good enough,
Whatindnstrialparticipatton
is and is not
Although most people would
agree that II' is a desirable aim, the
actual meaning of the term is
unclear to many people and there
are many misconceptions

participation in decision making.
• Slice groups. These groups of
employees selected by management were once a popular means
for managers to get feedback from
different parts of their establishment. However, they have repeatedly been shown to be les:i valuable
and durable than joint management
tstatli'union consultative committees. Slice groups tend not to be
t<lken seriously by either staff or
rnanagement and usually have a
short life once interest wanes.
Consultative committees, on the
other hand, usually have a strong
commitment from staff representatives, particularly if they have been
involved in the establishment proce.ss. They are able to discuss local
industrial issues and to make use
of the information networks of
both management and unions.
• Research projects designed
and run by all staff. Results from
a project conducted in a division
show that non-professional staff
believe the major responsibility of
scientists is to determine the research program and set priorities.
In fact, a major complaint about
scientists is that they are eqUivocal
and fussy decisioll makers. Other
staff would prefer scientists to
make firm decisions about research
and stick with them, so they can get
on with their jobs,

• Sharing power. The retention
of power for its own sake is often
counter productive. Decision maker1':i should consider delegating
wherever possible and should pass
Oil sulficient information and an
overview of reqlli rernenls so (Hhers
may execute their duties effectively
Conclusions
CSIRO is fertile for II' activity,
Most of il':l work envIronments al-

ready are close to the II' ideal of a
'coll1l11l1nit)' at work' and most
officers work in semi-autonom(llls
gfOUpS, Work usually is varied and
interesting and employee.:; generally are encouraged to he resource-

ful and self motivated, Relations
lJetween unions and management
afe good and there have been almost no industria) disputes in the
Organisalion.
Nevertheless, CSlRO has a
number of very obvious prol)lems.
Horizontal and vertical information
flows have been notoriously poor
Management style h,IS been paternalistic and relatively ~luthori(arian
and has not encouraged ernployee
panicipation. Staff' generally afe
nOl familiar with group decision
making except within small research teams and the formation of
leams of equals has been discouraged by both the promotional
structure and by t~lirly rigid management structures. The personnel
function is poorly developed and
there is very little in house training.
Management skills are not a prerequisite or, until recently, even a
criteriun, f{Jr promntioll to management pOSitions.
Recent reorganisations have left.
a great deal to be desired in lerms
of consultation, However, more
consultation h~lS taken place than
during Humy of the smaller scale
reorganisations in the past. A great
opportunity exists for management, staff and staff representatives
to be involved in organisational
change. Divisional consultative

Industrial participation
does not mean:
• Conservative or inept 'decisions by committee'. It is true
that large groups mostly wlII
choose the status quo and when
change has to be made it usually
must be done through the prerogative of 'command', But the best way
to introduce change is to allow it
to be implemented, where possible, by those whose work it will
affect. Generally they are the best
informed abuut what will and
won't work. If acceptance ofchange
is expected, then it must be done
with people, rather than to them,
• Complicated apparatus and
large nuolbers of committees.
The greater part ofIp is carried out
through a change of attitude and a
common :iense approach to other
people's rights and responsibilities.
A good attitude to direct participation already exists in much of
CSlRO, However, some formal
mechanisms for IP are necessary to
oversee the process and to ensure
that the best solutions are found.
Communication between people
who are not in direct contact only
can be achieved lhrough formal
procedures. However, efforts must
be maintaIned to ensure that ineffective committees are <.Iiscon·
tinued or revitalised.
• Infonnation sharing. The pas
sing of information between management and employees in both

Industrial Participation
in the Workshop
Bob Johnson, LeA
The Laboratory Craftsmens Association believes in industrial
participation, We believe that craftspeople seek initial employment in the Organisation because the work offers a chance to increase knowledge and skills through involvement in a wide and
varied area.
The l.CA is the craftsperson and idenlitkation of individual strentherefore sees lJ1ulIstrial participa~ gths and the overcoming of weak
tion as the link to achieving his or nesses. This ellab[e~ involvement
her aim."; in choosing to work in by offering and accepting informa
the Organisation
tion. This sharing and consultation
IP is about responsibility - or the in the workshop enables jOlnt deltWOlVen1ent of aE staff in the cision making and self managesuccess of the Org<lllis~ltion of
ment. Communication is an Jlnporwhich they are a vilal part.
tant pan of II', Communication
Being a successful partner in- means the disclosure of facts and
volves communication, consulta- attitudes in a way that the signifi
tton and direct participation. For cance of the facts and the reasons
the workshop based person, this behincl the attitudes {Irc made dear
leads to the satishiction of being to all concerned, This will mean
able to say '1 was involved in the better relaticms with all other sWff.
success or theH project'.
Finally, by having a clear underParticipation in decisions affect- standing of what is happening and
ing the workshop will increase why, and by contributing to the
people's preparedness for change work environment, workshop statT
and create a basis for 'lccepting any will gain an increased :iense of
reqUired changes. This increased belonging and this will mean an
involvemenl will lead to a more improved w()rldng life, grealer job
flexible and elficlent workshop,
satisfaction, a beHer relationshtp
III covers sharing as well as in- with management at all leveb and
volvement: the exchange of ideas, an increase in self improvement.

A message for

administrative staff
Shirley Pipitone, Public Sector Union

Industrial participation
does mean:
• Prior consultation. Wherever
practical, people should be consulted before decisions aflecting
their working lives are made. At
organisational level, statT representatives need to be consulted at all
stHge:'l on the formulation of
poHcies "ffecting staff,
• Joint decision making. Where
possible, staff should be encouraged to make those decisions about
which they are the best informed
and the best mbiters of the correct
procedures. Groups of equals may
be encouraged to discuss problems
openly ancl come up with possible
solutions by consensus,
• Working together. Ii' procedures and committees are designed
to cope with 'win-win' situations
where all parties can come together
for mutual benefit. 'Win-Iose' situations where there must be a loser
are best handled through conventional industrial negotiation.

committees may help bring together staff in new divisions who
have never worked together, and
may provide a way of carrying information through larger, more
cumbersome divisions. IP techniques of slllall group consensus
decision making, such as 'quality
circles' and IP activities within
divisions, may help identify and
solve problems of integration,
Too often in the past, management in CSIRO has consisted of
placing obstacles in people's paths
rather than providing responsibility and opportunity. [n many divisions, a move lo project budgeting
has been accompanied by a move
from management by control to
management by accountabiliry
Devolving responsIbility to the lowest reasonable level may help fuily
develop CSIRC)'s enormous human
resource. Consultarive committees
help management, slaff and associations to work together to achieve
Ihis aim.
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'Scientlflc excellence ... requires the very best administrative
support' (tile Chairman, tile Hon Nevllle Wran, CSIRO Annual
Report 1987-88).
This ls the task ahead for adminParticipation also will help <ldistrative staff In CSIRO. In recem ministrative staff to be actively inyears, more and more administra- volved in future changes in CSII{O,
tive functions have been devolved rather than feeling that change ha~
to divisions, The thrust now is for
been thruSlupon them. ThLs is very
administrative staff to Lake on an important because we live in a time
expanded role as professional when change is the only thing that
advisers to management.
is predictable,
To do this, administrative staff
The CSlRO Industrial Participaneed a full understanding of and
tion Plan encourages the formatilll1
commitmenr to the objectives of
of divisional consulrative commit
CSiRO and the objectives of their
tees where starr may discuss matters
division~. IndustrIal Participation
affecting them. A':l the plan emprovides the opportunity lo gain
phasises that staff representat ives
lhis understanding through imwill be union-based, all admini:ilr,l
pfoved information-sharing and
tive staff are encouraged Lt) join tlll.:"
consultation. By becoming involPublic Sector linion. Divisional
ved in decisIons affecting them at
personnel officers can indicate who
work, staflwill be more committed
your local workplace udegate is
to implementing [hose decisIons.
Participation will help evelyone
By joining the PSU you can have
make full ll:;{:' of his or her skills your say in the new non-confronand abilities, This has bcnel1lS f()l' tationist
managementluni<m
both staff and management -' st<lff framework that Indllstrtal Participagain improved morale and job salis- tion provide:i - a framework Ih;ll
l~lCtion, management gains Hlcreas
has management anclunions work
ed productivily and efficiency.
ing together for coml11on gnals

This section is a companion to the GUidelinesfor OjJerating Ar"angementsfor CSillO Divf.•ional
Consultative Co",miUees. It explains the rationale for the Guidelines and provides guidance based
on the operation of llrevlous divisional consultative committees. It answers a number of questions
that filUse setting up divisional or site committees will have to bce.
• What is a divisional consultative committee?
It is a forum where management,
staff and unions 111ay meet to discus:-; and help resolve divisionai
pnlblcl1ls.
• Whv do we need one?
A c(;nsultative committee can act
as a sounding board for all kinds
of ideas, problems and general Infonnation. It can be the division's

suggestion box and complaints department. It can solve industrial
relations problems iu a constructive atmosphere. and enable the
different stall groups to work together lo help achieve the division's aims.
III What sort of things does tbe
committee handle?
Ju,<;t aboLlt any mutter com-ing
under the delegation of the chief,
except matters involving only one
individual (which IBust still be
handled through normal industrial
relations procedures). Committees
work best wben their members
keep well-informed and interested,
when stall bring forward issues
regularly, and especially when divi~i()nal management is prepared to
[31.'1<.' matters of real significance.
Some matters that always should
be brought before lhe cOlllmittees
arc:
* divisiolla\ ll111mlgement committee minutes, if these exist;
.~ nwtter,<; alfecting more than one
association or staff group;
* matters relating to industrial participation, consultation or inform'ltion sharing;
* technological change.
• Why can't line IIlanagement
handle suggestions and complaints?
Often they wlit, and this may be
the best way of doing things. Blit
anyone who lla~ been a line manager knows that with the best will
111 the world you will filter a lot of
informmion. And you won't take a

lot of the complaints and suggestions that cmIle to you any higher.
it's just not your Job. Management
ancl staff do not have mlll:t1ally ex·
elusive goals. Allowing sw[f input
into issues of concern can assist
managemellt to make betler, more
informed decisions to whicb staff
members themselves will be COI11rnillcd. The con1mittee will provide
a !()l"Ulll for staff to raise their concerns anJ the easiest way to do this
is lw lIlvolving the staffassociations,
v...rIl0 dearly are distanced from
management, Anyone who has had
to act through a superior or inter

rnediary know,'i the frustration of

dealing with people whose prior
itie~ are different.
And even if your supervisor is a
good communicator, plenty of
olhers aren'l.
• My Chief ha' an 'open door'
polley. Why can't I just go 'md
see hiI1lI11er?
Of course you can_ But often yOll
won'l. Mayl1e you dnn't wam to

bother vour chief. or you don't
want tu . . eem like a troublemaker,
or )'OU know he/she is going to be
too hu.w to have much lime for
VOll. And even if you alway,; do, yOll

probahly know plenty of people
who are much more timid,
Also, if it's just one person, may~
be it's going to only seem like his
or her problem. whereas if a whole
commiltee also sees the problem.
the chief is going to lake Cl lot more
notice.
• What will tlIe Chief get out of
it?
The committee is where the
chlef call take Ume out to listen to
the 'little peopie' of the division. It
can help him/her head off potential
problems before they OCCLlr. and
nip unfounded rumours in the
bud. It is the place for floating Ideas
that may affect a lot of staff later on.
And it's a way for him/her to ex·
plain exactly what he/she is trying
10 ~chieve and to get help from all
the staff in the division to do it
• Why are the staff representatives nominated by file associations?
It is now almost univcrsaIiy recognised by commentators on industrial participation across the
political spectrum that IP !11u:-;t proceed through the associations., Ear~
Her attempts to introduce participC]'
tiOll through management-initiated
silce groups have almost all lailed
once management interest lapsed,
The problem with industrial participation introduced from above is
that It tends to he regarded byemployees as a management ploy or
a facl. Stall must feel tbat the committee belongs to them before they
will bring their concerns to it and
the easiest way to do thi~ is by involving the staff a::;sociation.s who
are the legitimate structures rcpre~
senting employees. The staff associ~
alion modd permit'i a greater
range of topics to be dlsclIssed.
General lndl..lslrial relations matters
oH-en are talked about by the committees, and possible confrontation
may be avoided in the positive atmc),")phere of a committee,
Staff associations also provide
continuity. Silce groups often end
with a ch:mge of management, but
associations tend to keep cOlllmittees alive durIng an interregnum
and pres.s for their continuation
with a new management
• How are represent.'\tives chosen?
Management representatives are
nominated by the chief (apart from
the divisional secrermy or [JAG.
wl10 appears ex officio)
Each association has different
rules regarding elections. The OA
will provide nominees all request
(and usually nomInates local group
representatives). The Technical
Association conduct.') a formal election. Members (lf other assoc!atiOoh
usually nominate a representative
through an informal election.
A typical struclure in larger divisions c()mprise~ tWD-L1ve manage
ment nominee.") (c.g. chief, divisional secretary, program leader or
other 'middle man;lger', EEO or
saferv officer); two OA nominee:");
lwo -(-/\ nc)lnince.s dlld (me nominee
from each of the Laboratorv Craft:")
men A"soClation, ADSTE ~1l1d llle
Puhlic Sector Union. Members ot

the committee are appulnted for a
year, and it is usual for members
to nominate a proxy when taldng
office
• What about non-unionists?
Aren't they 1'eprescllted?
Members of all existing committees take the attitude that they are
staff representative:';, and will bring
forward m,ltleni from any member
of staff (but nol individual illclust~
rial relations matters). Staff who
wish to help select a representative
may join the approrriate associa~
tiOl1 (and this is one of the benefits
of membership). If the chief feeis
that a group of staff is not properly
represented by this arrangf'ment,
then he/she may nominate a representative and even hold an election if desired), The represemation
issue should not be dwelt upon for
too long. What is most important is
to have,; a functioning, productive
committee that brings fOlward staff
concerns and prOVides an effective
forum.

• How are decisions to be
made?
Decisions are to be by consen.sus
(no vol!ng). Consens~s can be
taken to mean no dissent. While a
decision may not be th(~ preferred
one (-or all parties, it is one they are
prepared to tolerate.
The power& of the committee
stem from the delegated powers of
the chief, and as the chief is::! member of tIle comnlittee, this gives tile
committee 'teeth' if the chief sees
fit to exertLse those powers. Consensus decisions may be to take
some action. or refer tht.>o decision
to another committee (e.g. divisional mamlgen:ent committee,
OHS committee), or develop the
proposal furtber in a subcommittee
or consult other member,,, nf staff.
• Wbat administrative arrangements should file eOlllilllttee
follow 1
This is up to the committee. How
the Chair, seCrct-;lri<!! set-vices, publicity and frequency of meetings
are handled '''hould be a consensus
tleclsion of committee member.s.
Some praClices that have been
found to work ;.Ire:
i. ChaJr
A chair tllat rOlates slowly between lile different groups (e.g. OA.
TA, other associations, management) provides some continuity
but gives clifferent members of st"ff
the chance to take responsibilit\
for the committee and to learn the
skills of chairing Cl meeting. Chang
ing the Chair every three meeting:::;
or six months i~ one possibility. Il

probably is hetter if the chief does
not take the chair ~IS other.s may
need the practice more
2. Minutes
Having the incoming Chair take
the minute:-; is good training, hut if
members of the committee are linable to prepare mil1Lltt':'i then the
division should provide this f~lcility
Minutt':'i or Maternem~ of matters

discussed should be displayed
prominenLly and/oi' published in
staff bulletins. A stalemcnt of committee activities. paying particular
attention lo the development of IjJ
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initiatives in the division. should he
provided to Consultative Council
annually,
The agenda normally should be
kept at <l central point;so staff may
easily refer matters, For example,
the divisional secretary can keep
the agenda ill consultation with the
Chair.
3. Attendance of other staff
Sometimes the committee may
wI~h to invite others to attend, to
provide expert advice or to present
a ca:,e. Some committees routinely
aHow any interested memher of
staff to attend while others permit
this only by invilation.
• Confidentiality
MembershIp of a committee is a
responsible position and ShOltld
be treated as such. If confidential
matters are raised, the cornmittee
may decide to remove such matters
from the minutes, to exclude observers, or to place a confidentiality
requirement on members, which

should be respected. In normal
circumstance,,, however, the ()peralions 01 the committee should be
open for scrutiny to ever)'one.
• How formal should tlIe meeting be?
Generally the meetings should
be friendly occa.sions where information IS freely shared and difficuit
matters freely dIscussed in an encouraging envinmment. I Jowever,
the purpose of the meeting,., b serious, and time usually is a factor,
so the Chair may have to introduce
some elements of formality

• Resources
A stall' officer of the IJuman Resources Branch is respon~jble for
liaison ,lnd il11plernelltati(}l1 of divi-

sional committees, and will provide
necessary information or contacts.
The Organisation has several pHrttime resource people who will taik
to those intere.sted in settmg, up a
committee.

Steps in settingupan IP
consultative committee
Step 1: Read the CSIRO Industrial Participation Plal1.
Step 2: Do you need to change? Take stock of what is happening around
you at work. Does everyone know where the division is heading? Have
changes been easy to bring about? Is there H wide gulf between managers
and employees? Is morale low? Are some people kept in the dark about
changes? If there are some clltficulties, would a lllore consullative
approach help solve the problems?
Step 3: Discuss Ihe principles of Industria! Parlicipation with mher
employees in your division. If you require more information, call the
Industrial Participation OITicer or a Inember of the If> sub-committee
Step 4: INVOLVE tjVEllYONE. If you have decided that a more participative approach would be of benetlt, request" meeting of all slaff in the
divi.sion to consider the establishment of an III committee. Set up a pilot
group to consider the committee representation formula and report 10
the staff meeting
Step 5: Agree on the committee representation formula and elect
representatives
Step 6: Invite the JP Off1cer to meet the committee and decide:
• the scope of the agenda;
* ways of improving information flow to all employees in the division;
* goals for training and educating everyone in the division abollt the
consultative practices in all faceLs of workplace opcration; and
* the regularily of meetings.
Step 7: Advise all employees in the division the information
proposals and training goals to ensure everyone h~l,s an opportunity to COIl~

or

now

u:ibutc.

Step 8: Develop a plan for implementation.
Step _9: Check your progress hy involving all Aroups in lhe division.
Step 10: Prepare ,111 annual report for inclUSion in the CSIHO annual
report to the Prime Minister's Department

-------------------

Australia's Radioastron work moves ahead W(h)ither translation?
01'
~bet%et?etbammetung
Despite its continuous existence since the days of the Second World
War, many members ofCSIRO knew little or notbing of the Translation
Service.
Accounts of its activities
the next blow might fall.
appeared. on several occasions
For some munths the Translaseverely censored, in august pubtion Service, ignored or simply
lications such as the CILES Reforgotten. survived amid the
port, hidden in the latcr pages and
chaos and destructiou all round it.
generally unnoticed by readers This stale of affairs could not be
whose mental stamina had by this expected to last long, and indeed
time becn disastrously sapped by
it did not. in a single swift act, the
all that had gone before.
two translators in Sydney were
Authority, generally speaking,
disposed of and the triumphant
ignored the operation of the sercry 'user pays!' rang out over the
vice on the sound principle that
mess of 'Rcquest for Translation'
since It did not understand the
forms aud dog-eared photocopies
work that this small group W<IS of dreury, obfuscating articles by
doing, that work and that small
Russian authors aspiring to politAbove, Ihe USSR delegmion delivering Ihe anlenna feed l/nil la CSIRO. Lefl la right, Dr Vladimir Ll/k"sh group were obviously of 110 impor- ical prefermcnt.
of Ihe USSR Space Research Inslill/le, Dr Yurij Parijskij of Ihe USSR Special ASlrophysica{ Observmory, tance.
The survivor of this slaughter
Professor J"n Einaslo 0/ the ESlonian Academy of Science and Drs Kelvin Welling/all and Briall Robinsoll
Nevertheless, many scientists
now sits uneasily in Melbourne
of Ihe Division of Radiophysics.
made
use
of
the
service
and
transfaced with thc daunting prospcct
Wellington Robinson
lations were provided from some of translating for the entire
20 European languages. There
Organisation (at the rate of $17 .50
I'he item on the table is 'lOt a combination 1011'11 edger alld sprillkler, a ltigh speed diamolld grillder or was, unfortunately. never a per- per lOO words of English) and
evell CSIRO's secret weapOIl, but a small part of a large illtematiollal project.
manently employed translator of uncomfortably aware that it is
The project, RadioastTaIl, i,' an iI,ternational radio astrollomy missioll initiated by the USSR (see Co· Japanese or Chinese, u deficiency clearly intended that the income
Research No, 309, Febmary 1988), III Ihe mid I990s the Soviet Space Agellcy will launch a radio telescope which was eagerly pounced on
from his efforts should cover his
illto orbit aroulld the Earth. Tltis will be used with groulld based telescopes in many parts of tire world to and roundly condemned, in some salary.
form fantastically detailed images of astrollomical objects, equivalellt to being able to see a tenllis ball cases by people who had refused
on tile moon.
to consider the permanent emThe Allslralia Telescope, operated by CSIRO, will play ml importmlt role ill the groll/lll based nelwork, ployment of such a pcrson. (Each
Daunting prospect
being tile most signij'iL'allt radio telescope in the southern hemisphere. At the same time, A IlstralianNlllade of the permanent translators, by
hardware will be flyiug on the RadioaMrOIl spacecraft.
On the more cheerful (?) side.
the way. translated from at least
The orbitillg radio telescope has ml alltellna, 10 metres in diameter, for collecting data. Otlce collected, 15 European languages).
the Sole Survivor recently has
the data tire focllsed 10 pass throllgh the antelllla feed structllre - the compollellt siltillg 011 the table - alld
been
engaged in assessing some
From 1976, when there were
then illto the telescope's receivers. Australia is buildillg the dllal chmmel 1.6 GHz receiver, olle of three seven translators. numbers were 150 responses to an advertisement
beillg supplied by Westem cOlllltries,
for contract translators which
allowed to decline. The vacancies
The Allstraliall cOlltributioll was illtellded as all illdustry 'seedillg' projeet,jilllded by COSSA ($400 000) that occurred through retirements appeared at the beginning of
alld the Allslrali,lll Space Office ($900000).
.June.
Eighty-five
translators
were seized for other purposes,
The Divisioll of Radiophysics, workillg with the Australia Telescope Natiollal Facility, is respollsible with the result that within four whose prices seemed the least
for the overall desigll. British Aerospace Australia (BA eA) is the prime COlllractor for the Australiall years the service was reduced to outrageous 1 were selected and a
package, while Mitec Ltd, olle of Allstralia's leadillg mallufacturers of microwave compollellts, has the three translators: two in Sydney. directory is in preparation, copies
subcolltract to produce stale of the art cryogellic amplifiers.
of which eventually will be sent to
serving Queensland and New
The USSR's prototypefeed was recelltly detiverClI to Auslralia so that Mitec could check its compatibility South Wales, and one in Mel~ divisions, who will then be able to
with its prototype amplifiers. Earlier this year, another milestone was passed whell BAeA hallded over bourne, struggling to cope with save time by approaching transstructllral and tllermal models of the receiver to the Space Research Illstitute of the Soviet Academy of the requircments of the rest of the lators direct, instead of operating
Sciellces ill Moscow for testillg.
through the Sole Survivor. It is
continent and never having a
The whole project, wltich illcludes space.qualifyillg of the receivers ill this cOlllltry, will boost Austratia's backlog of fewer than 10 articles. hoped (feared?) that this directory
credentials ill the production of space hardware.
will
be revised at regulflr intervals.
'Life was not meant ... '
And that all will live happily evel
And so life wcnt on. Each year
after.
some two million words were
translated from 20 European lanVAE VICTIS! USER PAYS!
Pangloss Aukland
At a recent OA meeting in Can- guages: the cost to the Organisaneeds would not bc served by the
Lettet·s
tion
wns
far
less
than
the
charges
Sole Survivor
Print Advisory Service providing berra (mostly scientific luminaries
Cont. from 1,·2
of
external
translators,
despite
in
attendance),
one
of
us
put
the
artwork for graphs and charts.
1 A lJOtejor flwlticlIltum!i.\'ts. 111 telephone
The mundane services that we do motion thnt corporate centre staff arguments to the contrary by t.:01ll1en;atlons re/atillg to answers to the
Dear Editor,
provide, 11Owcver, are too exten- should spend two weeks per year peoplc who knew nothing about lldllf!rt!.\wueflt, it wa,\' t.·ml,'ilsll!litly nOled
In the last issue of CoResearch, sive to describe here, and are in a CSIRO laboratory. Several these matters.
Iha( the JJeavier the foreigll accent, Ihe
Then came the heroic agc of higher the prices rel}lIestetl, or, ill some
VI ad Mosmondor asks what kind mainly concerned with managing people spoke in support of the
ca,Wt, demunded. A particularly fieri'e
Pappas
el
al
and
the
unfolding
of
of service the Print Advisory Scr- an awe-inspiring amount of detail motion, no-one spoke against it,
lady* requirelJ $30 per J()(J word.\'/or Irmtsvice is and goes on to assert that reguired to get a variety of publi- but the motion was defeated. This a drama unequalled in savagery I,,!i/lg from a Ellropeall }UlJguage.
we 'only want the good guality de- cations out on time, on budget was the only motion of the evening except, perhaps, by the sagas:
:to For the EquaJ Emplo)'mellt Opportll1lity
sign'. He also suggests that we and at an appropriate guality which attempted to do something well known aud well loved faces ajic:iolllldo,\' or llj1citmlldas: '!lere also were
,~()mefie,.t.'e
mell.
should provide 'a real service to level.
positive to address the problems disappeared and few knew where
divisions by providing artwork of
Why do we promote ourselves
which filled the rest of the meetgraphs and charts'.
ing; most of these related to the
withiu the Organisation? We have
One of the principle objectives a valuable service to offer and it
relationship between divisions
of the Print Advisory Service is to is our responsibility to bring it to
and the corporate centre.
purchase print and related ser- the attention of as many people
H scientists want corporate
vices for institutes and divisions at as possible within CSIRO.
centre staff to learn more about
competitive rates. There is a conhow science actually works, scienJohn Best
stant and increasing demand for
tists have to be prepared to show
Manager
Tlte Institute of Information und Commnuicatious Technologies soon
this service and as a small team
t1wm.
Print Advisory Service
we are occupied providing it.
A small group of us IS preparing will release an attractive 13 page, large format, full colour calendar for
With the limited staff resources Dear Editor,
a proposal detailing how such a 1990. It will illustrate the Institute's work and will featnre a hologram
How to get eorporate visionaries
remaining, and in response to inscheme would work aud we would prellared Ity the Division of Apl,lied Physics as an integral part of the
to see divisions
stitute and divisioual reguests, we
welcome suggestions about such a desigll.
It follows the successfnl 1988 Division of Radiophysics calendar,
save the Organisation substantial Liz Tynan suggested in the Scp- plan.
amounts of money by providing a tember issue or CoResearch that
Greg Tanner, which won a prize in this year's National Print AWlUds (see CoResellrch
design service when practicable. all corporate centre staff should
Division of Plant Industry No. 322, April 1989).
The new calendar has been sponsored by AUSSAT Pty Ltd, Convex,
It has to be focused where there spend some time each year in
Sarah Ryan,
is a need and where we arc told CSlRO divisions. Her suggestion
CIRC, Corporate Centre Apollo Domain Computer, Corporate Enterprise Developments I'ty
was
made
in
response
to
an
earlier
Ltd, Anstek Microsystems Pty Ltd and Ericsson Defence Systems.
it is wanted, usually front covers,
CSIRO staff may bny copies of the calendar by contacting Ms Jan
promotional items and saleable article by Art Raiche which, as
Liz put il, 'had some strong words
George at nCT's office in Canberra on 062-48 4130. Tlte cost to CSIRO
publications.
staff is $12 per calendar. Those ontside CSIRO, please add $5.00
My expcrience suggests then to say about the corporate visionpostage and I,acking to your order.
that the Organisation's publishing aries of Limestone Avenue'.

Hologram forms part of new
IICT calendar
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Or Batley

Cattle nutrition work set to
assist developing nations

releases new
book

nesearch by Or Bill Winter of the Oiyision of Tropical Crops and
Pastures has found that caUle production can be improyed dl'llmalically
by sUl'plying nutritional supl,lements direct to tbe animals, rather tban
.just spreading out a yariety of fertilisers.
This could have important
ramifications [or cattle pnxluction
in developing countries. as well as
in parts of Australia.
According to Dr Winter, cattlc
don1t always get all their l1utritional requirements from grazing.
'It is like assuming that if you
put all the breakfast cereals in the
world down for kids to cat, they
wdl select thc light llutnllooal
balHnce,' he said.
· t '
I I
I
D r W 1I1 er s researc 1 JaS S lown
that improving cattle production
in very poor grazing areus may be
done relatively ehe"ply by supplyiog those nutrients which arc in
short supply.
'In 110rth west Australia, annual
liveweight gains may be increased
three to four times from either

Fuel Technology has just released

a new book throngh cnc Press.

native pastures or low cost improved pastures with strategic
supplementation,' be sakI.
Dr Winter, who presented his
work to an international confereoce in France this month, sees
the research as particularly rclevanl to African and South Ameriean countries.
'Australia is the only place in
11
Id tI t '
d· I
d
.le war . ~a IS a c:c (;pe Eyles Above, Mr Les t.ydes, Mr John Fuller and Dr Frank Smith
counlry
wllllln
Ihe
tropICS,
he
.t
An agreement between csrno and Hodder and Tolley, • subsidiary
salC.

.

'Because of thIS. we ha;e been
able to tackle research whIch ca~not be done m those eountncs.
Dr Winter has speot 15 years
researching cattle production at
Katherinc in the Northern Tert-Hory.

Dr Bedding wins
Unbrae Award
csrRO's nematode expert, Or
Robin Bedding of the Divisiun uf
Entomology, bas won the 1989
Urrbrae Award for his coutrihntion to Australian agriculture.
Dr Uedding is perhaps best
known for deyeloping nematodes

to control Sirex wood wasp in pine

Above, Dr Bill Winter

A scientist with the Oiyislon or

forests, a technique which stol'ped
a major Clutbreuk of the

WHSl)S ill

South Anstmlia In 1987/88.
Tl,e Urrbrae Award, made
annually since 1975, is a public
memorial to those students of

Urrbrae Agricnltural High School
who serycd in World War If.

of Elders Seeds, blls been sigaed, 1I11owillg for the eOlllmercial hnildull
ofseed from a high yielding Stylosal)lhes pastme legnme called Amiga.
Mr Les Edye of the Division of
Tropical Crops and Pastures has
been involved in developing the
new legume.
He said' Arniga is a remarkably
persistent pasture legume, particularly suited to cooler or more
arid
regions
of
northern
Australia.'
Queensland Manager of Hoddel' and Tolley, Mr John Fuller,
said the company had grown Amiga near Mareeba on the Athertol1
Tableland.
'We're very pleased with the
initial growth. which has heen
vigorous,' he said.
'We expect commercial seed to
be available around September
next year.
'Amiga is easy to establish and
is an extremely high seed producer, so it builds up much quicker in the pasture,' he ~ai(L
Acting Division Chief, Dr
Frank Smilh. said he was pleased
the Division had entered into a
commercial agreement with Hodclef and Tolley.
'It will ensure that Amiga seed

Chairman visits the Top End

is available to graziers as rapidly
possible,' he said.
'The Division is confident that
Amiga will make an important
contribution to the beef eattlc
industry in Queensltmd and the
Northern Territory.'
Mr Edyc has released two other
cultivars for semi-arid or dry
tropics awns in Australin since
1973. Vernno and Seca hllve bccome the dominant pasture crops
in these arcas.
'However, since Vcrano was released it has become evident thllt
it was not highly prmhlCtivc in
areas with an altitude above 300
metres, with cool temperatures or
in marginal rainfall areas below
760mm', he said.
Mr Edye expects Amiga stylo
to replace Verano as the pasture
legume of choice in less favoura~
ble areas.
The Australian Meat and Livestock Research and Development
Corporation provided funds for
the Amiga research and also is
financing a new venture by Mr
Edye into subtropical eultivars.

(18

The book. by Dr Graemc BatIcy. an SPRS with the Divisiun's
Ccntre for Advancetl Analytical
Chemistry, is titled Trace Element
Speciation: An(flytical Methods

tllld Problems.
Or l3allev is weil known for his
work on ch~mcinl spcciation measurement and its application to
the bioavailablity, toxicity and
transport of trace metals in the
environment.
The book was produced primarily to hclp analytical chcmists. Tt
provides information on spcciation studies and the problems
associated with each method. and
will aid in the selection of appropriate techniques.
Contributions have been made
by Dr Mark Florence and Dr
Gary Low, also of Fuel Technology, Dr David Waite (ANSTO).
Dr Y K Chall and Or I' Wong of
the Canada Centre for Inland
Walcrs. Or 1 J1rich Fnrstncr and
Dr Miehael Kersten of the Teehnischc Universitat in Hamburg
and Or Gl'cg Morrison of Chalmers University in Swedell.
The book is available from D
A Books and Journals Austr~llia
Pty Ltd, 11 Station Street, Miteham Victoria 3132.
Research by Dr BaUey's groop
on heavy metal specwtion in Lake
Macquarie featured in Eeos 55,
and work 011 tributyltin and c.opper in oysters will appear in a
future issue.

Extech
TIte followillg has beell contributed by EXleclt Equipment Pty
Ltd, ill respol,se to al) invilaliol) to oUlside compallies la make
/lse of CoResearch to place information which lIIuy interest
CSlRO staff. It is Ttol a paid ad,'ertisement

Analytical pyrolysis of complex 1l111lficmnponent sllmples
\'yrolysis gas chro'lIl1tography (GC) frequently is "pplied to the an"lysis
of pure materials such as synthetic polymers and natul'aln",ter!"ls like
cellulose and rubber. There are 1 though. many 31'pliclItions for the
analysis of complex composite materials that may be mily partly orRanic

or may be mixtures or blends of a nricty of organie materials, hay.

Ahol'C le/r. D,. Lal/fJe COl'hert, Of/ker ill ClwI't:e of the Tropi("(Jf Ecosystems Research C{'"tre, (!iscUSSI1lg research proRmms With CS!RO Chamnan Mr Neville Wran, at Kapalga Research Station, [(akadu NatIOnal
"ark.
Corbett

III early AII/(IISI CSIUO sta)! it, Darwin were visited by lite Cltairman of CS/RO, Mr Neville Wrall. Duritl/(
his week-lollg sta)l ill 1-he Top End, Mr ,"lIra.", who wa.s accompa1lied by Mrs Wrall. combined a tour of
'ome of the Nortltem Territory" most popl/lar 10llrist deslillaliol/,' in Kakadu Naliol/al Park witlt ,'isits
la (llI/m/ber ofCS1RO research site" intlte regioo. Mr mill Mrs Wrm,'s day laur o/tlte Divisioll of Wildlife
aod Ecology'.' research ,tatioll al Kapalga ill Kakadu Naliollal Park culmillaled io m, irrformal barbeqlle
witb CSIRO .'Ia./J. Mr Wmll also iospected olle of lite Divisioll of Horticultllre's lropieal fruit research
pn~jec{s lilld toured the Tropical !i.'cosystems Research Celltre at Darwin, including the new Science
Bducati01I Centre.
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different melting points, boiling points, etc.
H polymers are involved, it may weight components.
he impossible to extracl or remove
A 'ioy';tcm has bc-en devrlopcd
them from the final prOllud for which includes a dynamic heaclquantitatlon, quality control or space and pyrolY;'i1s cllamber wit.h
other evaluation.
temperature
scUings
from
Pyrolysis pcrnllls the analysis (If ambient to 300°(' and a pyrolyzcr
these systems without extensive that is continuously variable from
sample preparation by liberating ambient to I400°C,
organic material from the matrix
An OI1~IiI1C trapping system
for analysis by GC, GC/mass spcc~ allows collection of the vo]ntilcs
trometry (GC/MS), GC/Fourier and reinjectlOn into the Gc. Cryotransform infrared (GC/foTlR), genic rcfocllsing of the analytcs at
etc.
the GC inlet permits spilless operMultiple step pyrolysis permits ation for trace analysis. Analvse·;
the selectIve volatilisatiol1 of incii- are performed using capillary colvidual components from the SHm- umn separations ulld flame ionisaplc or division of the pyrolysate tion detection.
into tempcrnturc-dcpcndent fraclions. DYI1r1mic headspacc sampllior rurther information contact
ing before pyrolysis removes vol- Extech Eqnipment Ply Ltd, 6/675
atile organic components from Doro-nhl Rond, WOlltirnu, 3152 1
the matrix before separate GC Victoria, Ph: 03-887 0055 "'. 008analysis of the higher molecular 338132.

by Je!! Prentice, Print Advisory Service, Sydney

The New Perspective
lVo longer fall divisions Dlul institutes view their publicatiolls as afterthoughts or ad hoc productiOJJ,';'. .t-t
new ethos is elllerillg CSIRO and slowly overlmuling olltmoded practices.. Part 0/ that ethos is beillg
expressed tllrongh a variety a/publications.
Centmlto tile new tllinking is the pu,<h to collaborate witll business, rural and indllstry sectors il/}oitl/ ventllres; to respol/d 10 the needs a/tile privale set'lOr; to trallslate sciellce/or IlIe pllblic benefit; tofimltlle right
market niche/or CSIRO technology; llIulto demonstrate CSJRO's wortllto tile cOl1ll1llmily. Markeling sll'lllegies alld bllsilless plalls are Ollllle drawing board. CSJRO lIeeds 10 eomnumicate qllickly alld /IIorefreqllenlly through print lwd electronic means, to issue more succinct reports, to produce cosIMejJective but impressi,'e
public relatiolJs material, 1o write industry oriented reports, to market commercial brochures llnd (0 allocate
sufficient fimd' from light blldgets 10 meel all tllese demands.

Besley Hews-Taylor Collins Prentice Sanders Grey Inglis
Planning weeting for (he Division of Applied Physics' Biennial Report /987189, left to right. acting program leader Lat/rie
Besley, program manager Ke/! flews-Tay/or, USsistil/ll Chief John Col!ins, Jeli' Prentice, Palll Sal/tlder.\' from IMEC Site
5,'ervias, business manager Roger Grey llnd program tIlll1wger Barry It/gli.\.

A thought provoking book, Cl/IIltraf Literacy, written by the
American author E D Hirsch Jr,
has heen released in Australio. It
wos first published in 1987 ond the
Minister for Science Bony Jones
contribnted 0 pnngenl foreword
to the Anstrolion edition.

given to the type of publications
issued by divisions and institutes
- publications which carry messages to national and international
scientific and business audiences.

A communication package may
be single or malti-faceled, depending on its message. Also. the
package should be part of a CO!l1
Illunicatioll plan ~nd in turn, of a
wider comnmllication strategy adopted by the division or institute.
R

to

address several difficult issues
facing the publications process in
today's economic climate. Firstly,
how cont'idential can reports be if
they publicise juint ventures with
companies? And, can scientists
advance their careers if their work
involving confidential contracts is
not made public? Secondly, what
is the most cost effective way of
marketing publications? Database
marketing should be an essential
part of any plan. If the publication
does not reach the right audience,
then time and resources arc wasted. Thirdly, not all divisional and
institute publications should be
directed at industrv. Some should
be aimed at the corporate sector
and others at thc wider scientific
forward

wave of CSIRO publications,
some would not stand up to
scrutiny.
Unfortunately some brochures,
reports, presentation folders and
that some divisions
institutes
leaflets lack innovation and [ail to
are lifting their games when it
take an entrepreneurial approach.
comes to creating publications
They are inward looking, verbose
with ~ competitive nair. For examand don't appear tpih)lVC as!~\lr!L pie, the OM,ion or Tropical Anidefined purp?se.;One ,·O! "the" 'mal P
used outside conmajorffiJ.\lt$ i§)I1atJ<;9t§~\!C;.t,~~eJS:~ff!f~~~F
e writing, editing
Incidentally, when,lt'conl
1 of its Divisional
issuing divisi?nal;~I)dinstitut~re, RepP!'tlg8,~. The final result is
ports . is essentiab that
Ammmell!.l~ble, the content succinct, the:desigll good and the
r industry emphasised
t.

le main pnnclp e in pro llcing
effective divisional and institute
publications is advance planning.
The book is compulsive readA team approach ensures that a
ing, persuasive in tone, insightful
variety of views is aired before
and urgent in its message. The
author bemoans the lack of culmaterial is written.
Defining the intended audience
tural literacy among American
youth and attacks the peddlers of
is vital. When it comes to communicating with business, di
education theory who ignore the
natural processes of developing
sions and institutes sho
culture in society.
a series of questions. Ho
Science also comes under
panies commun
Hirsch's microscope. He says 'Altheycommu
though the true language of much
communicat
science is mnthcmutical, imporswers to t
tanl elements of science can be
aggressive, co
expressed without the mathemattions appealing t
ical complexities that effectively
be produced.
move science beyond the underThe Communication-Institu
standing of all except specialists,
Support Group in Canberra has
Indeed, the goals of scientific
prepared a quality document s
literacy are no different from
using the latest printing and techthose of other kinds of cultural
nology. Called Commercial Re- Has
literacy. to provide each citizen
laliollships wilh CSlRO, it is an ture?
aggressive move, aimed at impro- 3. Sele
1C best medium for
with the basic framework of knowvii
IRQ's commercial re- your message, e.g. presentalion ' t
ledge into which public debate
with the privat
tor.
folder, brochure. information
can be placed. It is part of the
tions
al- sheet, report, video or a combillabasic responsibility of scientists to""
e of sci
n tion of $everal.
translate the essential elements'Jlf0'
ecifically a
;\ 11. Ge't your timing right. When
~cience into general, non-teC:h
and its ex
are potential clients most reeepcalterms ... ' .
effective i
tive?
Closer to home, David Hoare,
a CSIRO Board member. made
funding. TJ
5;" Examine the results, und use a
some pertinent remarks on scitraditional, le
winning l'orinula again.
ence communication in his recent
ports are fast dis,
communication package with
article 'Science has [0 play the
challenges of the I
ight market image may help
ball' (Directions in GOJlemment,
.
and institutes secure
new approach.
August 1989), He said 'Science
ding from the private sechas to go out and sell itself in thc
elp scientists and science
. ators produce worthmarket place. It is an absurdly
Before offering some .
narrow and short sighted view to
ications, Print Advisory
ments of CSIRO publications
(PAS) staff·are available
see that effort as demeaning and
in
circulation,
I
would
like
to
Ol
for
free
coasultation
in Melbourne
detnlCling from science itself'. He
line what a communication pac- and Sydney. They have access to
added 'Science has to demonstrate
kage should bc and how print still graphic designers, photographers,
it is willing and able to manage
takes a leading role.
the R&D function in a way that
editors and printers. There also
A communication package may are outside consultants equal to
IS contemporary, relevant and
be defined as a series of state, the task - but they cost. IMEC
properly focused'.
ments, objectives, strategies, in- Site Services in Sydney has graphThe message is clear: science
tentions, projections and achieve- ic design and photography availacommunication must be meaningments,
succinctly
expressed bIe for divisions and institutes as
ful and understandable for digesthrough an appropriate medium required. Some divisions have
tion by industry and business and
and designed to influence decision graphic artists and photographers
it must be marketable and up to
makers andlor attract the interest who concentrate on inhouse prodate to assist R&D in today's comof potential clients. If this defini- ductions. while using PAS to orpetitive business environment.
tion was applied to the currenl ganise cost effective printing.
Therefore more attention must be
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of Chiefs 0
',~Q~s. ,....... . to ,assess thet
publications being issued by its
divisions - especially the format
and style of reports. Already, the
Institute has issued an impressive
and well focllsed broch\lt'\1·prepared by the PAS in Melbourne,
The Division of Wool Technology formed a team to prodlloe:a
full colour broohure on FAST
(FabJie Assurance by Simple"Testeluded a sciencommunicator, a
tech, a freelance
roduction editor.
f all members ensured the brochure met industry
needs and had the right image. It
helped the division to attract
national and international sales
for the product.
Another example of good planning is the CSIRO Rural Sector
Report 1989, which had to be produced very quickly. Communicators from three institutes.
IAPP. INRE and IPPP, and the
Manager Rural Industry Relations for IAPP/1PPP. in association with a leading design group
and PAS in Sydney, ensurcd the

publication met several criteria
essential for success with the tm-get audience. The report was issued on time
The Division of Geomeclumics'
Biennial Report 1986-87 and an
industry oriented brochure called
Science and Engineering in AW'r~
mUa both incorporate good gener~
ic design, judicious use of diagrams and appealing and striking
colour photos. The text focuses
on research projects aimed at incre[J,sing the competitiveness and
safety of Australian industries,
and both publications would
appeal to the corporate sector.
In publicising commercial ventures between CSIRO and busineos partners. high profile, full
colour brochures are in vogue.
For example, PAS in Melbourne
was involved in the planning and
preparation of the NAMAC (National Advanced Materials Analytical Centre) brochllI'e. By
working with the Division of Materials Science and Technology.
the NAMAC brochure has a balance of text, diagrams and photographs, the layout is uncluttered
and the location maps clearly indicale contact points.
The Division of Mathematics &
Slotistics soon will issue a high
profile, informative, full colour
presentation folder which includes
15 'Close-Up' information sheets.
Again, proper planning and a
team approach were essential to
the exercise. High on the agenda
was a brief from the Division
Chief to produce a capability
document which would sell the expertise of DMS staff to industry
Also important was the decision
to use a professional design group,
to include original photography
and to adopt a colour scheme with
the use of good generic dcsign. It
was planned by the Chief, the
Divisional Secretary, four program leaders "nd PAS,
Early in 1988, the Institute of
Information and Communications
echnologies was formed and a
ting of its communicators was
ithin the first three months
n publications and activities.
communication package was
agreed on, including a leading
presentation folder, an Institute
brochure dearly showing major
research activities, and a message
from the Director. An award
winning calendar on the Australia
Telescope was issued by the Division of Radiophysics, with the
help of outside sponsorship. The
newslctter fCON was crcated, a'
well as a video with the CSIRO
Film and Video Unit, aimed at decision makers in industry. All
components of the communication package were the result of
temTI work, and the contributions
of each division were vital in this
process.
Other divisions and institutes
have produced worthwhile publications and those mentioned here
are only a few examples.
Most divisions and institutes
are producing capability documents of the calibre needed for
capturing the interest of Australian industry and the scientific
community. Face to face contact
is the hest approach in negotiating
contracts, hut having a 'calling
card' shows the professional attitude needed for CSIRO to enhance its prospects as Australia's
premier research organisation.

Lynettejoins soil erosion project at CEM

Booka'Iribute to the NML - and
to Jack Wright
A book ontliniug the first 50 years of the National Staudards Laboratory
was launched at all informal ceremony on 31 August at the Division
of AIJplied Physics.
The guest of honour was Mrs Laboratory Secretary. Following
Katie Wright, widow of Jack Divisional amalgamations to form
Wright, a former Scientific Assis- the present National Measuretant to the Chief of the Division. ment Laboratory in 1974, .Jack
Jack was commissioned by the heeame Assistant to the Director,
Division to write the history, and Mr Fred Lehany, until he retired
it was a great shock to all when in 1979. He thus combined jourhe died suddenly in May 1988. nalistic skills with a very good
just after finishing the manuscript.
knowledge of the Division in its
Publication of Measurement in various manifestations over the
Australia 1938-1988 completed years.
the celebration of the Division's
.lack is remembered i:1S a quiee
golden jubilee, the centrepiece of unassuming. perennially good
which was a week of seminars and natured colleague, a very compeopen days held last November.
tent brass musician and a tireless
Jack Wright was particularly proponent of voting reform in
well qualified to write the history Australia.
of the Division. He graduated
The history is very mucl] a perBSc rn Chemistry from the University of Melbourne in 1935, and sonal assessment of the Division
after working in the chemical by one who knew it and served it
industry, he joined the Informa- well.

Ab,,,,e, Lvnelle Malcolm recwlly joined Ibe Cenlre for Environmenlal Mecbanics 10 work Oil Ibe pbysics
,~r lite er';siOlI of soil by wind, A gratlllale in pltysical geogmpby from lite Unive,~ity of New Soullt Wales,
sbe previously bad wO/'ked witb e''''ironmeutal consullauts Siuclair,Knight & Parlners. Allhe Cenlre she
will work witb Mike Raupaclt, righl, of Ibe Micromeleorology progmm. Also collabomliug in Ihe pro}e"l
is Jobn Leys, cenlre, of Ihe NSW Soil Conservation Se,,'ice, BurOllga. The researcb is flm<!el[ by a gmul
from Ihe National Soil Couservalion Program.

Vale Jack Cummins

Honour for Or
Rovira

1lJol'e, Dr Albat Hovir"

Chief Research Scientist with the
Division 01' Soils, Dr Albert Rovira, has been made Doctor of
Agricultural Science by the University of Melbourne, for his work
on the cOI11IJ1ex interactiolls bet~
wee" plant roots and soil micro
organisms.
Dr Rovira 's work pl'ovidcs far~
mers with sound management
vractices to overcome problems
of cereal root diseases such as
cereal cyst nematode - problems
which cost Australian agriculture
up to $500 million each year in
lost yield. For this work, he received the Sir Ian McLellnall
Achievement for Indllstry Award
ill 1987.

orcllP has new communicator
In response to incrcasing

aware~

ness of the importance ofpromoting public inten~st in research, the
Divbion of Tropical Crops and
l"flstlJres has al)pointcd a Com~
mlluicatiol1 l\1annger, Ms Jenni
Metcalfe.
Ms Metealfe, who holds all MSc
from Griffith University, has an
extensive haekground in both science ami communication.
CommunicatIOn project leader
Ms Anne Tuppaek said the
appointment presellted an ideal
opportunity la reach new markets

Above, Ms .lenlli Metcalje

Vale

Jack Cummins

tion Service at CSI R Head Office
in Melbourne in 1948.
As the audience was reminded
by Mrs Wright at the la\IIlCh, Jack
produced Industrial Research
News from its first issue in 1957
until 1966. He also was involved
in liaison betwecn CSIRO and
secondary industry.
In 1969 Jack joined the (old)
Division of Applied Physics as

At the ceremony the present
Chief, Or Bill Blevin, presented
copies of the book to the Wright
family. Also among the guests
were Mr and Mrs Ian Wright, former Chief Mr Fred Le"any and
Messrs John Gilmour (National
Association of Testing Authorities. Australia) and John Birch
(National Standards COlllmission).

-

Long-time CSIRO officer aud
I'ormer Governor of the Ian
Chillies Ross Memorial Foundation, Ml' Jack Cummills, died
earlier this month.
Mr Cummins, who retired t'1'01n
the Foundatioulate last year, died
peacel'ully at his home in Melbourne, aged 86.
He resigned from CSIRO iu
1962 and uutil his ap)loiutment as
Governor 01' the Fouudation in
1971 he was snccessively Treasurer, Secretary and Chief ExeCll~
tive Officer.
Mr CUIllmins joined CSIR in
1927 ou a senior studentship alld
in 1929 became an assistallt research ollicer with the Division of
Forest Products. I"ater, he established a scientific liaison bureau,
which forged closer contacts between the Organisation and Anstrutian and internatimml business.

Above, Measurement in Australia 1938-198R by the late J F I-I Wrighl.
The book is availaiJle direct from the DiviSIOn of Radiophysics, 0,. from
the csmo Bookshop in East Melbollme.

He was a tireless advocate of
CSIRO and remained loyal to the
Organisation long nfter he had
ceased his work there. His 'Iuote
in an article iu the Angust 1986
issue of CoResearclt was mcmnra..
hie: '[Sir David] Rivet! n.ed to
say if yon worked 1'01' CSI R, you
had to be worthy 01' it. I still firmly
helieve that'.

'We want to improve communication with the Division's cHent
groups and use modern communication technology to make the
work of the Division known to the
community in general,' she said.

Above, the Chief of Ihe Division of Applied Physics, Dr Bill Blev;n,
presents copies o/the history to Mrs Katie Wrigh! in the presence of her
1"O1l, M,. lall Wrighl and Mv wife MelTl'lI. Blevin Wright

The recent cuts in government
research funding made the commUJlIcation role even more vital,
said Ms Metealfe.
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OA Campaigns for science
The CSIRO Ollicers Association has virtually completed a letter-box dl'Op 01' 350,000 leaflets iu
nine mllrgiual electorlltes llronnd Anstralia as part of 11 cllmpaign to make politicillUS pay atteutiou

to science.
have

• Unemployment and Inflation

shown that Australians on the
whole are enthusiagtic about the

Recent

opinion

polls

both remain far too high.
• Our environment is being pol-

bcnefits offered by science, but
federal science policies are still
allowing
ollr research
and
developmenl effort to lag behind

luted and degraded at an ever
increasing rate.
• There is far too little 'value
added' by Australian industry to
our agricultural and mineral
exports.

that of similar countries.

The leaflet urgcs voters to use
their power over vote-hungry
politicians to force a higher profile
for science into agendas before
election time.
John Stephcns, President of the
Officers Association, cHII~ our

present R&D lag 'an alarming
situation', and believes that the
most efficient way to make gov-

ernment, and business, respond is
through the electoral process.

The hard-llItting leanel begins
with a bleak prnspecl- Australia
in crisis - outlining that crisis as

follows:
• Interest rates are exorbitant,

especially on home loans.
• Our international debt IS
growing beyond all reason. our
credit rating IS in question and our

dollar shaky.

• Australian

manufactured

• Australian

business

become more enterprising in its
willingness to take up the resulls
of Australian R&D in new 01'
IInproved processes and products
instead of IcnvHlg overseas
interests to reap the benefits.
• The government must take

absolute responsibility for finding
the necessary funds, Industries

goods are generally uncompetitive

that fail to volunteer their fair

both here and overseas.

share should be levied.
• The R& D needs of all industry

• There is too little productive
investment with too much money
going into company lakeovers.
If this situation is to improve,
argues the leaflet, we must spend
more on scientific research rllld

developmcnt. This will bring us
lIlternationally competitive industnes and better employment
opportunities as well as hclping to
preserve our environment.
Such an increase in expenditure, it claims, is not a cost, but
an investment in our future.

• Australia must at least double
its R&D effort just to stay in
touch with international competition.

sectors and all matters of public
interest, such as the environment,
must be met. Both environmental
research and basic research must

continue to be fundcd by the
guvernment.

• Our young people must be
attracted once again to careers in
science, technology and engineering. In addition, better education
for these careers must be a
nutiollHI priority.

• R&D must be a national
enterprise to spread the risks and
the rcwards while focu$Sing the
effort productively. This is much
the case already in agriculture and
the minerals industry and il should
be extended inan improved form
to
manufacturing.
Industry,

employees and research workers
should all be active purtners with
government in its management.

After stressing the urgency of
the prohlem, and telling the voters
what steps need to be taken to
overcome it, the leaflet reinforces
its message with a reminder that

polls show public opinion 10 be
well and truly on the side of
science:

• more than 80 per cent of
Australians support a massive
inc.te~~se

in our R&D effort; and

• 85 per cent would like to sce
scientls~S

and engineers directing

that effort.

* *

,~

The 35\l,'OOO letter-drop is only
part of a ciontinuous campaign by
th};>_, Officers Association to raise
,sclence awareness in the community. Early this year they dislributed a leaflet on the importance
of CSIRO itself in solving
Australia's problems, and they
also conductcd their own opinion
poll to gauge public feeling about
science issues.

The Association also lobbies
politicians with
what John
Stephens calls 'considerable intensity' and speaks up strongly on
behalf of working scientists at the
National Science and Technology
Group meetings.
All of this, says John Step hens,
is a response 'not just to our
situation but also to Barry Jones
describing us as wimps some years

ago.
'We have been challenged. We
have picked up thal challenge and
by God we're going to run with it
from now on.'

The Institute of Industrial Technologies mounted a striking
display 01' the latest in CSIRO techuology at l'lIrliament House
iu Canberra ou 24 October.
Each of the Institute's Divisions set up a stall to display
its wares to the public and
media.
Scientists and their business
partners were on hand explaining CSIRO's ventures in the
private sector from both a
scientific and a commercial
point of view.
The exhibition was well
received, especially the more
spectacular displays.

'" 'F

*

Above, top, Science Minister
Barry lones tries to glimpse a
piece of metal being levitated
by superconductivity equipment set up by Dr Stephen

Collocott of the Division of
Applied Physics.
The middle picture seems to
show Shadow Minister for Science, Peter McGauran, looking to Bany lanes for scientific
insight while Or Colin Adam,
Direclor of the Institute,
stands well back. Perhaps Dr
Adam knows that Mr McGauran is about to put the new
high-tech magnet to a very
low-tech use against his political rival? (Bottom picture.)
What they are really doing
is pitting their strength against
that of the powerful rare earth
magnets being developed by
the
Division
of Applied
Physics.

From the Cbi
Executive
A column by
Dr Keith
Boardlnan
I am writing this column on my return flight from Seoul after
leading the Australian delegation on a Science and Technology
mission to the Repuhlic of Korea. The visit follows on the signing
of a Memorandnm of Understanding for Science and Technology
co-operation between the two governments.
CSIRO is very highly regarded
The nine-person delegation was
for its achievements in strategic
broadly based, with representabasic research and several of the
tives from DITAC, CSIRO,
research institutes we visited
ANSTO. universities and induswould like to model their future
try. and it received excellent supdirections on CSIRO. It is ironic
port from the Ambassador and bi'
that CSIRO, which is so highly
staff at the Australian Embassy in
rcgarded as a public sector
Seoul.
research organisation in so many
We were received by tbe Miniscountries, has suffered substantial
ter of Scicncc and Technology
funding cuts over the past five
and visited the major research
years and poor government supinstitutes in the public sector in
Seoul and Taedok Science Town,
port. It came as no surprise that
the priority R&D areas in Korea
located 170 km from Seoul. and a
are similar to those of other
private sector institute.
advanced
nations, namely, new
Tacdok Science Town is a
materials, biotechnology, fine
malor development and many of
chemicals
and
information
the public sector research institutes are bemg transferred there,
technology.
together with a number of private
I believe there arc opportunities
to develop a beller relationship
sector institutes.
Korea has a strong central
with and knowledge of Korea by
bureaucracy and a number of very
the exchange of scientists. initially
in areas of basic science, and the
large comjJunics that dominate
acceptance of Korean post-docthe Korean economy. R&D is
toral fellows. But iu the longer
very much market~driven and
term, if Australia is to obtain
there is strong interaction betgreater benefit from co-operation
ween the public sector research
with Korea, wc must learn to
institutes and private companies.
Korea has been very sllccessful
collaborate in strategic areas
which may be commercially sensiover the past two decades in
developing a strongly competitive
tive, and share the development
of the intellectual property for
export-oriented
manufacturing
mutual benefit.
industry based on the acquisition
With the help of Directors. I
of foreign technology and a low
have set down my vision for
wage structure. Korea's relative
CSI RO and it will be considered
cost competitiveness is now
by the Board at its November
declining because of increasing
meeting. I propose to distrihute a
labour costs, industrial disputastatement to all staff before the
tion and rising inflation, Greater
cnd of the year.
emphasis is now being placed by
government on the promotion of
basic sciences and the developIllent of a capability to develop
new technologies, with less dependence on the technologies of
Apologies
Japan and the USA.
The delegation gained thc
rn
the
Oetoher
Issue
of
strong impression that basic sciCoResearch the third letter in the
ence is generally weak in most of
Lettcrs to the Editor section was
the research institutes and the
attributed simply to r Lowth and
universities. with a shortage of
R Lockwood. Two lines were
well trained researchers. But a
omitted. reading' B Mithen' and
determined effort is being made
'Finance and Services Unit, Corto attract back experienced expatporate Centre', respectively.
riate scientists from abroad,
#9H~
mainly from the USA, and there
The fealure on development of
arc plans to greatly expand the
poull')' vaccines in the August
funding of post-doctoral fellowIssue of CoReseareh did not men\hips for Korean scientists to gain
tion
the cOIllribwion of the team
experience in
foreign
labofrom
the Division of Biotechnoratories. There will be increasing
logy al Clayton. Scientists involved
opportunity for Korean post-c1ocearlier in the Infectious Bursal
lorals
to
jOin
Australian
Disease Virus ({BDV) pm}ect
laboratories, particularly ill priorwere: Mr G. M. Black, Or M. L.
itv areas for Korea and where
Britz, Or 1. I. Skieko, Or H. Y.
.Australia has a strong internaCheung, Ms N. Ivaneie, Or N. A.
tional reputation.
rrving and Or J. L Atwell. At
A <;Ufvey of Koreans on the
present, Dr John Skicko and Mr
subject of Australia, carried out
Andrew Wo/le are cOl1linuillK ferby the Australian Emhassy,
mentation Jcale¥up work for the
showed a great lack ut' knowledge
projecl, and are playing a crudal
ahout Australia. hut the scientists
part in the successfu' devl'!opmenf
\\IC met were generally ilwarc of
oJ the proIeel.
our scientific capabilities

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
Video recordings arc being used
increasingly in the laboratory and
in the field to investigate various
topics in biology such as: predation, scavenging, habitat use, responses to stimuli, and behavioural interactions. Video is used
particularly in difficult situations.
e.g. deep water. night time under
artificial light and where disturbance is to be kept to a minimum.
I intcnd forming a register of
video users, mainly to establish a
forum for communication of ideas
and methods and to let users
know about other users. To this
cnd I would like a short summary
from each user giving on a single
T

A4 page:
Name and affilialion
Project - objectives
Brief ontline of wOI'k
List of equipment
Comments on problems
Once I have a reasonable response from Australia's universities and research institutions, I
will compile the information and
send copies to those people who
have responded.
Ted Wassell berg
CSIRO Marine Laboratories

Dear Editor.
I am sure many of your rcaders
will be intrigued by the illustration
on this year's CSIRO Christmas

card, The caption says 'Nalure's
delicate balance can be supportcd
by the scientific knowledge horn
of Mankind's insatiable curiositv'
[ thought the best ecologists
were telling us the 'balance of
nature' is a grecnie myth.
William Wordsworth can provide a more appropriate caption

Sweet is the lore which Nature
brIng,;
Ollr meddlillg illteT/ecl
Mis-shape.\' the beauteolls/orm
~r thillgs:
We murder to dissect.
Nick Alexander
CSIRO Information Scrvices
Ulllt

••• about the Editor
Deal' Editor,
I agree with Liz Tynan that wc
need much more face to face
communication between central
and divisional staff.
As someone who has spent Cl
number of years in divisions and
at Limestone Avenue. 1 know
that both areas have people who
give excellent service to the real
business of CSIRO _. research.
I have begun a small program
to bnng the two places together
by taking members of the Human
Resources Branch out into the
field whenever possible. The
response of these people has been
marvellous ~ and the divisional
people are only too ready to show
them around and discuss issues.
I am now talking to other
people here at Limestone to sec
what we can do to take this a bit
further, to involve people from all
central groups and get them out
and about.
We are, after fln, one Organisation .,. at least, that's what I'm
told!
Wendy Parsons
Institute of Natural Resources
and Energy
Dear Editor,
Dissatisfaction of staff in divisions
in relation to the corporate centre
continues - fuelled by the view
that there arc two classes of staff
in CSIRO: the 'haves' 111 the corporate centre und the 'have nots'
in divisions.
While centre staff get more pay
for the same work and shelter
themselves from budgetary constraints, they can expect little
sympathy from divisional staff.
For example, who in the corporate
centre goes without a computer if
he or she really wants one? Computing consultants - reputedly not
very good ones at that - are hired
for exorbitant fees compared with
an ES doing the same Job in the
division, and are then provided
with PCs (what division can afford
that luxury'!). Meanwhile. sOllle
of the most senior scientists in the
Organis.ation cannot afford (0 buy
even a modest PC or other basic
piece of equipment. To add insuH
to injury. the budgetary software
developed within the centre is so
poor that some division~ have
been forced to develop their OWIl.
A second problem is the 'faceless' image o[ corporate centre
staff. referred to by Liz Tynan.
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What do they do and for whom'!
Presumably they are helping divisions to be more relevant and
operate more efficiently in the
service of tbe country? If this is
the cuse. their value would be best
tested by applying the 'consumer
pays' principle to their services as the centre did so eagerly with
the Division of Maths and Stats.
Divisions could receive the whole
budget allocation and contract the
centre to provide the service they
need.
In
this
way.
projects in the centre would compete
on the 'same basis as individual
research projects for goods and
services. The centre would operate in the same financial environment and have the same standards
of accountability (IS divisions. This
would help them to better understand the conditions under which
most of CSIRO functions.
The pity about the continuing
antipathy of divisional staff to the
corporate centre lS that individuals in the centre feel personally
slighted, As in any other organisation, most of the staff are no
doubt capable and hard working.
Unfortunately. as long as the
centre maintains the present inequities, it will be seen to be
inhabited
by
self-interested
pariahs who travel business class
while the rest of lIS go economy.
if at all.
R W SlItherst
Chief Research Scientist
Division of Entomology

Dear Editor,
I write in support of Liz Tynan's
innovative approach to making
the corporate centre more relevant and in tunc with the operational wing of the Organisation, a
wing that has been severely clipped in the past few years.
Unfortunatcly Liz, onc week
pcr year is not long enough to
provide CC staff with the quantity
and quality of insight needed. I
think it requires at least 6-12
months in a division to achieve a
result. Better still, they could be
more mobile and after, say. three
years in CC would have to spend
a compulsory year in a division,
i.e. a mini cultural revolution.
(The same may be said for institute staff).
At the time of the allegedly
large restructuring of head office
(now CC). I took time out to
make this point and actually

photocopicd pages from Drucker
that said onc of the golden rules
of management was not to appoint
peoplc to corporate centres who
had not cut thcir teeth in operations. I know it got there because
someone rang me ancl said they
would 'get back to me'. r wonder
what happened.
A Liz Tynan type plan. or variation on it, has a much greater
utility than merely solving the 'us
and them' outlook. It would rapidly lend to the realisation that more
functions should be devolved to
divisions or done away with altogether and that CC staffing
levels could be reduced and savings generated put towards the
research effort. Has anyone seen
any additional research funds as a
consequence of the last one?
Good on you Liz - pity you're
going.
J E Vercoe
Assistant Chief
Division of Tropical Animal
Production

DcaI' Editor,
I would like to express my admiration and thanks for the tremendous job that Liz Tynan has done
for the staff of CSIRO through
her cditorship of CoResearch. In
addition to transforming a routine
company journal into something
considerably more lively and
informative. she has actually
helped to maintain a 'CSIRO
culture',
The introduction of the two
class society (big M management
vs staff) to CSIRO as parl of the
MeKinsey problem has caused
considerable nhcnation amongst
scientists towards Corporate and
Institute entities. The fnrum that
Liz provided for disparate points
helped to maintain some hope
that therc still existed an organisation worth saving as well as to
reassure ,taffthat the bulk of' their
colleagucs were alive and sane,
albeit somewhat discouraged. The
fact that this wm;; done despIte
strong pressure for Col?esearch to
present a Man3gcment poml of
view is all the more cause for
admiring the job that she did. 1\
was not without cost.
Good luek Liz Hnd also good
luck !o the ncw cditor!
Art Raiche
Division of Exploration
Geoscicnce
More lellers on 1',6

A Matter
of Opinion
This mOlllh's poinl of view co/llmn comes from Dr Alisler K Sharp
from Ihe Divisioll of Food Processing.

royalty-earnmg achievements of CSIRO. Presumably national bcnefits
Include both achievements that have a cash value but don't earn royal·
ties (such as improved agricultural practices that increase Australia's
exports) and those with no cash value (such as preservation of the
environment)_ How arc rewards to be allocated between such diverse
'achievements of national benefit'? Are achievements of national
benefit to be recogmsed retrospectively, as are commercial achievements, and if so how far back in time?
14. Finally, and unequivocally, I absolutely reject any scheme in which
'there is no right of appeal in relation to the award or size of a bonus'
(para 15).

Editor's note: As always, comments from readers are most welcome.
Se"d YOllr letlers 10 Iile address a" Iile back page.

..__---=c:-----------------------------__..
Like many other stall', I am dissatisfied with the recently introdnced
CSIRO bonns scheme (Policy Circular 89/6, }'BU/l/4, 25 May 1989).
} do liot believe this scheme will sncceed in achieving its stated aim of
enconraging stalT to commercialise their inventions and I fear that it
will inhibit our fnture research.
Under the bonus scheme, at least 20 per cent of all income derived
from royalties and licence fces is now paid as cash to staff who 'made
a significant contribution to the achievement' that earned the income.
A further 30 per cent is now 'used to recognise significant achievements
of national benefit'. The scheme recognises nol only scientific contributions, but also those that 'may have been to the management of a
research project'.
I agree with the principle that part of income generated by royalties,
etc, should be returned to the people who created it. I bclieve, though,
that this income should be used to supplement research funds and not
becomc payments into individual pockets. I object to the scheme for
the following reasons:
1. As scientists t we know that we are easily motivated, requiring only
a lair salary and good working conditions. CSIRO researchers are not
'in it for the money'. Our best motivation is to have access to adequate
eqnipmcnt, adequate technical support and adequate travel funds. Our
working conditions have been devastated in recent years and general
destruction to morale is obvious. The present bonus scheme not only
fails to correct this situation, but further exacerhates it.
2. The present reclassification scheme already can be used to reward
staff for outstanding performance such as successful commercialisation.
3. The scheme will lower the standard of CSIRa's research by inhibiting collaboration. Creativity is enhanced by discussion and good science
rcquires peer review, If it were true that CSIRO staff could be
motivated by cash rewards, then it follows that, being intelligent, we
would attempt to maximise those rewards by sharing them with as few
others as possible. The honus scheme, therefore, will reduce discussion
and so hinder scientific devclopment.
4. Most CSIRO scientists have no training in commercialisation (Sirotech was established in recognition of this). Should the Board wish to
improve this m~pecl of CSIRO's performance, ] suggest that it start by
providing adequate training in the skills required for commercialisation.
5. Successful commercialisation of inventions is largely out of the
control of CSIRO staff. Those of us with experience in commercialisation have found that success depends more an financial and commercial
factors than on the technical merit of an invention. There are many
instances where the commercial partner has shelved an invention to
protect an existing product from competition.
6. Even if a cash bonus did act as a motivation, the time between
developing an invention and the return of royalty payments is too great
for the promise of payment to be effective. Between the time of
invention and the receipt of royalties or fees there can be a delay of
10 OT even 15 years, to refine the invention, to seek commercial
partners, to make commercial and financial arrangements and to build
plant; CSIRO staff rarely are in a position to reduce this delay. Is it
reasonable to believe that even CSIRO staff can be motivated by an
offer of a possible reward in 10 to 15 years?
7. There is a danger that the CSIRO bonus scheme will lead to a
reduction in the real value of general salaries. The CSIRO scheme
rewards only selected staff, and so operates quite differently to the
bonus scheme adopted by Qantas, and proposed for other Government
businesses, which pays all staff a bonus hased on before-tax profit.
8. Conflicts of interest are inevitable when those designated to administer the scheme also are potential beneficiaries. The Policy Circular
explained that 'the size of bonus paid to each nominee shall be
recommended by the Chief (paragraph 11), yet 'Institute Directors
will take into account any contribution by the Chief (para 13), and
again 'an Institute Director may be eligible for a bonus' (para 14).
9. By the time a picce of research reaches commercial fulfilment, many
people have contributed in many different ways - scientific, technical
support and commercial, yet the Policy Circular gives no guidelines
for the allocation of payments between different groups contributing,
or among the various individuals of each group.
10. Rather than proceeding by a licence or royalty agreement,
commercialisation may be effected by means of a one-off cash payment
to CSIRO. In such cases, no bonus would be paid under the terms of
the CSlRO bonus schemc.
H. Allocation of cash payments will be contentious when the
achievement that generates income is not a simple, one-off invention,
but rather the result of many years of effort by various staff memhers,
some working throughout the project and others for only part.
12. Allocation of payments will be even more contentious when there
has been collaboration between divisions (chiefs will have to argue
their division's relative contributions) and when the divisions are in
different institutes (institute directors are designated to mediate the
scheme).
13. The policy circular gives no guidelines about how 'achievements
of national henefit· are to be identified from among the many non-

New products for rock stress
measurement

The Division of Geomechanics has come np with
two new developments in
rock stress measurement
that are looking good as
export earners. Chief of the
Division, Dr Bruce Hohbs,
relellsed details of the new
techniques on 27 October.
'CSIRO' he said 'has been
'''nong the world leaders in
rock stress meaSUl'ement for
more tban 10 years. Now the
Organisation is bnilding on
that reservoir of expertise to
bring the new teehniqnes to
the market-place.'
The first initiative was the Abo"e, lefi to righl, Dr Bruce Hobbs, Chie/; Division of Geomec!umics
manufactlll'e and marketing of a"d Mr Jeff Et/goose, P"incipa/ of Strata Tek, halld over the keys of
hydl'aulic rock stress measnre- one of their new rock stress measurement systems to DJ' P Devin 0/
ment systems as ajoint ventm'e
ISMES Spa.
between CSIRO and Strata
Tek Pty Ltd.
geotechnical instrumentation
Encver. "'Vc have just sold onc
Mr Jim Enever, Program
developed by CSIRO and
of the systems to ISMES, SI"I,
Manager of the Snh-Snrface
others.
un Italian geotecltnical organiReservoir Engineering Progsation responsible for major
Mindata bave representa~
ram at the Division, has been
civil engillccl'ing investiga~
tives in Canada, the USA, the
working closely with Strata
tiOIlS.'
UK, and Sweden, and will now
Tek in the commercial exploiThe second foray iuto the
market CSIRO's 'Minifrac'
tation of CSIRO's hydraulic
systenl, a low~costt miniaturised
mm'ket·I,lace is a recent agree..
t'ractul'C eXIlCl-tise.
hydraulic fracture system for
lIlent with Mindata Pty Ltd, an
'These activities are now
Anstralian~owncd group man~
routine process control aPI,li·
bearing
fruit',
said
Mr
cations in the mining industry.
ufactnring and marketing
---------~-~------------~----

Water Resources wins MIS prize
The Division of Water Resources in Perth is the proud owner of a new NEC microcomputer, thanks to an
idea from two members of the Floreat Park laboratory.
John Bright and L10yd Townley
were the joint winners of the
Great Systems Ideas Competition
run recently by the Management
Information Systems Branch in
Canberra.
The competition asked for ideas
for new systems, or for improvements to existing systems, that
would help users do their jobs
more effectively and efficiently.
A number of high quality ideas
were entered in the competition,
which was judged by a panel of
senior officers with divisional,
institute and MIS Branch backgrounds.
The winning idea was for a system that helped simplify the preparation of submissions for external
research funds. The system proposed would also ensure that a
division's external funding proposals would be consistent.
Above, John Bright (/eJi) and L10yd Town/ey, Division or Walel
Apart from the winning entry,
four others were highly com- Resources, Perth, unpack the computer they won in the Great Systems
Ideas competition thought up by MI5 branch ;n Canberra,
mended by the judges. These
were from;
• JiII Colefax, Tropical Ecosystems Research Centre, Darwin.
Jill proposed a local system for
simplifying and speeding up payment to casual employees.
• Martin Gilhy, Division of Animal Health, Parkville. Martin's
idea was for a salary projection
system for use in preparing grant
applications.
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• Olivia Lee, Division of ltadiophysics, Epping. OHvia suggested
a facility that would automatically
start computerised tasks at a set
time.
McGee,
National
• PatricIa
Bllilding Teelmology Centre,
North Ryde. Patricia proposed
the inclusion of a 'date for payment' field in the invoice module

dfTIMS, the divisional accountspayable system.
Judging by the quality of the
entries, the competition was a
resounding success and the MIS
Branch will be having another
look at some of the best ideas with
a view to new and better systems
in the future.

Industrial Participation Plan is
launched - but will it float?
Readers will remember last month'sfollr-page insert in CoResearch 011 the IIpcoming Indllstrlal
Participation Plan. Well, now it's here, bllt what sort of difference, if any, is it going to make
to 0111' working lives?
The following article was contrlbllted by the Secretariat of the CS/RO Consllltatlve COllncil.
The editor wOllld like to hearfrom readers what they think of the Plan. Is it a solemn farce, a
real breakthrollgh, a well-intentioned bllt naive prodllct of wishflll thinking, a sop to the workers,
the best thing since Glasllost, tile same thing as Glasnost, what we ol11~'elves make it, 01' what?
Letters please!

Consultative Council report
The 24th meeting of CSIRO's
ill-year-old Consnltative Conncil
waS held at the Corp0nlte Centre
on 31 O~tober and 1 November.
In conjunction with the meeting
a function was held on 1
November to launch both the
CSIRO Industrial Participation
Plan and the Occupational Health
and Safety Agreement. Thc documents have been produced, under
tbe guidance of Council members,
to promote greater participation,
consultation and communication
at all levels of the Organisation.
The strategy of the OHS agreement is to involve all line managers ancl individual staff memhers in the identification and
prevention of health and safcty
problcms.
The II' Plan and thc OHS
Agreement
were
formally
launched by Science Minister
Barry Jones. Rcading a speech
written for NeviJIe Wran (who
was sick on the day) Mr Jones
empl1asised management's commitment to the provision and
maintenance of the highest standards of workplaee democracy,
harmony. and health and safety.
Carole Popham, General Secretary of the CSIRO Technical
Association, also spoke, affirming
the commitment of the staff
associations to a joint approach to
promoting improved consultation
ancl communication in the Organisation.

Industry award for COALSCAN
Dr Brian Sowerby, Chief Research Scientist with the Division or
Mineral and l'rocess Engineering at Lncas Heights, is the winner or
this year's Conrederation or Anstralian Indnstry's Award for Ontstanding Achievement in Energy Research, presented on 6 November.
The award recognises the achievements of Dr Sowerby and his team
in improving the etndency of the coalllrocessing industry iu Allstralia,
especially through COALSCAN, an innovative ash-content guage
estimated to have been worth $158 million in productivity gains ror
Australia in the past five years,
Dr Sowerby disliked the faet that the award was given to him alolle,
and stressed the team nuture of the achievement, particularly
mentioning Mr John Watt, Depnty Chief of the Division, and Dr Nicl'
Cntmore, one of the scientists involved in the work.

The lIew IlIdllstrial Participation Plan featllred at left is
only part of a developillg hllmall resollrces plall for
CSIRO. The article below, sllbmitted by the Gelleral
Mallager of Humall Resollrces, Mt· Artlmr Blewitt, offers
some backgrolllld, and foregl'OlIllll, to tire isslle.
Above, Carole Popham shows Barry }ones the new Industri,,1
Participation Plan boolelet.
The 11' Plan promotes the establishment of divisional cOllsultative committees aimed at providing opportunities for staff to be
consulted on, and contribute to,
decisions that affect them and
their work environment.
The Council members believe
these committees should go some
of the way towards improving
communication and consultation
practices. but they also hope
CSIRO people in general will
adopt a more participative, cooperative approach. If such initiatives are to have any chance 01
success both staff and management must be willing to work
together in pursuit of common
goals. And that willingness will
depend on mutual trust and openness.
We hope that improved levels
of participation will make for
better-informed decisions, a grea-

Wool lech Workshop

ter cnmmitment and sense of
owncrsllip of new policies and
practices, raised morale and an
altogether more satisfying and
productive workplace. The Plan is
aimed at giving people the chance
to contributc their full range of
expertise and skills.
The Council will continue to
operate as the main forum for
consultation between staff associations and
management in
CSIRO. Among the most important issues we discussed at this last
meeting were
• developing a human resources
strategy
• improving appeals and grievances processes
• considering
employee
development and career planning
initiatives
- releaslng staff for union
activities
• reporting on EEO, OHS, and
the Personal Counselling Service
activities.
Information on all these will be
sent Ollt soon. and next month's
CoResearch will carry an article
from us on the new human
resources strategy.

Ilumal1 resources plan
takes shape
Following a request in May fromlhe CSlRO Board that a human
resources strategic plan be developed for CSIRO, a working
party made up of representatives from Divisions. Institules, the
Human Resources Branch. and the Staff Associations has
consulted widely to determine the major human resources issues
and develop an appropriate framework for human resources
management in CSIRO.
A discussion paper outlining this framework will be submitted
to the Board in December and is expected to be widely
distributed in the new year. A White Paper will then be prepared
by mid 1990.
The working party visited a sample of Divisions to discuss the
development of the plan, and gave out questionnaires to get
feedback on issues they had found to be of most concern to staff.
The results {jrc being analysed now.
The strategic plan is dcsignccllo increase CSIRO's productivity
by improving workplace planning and staff satisfaction. It will
make human resources policies more effective by linking them
iota the corporate planning and budgeting processes.
A few of the issues that have emerged as most important lo
staff are
• direction/culture of the Organisation
• career planning
• rewards and salaries
• tenure
• training
• mobility and separation of staff.
These will be given particular attention in tbe discussion paper
coming around early next year. The paper will give all staff a
chance to contribute to future human resources activities.

New centre tor science-minded SCl1001 kids

Ahove. lep to right. Dr Alan Donald, Director of Animal Production
and Processing, Dr Peler Sent!. Strategic Planning Group Ltd, and Dr
Vince WUliams, Manager, Planning and Commun.ication, Division of
Wool Technology.
Williams

Director (~lthe Institllte oJ Animal Production and Proces.,iug, Dr
Alan Donald, was amoug those al/end/llg a Strategic Planning WorksiloI' Jor tile Divisloll oJ W0<11 Technology.
The 22 division members mel at tile Bel/illzona Coull1ry House,
Hepbu17l SprillgS, VIctorlll,Jor tile three day worksllop in September.
lJecallse <1f the pilots' dlspllte, sevell memberrs of the Sydlley
Laborat<1ry alld Iile workshop facililalor, Dr Peter Salll (of Strategic
COllsultlag Group Pty Lld) drol'e from Sydlley. Tlley were welcomed
III Albury 011 tire SIIIIday evening by a torrential storm wMch blacked
out the city,
Tile Dil'Isioll CIri~f, Dr Wllitcley, assistant CMeJs, program leaders
alld some project leaders, with sellior dlvisiollal and laboratory
admlllistrative sta.fffrom Geelong, Melbourtle and Sydney {abomlOdes, .,pelltthree very Jruitjill days clarilylllg divisional objectives ill
research, technology trall.~fer, fUllding, cOlllmlllJication J people
agemellt and corporate development.

ma1'~

On Sunday] 5 Octobcr thc Western Australian CSIRO Education Centre opened its doors to
the public, cspccially thc school-going public.
Unlike the other Science Education Centres - CSIROSECsscaltercd around the country as
part of CSIRO', EducatiDn Programs work. this one has been
created inside Perth's large Scitech Discovery Centre to offer an
even greater wealth of facilities to
its young clicnts.
The laboratory conducts experiments and interactive demonstrations for upper primary and secondary school students and uses
equipment not normally found in
school laboratories.
John Dawkins, Minister for
Employment,
Education and
Training, spoke at the opening
AboJle, Dr Brian Embletoll, Chief. Dh'isioJl afExploration Geosc;ence,
about the low numbers of top
with memlJers of CSlRO's Double Helix Science ClulJ I'll' school
Australian students choosing scichildren, at the opening ofthe /1ew CSII?OSEC in Perth. Club memlJer.l'
ence as a career. He saw the
did much fa help make the opening II success.
CSIROSECs as a pDsitive step
toward~
stimulating
student
Or Brian Embleton, Chief of lor thc impressivc quality of thc
awareness of science and its the Division of Exploration Oco- centre and especially for the
importance to Australia's future science, gave a speech in which he
remarkable speed with which he
growth Hnd economic dcvcl{lp~ praised the Manager of the new
had heen able to prepare if for the
ment
CSIROSEC, Robert Nall1estnik,
public
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Excellence breeds excellence
When Plant Industry Chief, Dr Jim Peacock, was presented with his Bicentennial BHP
Award for the Pursnit of Excellence in Febl'llary last year, he didn't spend the $40,000
that came with it on drinks for the boys .... Or did he'!
He invesled the money in a
ever eutered iuto hy csmo - its
fnnd, but the interest on that I'und
weut tow"rds yearly prizes for his
stuD', to reward their pursuit of
excellence.
The first Chicl's Awards for Ihe
Pursuit of Excellence ceremony
was held on Ocloher at Forestry
House in Canbernl, each winner
being Inesented with 11 pellcock
fe"ther and 11 cheque for $1,000.
The Award for Excellence in
Research weut 10 Or Jim Haselolf
for his work on tlte develol,ment
of Gene Shears, the breakthrough
in genetic resellrch thal has led to
the largest commercial venture

partnership wHh the ]l'rench com~
JlUn)', LilUugrain.
The winner in the Excellence in
Techuiclll SUI'IIO,·t calegory was
Mr C....ig Patrick, of the Division's
Cotton Research Unit, for the
major role he played in developing the Siokl'll and Sic"la cotton
varieties that now accounl for 70
ver cent of' Australia's cotton
crop.
Ms J en Price won the award for
E.cellenre in Other Support for
he" I,art in changing the work
atmosphere ill the Division's
Phylotron to onc of real
enthusiasm.

Book review

The Loneliest Mountain
By Lincoln Hall. Photograplls byJonathan Chester
Published by Silllon & Schuster

CSIRO OVERSEAS TRAVEL
AWARDS FOR
TRADES, TECHNICAL,
PROFESSIONAL (NON-RESEARCH)
AND ADMINISTRATIVE
SERVICES OFFICERS

The photographs In Ihls new book porlray Ihe Imge and portentous Anlarcllc as a serene, Inviting wilderness.
Read the lexl and yon will leam abont the 40 knot wind.,; Ihe six gloves on each hand, Ihe blizzards...
Togelher, you gellhe pic/nre. 11 comes dlrecl from Auslralians who love Anlarctica enongh to sail there
in a 21 melre kelch and climb Ihe /righest mounlain In Ihe Admiralty Range.
MI Mill/a is The Loneliest Mountain. On the 4163m snmmil, the first Immans ever to sland Ihere had
10 cut Ihe icicles from Iheir eyebrows 10 photograph each other.
The ll-strong gmnp mainly had advenlllre ill mind. Scientific Interesl ee1ltred on whale sightings by
whale expel'/ Peler Gill and rock samples collected by xe%llisl and expedition leader Grell Morlimer.
They raised finance for Ihe trip by selling Ihe jllm rights to the Nine Network and the magazine rights
to Australian Geographic, and with donationsjrom Sigma Dala and privale benefactor Alan 1'hislletlHVaite.
The book recOllllts the erpedition in diary forlll. 1111s allows Ihe reader 10 share Ihe Imman experience
of the excitemellt and prlvatlollS of the ,,,,Iqne environmenl on the bouom 0/ the globe.
Lincoln Hall's}irst book was White Limbo, the story o/rhefirst Allstralian ascenl ofMt Everest. Alllhor
Thomas Kenneally has described Hall's latesl effort as 'one 0/ the best and most engrossing acco/lllts ever
written about travel in Antarctica'.
Photographer Jonathall Chester has gained a rcpnlation as Anstralia's/oremosl ecpedition photographer.
He also is all 'Anlarctic addict', o}! Ihere again this summer.
1'helr book is in/ormatil'e and ellterlallling, o/inlerest 10Alltarctic and udvenlnre hn}!s, e1Ivironmelltulists
and anyone keen to disco vel' more abOIlt the world without having to Pllt on a parka.
Simoll Gr(}se

Applications are now invited for CSIRO Overseas
Travel Awards, which provide opportunities for staff to
gain training and experience related to their careers.
Since the inception of the Awards in 1977, a number
of staff have benefited from overseas stUdy. The Board
and Executive Committee place great importance on
the provision of opportunities for developing CSIRO
staff. These Awards are made available from four broad
categories: trades, technical, professional (nonresearch) and administrative services officer.
Application forms and information for the Award are
now available from the CSIRO Employee Development
Unit, Phone (062) 48 4174.
Applications must reach CSIRO Employee Development Unit, on or before 5 January 1990.
ENQUIRIES:
Martin Smith: (062) 48 4172
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Australian DNA Bank goes international
The CSIRO DNA Rank for cattle - a IInique world facility - has scored its first illternational
'borrower' •
The bank, part of an ambitious
"The pieces of DNA are tightly
"By analysing our material they
project to develop a genetic map can quickly find out where the packed in cach cell, but if
of cattle, is operated by the genes are located on the map. In unwound and joined up each
molecular genetics group of the
return, users of the bank submit animal's DNA would stretch for
Division of Tropical Animal Pro- their data to our database," he a million kilometres," he said.
duction in Rockhampton.
said.
He said despite this seemingly
Project Leader Or Jay Hetzel
IlThis exercise in national and limitless supply of DNA his only
said the consignment of cattle international co-operation pro- reaf concern was actually running
DNA to the Texas A&M Univermises to yield a detailed gene map out of DNA.
sity was part of an international within a matter of years."
"It is a big task to set up and
coUaborative effort to develop a
Dr Hetzel said the bank now maintain a DNA bank but the end
primary gene map of cattle.
had DNA from 124 animals and result will make it much easier to
The gene map will be used to
was the only one of its type in the isolate DNA markers, particularly
identify genes of prime interest to
world. It wo, made possible for traits sueh as disease resistance
cattle breeders, such as those
through embryo transfer pro- and carcase quality, thus providcontrolling meat quality and pro- grams and the detailed herd infor- ing useful new technologies for
duction, disease and parasite mation collected at the National animal breeders," he said.
resistance and rcproduetive per- Cattle Breeding Station, Belmont
Letters
formance.
(just outside Roekhampton) and
Since cattle, sheep, pigs and
by other industry breeders.
(Cont. froll1 p.2)
goats are biologically very similar
The project has received finan'under the skin', the mapping cial snpport from the Australian Dear Editor,
information will also benefit Meat and Live-stock Research M J .lones (CoUesearcl, October
Australia's other livestock indus- and Development Corporation.
t989) is clinging to the old
tries.
Or Hctzel said about one litre fashioned obstrllctionist vicw of
Dr Hetzel said the A&M Uni- of blood was collected from each work based childcare.
versity group was looking at par- animal, out of which 500 million
Firstly, work based childcarc
ticular sets of genes.
for CSIRO staff will not cost the
white blood cells were isolated.

individual parent less each week
in fees as wcekly rates will be
roughly the same as other
childcare establishments. It will
save CSIRO through improved
productivity "nO staff morale, and
reductions in absenteeism, staff
turnover and tardiness.
These arc the compelling
economic arguments for work
based ebildcare that have convinced the 4,000 American companies who now provide it (as
compared with 105 in 1978).
It is commcndable that CSIRO,
which competes internationally
for its staff, has bccn quick to
notice the demographic and social
changes that mean work based
childcare mnst be a priority in the
1990s.
Greg Tanner
Division of Plant
Industry

Dear Editor,
It was gratifying to react of Alister
K Sharp'S enthusiasm for staff
development and training (letters
to the Editor, CoResearch,
October). However, he may have
conveyed the impression to some
readers Ihat advertised courses
have been cancelled because of
mismanagement of funds. TIllS

impression is incorrect. The vast

---l
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A protege of Sir Tan Wark's,
Or Solomon was presented
with the Tan Wark Medal for
1989
in
the
Ian
Wark
Laboratories at Clayton on
that day. It was given in
recognition of his important
contributions to Australian
prosperity
through
the
advancement
of
scientific
knowledge and its application.
One of Dr Solomon's main
contributions marked by the
award has been the development of the plastic banknote.
The note is more difficult to
forge than existing notes and
lasts longer. It has gained
world interest for Australian
science.
Or Solomon was formerly
Chief of Chemicals anel Polymers, a CSTRO Division that
took off from work started by
Sir lan Wark.

Japan, with a gross domestic product of $US23,000 per capita
last year, is the world's richest country.
Under a new fellowship scheme some of that Japanese GDP
is now available to funcl research in Japan by overseas scientists.
Three representatives of the Japan Society for the Promotion
of Science (JSPS) visited CSIRO Headquarters early in
November to encourage CSIRO researchers to take part in the
scheme.
Shigeru Torikai, Head of the JSPS Exchange of Persons
Division, his assistant Toru Sato, and Taknshi Otsuka of thcir
Domestic Programme Division were promoting the JSPS
Postdoctoral Fellowship for Foreign Researchers.
JSPS began in 1932 as a private foundation. In 1967 it became
a semi-government body and part of the Ministry of Education,
Science and Culture. JSPS has always sponsored interchange of
scientific personnel ~ the ncw schcme was instituted in 1988to:
' ... provide selected young foreign researchers with opportunities
to pursue collaborative research with Japanese rescarchers...'
To qualify a canelidate must
•
•
•

CllTlbena-ACTOllko

CSIRO NlhHyde L!\bs

105 Delhi Ad, Nth RydB
PO Box 387. North Ryde 2113
Ph, 02-88762411
FAX: 02·987 8249

On Friday the 13th of October
Dr David Sololl1on, Depnty
Director of the Institutc of
ludustrial Technologies, did
very well for himself, but it
had nofhing to do with IlIck.

Orientation time?

£. Complete BankJng Convenience with VISA Access card

A No AdmInIstratIon Charges

Or Solomon
wins lan Wal'k
Medal

(6 Million localions worldwide)

WHY SIROCREDIT IS
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... No Transacuon Fees

majority of courses listed in the
1989 Directory oj" Employee
Development Programs have been
conductcd or will be held by the
cnd of this year.
It is true that requests for
specific courses in particular Divisions have exceeded our capacity
to fund in the current financial
year and several advertised
courses were cancelled. because of
low demand or changed priorities.
However, we are committed to an
enhanced lcvel of staff development through corporate programs, the activities of Regional
Employee Development Commit·

tees and programs organised by
Institutes and Divisions. An
interim Directury of Employee
Developmcnt Programs for the
first half of 1990 will be issued
early in tIle new year and a fun
program for the t 990-91 financial
year will be issued in mid 1990.
Bob Marshall
Employee Developmcnt Unit

o Means of Access
o VISA

o Direcl DepoSit

o ?ayrol! Deductons

0 TfiX Referral 0 FinanCial Planrllnq
Olnsuranr;es
0 foreIgn Currency
U legal AdVIce 0 Travel!ers ChGQuGS

Address

ApIum lilts loon 10 any of Ille offici'S ill Mnlbollme. Canbe([8, Sydney fer at1lmmedlale reptv
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be an Anstralian citizen
hold a doctorafe
bc not more than 35 years of agc whcn the fellowship
commences
have established I'eseareh plans with Japanese host researchcl's.

Fellowships are awarded for 12 months with provision for an
extension of up to a further 12 months. Travcl and housing
costs, living and family allowances, language training and
insurance, are all covercd by the fellowship.
Australia is one of 12 countries recognised under thc schcme.
The Australian Academy of Science is the official nominating
authority in this country.
For more information and application details contact Or
Ta-Yan Leong of CSIRO's Centre for International Research
Cooperation (062) 48 4444).

Lasers tor furnace control

CSIRO scientist helps BHP save

millions of dollars and market
new ins'lruments

The heal, Ihe dirt alld the 1I0ise ofa blastfumace are afar cryfrolll the ralhercivilised mIdgraclolls sllrroulldillgs oflhe Divisi/m ofAtlllospherii' Research ill Aspendnle. Scielltist MrJohll Bell1retllOok lip tire challellge
to venture into unfamiliar territory fol' some pioneering laser instrumentation work till tile field' - and the
reslllt" have beell 1II0re thulI worthwhile. Here he tells /d., story,
My 18-month secondmenl to BHP Central Research Laboratories in Newcastle came about through a
reqnest I'rom an ex-CSIRO collellgue, Or Chris Scotl. Chris is now lll'riucipal Research Officer with BHP.
Chris and I were involved in the laser proJccts are developed at opttmum burden distribution,
development of laser illstfumcllta- Atmospheric Research.
descent rate and peripheral
tion aL the Division of Atmos-

Strict safety conditions must he

uniformity within the furnace.

pherie Rcsearch.
My role at BHP CRL has bcen
to design and co-ordinate thc
development of 'laser time of
flight' instrumentation for use on

followed because of thc ever
prescnt risk of carbon monoxidc
poisoning or explosions. Before I
started at CRL, a tuyere (water
cooled nozzle) at the base of one

Until recently, control of thcse
parameters had not becn possible,
The development of 01'STOCK, Burden Surface ProfileI'
and RAIDM has changed this.

the company's blast furnaces.

of Port Kembla's furnaces had

During normal furnace opera-

Very basically, laser time of

failed, which resulted in moltcn

tion, the burden position or stock-

flight ranglllg involves measuring
the time taken for a very short
laser pulse, typically two to three
mllloseconds, to travel to a target

metal flowing uncontrolled from
the furnace. Electrical wiring to
the control room was destroyed
and the furnace had to be brought

line historically has been measured ut one or two fixed locations
using a mechanical stock rod (a
heavy weight on the end of a

and rcturn. Knowing the time of
flight of the lascr pulsc. it is possible to calculate the distance to
thc target.

undcr control manually.
In an iron making blast furnacc,

length of stcel wire),
Consequently, this smgle point

iron ore, coke and ftuxes which

measurement has not been suita-

comprise the burden, are charged

ble for making fast three dim en-

During my secondment, I have

at the furnace top. At the base,

sional measurements of burden

been closely involved with the development of three laser time of
flight ranging systems - 01'STOCK, Burden Surface ProfileI'
and RAIDM.
OPSTOCK and the Burden
Surface Profiler have been installed on furnaces at Newcastlc and
Port Kembla to measure blast fur-

pre-heated air at about 800"C is

distribution or monitoring periph-

blown into the burden material at

eral burden uniformity.

high pressure through tuyeres, to
form regions known as 'raceways'.
Here, cokc combustion generates IlOt rising gases which 'reing burden. At the centre of the

This situation has now been
addressed using the three instruments mentioned ahove. Each is
based on the concept of a short
laser pulse being fired at a target,
such as the burden surface. Thc

nace burden distribution, burden
descent rate and peripheral uni-

furnace is an area called the 'cnhesive zone' where the iron ore is
fully 'reduced' and forms molten

time between transmission of the
pulse and its arrival hack at the
laser is a measure of the distance

tormity.
RAIDM has becn installed on
blast furnaces at Newcastle, Port
Kembla and \Vhyalla to measure
'raceway depth' and coke particlc
size distribution.
With no previous knowledge of
the stcel making industry, I was
totally unprepared for what was
involved in developing equipment
tor reliable and economical operation in the blast furnace. The furnaces are huge, with the biggest
about 12 storeys high and with an
output of over 7,000 tonnes of
iron Cl day.
Temperatures exceeding 800"C
are regularly encountered right
beside them.
The air is highly contaminated
with very fine grained iron ore,
sinter and coke particles that pervade evcrything, Not exactly the
pristine environment in which

metal.
The temperature in this regipn
is abollt 1,2000C.
At regular intervals, H 'tap hole'
in the side of the furnacc is
opened and thc molten iron is
drained off in rail rolling stock
called Tredwells. Each Trcdwell
holds 200-220 tonnes and the
metal remains liquid within them
for several hours, During this
time, it is transported to the Basic
Oxygen Stcel (BOS) making plant
where it is convertcd into steel
through the addition of oxygen
and other elements.
For stable furnacc operation, as
well as avoidjng damage to the
furnace refractory wall, the hot
gai5 blast from the tuyeres must be
confined to the centre of the furnacc and away from the wall.
Theoretically, this call be
achieved only by maintaining

to the target.
OPSTOCK IS an electronic
equivalent ofthc mechanical stock
rod. This rod is very similar in
principle to the oil dip stick on a
car, A weight at the cnd of a cable
is lowered into the blast furnace
(burden surface). The length of
the cable, and hence the depth of
the burden, is recorded.
A laser pulse is fired at the

duce' the iron ore in the descend-

burden surface and the time for

the pulse's retllrn journey is rccorded, Knowing the time taken,
it is thcn possible to calculate the
distance to the burden surface.
Although still only able In make
a single point merlsurcmcnt,
OPSTOCK is capable of making
faster measurements over a longer
range than its mechanical counter-

part.
In addilion, it is able to makc
measurements during charging of

Above, OPSTOCK, No. 4 hlaSI furnace, Newcastle

the furnace, when the mechanical
stock rod must bc Withdrawn.
Uscd in eombmation with the
latter; it has proved invaluable
during periods of mechanical rod

failure, and during these times it
recovered its development costs.
On two occasions, blast furnace
operations were maintained while

the mechanical stock rod was
repaired. Had it been necessary
to shut the furnace down, produc-

tion losses of over $300,000 would
have occurred. Since then, savings
in production losses IHlvc ex-

ceeded $1 million,
The Burden Surface ProfileI' is
an extension of OPSTOCK.
While OPSTOCK ollly makes a
single point measurement of the
burden surface, the Burden Surface ProfileI' scans the surface
with a pulsed laser to produce Cl
three dimensional picture of the
burden distribution.
It also incorporates a radiometer that produces three dimensional burden temperature profiles showing the distribution of

hot gas flow and hencc burden
volume distribution in the furnace.

RA1DM IS similar to 01'STOCK, though Instead of
measuring burden height it mea-

sures thc dcpth of penetration of
the hot air blast (raceway) from
the tuyere~ into the burden mate-

rial.
The laser and its Hssociated control system are located remotely

Ahove, RA/DM, No. 4 hlast I,mUlce, Newcastle
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and thc Iascr pulse is transmitted
to the tuycre boot cap ancl received via fibre optics
RAIDM also measures fflceway
brightness and includes a CCD
camera for visual monitoring of
the tuyere and raccway zone, as
well as providing near-frozen
video images of coke particles
circulating tl1 the raccway lone.

The size of the coke particles is
indicative of hot gas flow tl1rollgh

the burden,
Tcsting of a single unit RAIDM
has been succcssfully concluded
and a multiple laser system is
being developed for near simultaneous measurement at four
equally spaced tuyeres around a
furnace
These instruments are generating considerable excitemenl at

BHP, not only from the point of
view of increased blast furnace
performance, but also because 01
the income they may generate
through overseas sales.
Individual development costs
for the instruments were over

$300,000,
Another division of BHP, BHP
Instruments, will be producing
them and at present is actively
marketing them overseas.
It has been a great expcnencc
to have been involved in the
development of instruments that
will enable Australia to maintain
its leau over the rest of the world
in iron making technology.

Obituary Phillip Garritty Killed in Crash

Anew mountain (of old papers) for Cotin to conquer
Mr Colin Smith, CSIRO's archivist since 14 November, 1978, has resigned to take charge of the
archive of the Royal Auslralasilln College of Surgeons in Melbourne. He leaves behind him an
archive of considerable fame llmongst historians. For exmnl)le..•
It is now two years since Professor Boris Schedvin completed the
two-kilogram initial volume of
what will be the first comprehensive history of the CSIRO -

Shapilll( Science alld Industry: A
History of Australia's COUllcil for
Scielltific and I"dustrial Research
1926-1949,

assist the development of a greater
awareness of. and interest in. the
story of their work.
'It is hard to think of much
about modern Australia that does
not reflect the impact of the
research and creativity of our
scientists and technologists. When

this fact is [ullv realised, thc
holdings 01' the -CSIRO arel))vc
will come into tl1eir own. They
will be widely recognised. at last.
as Cl precious resource of i['replacc~
able evidence and inl"ormution
about a major facet of Australian
life and culture.'

The research took him eleven
years.
At the book's launch Professor
Schedvin gave much of the credit
for making that research possible
to Colin Smith.
He said that Mr Smith, virtually
singlehandedly and in Ihe face of
considerable odds, hod est.abIished and built up the CSI RO
archive, ensuring the preservation
of vital ami irreplaceable records
of science in CSIRO,
Mr Smith doesn't blush at the
praise heaped on his archive; in
[act he heaps it higher. But he
lowers a critical eyebrow at
'singlehandedly' .
Credit for the acknowledged
excellence of the CSIRO archive,
he says, is shared by 'about 20
people, who carecl'.
He wrote a farewell leller to
that select little group just before
he left, and. though he didn't give
their names. he did give permission to print part 01' the lclter
itself. Here it is.

Stllllent Research Scheme

I

\

Tlte presentation evelllng for tile 1989 CS/RO Stl/dellt Research
Sclleme wa.' held in Callberra last 1II01ltll. Fifty local Year 12 studellts
took parI In tile Sclleme, undertaking researcll projects III a rallge of
fields ine/nding elll'lronmental mechanics, laser pllyslcs, eartllql/ake
seislllology and blOWflY genetics. Donnll Hajek, pictured above,
I/ndertook a project with Dr Kevln McCue of the Eartllq/lIlke Sels1II010gical Centre, Burean of Mineral Resources.

' .. , With the help of people like
yourself, the CSJRO Archive has
been able to secure and document
- relatively safe, retrievable and
available - ti,e greatest single
accumulation of twentieth century
records of Australian science and
technology.
'Had this ne}t been done, many
of these records would no longer
exist. Because it has been clone,
we have become a major source
of evidence and information for a
growing number of rescflfchcrs in
the history of Australian science
and technology, and in related
fields. The reference service we
provide has been widely praised.
'I should also mention that, in
two divisions. honorary archivists
have been building in-house collections and providing reference
service, These people deserve a
special thank-you for their efforts,
which have reduced the impossible demands on our central ser~
vice, [The people referred to are
Sally Atkinson, 01' Radiophysies.
and John Spink. of Chemicals and
Polymers. - Ed.]
'Between us, we have given
CSJRO some grounds to elaim
that it is observing the Archives
Act in its spirit as well as its letter.
Indeed, wc have done at least as
welllls many departments that arc
deploying, proportionately, far
more resource.s.
'It has been a privilege and an
education for me to work with the
records of CSIRO. It has. in
particular. engendered in me a
profound respect for those brilliant. unpretentious, hard-working enthusiasts - the scientists. I
hope I have done something to
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Above. Colin Smith brings order out of chaos at Yarra Bank ill 198f.

***

Tom Denmead receives
international honour
Dr Tom Denmead of the Centre for Environmental Mechanics in
Canberra has been honoured by the American Society of Agronomy.
He was installed as a Fellow of
the Society at its annual meeting
in Las Vegas in October.
Colleagues in the Society make
nominations based on professional achievement and meritorious serviee. Only 0,3 per cent of
members of the Society may be
elected Fellows.
Or Oenmead is a senior principal research scientist at Environmental Mechanics, where he leads
the physical ecology program. He
holds degrees from the University
of Queensland and Iowa State
University.
His research on physical aspects
of plant ecology and on the biogeochemistry of ammonia and
nitrous oxide has earned him
world eminence.
Or Oenmead was an Underwood Fellow of the British Agricultural Research Council. Leteombe Laboratory, in 1984 and

Above, VI' Tom Vetlmead
has served on several committees
of the Australian Academy of
Science.
Reeentlv he was elected Fellow
of the A-u'tralian Academy of
Technological
Sciences
and
Engineering,

